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AMSTRACT 

This thesis is a history of the flint glass makers and their 

unionAn the period between 1850 and 1880. The thesis attempts to 

throw light both on the flint glass makers and on the concept of 

Labour aristocraoy. Part one is an analysis of the flint glass makers 

at the point of production. After giving some account of the flint 

glass industry, the peculiarity of the work situation is examined; 

the produotion processq hours of workq methods of wage payments and 

other working conditions. Wage differentials between different groups 

of glass makers are analysed as a necessary condition for the formation 

of the Labour aristocracy. In particular, an attempt is made to 

reconstruct the life time experience of the glass makers. Special 

attention is paid to the relationship between glass makersp glass 

cutters and bottle makers. 

Part two comprises a detailed investigation of the structure 

and policies of the Flint Glass Makers Friendly Society in which it 

is argued that although the Society was a "New Model" Union as the 

Webbs labelled itq it did not always behave in accordance with Webbian 

notions of "New-Model" activities. 
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Intr44uction 

This thesis attempts to supply a history of the flint glass 

makers in what was reputedly the classic age of the Labour aristocracy, 

It tries to use the concept of Labour aristocracy to interpret the 

history of the glass makers while using the history of the glass makers 

to refine that concept itself. At any rate, the aim ham been to set 

such a dialectic to work. In spite of the Webbe's attention to the 

flint glass makers and their Uniong little further research has been 

carried outp mainly because a major source,, the Flint-Glass Xakers 

Magazine, has been missing. Ny research began with a rediscovery of a 

complete run of the M[NL&zine from its inception in 1851 to 1897.1 

When the Webbs wrote The History of Trade Unionism in 1894,, the 

ML8&&xine was already 'not preserved in &zW Public Library' so that they 

were indebted to Mr. Haddleton, Secretary to the Birmingham Trades 

Council, whop in 1893, possessed a complete set# for their acquaintance 

with its contents. 
2 Sidney Webb took notes from the Mg&azine and 

1 The discovery was made by Dr. Eric Taylor in 1972. 

2 S. & B. Webbj Hist2a of Trade Unionism, 1894 edition, P. 179.1, 
Alfred Haddleton was a flint glass maker and the seventh secretary 
of the Birmingham Trades Council from 1885 to 1895* (John Corbett, 
The BirmiRgham Trades Councill 1860-1266,19669 p. 186. ), 
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I 
left manuscripts consisting of 256 pages. The Webbs assessed the 

Xag, saine as 'the beat' of trade publications and 'the only one which 

has enjoyed a continuous existence (from the mid-nineteenth century) 

down to the present day. " 2 When D. N. Sandilands researched the Midland 

flint glass makers in the late 1920s, he was still &bje to use this 

oomplete not 'through the kindness of the offioers of the Birmingham 

District of the Flint Glass Makers Society,, 3 Thereafter the LgaiLazine 

was "lost". In 1961 an Witorial in the Bulletin of the Society for 

the Study of Labour Hjstorý, asked the members 'what has become of the 

Flint Glams Makers' Yagazine. t 

'This was in continuous existence from 1850 down to the 
beginning of the present century and was described by 
the Webbs as "the beat" trade publication. ... Lot us 
hope that our members in Birmingham can discover its 
whereabouts. ' 4 

Webb Trade Union Collection, Section A, vol. XLIII-I-, British 
Library of Political and Economic Science, London, 

2S. & B. Webb. History of Trade Unionism. opecitog P- 197- 
They wrotes i 

-a 
journal contains a mass' of useful information 

relating to the trade# special reports of the Trades Union 
Congresses, and well-written articles on industrial and economic 
problems, It in marked throughout by moderation of tone and 
fairness of argument. ' v P* 1979 fn. 3)e 

-ID. N. S&ndilands, The History of the Kidland Glass Industry with 
Special Reference to the Flint Glass Sections M. Com. thesing 
University of Birminghaml 1929, Parmord. 

4Bullatin, 
op. clts no. 3, Autumn 1961, P, 1. 
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Xy research owes much to the ! Lagazine, now in the possession of 

Mr. Price, a Stourbridge flint glass maker. 

Not only the Webbs, but other contemporaries highU valued the 

MLaosine. For instanceg the Birminj&Lm. Mercury reviewing it in 1852 

noted that 'Socialg commercial, and educational questions are discussed 

in well-reasoned articles, which show that, there is an amount of 

intelligence in the operative portion of the Glass-making community 

highly creditable. to them., 2 The received notion that the glass makers 

were well educated seems tobe based upon the quality of this journal* 

Certainly the Magazine is superior in terms of quality and continuous 

Plu-b-lication to most of its contemporaries. It contains useful information 

not only about the flint glass makerst union but the labour movement 

generally. The quarterly reports in the ! Lagazine afford continuous 

statistics relating to membership, unemployment, death, sickness# 

and emigration. However, the Union journal was not published for 

historians but for the members, so that it was hardly surprising that 

its contents were shaped by the ideology and policies of the Ibcocutiv* 

of the Union, particularly of the General Secretary. Leading articles 

I The microfilmed NM&zine if; in the Library of the University of 
Warwick, 

2 Birmingba Itercury, April 10 1852* 
so 
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largely expressing the views Ot thO General Secretary and the Central 

Comittee were the main source of Sidney Webb's notes. But we must pay 

special attention to the numerous letters from the members which appeared 

in the Xagazin6l sometimes in opposition to the policies of the 

gine shows that there Xxecutive* A close exmination of the &L& 

was not as united a Urtion as the one which the Webbs described, but one 

in which there were sharply conflicting opinions on many subjects. 

Controversy in the IWLagine and the policy of the Society must not 

of courseq be confUsed. In fact# there were many cases in which 

discussion was stimulated but practical results failed to follow. 

It is not clear to what extent the members of the union read the 

&&azine. There is evidence that some glass makers did not bother to 

read it. Frank Anton, a glass maker, recordeds 

'There is a certain class of ment who regularly ignored 
the existence of our IWL&zine; whot directly they 
obtained it, thrust it into their pooket, either taki 
no more notice of itj or when they got home, cast it 
anywhere for any purpose; never picking it up to read 
or digest any of its contents* Sometimes they may 
have left it in their pockets till th4W go to put 
another in, and it in then of course an almost value- 
less article. Sometimes the meals of these men are to 
be seen wrapped up with the leaves of our Magazine., I 

The MULagine did not publicize 'dishonorable" behaviour by 

members of the Societyg and if this is to be discussed then other 

sources must be used, For instance, ill-treatmentis by flint glass 

makers of their boys in the factory can be documented by the Government 

'F. 
*G, X*X, t Val- V'IIIv Po 106* 
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reports on children's employment and the local newspapers. The action 

of flijoit glass makers which helped to break the bottle makers' strikes 

is not mentioned iU the MNL&zine but in found in the journal of the 

bottle makers' union in 1877- In short, the MNazine lum to be used 

with carol like any other document. 

If a flint glass maker was an aotive unionist, he might be a 

contributor to the I%Mzins. If he was a well-known figure in the 

10CAl cQWMMitYq he might occasionally appear in the local papers. 

But how about the ordinary glass maker? What can be foxwd out about, his? 

If he was a member of the union, his name and status would appear in 

the membewship liste His name IRV, also have &PPO&rsd UL the list Of 

those receiving unemplo"ent benefit or in that relating to the death 

funds* If the wages book of his factory has survived, then his name 

and earnings mmoy be found in the book. If he w&A a strike breakert 

his name may have appeared in the "traitors list" published by the 

union. People who worked in factories, workshops or elsewheret lived 

in families and had some Contacts with people in the conumityo 

Most of the living experience of individual working men was destined to 

vanish without trace in any written evidence* Howeverp there are the 

returns of the census enumerators collected every ton years and the 

records of birthp marriage and death kept by the cburch. Both the 

Census Ammerators' Books and the Marriage Registers provide useful 

information about 'the number engaged in a particular occupation, age 

distributions marital status* h0UsOh*ld Positions : familY OiyOiv 

occupational continuity between generatione and marriage patterns* 
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If we combine this material with evidence gleaned from wages books and 

the Xagazinef then we can begin to construct a picture of the life 

time experience of the average flint glass maker. At the same time 

we can try to make a contribution to the debate m=ounding the concept 

of the Labour aristocracy. 

Labour aristocracy must be understood in relative terms& Its 

members distinguished themselves as a "superior" group from others 

of tho working class both at work and in tho widor comunity. The 

basic condition for the existence of a Labour aristocracy was at the 

POin't Of PrOductiOn. In spite of : fashionable sociologicaa stuclieg 

of Labour aristocracy involving social and cultural ana4ses emphasiming 

life style in the community and ideology, it is at the point of production 

and in particular relations in the work group which was dooisive in 

Labour aristocratic formation, The method of analysing the Labour 

aristocracy adopted in this thesis may be ra. Ued a "concentric circle 

approach". This approach begins with the work group and expands to 

encompass the factoryp the industryg the local communityl and the 

clams and society* The process of formation of the Labour aristocracy 

and their changing attitudes towards the rest will be disoussed according 

to the differently enclosed spaces* 

This thesis in divided into two parts. The first, is mainly 

concerned with the flint glass industry and the flint glass makerse 

The second part is an investigation of their Union. Howevert the 

activities of flint glass makers were related to their union's activities, 

so that the distinctioirl betweGn the twO Parts in artificial* In 

Part Oneq after giving some account of the flint 91&88 industry in 
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relation to the glass industry generally (Chapter I), the work situation 

in the flint 91&68 factory will be examined - the production process, 

hours of work, methods of wage payment and other working conditionst 

c, I .1 of which had peculiarities not found in other industries. Not 

only the causes of these peculiarities, but glass makers' attitudes 

towards any attempt to change these customs of the trade will also be 

examined in Chapter II. The reader will begin to realise that the 

necessaxV conditions for the existence of hierarchy among glass makers 

accumulated at the point of production. In the case of flint glass 

makerep the minimum work group was the "chair" consisting of four glass 

makers. Wage differentials among these four groups in the "chair" 

and their changes over time will be examined. Also the life time 

experienoe of the gXerage flint glaBB maker will be reconBtituted. 

Then the circle will be expanded to the factory in which there was a 

specific relationship between flint glass makers and glass cutters 

and bottle makers. The process in which flint glass makers recognised 

their superior position in comparison to less skilled glass workers, 

will be analysedo 

In Part Twog the structure and development of the Union will be 

clarified in terms of the concepts of "New Model Unionism" and 

"Primitive Democracy", After explaining the transformation from the 

Tramp Society to the "Now Model" unionot the membereq the financial 

systems and the government of the Society will be discussed. This 

will be followed by an ox=ination of the changing industrial relations 

in which the causes, development and offsets of the great strike and 
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lock, -out of flint glass makers in 1858-59 in considered* 

In additiong the main POli0i68 Of ths SOCi6tY - &, PPrOntice 

restrictiong labour control between factories and regionev promotion 

possibilitiesp emigration and co-OPerativG production will all be 

looked at and the fact that the F, G, X. F*So was in many important 

respects a "Now Model" Union will become clear* Finally the way in 

which the flint glass makers were related to the national labour 

movement will be examined, Wticularly focusing on the conflict 

between the Junta and Potter* An attempt will be made to solve a 

problem presented by the Webbe? account of Kid-Victorian trade unionisms 

- if the Flint Glass Makers' Friendly Sooi, ety was such a leading 

exampl* of the "IRew Model and the ]New Spiritt how did it come about 

that it identified itself with the Bee-Hive and George Potter? 
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Chapter I The Flint Glass Trade and the Flint Glass Makers 

1. The Developm ent of Glass Makin g before 1852 

Glasses belong to a group of supercooled liquids which have passed 

into a rigid state without undergoing any noticeable structural change. 

Glass is a congealed solution of a number of substances of which silica 

and alkali are invariables. The temperature at which fusion takes 

place is governed by the amount of alkali present since this acts as 

flux which promotes the melting of the remaining ingredients. Although 

all glasses have the common property of being amorphous and not crystalline, 

where lead is used as an additional flux a crystalline structure may 

develop. The principal source of silica is sand, although certain 

kinds of rock mav be used* For the finest kind of glass a sand which 

is virtually free from iron is essential. Historically alkalis were 

derived either from wood-ash or from burning Be&-weed. The former 

yielded potash-glass; the latter soda glass. Soda glass remains in a 

plastic state over a wider temperature range and is therefore easier 

to work. 

The way in which glass has been formed, cut and decorated are 

almost infinite in their variety and it is no part of this thesis to 

attempt to describe them. Yet these few sentences serve to indicate 

the essential factors which govern the location of the industrYl the 

presence or availability of the basic materials (including adequate 

supplies of appropriate fuels); the technical understanding and skill 

of the producers: the presence and accessibility of markets. The 

history of glass production is told in the inter-play between these 

factors, for even "raw materials" is a category which changes its 
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significance in the light of the other two. Thus it will be shown 

how the prohibition of the use of timber placed a premium upon a 

kind of clay for the making of pots; a kind of clay in which the 

Stourbridge region was peculiarly rich, 

The glass industry was divided into five branches, according to 

the excise duty regulations: flint, crown, plate, broad and bottle. 

Flint glass was a general term for colourless glass such as tumbler, 

goblet and table ware. The origin of flint glass came from the 

prohibition of the use of timber as fuel for glass making furnaces 

ordered by the Government in 1615- 1 With the introduction of coal, 

closed pots were substituted for open pots so as to prevent the smoke 

from spoiling the quality and the purity of the glass exposed to it. 

The closed pots, however, led to a greater difficulty in melting the 

glasses, so that lead was used as a powerful flux and it also imparted 

to the glass a lustre and brilliancy unknown before. Since blown flint 

glaBs contained a substantial proportion of lead, it was called 

'lead crystal'. 

The transition from charcoal to coal effected a geographical 

redistribution of the glass trade. It rapidly disappeared from Surrey 

and Sussex 2 
where it had flourished by using wood as fuel. In 

A decree, The proclamation touching Glass issued by James I 
on May 23 1615; Albert Hwtshorne, Old Enalish Glasses,, 1897, 
P. 413. 

2 W. E. S. Turner, The British Glass Industrys its Development and 
its Outlook, in Journal of the SociejZ of Glass Technology 
(herein after referred to as J. S. G. T. )v vol. 6,19229 P- 114, p The first written grant. in glass making appeared in 1226 in the 
Wealden Village of Chiddingfold. (H. J. Powell, Glass-making in 
Englandp Cambridge, 1923, P. 11). See also G. H. Kenyon, The 
Glass Industry of the Weald, 1967, and E. S. Godfrey, The Dev2lo 
ment of English Glassmaking, 1560-1640,1976.2 
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addition to London, ' 
two major centres of glass manufacture emerged: 

Newcastle and Stourbridge. In 1616 Robert Mansell moved from London 

to Newcastle 2 
and in 1612 Paul Tyzack and other Lorrainers moved to 

Stourbridge 3. APart from sufficient coal supplies in both areas, the 

advantages for glass making were water carriage in Newcastle and fine 

clay in Stourbridge. The glass packed in cases was sent from New- 

castle to London in the coal ships and the returning barges called in 

at King's Lynn to bring superior sand for glass making. The clay 

underlying the coal in the mines of the Stour Valley was the best for 

pot-makinly 
4, 

g. No other substance being known which will stand the 

In 1549 the eight Venetian glass makers came from Murano to 
England and set up in London. In 1575 Giacomo Verzelini was 
granted the right to make Venetian glasses in England for a 
period of twenty-one years. In the early seventeenth century 
Robert Kansell from Lorraine managed glass houses in London, 
which were previously Verzelini's. (H. J. Powell, op. cit., 
p. 126. ) 

2 Robert Mansell established his firm on the Ouseburn in Newcastle 
and in 1618 he obtained a patent for making glass with coal. 
The Victoria History of the County (herein after referred to as 
V. C. H. ) Durham, vol. II, 1907v P. 309, and James Clephan, 
Manufacture of Glass in England. -, Rise of the Art on the Tyne 
in, Archaeologia Aeliana new ser., vol. 8,1880, pp. 180-226. ý 

D. R. Guttery, Froi 
Stourbridge Glass 
the origin of the 
The Flarly History 
in J, S. G. T. 9 vol. 
July 20,1867* 

m Broad-Glass to Cut Crystal: A History of the 
Industry, 1956, P- 5- For information about 
Stourbridge glass industry, see D. N. Sandilands, 
of Glass-Making in the Stourbridge District, 
15v 1931, pp. 219-27, and Brierla Hill Advertiser, 

4The first concession awarded for digging clay for glass pots in 
Stourbridge is dated 1566 (George Harrison, Stourbridge Fire Clay, 
in S. Timmins (ed. ), Birmingham and the Midland Hardware District, 
1866j P, 133. ) The clay was about 150 ft. below the surface, and 
45 ft. below the coal, to the extent of nearly 200 acres, but the 
best sort was only found upon about 48 acres. (R. Simms, 
Contributions towards a History of Glass Making and Glass Makers 
in Staffordshire, Wolverhampton, 18941 P. 10. ) 
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tremendous heat to which these articles are subjected. ' I The clay 

was employed not only in Stourbridge but in manv other glass producing 

areas in England. In later years it was also exported to America, 

France and Germany. 2 

At the end of the seventeenth century the glass industry was 

concentrated in London, Stourbridge, Bristol and Rewcastle. Bristol 

had joined the group from the mid-century, 
3 because the city had many 

advantages such as near-by Kingswood coal fields, the efficient port 

and a big demand for glass bottles from local manufacturers of beer 

and cider. Besides these areas there were a number of factories in 

isolated districts such as Swansea, Nottingham, Yarmouth, King's Lynn 

and the Isle of Wight. But during the eighteenth century regional 

concentration and specialisation occurred. Between 1696 and 1784 

the number of glass factories in the West Midlands grew and the area 

increased its share of total glass factories in England and Wales from 

I Brierley Hill Advertiser, May 18 1867* 

Worcesterg 1906, vol-II, p. 281. 

31n Bristol glass was f irst made by Edwin Dagma in 1865* 
See F* Buckley, The Early Glasshouses of Bristol, in J. S. G. T. 9 
vol. 9,19251 pp. 36-61. 
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22.3% to 25-0%. London was reduced to second place, its share falling 

from 29-7ý6 to 20.0%, whereas the Newcastle area increased its share 

(Yj UY" I from 11-7% to 15.01%. The Bristol area fell back from 17. % to 15- %- 

Throughout the eighteenth century the glass industry in the Newcastle 

area was flourishingg specialising in crown glass production. By the 

end of the century 'not iron but glass was the richest branch of trade 

at Newcastle next to coal. f2 By that time the Stourbridge glass 

industry had moved from broad glass and become much more concentrated 

in flint and bottle glassmaking. Meanwhile, the glass trade in 

Bristol was in a decline due to the failure of the Kingswood, coal 

fields to supply glass manufacturers with enough coal. But the industry 

did appear at Nailsea, eight miles to the south west. 

By the mid-nineteenth century the glass industry's geographical 

redistribution was complete. In the Newcastle area after about 1830 

the industry went into a gradual decline, mainly because the advantage 

The f igures in 1696 are taken from John Houghton, A Collection for 
Improvement of Husban and Trade, 1692, and those in 1784 
are taken from Baile: vol. I-IV. The per- , K's Directory of 17841 
centages are calculated by C. M. Brown, Changes in the Location 
of the British Glass Industry since about 1833, Ph. D. thesis, 
University of London, 1970, P- 44,51- 

2 Rev. John Vaillie, An Impartial History of the Tom and County 
of Newcastle upon Tyne and its VicinitX, 1801, qaoted by 
S. Middlebrook, Newcastle upon Tyne, Its Growth and Achievement 
Newcastle, 1950Y P- 141. 
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in water carriage formerly held by the area was diminishing* Raw 

materials for glass making had been brought back as ballast by the 

returning coal ships from Holland and the Continent. The development 

of the iron built collier eventually led to the use of water ballast 

and the curtailment of these raw materials for the glass industry. 
1 

After 1830 crown glass was drastically effected by the French and German 

method of producing sheet glass, because sheet glass supplied the 

desideratum of larger panes at low prices without any knobs or bull's 

eyes, which had been produced in the centre of crown glass and limited 

the size of the window panes. The heavier duty on crown glass amounting 

to nearly 30C% on its original value at one time accelerated the 

replacement. 
2 In the mid-18500 only one crown glass factory was left 

and by the early 1860s all crown glass factories were closed on Tyneside. 

In contrast to the decay of crown glass, sheet glass began to be 

produced in Cookson's Works in 1837 by introducing Fýrench glass workers 

familiar with the process4 and thereafter flourished. In the 1840s 

James Hartley of Sunderland invented 'rolled plate' glass5 and this new 

I Ursula Ridley, The Historl of Glass Making on the Tyne and Wearl 
(Typescript) P-5o 

G. B. Hodgson, The Borough of South Shields, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
19031 P. 362. 

3That 
was R. W. Swinburne & Co. (T. -Salmon, South Shields. Past. 

Present, and Future, 1856, South Shields, p. 21. ) Swinburne 
wrote in 1864 that 'in the birthplace of the art in ]kgland, 
there is now not a foot of window glass manufactured. ' 
(R. W. Swinburne, The Manufacture of Glass, in W. Armstrong and 
others (ed, ), The Industrial Resources of the District of the 
Three Worthern Rivers, 18-64, P. 199. ) 

4G. B. Hodgson, op. cit P. 362p and Penny Magazine, vol. XIII, 
June 1844, p. 2569 

5W. Waples, Glass-Making and Glazing, 19529 P. 
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technology forced the abandonment of the age long process of blown 

plate glass. With the increase of the building of factoriesq railway 

stations and so on, this type of glasu was in great demand, because 

it was strong, cheap, and translucent, and particularly suitable for 

skylights and glass roofing. 
1 

Flint glass was not flourishing in 

Tyneside. 2 The Veweastle glass manufacturers were competing with 

St. Helens. The Lancashire coal field and local sand gave many 

advantages to the St. Helens' plate glass indnstry. In the early 

nineteenth centuryby attracting a number of ., skilful glass makers 

from Bristol where the industry was declining, St. Helens developed a 

prominent position in flat glass making and became the second excise 

duty payer behind Newcastle. Pilkington was the biggest establishment 

among firms in St. Helens. 3 Both in Newcastle and Lancashire, flint 

glass was not flourishing in the first half of the nineteenth century. 

In the Newcastle area there were only five flint glass houses in the 

1830s and in Lancashire there were only a small number of flint glass 

houses in Bolton, St. Helens, Warrington and Manchester. 

In the early 1860s the products of James Hartley and Co. of 
Sunderland alone were equivalent to one-third of the English-made 
sheet glass consumed in England, and equal to about one fourth 
of the entire produce of the English industry (R. W. Swinburne, 
oR. cit., p. 200)* 

2 'It is doubtful whether the Newcastle district was ever remarkable 
for fine flint-glass and table ware. ' (H. J. Powell, op. cit., 
p. 96). In the 1830s only five flint glass houses were at work. 

3Pilkington 
originated from the British Plate Glass Company founded 

in 1773. For the history of the company, see T. C. Barker, 
Pilkington Brothers and the Glass Industry, 1960. 
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By the mid-nineteenth centuryl flint glass making had been 

concentrated overwhelmingly in Stourbridge and Birmingham. Birmingham 

was somewhat late in its development of the glass trade. It began 

with small enterprisesv like toy manufacture, button making and glass 

cutting in the late eighteenth century. 
1 

At the turn of the century 

a number of firms arose and soon became large factories. 2 In the 

early 18308 the five Birmingham factories produced more glass than 

the eleven Stourbridge firms Put together. 3 F. & C. Osler CO. 4 

and Lloyd and Summerfields Co. were the representative flint glass 

factories in the city. The Birmingham flint glass manufacturers were 

No glass was made in Birmingham until 1785, when Isaac Hawkers 
established a small scale glass-house in Ed-gbaston Street. The 
son of Isaac Hawkers extended the trade and built the Park Glass 
Works in Birmingham Heath, which in later years passed into the 
hands of Lloyd and Summerfields. (S. Timmins, oR. cit., P- 5279 
H. J. Powell, op. cit. P. 104, and V. C. H., Warwick, vol. 11,1908, 
p. 244). But G. C. Allen wrote that tas far as table-ware is 
concerned, the industry (in Birmingham) appears to have spread 
from Stourbridge about 1750-' (G. C. Allen, The Industrial 
Develo-oment of Birminpham and the Black Countr. v. 1 1927. 
1929, p. 19)o 

2 In 1789 Johnson and Shakespoare erected a glass-house and in 1801 
a son of the latter, William Shakespeare, founded the Soho and 
Vesta Glass Works. In 1807 Thomas Osler established a works. 
R. K. Dent wrote that 'Previous to Mr. Hawker's first attempt to 
manufacture glass in Birmingham in 1785, the Midland counties 
were supplied from Stourbridge, but before the end of the century, 
Birmingham glass was competing strongly with that of Stourbridge 
and other neighbouring towns, and its manufacture was rapidly 
becoming an important local industry. ' (Robert Kirkup Dent, 
Old and New Birminghamo Birming'hamq 18799 P. 342)o 

3W. H. B. Court, The Rise of the Midland Industries, 1600-1838, 
1938, p. 224* 

4 Oslers factory is described in detail in British Industries: 
III, Glass, in Tinsley's ffMazine, August 18899 PP. 343-53, and 
Birmingham and General Advertiser, August 24 1848- 
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competing strongly with those of Stourbridge, although Stourbridge 

was more specialiBed. In Birmingham, beBides nineteen *glass manu- 

facturers' and five chandelier and lustre manufacturers there were 

twenty glass-button manufacturers and twenty glass toy manufacturers 

in 1851- 1 In Stourbridget out of eleven glass houses, nine were making 

flint glass and two were making bottle glass in 1850- 

London became relatively unimportant for the glass industry in 

the nineteenth century and most of the glass houses came to concentrate 

their business, not in glass production, but in selling and decoration. 

At the lowest ebb of the London glass trade two flint glass firms - 

the Whitefriars Works and the Falcon Works - continued to flourish by 

finding skilful artisans and talented designers or by getting new 

techniques of glass production. 
3 In Scotland the famous Holyrood 

Glass Works in Edinburgh was started at the beginning of the nineteenth 

4ý 
century and maintained a high reputation throughout it- To compete 

'Birmingham Mercýaj XV 17 1851- 

2 Brierl2Z Hill Advertiser, July 13 1867. For the Stourbridge 

. ý. cit. j H. J. Haden, The glass industry, see D. R. Guttery, oR., 
Stourbridge Glass IndustEX in the 19th CentyrZ, Black Country 
Society, 1971, and H. W. Woodward, The Glass Industry of the 
Stourbridge District, in West Kidland Studies, vol. 8,1976, 

pp. 36-42. 

3The WhitefriarB Works founded in 1680 by William Davis, was bought 
by William Powellj who was instrumental in finding the artisans 
and the designers. The Falcon Works, established by Francis 
Jackson at Blackfriars in 1693, was taken over by the Pellatt 
family a century later. Apsley Pellatt was also eager to ýexploit 
new techniques of glass production and travelled on the Continent 
for the purpose. 

4The 
origin of the HoIyrood Glass Tviorks was the Caledonian Glass 

Works, founded by William Ford in 1812. In 1864 the Edinburgh 

and Leith Flint Glassworks was established by Alexander Jenkinson. 
Both Ford and Jenkinson were competing with each other in flint 

glass production in Edinburgh. 
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with Stourbridge flint glass, a uniqueness of product was required 

for glass making in other areas. In Yorkshire the mushroom growth of 

bottle glass houses began in the mid-nineteenth century-1 The Yorkshire 

bottle houses were known to be establishments founded by well-off 

workers. 

In Ireland the glass industry took a different course from that 

in England and Scotland. Coal used in the Irish glass houses was 
3 obtained chiefly from South Wales and clay for pots from Stourbridge. 

Penrose, who established the first glass house at Waterford in 1783, 

imported skilled workmen from Stourbridge. 4 The firm had a world wide 

reputation and many other glass factories followed it. But by the 

For the history of the glass bottle industry in Yorkshire, see 
David Brundage, The Glass Bottle Makers of Yorkshire and the Lock- 
Out of 1893, M. A. thesis, University of Warwick, 1976, chapter I 
(ppo 1-31)o 

2 E. J. Robsbawm, The Labour Aristocracy in Nineteenth-century 
Britain, in Labouring Xen, 1964, p. 296. 

3M, S. Dudley Westropp, Irish Glass, 1920, p. 171,176. 

4D. A. Chart, An Economic History of Ireland, Dublin, 1920, p. 86. 
D. N. Sandilands pointed out that in 1785 a Stourbridge glass 
maker, Hill, emigrated to Ireland with 'the best set of worlmen 
that he could got in the County of Worcester. ' (D. N. Sandilands, 
The Early History of Glass Making in the Stourbridge District, 
o2. cit., p. 227. ) 
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mid-nineteenth century most of them had disappeared, mainly because a 

heavy export tax was imposed in 1825 and the market was lost outside 

Ireland. The Waterford glass firm was closed in 1851, when many of 

the workers went to Belfastj where the glass industry still struggled 

on until 1870-1 In 1825 there were eleven glass-houses in Ireland, 

while in 1852 there were only three left - two in Dublin for flint 

glass and bottles, and one in Belfast. 2 

Glass Making in the M). td Quarter of the Nineteenth Century 

The history of the flint glass industry in the third quarter of 

the nineteenth century has three major characteristics. First, the 

flint glass trades together with the other branches of the glass 

industry, experienced a golden age of prosperity over the periodp 

although occasional recessions took place. Certainly this provided a 

necessary condition for the achievement by flint glass makers of the 

'Among them The Waterloo Glass House Co. built by Daniel Foley 
in Cork in 1815, produced the most superior quality flint glass 
by employing over 100 workmen, but it was closed in 1835. The 
Terrace Glass Works, established in Cork in 1818, employed about 
forty cutters in the 1830s and produced lustres, lamps and table 
ware, but it became the last factory in Cork in 1841. (E. N. Elville, 
English and Irish Cut Glass. 1750-19-50 1953, p. 62. ) 

2M. S. Dudley Westropp, op. cit-9 P. 142. 
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position of Labour aristocrats. Second, the pattern of regional 

distribution in the flint glass trade which had emerged by the mid- 

nineteenth century was strengthened and consolidated; the West Midlandsq 

particularly Stourbridge, became more significant as the centre of 

flint glass making. However, the appearance of pressed glass in the 

NewcaBtle area was a new feature after mid-century, Dince preBsed glaBB 

production required less skill, it began to threaten the skilled, blown 

flint glass makers in other areas. Finally, apart from pressed glass 

production, the development of the flint glass trade was achieved 

without adopting any technical innovations which would have involved 

drastic changes in the production process. Blown flint glass makers 

continued to rely upon the traditional skill which had been used for 

centuries. The size of factories continued to be small and the IchairO 

system remained as the unit of production. All these factors helped to 

sustain the old artisan consciousness. 

The final repeal of the excise duty on glass in 1845 was certainly 

a pre-condition for the rapid expansion of glass production. The great 

impediment to the development of glass manufacture in Britain was the 

heavy duty which was first imposed in 1695- Soon after, in 1698, it 

was repealed, but the duty was reimposed by an Act of 1745- 
1 The 

Penny M2&azine wrote of this 'obnoxious' duty in 1844 that: 

'For the excise duty on glass, see H. J. Powellp op. cit. 9 chapter 
XIIt PP- 153-79 and D. N. Sandilands, The Last Fifty Yeaxs of the 
Excise Duty on Glasst in J. S. G. To, vol. 15,19311 Pp. 231-45- 
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$So close and binding are the restrictions, that a 
manufacturer can hardly make =y experiments on a 
large scale, nor can he introduce any improvements 
except in a few minor details. ... Every furnacep 
pot, oven, and warehouse must be registered; every 
"charge", or filling, must be under the control of 
the officers; every drawing out from the annealing- 
oven must be at prescribed hours. .... From the 
making of the pots themselves, to the packing up of 
the glass for salej everything is done after a certain 
manner, which is determined by Act of Parliament. ' I 

9&. & After depression in the late 18408 the glass manufacturing industry 

entered a prosperous period until the late 18708 when depression 

returned. One of the factors influencing this prosperity was the 

Great Exhibition held in 1851. The contract for glass required for 

the Crystal Palace stimulated the production of rolled plate glass 
2 

and 

the exhibits of eighteen flint glass manufacturers were 'truly extra- 

ordinary., 
3 Osler's factory exhibited a chandelier. Elihu Burritt 

wrote in 1868 that 'If the vote were taken of the million of different 

countries who saw what that first Crystal Palace contained, as to the 

most impressive, attractive, and best remembered object, a majority 

would say that it was Osler's Crystal Fountain. 94 This was the beginning 

A Day at a Glass Factory, in Penny Magazines vol. XIII, June 1844, 
op. cit., p. 256. 

2 Plate glass for the Crystal Palace was produced jointly by Hartleys, 
Chancesq and Pilkingtons. 'It is true to say that James Hartley's 
patent glass made the great Crystal Palace of 1851 possible. ' 
(W. Waples, OP-cit-, P. 4. ) 

3Birmingham Mercury, MY 17 1851. The names of the firms which 
contributed to the exhibition are given in H. J. Powell, op. cit., 
pp. 160-1. 

4Elihu, Burritt, Walks in the Black Country and its Green Border- 
Land, 1868, p. 118. J. Ward also Bang his praises as follows: 
'This firm has carried the art of making glass to its present 
perfection; it is not merely in transparency of light, in the 
diaphanous purity of the metal, but in the diamond-like property 
which it possesses of sending back the rays to the eye in greater 
brilliancy than it receives them. t (J. Ward, The World in its Work 
shgw, 18511 p. 132. ) 
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of the golden age of flint glass making* 

As a rough indicators reflecting the changes in the amounts of 

production, figures of exports can be used, since there were no other 

statistics of glass production in the nineteenth century, Export 

figures of 'all glass' and flint glass aggregated for every five year 

period between 1850 and 1884 is shown in Table 10. Exports of flint 

TABLE 1: 1 Exports of All Glass and Flint Glass between 1850 and 1884. 

years exports of 
all glass (A) 
(L1,000) 

rate of 
increase 

exports of 
flint glass 
(rLi 

1000) 

rates of 
(B) increase 

(B)/(A) 
M 

1850---54 21248 100.0 718 100.0 31.9 
1855-59 2,929 130.3 896 124.8 30-5 
1860-64 3v404 151.4 1#334 185-8 39.2 
1865-69 41029 179.2 11392 193.9 34-5 
1870-74 51360 238.4 1,511 210.4 28,2 
1875-79 49378 194.8 11316 183.1 30*1 
1880-84 51099 226.8 1,477 205.7 29, o 

Sources Calculated from the data in W. E. S. Turner, The British Glass 
Indnstry: Its Development and Outlook, OP-cit., P. 133. 

glass approximately doubled in the third quarter of the century, wherewi 

tall glass' increased by 2.27. There is no reason to believe that 

changes in the value of exports depended upon increases in prices and 

the quality of the product rather than in sheer increase in the volume 

of sales. However, exports of flint glass took a different course 

from those of 'all glass', which constantly continued to increase until 

the mid-1870s. In the second half of the 18506 the development of 

flint glass S6eMB to have been retarded, due to recessions in 1855 and 
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the flint glass makers' long strike and lock-out in 1858-59- In the 

first half of the next decade this retardation disappeared and exports 

of flint glass increased more rapidly than those of 'all glass'. 

After that until the mid-18708 flint glass continued to flourish and 

in 1873 exports reached the highest peak over the period concerned, 

showing L359,000 a year. But the second half of the decade saw a 

decline in exports, owing to the depression which attacked the flint 

glass trade in 1877. From 1881 to 1884 exports increased again both in 

'all glass' and flint glass, though by small margins, but in 1885 they 

fell once more. It is clear that, although flint glass making developed 

and had a golden age after 1850, the really remarkable prosperity came 

after 1860. 

However, even in the 1860is, foreign glass slowly but gradually 

encroached upon the English trade. I Belgian tumblers and wine-glasses 

began to displace those of British origin both in home and foreign 

markets, while the Germans also became dangerous rivals. In the late 

1860s some glass manufacturers and glass makers began to feel the threat 

of foreign competition. Before the Royal Commission on Trade Unions 

in 1868, George Lloyd, chairman of the Midland Flint Glass Manufacturers 

Association, remarked that tprofits have diminished, but I would not 

I After 1868 the ratio between exports and imports of 'all glass' 
(in money terms) went down below 1.00. The average ratio in 

each decade was 4.86 (scaled up) in the 1850s, 1.42 in the 1860s, 
0.68 in the 1870s and 0.61 in the 188os. (Calculated from the 
data in W. E. S. Turner, op-cit., P. 133. ) 
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represent it as altogether due to the price of labour or the scarcity 

Of labour, because foreign competition is an element. 91 W. T. Swene, 

a Birmingham flint glass maker, reported to the Society of Arts of 

Birmingham, after returning from the Paris Exhibition in 1867 that 

'there can be no doubt that the extent of the competition existing 

between the Continental and our own manufacturers, will be found to 

show a decided advance in favour of the former. ' 2 Most manufacturers 

and glass makers had earlier believed that English flint glass of high 

quality would prevent foreign glass from encroaching upon the English 

trade. As James Couper, a manufacturer of the City Flint Glass Works 

of Glasgow, remarked in April 1878, 'A number of years ago, when foreign 

glass was imported, both employers and employed thought it could not 

affect us, the metal being very inferior and shapes bad, but now 

many articles imported not only compare favourably with ours in metal 

and shape, but, being lower in price, materially injure the sale of 

home-made goods. "3 The devices to combat foreign competition came too 

late. The F. G. M. M. wrote in February 1877: 

'A few years ago, employers thought they were safe 
against the aggression of foreigners, by the latter 
not being able to compete with them for colour or 
brilliancy of metal in their best flint glass, but 

I R. C. on Trade Unions, 10th Report, 1867-68 (P. P. mix), Q. 18346* 

2 
Rej2orts of Artisans, selected by a Committee aRpointed by the 
Council of the Society of Arts to visit the Paris Universal 
Exhibition, 1867,1867, P- 144. 

3 Capital and Labour, APril 3 1878. 
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this difficulty has been overcome; and employers 
admit that, in many instances the quality of foreign 
glass is equal to their own. ' I 

The state of the trade worsened to the extent that -the Brierley Hill 

Advertiser reported in 1879 that 'foreign decanters are being largely 

sold in the Midlands, completely finished, at a price which is little 

if any more than the cost of cutting would amount to in an English 

2 
shop. ' In 1880 the Factory Inspector reported that the flint glass 

trade *has been suffering much from the effects of foreign competition. 

Great efforts are being made to retain our position. 
3 The golden age 

for flint glaBs making was aver. 

The course of development of the flint glass trade after 1850 is 

supported by evidence of unemployment figures. As Table 1-. 2 shows, 

the annual average rate of unemployment in flint glass making was over 

TABLE 1: 2 The Rate of Unemployment of Flint Glass Makers between 1853 

and 1881. 

Years Rate of unemployment 
per year 

1853-54 10-5 
1855-59 12.7 
1860-64 9.8 
1865-69 8.9 

1870-74 8.5 

1875-79 15.0 
i 88o. -81 18.2 

(percentages) 

Source: Calculated from a list 
of the receivers of Unemploy- 
ment Allowance in the 
Quarterly Report of the 
G, G. M, F*So from 1853 to 1881; 
F. G. M. M., vol. I- vol, YLI* 

1) For the procedure see 
Appendix A. 

1F. G. M. M. 9 Vol. VIIIt P. 935. 

2Brierley Hill Advertiser, March 22 1879- 

3Factory Inspectors' Report ending October ýl 1880,1881 (P. P. XX III 
Pe (09 
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10% in the 185093, but in the 1860s 

it went down below 10OAo The years 

were 1852,1855-569 1858-59,1861-1 

Appendix A) These were bad years. 

raised the rate in the second half 

January 1879 the Central 5ecretary 

and the first half of the 18708 

with unemployment rates over Mlo 

629 1868-70 and 1877-81. (See 

The depression which begazi in 1877 

of the 1870B to over 15%- In 

of the F. G. M. F. S. remarked that 'We 

commence the New Year under gloomy prospects, little hope in the 

improvement of trade, and a plentiful supply of discharges, already 

sixty being added to the list since last quarter day, which makes 

over five hundred unemployed members. ' I In the early 1880s it rose to 

over 1&ý, The next step is an investigation of changes in the labour- 

force structure produced by the development of the glass industry over 

the period. It would be valuable to examine the regional distribution 

of flint glass makers in relation to that of 'all glass' workers* 

D=ing the period between 1851 and 1881 national employment in 

2, 
glass manufacturing more than doubled from 10,238 to 23,295, Each 

decade during the period showed a continuous increase, but the rate of 

increaBe between 1871 and 1881 (9.4%o) was the smallest of any decade in 

3 the nineteenth century . Between 1851 and 1881 increased employment 

in the glass trade was recorded for all regions, but there were marked 

variations in the proportions of the national total. As Table 1: 3 

shows, the West Midlands decreased its share from 28. Wo to 21.4%, 

lF. G. M. M., vol- III P. 736. 

2 Printed Census Tables of 1851 and 1881. 

3C. M. Brown, ol2. cit., p. 90. 
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although it was still one of the leading regions for glass making over 

the period. The Newcastle area also continued to have a decreasing 

share from 20. Olic, to 13.8% in the same period. Both London and Bristol 

shared the same fate. On the other hand, both Lancashire and Yorkshire 

showed a remarkable increase. Particularly Lancashire, which came to 

have the largest share among all regions in 1871, and had about one- 

quarter of all employment in 1881. Scotland showed some revival in the 

18508 and the 1860s but decreased in the 18708. How can these 

variations be accounted for? 

Changes in the regional weight of plate glass making can explain it. 

In 1858 a syndicate took over almost all the plate glasks manufacture of 

En gland. 
I By the mid-1860s plate glasB production came to be monopolised 

by Chance Bro,. of Birmingham, Pilkington of St. Helens, and Hartleys v 

of South ýýhields. However, particularly after 1870 flat glass making 

in the Newcastle area declined as a direct consequence of competition 

from Pilkington and Chance. The decline in Newcastle*s relative share 

was chiefly due to the decline of flat glass-making ih the area. Only 

Pilkington continued to develop and lar&elY contributed to the maintenance 

of Lancashire as the leading employer in the country. The increase of 

employment in Yorkshire over the period was due to the mushroom growth 

of small-scale bottle glass houses in the area after the mid-oentury. 

The examination of changes in regional distribution of flint glass 

makers in relation to those of 'all glass' workers is of importance. 

This syndicate 'at once proceeded to curtail expenditure and limit 

output by closing two of the seven works then in operation. Two 

glass-works at St. Helens, one at Ravenhead, and Swinburne*s at 
South Shields continued in operation. ' (G. B. HodgBon, op. cit., 
p. 364, and V. C. H., Durham, vol. 11,1907, P. 310-) 
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TABLE 1: 3 Regional Distribution of h-baployment in the All Glass Industry 

and in the Flint Glass Industry between 1851 and 1881. (percentages) 

Year 1851 1861 1871 1881 . 

Region All Flint All Flint All Flint All Flint 
glass glass glass glass glass glass glass glass (1852) 

West Midlands 28.9 39.6 27-0 41.3 21.0 39.2 21.4 40.9 
Newcastle area 20.0 19.4 18.8 7-5 17.4 4.3 13.8 5.2 
Bristol area 2.6 0.7 1.8 0-5 1.9 0.2 1.1 0.2 
London 16.2 8.1 12.9 2.6 14.6 3.0 12.7 3.3 
Lancashire 17.8 20.8 20-5 22.1 21.8 30.3 25.7 26.3 
Yorkshire 7.2 11.9 10.2 14.3 12.0 13.4 16.7 14.6 
Scotland 5-8 9-5 7.3 11-7 9.1 9.6 6.7 9-5 
Remainder 1-5 0.0 1-5 0.0 2.2 0.0 1.9 0.0 

Totals 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: 1) 'All glass I workers are calculated from the printed 
census tables of 1851P 1861,1871 and 1881, by C. B. Brown, 
op-cit-P P. 77,84,90. 

2) Flint glass makers are calculated from the members of 
the Districts in the F*G*M. F*S. of 1852,1861j 1871 and 
1881 obtainable from the Qgarterly Report in the. F. G. M. M. 
(Appendix B. ) Flint glass makers in Ireland are excluded, 
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As Table 1: 3 shows, the most significant area of flint glass making 

was the West Midlands, where about 40% of national flint glass makers 

were concentrated. In spite of the gradwZy decreasing share of 'all 

glass' workers in the area between 1851 and 1881, flint glass makers 

kept the share of 40% constant. It therefore follows, that flint glass 

makers' weight in terms of employment among 'all glass' workers in 

the area must have been increased in this period. In the Newcastle 

area the position of flint glass makers in the *all glass' trade was 

different from that in the West Midlands. In Newcastle whereas 'all 

glass' workers occupied one of the leading positions in the national 

league flint glass makers had a smaller proportiongbeing 9.4% of national 

flint glass makers in 1851- Its share declined over the period from 

9-4% to 5-2c. 1 in 1881. Flint glass makers in the Vewcastle axea were 

losing their significance in terms of employment, along with 'all 

glass' workers in the area. The same tendency existed in London and, 

on a much smaller scalep in Bristol. On the other hand, both in 

Lancashire and Yorkshire there were relatively high proportions of flint 

glass makers, showing respectively 20.8% and 11-9% in 1852. In addition, 

the shares of both areas tended to increase over the period. The rapid 

development of the flint glass industry in Manchester is mainly responsible 

for the increase of the proportion in Lancashire, from 20.8% in 1851 

to 30.3% in 1871. But the share of Lancashire fell to 26.3% in 1881 

as a result of depression damaging the Manchester flint glass trade 

more severely than anywhere else. The situation in Scotland was unique. 

Its share of flint glass makers was not large, but stable, constantly 

about 10% over the whole period. What was significant in flint glass 

production in Scotland was the fact that its workers grew relatively 

faster than 'all glass' workers. The relative position of flint glass 
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makers in terms of employment, to tall glasst workers is vital when 

considering the nature of the Labour aristocracy. Consciousness was 

basically affectedy not only by the degree of regional concentration of 

flint glass makers in absolute numbers, but also by their position in 

relation to the whole glass industry in the specific area. Flint glass 

makers in the West Midlands and Scotland might feel that their position 

in the glass industry as a whole was significant and that the significance 

was increasing over the period. On the other hand, flint glass makers 

in Fewcastle might feel the declining position over the period. Flint 

glass makers in Yorkshire and Lancashire realised their prosperous 

trade over the period but in relation to other glass workers in the 

area they might not feel that their position was improving. There is 

a possibility that Yorkshire flint glass makers felt their, relatively 

sinking position in comparison to the rising bottle industry. Of 

course, changes in the numbers employed did not directly create the 

Labour aristocratic consciousnesB of flint glass makers. Many inter- 

mediate factors such as the hierarchy in the workshop, the relations of 

flint glass makers to glass cutters and bottlemakers, and the position 

of flint glass makers in the community, must be considered. Nonetheless, 

regional variations of employment, in both absolute anci relative terms, 

provided a condition, at least indirectly, for creating the regional 

variations in the degree of Labour Aristocratic consciousness among 

flint glass makers. 

The rise of pressed glass in the Newcastle area was a new feature 

after 1850- Pressed glass was an American invention of the 1820s' and 

I George S. and Helen MacKearin, American Glass, New York. 1941, 
P. 334, and L. W. Watkins, American Glass and Glass Makin , 19501 
p. 65. The first patent was taken out by JJP. Bakewell and Co., 
Pittsburgh, on September 9 1825 (MacKearin, ibid., P. 334. ) 
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it was soon being used in England. Although most of the early pressed 

glass was made in the West Midlands, 
I 

it had found its way to the 

1ýewcastle area by mid-century. It is likely that in the West Midlands, 

where skilled glass makers had been concentrated by that time, glass 

manufacturers found it difficult to continue pressed glass production. 
2 

Pressed glass contained little or no lead. Hence it was produced quite 

cheaply at the cost of its brilliancy. 3 In addition, the designs were 

simple and well adapted for mechanical reproduction, so that productivity 

was much higher than that in blown flint glass making. 
4 Since it was, 

to the ordinary eyes, almost the same as the blown flint glass, pressed 

glass could rapidly expand its market with the expansion of the railwv 

1 In 1832 the Richardson's factory of Stourbridge introduced a 
machine for OpreBsing' flint glass into England. Before long 
this was followed by Rice Harris, by Bacchus and Green of Birmingham, 
by Thomas Hawkes of Dudley and by Sheeley and Davis of Stourbridge. 
At the Birmingham Exhibition held in 1849 Rice Harris, Bacchus, 
and Lloyd and Summerfield displayed pressed glass. (Hugh 
Wakefield, Vineteenth Century British Glass, 1961, P- 59-) At 
the 1851 Great Exhibition, Rice Harris was the only firm that 
displayed pressed glass. (H. J. Powell, oR. cit., pp. 160-1. ) 

2jn fact, a bigw-strike in a Birmingham flint glass factory begun 
in 1848 was caused by the introduction of pressed machines and 
it damaged the factory as well as the glass makers Union. About 
this strikev see below p. 147, 

3About the production process of pressed glass, see below PP. 38-39- 

41n the early 1860s, for instance, 'One firm formerly produced 
annually 350POOO lbs- weight of blown flint glass, now made of 
pressed glass about 31000,500 lbs weight. ' (R. W. Swinburne, 

op. cit., p. 201. ) 
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system. Soweft's Ellison Flint Glass Works of Gateshead adopted this 

method and made a great SUCCeSB Of it. One of the contributory factors 

was the fact that pressed glass production 'to a great extent renders 

the manufacturers of it independent of the skilled glass blowers, by 

whose combinationB manufacturerB of the blown glass are much fettered. # 
1 

Only in this way were flint glass factories in the Newcastle area able 

to survive. 
2 In 1865 the Ellison Works was the home of 'the largest 

manufacturers of pressed flint-glaBs in the kingdoms3 with 450 men and 

by the early 1880s it had developed to 'the largest pressed glass 

manufactory in the world4 employing from 700 to 1,000 men. Geo. 

Davidson & Co. founded in 1868 also expanded pressed glass production 

in Gateshead5 which became a centre of pressed glass making. 

Children's IDm2loyment Commission (herein after referred to as C. E*Co) 
4th Report, 1865, (P-P- U 182, Q. 19. 

R. W. Swinburne reported before the Social Science Association held 
in Vewcastle in 1863 that 'the manufacture of blown flint glass 
had, in this neighbourhood (on the Tyne), declined as much as 
fifty per cent; but the manufacture of pressed glass has recently 
been prosecuted with great vigour and success in this locality. ' 
(R. W. Swinburne, op. cit., p. 201). 

3C. B. C., 1865, op. cit. j p. 182, Q. 19. The statement of reville, 
a p7t-ýer of the Ellison Works. See also J. B. Lauderdale, 
Histoa of Sowerby's Ellison Glass Works, Limited, (typescript), 
P. 10 

4Newcastle Chronicle, October 21 1882. 

5Newcastle 
and District; An Epitome of Results and Manual of 

Commerce. 1889, p. 169, and L. Fraser, Pressed Glass -A Sh 
History of Geo. Davidson &, Co. Ltd., 1867-1948, hewcastle, 
Pe 10 

48, 
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Finally, the size of flint glass factories must be examined. In 

contrast to pressed glasB factories in Newcastle, blown flint glass 

factories were relatively small. Sources indicating the exact number 

of flint glass makers employed (not the number of organised glass 

makers) are difficult to obtain. Printed Census Tables show the number 

of glass workers, but do not classify them into flint glass makerst 

glass cutters and so on. The Birmingham MercjýLX of 1851 estimated that 

the total number of flint glass makers in the United Kingdom was about 

I 1000 and 'between 200 and 300 glass makers and the same number of glass 

cutters or grinders were employed in Birmingham". I The Morning Chronicle 

of 1850 also estimated that 'the flint glass manufacture of Birmingham 

gives employment to about 210 glass makers or blowers, and to about the 

same number of glass cutters or grinders. ' 2 Around 1850 there were 

ten flint glass factories in Birmingham, so that the average size of 

factory is estimated to be between 40 and 60, supposing that the glass 

making section and cutting section were in the same premises. The 

national survey undertaken by the F. G. M. F. S. in 1857 3 
suggests that in 

12 areas 1244 flint glass makers were employed in 42 factories. (Table 1 : 4) 

1 Birmingham Mercury, May 17 1851- 

2 Morning Chronicle, December 23 1850- 

3The 
national survey is not perfect, because 12 out of 23 branches 

in the F. G. M. F. S. reported both the number of glass factories and 
flint glass makers employed. 
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TABLE 1: 4 The Number of Flint Glass Factories and Flint Glass Makers 

employed in 1857. 

District ]No. of 
glass 
factories 

No. of 
flint glass 
makers employed 

Average No. of 
flint glass makers 
per factory 

Stourbridge 11 311 28-3 

Birmingham 10 305 35-0 

Manchester 2 197 98-5 

Kewcastle 7 178 25.4 

FAinburgh 2 52 26.0 

Dudley 3 52 17.3 

Rotherham 1 47 47.0 

Warrington 2 43 21-5 

Longport 1 24 24.0 

Dublin 1 16 16. o 

W-orsbrodalel 1 10 10.0 

Bristol 1 9 9.0 

Totals 42 1,244 29.6 

Source: Calculated from the Returns of Vational Ra: M ýe undertaken 
by the F. G. M. F. S. in 1 57: F. G. M. Ms, vol. III, P. 248. 7_ 175 

1) Takers-in are not included in the returns. 
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So the average size of the flint glass making section was about 30 

persons per factory. The number in the survey was not limited to the 

organised members of the Society, but did not include the Takers-ine 

According to the Census Enumerators" Books of 1861, there were 389 

flint glass makers, 432 glass cutters and 27 glass engravers in 

Stourbridge. Besides them there were 164 other glass workers such a-a 

teasers and packers. 
I Since there were eleven glass factories in the 

area, the average size was about 35 for the glass making section and 

about 40 for the cutting section. The number of glass makers in the 

six factories in the area is shown in Table ls5o 

TABLE 135 The Number of Glass Makers in the Six Factories in Stourbridge 
in 1861, 

Flint Glass Xanuflr Men Boys Women Totals 

William Walker 74 24 98 
John Davis 69 16 9 94 
William Richardson 70 16 6 92 
John Ronald 51 25 76 
Frederic Stuart 50 13 9 72 
Biward. Webb 30 8 38 

Source*' Census Unumerators' Book* of 1861, Stourbridge. See Appendix C. 

1) The Enumerators' Books have no column for the number of 
employees, but the figures shown above are -written in the 
outside columns of each manufacturer accidentally by the 
enumerators* 

The Table shows that the number of glass workers was less than 100.2 

I For the detailog see Appendix Table CO, 

2 Eric Hopkins estimates that 'the number of glass workers must 
have been appreciably lose than 130, in Stourbridge and points 
outs 'there was no great change in the size of the work unit 
during the 19th century, and that the glass house of 1914 was 
fundamentally the same as that of 1815-' (Eric Hopkins, Changes 
in the Scale of the Industrial Unit in Stourbridge & Die ict 
1815-19149 in West Midland Studies, vol. 81 1976# p. 32. 

r 
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It is important to understand that there were 'crib' men who were 

not included in the figures shown above. 'CribsO were small glass 

works in which a master himself worked with one or a few small pots 

and two or three men or boys. Even during the Excise Duty period 

before 1845, Ocribs' existed in out-of-the way places so as to evade 

payment of the duties, but an immediate effect of the repeal of the 

duties was an increase in the number of tcribal. 1 The Independent 

Gaffer in his 'cribs' used the cheapest raw materials with a big 

proportion of cullet or broken glass which was added to the batch for 

remelting. Some used nothing but cullet. Quantity was required more 

than quality. 'Flint-glass of the inferior or commoner kinds, and 

cheap miscellaneous goods, such as cruetol ink-stands, medical, perfumery, 

and other small articlesq are made. t2 There were no links between the 

'cribs' and the ordinary glass cutting shops, In Stourbridge the 

Gaffer in his 'cribs# supplied the cutterts domestic shops twith grinder 

with blinks', plain vessels to be 011t. 
3 In the 1860s there were not 

more than half a dozen cribs in Birmingham4 and rather less than fifty 
5 in London. The Children's ]kployment Commission reported of the 

London cribs in 1865 that 'Some of these places employ only two or three 

men and a boy or two; many, not more than half a dozen men and three or 

four, boys, which is represented as about an average size; some double 

this number or even more; while some approach to the character of a 

manufactory. ... They are found to much resemble the lucifer match 

I VoC. H., 5tafford, vol. 11,1967, p. 228. 

2 C. E*C., 1865, Mcit., p. 234, J. 124. 

'ýD, R, Guttery, OP-Cit-, P. 135- 

4g, y 1865, op-cit., p. 231p r%. 101. 

124o 
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manufactories of the poorest class. Very little capital can be required. 

Material is obtained by melting down old broken glass. The furnaces 

are very small. ' 
1 

Most of them were in the poorer parts of London - 

the Borough, Lambeth, Whitechapel and 5horeditch. It seems likely that 

the number of 'cribs' increased in the third quarter of the nineteenth 

century. In 1877 W. H. Packwood, the C. S. of the F. G. M. F. S., remarked 

at a joint meeting with the Manufacturers'Association that 'the growth 

of cribs is of serious importance, both to us, aB a Society, and to youp 

as manufacturers. Our Bociety has little sympathy with cribsq and we 

consider it to be to our mutual interest to prevent, as far as possiblev 

its spread. So far as employers are concerned, their part would be to 

refuse to supply the cribs with cullet, and then it would be impossible 

for them to obtain broken glass from hotels and elsewhere in sufficient 

quantities. t2 It is clear that the flint glass industry had a dual 

structures ordinary flint glass factories anddribs'. But even the 

ordinary factory was far from the large-scale modern factory in size. 

The small-scale character of production had a bearing on the old 

artisan consciousness of flint glass makers. They were hostile to 

Icribst men, because 'cribs' produced glass of low quality. Flint 

glass makers were proud of their trade. 

234v Q. 124-5. 

2 F. G. M. M., vol. IX, p. 241. The joint meeting held on October 12 1877. 
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Chapter Il The_Work Situation in the Flint Glass Factory 

I. The Production Process of Flint Glass 

The manufacture, drying and baking of the melting pots was the 

first important process in flint glass making, Eince the preservation 

and the proper melting of ingredients were essential to the subsequent 

work on the glass. David Bremner wrote in 1869 that 'The pots are the 

source of the glass-makers' great anxietyl for, notwithstanding the 

utmost care in making and annealing them, some give way after being 

in use only for a week or two; others endure for three or four months; 

but few reach the age of a year, It occasionally happens that a pot 

splits when full of tmetall, as the fused glass is called, and then 

the accident entails a Berious loss. t' Many glass manufactUrers made 

their own pots. 
2 In making pots the greatest care and delicacy of 

handling were required. 5tourbridge clav was exclusively used. The 

clay was first crushed into a very fine powder, and then mixed with a 

quantity of burnt clay. After that it was mixed with water and well 

kneaded and tempered by the feet of the workmen. Then it was to lie 

for from five or six weeks to three months till it had acquired the 

David Bremner, The Industries of Scotlz 
and Present Condition, Edinburgh, 1869, 

d, their Rise, Progress 
Pp. 377-89 

2 'Many manufacturers make their own pots, the quality of which is 
of vital importance to them, and in these cases a few females 
and boys are employed in carrying or preparing clay. ' (C. B. C., 
1865, OP-cit-i P- 1919 Q. 85-, ) 
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requisite adhesion. 
1 The pots were then built gradually by the work- 

man's fingers. The longer the pots could be left before they were usedq 

the better. Consequently it was important to keep a considerable 

number on hand, A visitor to the Pellatt Glass Works in London was 

tstruck with the singular appearance of a large dark room, the floor of 

which was studded with nearly a hundred of these dome-shaped vessels 

The pots are left in this room for several months. ' 2 Before setting 

the pots in the furnace they were annealed in a small furnace called a 
3 'pot-arch' during four or five days. 

The melting of ingredients was also an important process. Bad 

metal was one of the main concerns of glass makers. William Gillinder, 

a Birmingham flint glass maker and the first C. S. of the F. G. M. F. S. from 

1851 to 1854, wrote that 'no matter how clever or practical a man may be 

in making metal, if he does not have the best of materials, he will 

A visitor to the flint glass works in Edinburgh in the mid- 
1860s wrote that 'The clay is mixed and beaten into mortar, after 
which it is turned four or five times every week for six months, 
every time being cut into thin slices and tramped by men with 
bare feet. * (Scotsman, August 8 1866. ) The weight of clay 
required for one pot was nearly one thousand pounds. 

2A Day at a Flint Glass Factory, in Penny MýýGazinej vOl- Xt February 
1841, Supplement, P. $3. The visitor wrote of the pots; *A 
little stretch of imagination would have transformed the assemblage 
into Cassim Baba's oil-jaxs, and have peopled them with forty 
thieves; but the damp odour of clV kept the thoughts from 

wandering from Blackfriars to Bagdad. ' (ibid. ) 

3A. Ure, Dictionary of-Arts, -Nanufactures 
and Mines, vol. I, 

1853, P- 905. The finished pot was about three feet in height, 
being worth about E10. For the process of making the pot, see 
George Harrison, op. cit., P. 135- 
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never produce a fist-rate elass, which should have the rich white lustre 

of silver and colourlessness of water. ' 1 The constituents of flint 

glass were Carbonate of potash 1 part, lead of litharge 2 parts, sand 

washed and burned 3 parts plus saltpetre oxide of manganese. The flint 

formerly employed, which Eave the name to the glass, was long ago 

superseded by sand from Lynn in Norfolk, Alum Bay in the Isle of Wight 

and elsewhere. The French sand from Fontainebleau was, however, found 

to be the best adapted to the purpose and became almost exclusively 

employed in glass-making. The potash came from Smethwick near Birminghamv 

and the manganese from chemical works in Liverpool, Glasgow and London, 

The proportions in which each ingredient was used varied at different 

times and in different localities and even in the different glass 

works in the same district. As Ure mentioned, 'Every different flint- 

house has a peculiar proportion of glass materials. ' 2 In particular, 

the proportion of lead, which was the most expensive constituent of 

flint glass, was kept secret. Harriet Martineau Visited a flint 

glass factory in Birmingham in 1852 and found that *Red lead is added, 

to give density to the glass; but in what proportions we did not inquire 

here, having learned elsewhere that that is the one question which a 

stranger ought not to ask. It is the grand secret of most glasshouses. "3 

William Gillinder, A Treatise on the Art of Glass Making, 
Birmingham, 1851, p. 128. 

2 
A- Ure, op. cit., p. 911., 

3Rarriet Martineau, Birmingham Glass Works, in Household Words., 
vol. 5, no. 105, March 27 1852l P. 35. The author of this article 
is confirmed by Anne Lohrli, Household Words, Toronto, 1973, 
pp. 357-61. 
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Generally, the pots were charged every 5aturdaZT morning. Each 

contained about eighteen cwt. of glass, the ingredients for which were 

put in gradually as the fusion proceeded, from twelve to fifteen 

hours being required to complete the charging. But the glass was not 

ready for working by an early hour on Monday or Tuesday morning, becausel 

though the ingredients became melted, the metal was not in a fit state 

for working owing to the presence of air-bubbles. The bubbles could 

be excluded only by urging the furnace to its utmost intensity from 

thirty to forty hours, the mouths of the pots being sealed during that 

time. Ure wrote that 'Flint glass requires about 48 hours for its 

complete vitrification,,. in consequence of the contents of the pot 

being partially screened by its cover from the action of the fire, as 

also from the lower intensity of the heat. 
0 

While glass mixers 

prepared the metal at the end of the week, glass makers had holidays. 

The glass houses were usually built in the form of a cone, from 

60 to 100 feet high, and from 50 to 80 feet in diameter at the base. 2 

The furnace was constructed in the centre of the area. A sufficient 

weight of melted glass was first gathered or coiled upon the heated 

end of the hollow iron blow-pipe, varying in length from 5 to 6 feet, 

and in external diameter from three-quarters of an inch to 2 inches, 

according to the weight of glass it was intended to gather. The workmen 

were called gatherers. 'To take more would be to waste, and to take less 

would be to make the article too thin and light., 3 The right weight 

I 
A. Ure, op. 

-cit., 
p. 911. 

2 Ibid*l P. 905. 

3D. Bremner, OP-cit., P. 379, 
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was determined by the nicety of the gatherer's touch. Thus the most 

skilful work began normally on MondV or Tuesday morning. 

Flint glass makers worked in groups of four men known as a 'chair* 

which consisted of a Workman (sometimes called the 'Gaffert), a 

Servitor, a Footmaker, and a Taker-in. 1 Chairs were placed round the 

furnace and each chair had, on an average, two pots, but varied with 

the size of the pots and the nature of the work. 
2 The names of the 

hierarchy were derived from the processes employed in the manufacture of 

a wine-glass. A Workman, who sat on a peculiar kind of chair before the 

furnace fitted with a rail on each side, was the principal of these and 

executed the most difficult parts of the work. The rails were perfectly 

parallel, but sloped slightly downwards from back to front. On the 

rails the Workman rested the blowing iron, and rolled it backwards and 

forwards. 'The lumps of glass projects over the right arm and revolved 

as the blowing iron or puntil is rolled backwards and forwards, so that 

by the aid of very simple tools the necessary shaping can be performed. v3 

In Britain the four man chair was typical in flint glass making, 
but a five-man system was adopted in Manchester in the 1860s. 
On the other hand, in the 'cribs', the group consisted of fewer 
persons; two men and a boy or even one man and a boy. On the 
Continent 'each chair consists of as many as eight persons.... 
five boys are employed.... every provision is made to avoid 
needless waste of skilled labour. "(H. J. Powell, The PrinciRles 
of Glass-Making, 1883, P- 76. ) 

2For instance, in Birmingham in 1867 there were 136 chairs with 
300 men, 66 apprentices and 130 pots. Since the number of sets 
were divided by two, because of the two-shift system, about two 
pots were to each chair. (F. G, MM., vol. VI, p. 10). 

3F. G. M. M., Vol. V? P. 77. 
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Fip=e I. Flint Glass Maker's Tools 
CL 

b 

a) is the sugar tong sprine tool, the Workman grasping the tool in 
the middle with his right hand, and compressinE the blades upon 
the glass, to which a rotatory motion is given by his left hand by 
means of the working or blowing iron, is able to regulate the form 
of the bulb, or by increasing the pressure, to divide it completely. 

b) is a similar tool, with the blades replaced by movable pieces of 
wood; it is principally used for opening the bovils of tumblers and 
wine-glasses, which are liable to become scratched or marked by 
contact with iron. 

c) is an ordinary pair of shears for removing a surplus of thin glass. 

d) shears for severing the ends of handles or rods of considerable 
substance. 

e) is a flat square of polished iron with a wooden handle, known as the 
Obattledore', and used for flattening the square bottoms of tumblers, 
or other similar purposes. 

f), is a blow-pipe of glass or metal, used for expanding the opened end 
of a bulb, or for chilling part of a vessel during manipulation, in 
order that it mV retain its form or substance whilst another part 
is being fashioned. 

is a pair of ordinary pincers for seizing and shaping the handles of 
ju6s, or the decorative filagree work on vases. 

h) is a measure-sticke 

is a compass for marking with a fragment of wax the amount of surplus 
to be removed with the shears from the edge of a wine-glass or tumbler- 
bowl. (H. J. Powell, The Principles of Glass-making, 18831 op-cit-v 
PP- 56-7-) 
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The Servitor, a chief assistant, extracted the glass from the 

melting pots and shaped it roughly for the Workman. The Footmaker, 

a second assistant, assisted the Servitor not only by fashioning the 

feet and stands of wine glasses and goblets but by doinL other miscell- 

aneouB work. Hance the F. G. M. M. wrote in the 1860s that *Rapidly as 

tumblers or wine-glasses can be turned out by the joint exertions of 

the three men - it is just possible for them to produce a hundred and 

sixty of the commonest wine-glasses, or about eighty of the best kind, 

in six hours - it would be difficult for any one man to work unaidede#1 

The Taker-in or boyB looked after the blowing-ironB, carried veBr-els to 

be annealed, held the 'battledorel and ran errands. 

The last process of flint glass making was annealing. Annealing 

was simply an arrangement whereby the articles were slowly cooledt 

otherwise they would either fly to pieces immediately with the least 

touch, or become so delicate as to be unfit for use. The glass articles 

were placed at once, when finished, and as hot as possible, on iron 

pans which travelled slowly on a miniature railway downward from the 

heated end to the cooler end, a distance of about sixty feet. The 

time for annealing varied from six to sixty hours, the heavier articles 

requiring the most heat and time. 

After that the products were sent to be cut in the same premises 

in most cases, but sometimes to the independent glass cutting works. 

1 F. G. M-M-, vol- V, P. 76. 
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The work of glass cutting consisted of three processes - roughing, 

smoothine and polishing. The rougher, or grinder, received the glass 

and marked the pattern on it, and cut it, by using a circular piece 

of iron. A visitor to the glass cutting works of John Smith of Leit)x 

wrote in 1866 that *The cutters sat at frames to which spindles and 

wheels, varying in size from eighteen to one or two inches in diameter, 

were propelled by belts and drums driven by steazn power. 
" A streaxn 

of wet sand ran continually upon the glass when being cut or ground. 

The smoother received the articles from the rougher, and with stone, 

commonly called the Warrington stone, smoothed all the cuttings. The 

article was next Oputted' by the polisher. This putty was a white 

powder, formed by calcining an alloy composed of equal parts of tin 

and lead. The difference in effect of cutting and engravine lazy 

principally in the depth of incision. Engraving wheels were copper 

discs ranging from two inches to * inch. Instead of pumice, emery 

powder was used as the engraving medium. The wheels were adjusted in 

a small lathe, which was generally driven by a foottreadle. Obviously 

eng-raving required higher skill than cutting. 

'Scotsman, August 8 1866. Edinburgh glass cutting and engraving 
were famous. John Smith was 'a noted engraver in Bangor Road, 
Leith. He was an expert in heraldry on table-ware, his work was 
both varied and expensive. ' (Arnold Fleming, Scottish and Jacobite 
Glass, Glasgow, 1939, p. 118). By the 1860s, the application of 
steam to the processes of cuttine and grinding was universally 
adopted in the larger manufactories (S. Timmins (ed. ). o12. cit., 
P- 530. ) Although Timmins wrote the application of steam was 
'first done about 1840 by Mr. Benson, at Dudley, and Xr. Dovey, 
at Stourbridgell (ibid., P- 530), it could be traced back earlier 
than 1840. An observer viewed Bower and Sons, of Hunslet in 1828 
and wrote of the cutting shop 'urged by a small steam engine, the 
most elegant ornamented articles are finished for sale. f (Richard 
Phips, ADictionary of the Arts of Life and Civilization, 1833, 
P. 770. 
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The production process of flint glass making and cutting required 

apprenticeship, through which a hereditary knowledge of the glass 

manufacture was generally acquired. The proficiency thus obtained was 

'based on a groundwork of "rule of thwnbl' rather than of science. ' 1 

It is clear that glass making and engraving required more skill than 

glaBS cutting. But the production of pressed glass required less 

skill than that of blown glass. Whereas in blown flint glass making 

the melted metal was shaped by the pressure of the glass maker's breath, 

in pressed glass it was done by the pressure of a metallic plunger. 

As David Bremner described, 'An assistant having gathered the proper 

quantity of glass, drops it into the mould, the pressman severing the 

connection between the gatherinE-rod and the Class by cutting it with 

shears. The plunger is ther, brought down on the glass, and in a second 

or two it is raised, and the tumbler is turned out. 12 The group 

r consisted of more than four men, normally ix. 3 At the cost of the 

quality, productivity in pressed glass was incomparably higher than 

1H. J. Powell, The Princi2les of Glass-making, op. cit., 1883, p. 1. 

2 David Bremner, op. cit., P. 381. 

3For instance, in the pressed glass firm of E. Moore and Co. in 
South Shields, 'There axe eight chairs in each house, and on the 
average six persons to a chair, e. g. to take an average set, a 
taker-in, two stickers up, a gatherer, a presser, and a melter. 
The three first or lowest in the chair are all boys; the gatherer 
sometimes so, sometimes not, but Cenerally as old as 16 or more; the 
tjWO hi6hest are men. ' (C. E. C., 1865, oR. cit., p. 238. ) 
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that in blown. 114hereas 160 common wine-glasses were produced by blowing 

in six hours, from 1,100 to 11200 tumblers were produced by pressing in 

seven. 
I 

The production process of pressed Llass making was more 

extensive and integrated. In the Ellison Flint Glass Works of Gateshead 

in the late 1880s 'the whole of the iron work for the making of "Presses" 

is done on the premises, from the handling of the pig-iron to the 

completion of the elaborate iron mould. " 2 The less skill required 

necessitated five-year apprenticeship 
3, 

two years shorter than that of 

blown flint glass makers. 

Apart from the production of pressed &lass, there was no drastic 

technical innovation in flint glass making over the period with which 

this study is concerned, but slightly improved machinery was introduced. 

It is interesting to examine flint elass makerBO attitudes towards 

mechanisation. Their basic attitude is well illustrated by the following 

statement of an Edinburgh man. 

'I believe it is pretty generally agreed among us that 
all strikes are bad, and some have gone the length 
of saying, we will have no more strikes; butt alas! 
what will that saying go towards preventing the 
innovations of those who are determined to oppress 
and grind us down below the level of the common 
labourer. 1 4 

The number of pressed glasses is taken from an article on "The 
Sowerby Art Glass in Gateshead", in Fewcastle Daily Chronicle, 
October 21 1882. 

2 Newcastle and District; An Epitome of Result-, and Mutual of Commerce, 
1889, op. cit., p. 164. 

'Ruler. & Regulations of the Tressed Glass Makers' Friendly Society 
of the North of Enaland February 17 1872, (Webb Trade Union Coll., 
5ection C, Vol. 42, XVIý, provision X=II. 

4F. G,. M. M. Ivol. 1, 
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The introduction of more efficient furnaces was bitterly opposed 

by flint glass makers. In 1851 R. M. Deeleylthe partner of the Dial 

Glass House of Stourbridgey obtained a patent for a new furnace which 

would enable cheap slack to be used. This innovation was of importance, 

because the increasing price of coal in the area, due largely to the 

development of the iron industryt was imposing a disadvantage upon the 

glass industrý,. 'But our Workmen at that time joined a "Trades Union"$' 

R. M. Deeley recalled, tand objected to work the patent furnaces, and 

actually stopped working rather than do so. We were then driven to get 

men from whatever we could, Yorkshire, Bristol &c. ' I The year 1861 was 

of some importance with respect to the Siemens patent furnace adopted 

in the Birmingham flint glass trade. The Lloyd and Summerfield factory 

introduced the Siemens furnace at their works at Spring Hill and George 

Lloyd became 'the first person that introduced it into this country. ' 2 

Chance and Bro. CompaxW adopted the furnace in the following year at 

Spon Lane, and F. and S. Osler followed a little later. 3 George Lloyd 

remarked of the furnace before the Royal Commission on Trade Unions in 

Richard Mountford Deeley, Reminiscences, MZSI (Birmingham 
Reference Library), P. 45- 

2R. C. on Trade Unionsq 10th Report, 1867-68, (P. P. Y-XXIX), p. 26, 
Ci. 18493. 

35. Timmins, (ed. ), OR-cit-t P- 531, and V. C. H., Warwick, vol. 
1908l p. 247. 
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1669 that: 

'I met with the very greatest opposition from My Own 
men in carrying it out, so much so, that if I had not 
had rather more obstinacy in persistine in what I 
supposed to be right than they had in the opposite 
direction, I must have put it out and abandoned it. * 

The introduction of the furnace led them to an understanding that it 

would produce more 'metal* and force them to produce more glass of 

lower quality at the cost of their skill. In fact, the opposition in 

the factorylas Lloyd complained, did not come from the furnace men but 

'from the glass blowers who have nothing to do with the management of 

the furnace. t2 

Even the adaptation of new small machinery was a serious matter 

for flint glass makers. When a gadget was introduced in the trade in 

1866, the Lancashire glass makers were reluctant to accept it on the 

ground that the cold gadEet would crack the foot of the glass when it 

was hot. They contended that 'it requires great nicety in adjusting 

the temperature between the cold iron and the hot &lass'. and the men 

sv, 'Pay us for the cracked ones till we get used to it.. 3 

However, it is worth noting that the attitude of flint glass 

makers towards innovations was gradually changing from absolute refusal 

R. C. on Trade Unions, 10th Report, 1867-68, op. cit., p. 24, 
Cý- 18406* 

2 Ibid. I p. 24, (4.18417. 

31bid. 
j P. 40. Q. 18815. The C. C. of the 'Society appointed a 

deputation including representatives from Birmingham, Stourbridge, 
Manchester, St. Helens and the C. S. to investigate the cause of 
the dispute. (F. G. M. M., vol. V, P. 701). Eventually, the 
introduction of gadget was retarded, but in the early 1870s it 
came to be used widely. 
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to conditional acceptance in the third quarter of the century. The 

transition was marked by a dispute at Tutbury which occurred at the end 

of the 1860s. Richardson, a flint glass manufacturer of Tutburyq 

introduced a shearing machine in 1869 and, as a reBUlt, a dispute took 

place. This small machine was expected to replace old-fashioned hand 

labour in cutting the tops of wine-glasses and goblets. The C. C. of 

the F. G. DI. F-S-, 'seeing that in all probability the introduction of 

this mechanical invention would alter our general system and present 

style of working, * 1 
summoned a special meeting to consider the question, 

which was followed by a national delegate meeting. 
2 It was significant 

that two delegates from Tutbury, where the dispute was taking place, 

agreed to the introduction of the machine. Their reason was; 'To 

work the machine it requires one machinist, one workman, two servitors, 

two footmakers, one sticker-up, two boys to gather legs and feet, and 

one taker-in; total ten; and the workman can work easier with the 

extra hands than under the present system., 
3 A gap appeared between 

the Tutbury men who expected at a practical level to gain benefits 

from the machine, and the other delegates who opposed it at a theoretical 

level. In the end the meeting proposed a compromise that 'the C. S. 

supply the servitors and footmakers required by Richardson, from the 

unemployed roll' on the condition that 'no member of our society be 

IF. G. M. M., Vol. VI, P. 581. 

2ýlhe 
delegate meeting was held at the Swan Inn, Shude Hill, 

Manchester on April 30 and May 1 1869. Delegates came from 
Birmingham, Stourbridgeg Manchester, Tutbury, London, Rotherham, 
6helton and Glasgow. (Ibid. ). 

31bide 
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dismissed to make ruom for a machine, and that the machinist be a member 

of our society' and that 'the present rate of numbers be strictly adhered 

to and that no servitor or footmaker be compelled to blow more-' 
I 

On May 9 1870 the committee of the 50cietY 2 
met Richardson, who agreed 

to all the conditions except one in reference to employing members of 

the Society as machinists. The agreement reached between the two was 

that two men would work the machine, one of them being selected by 

Richardson and another by the Society. The Society thus acknowledged 

the right of manufacturers to introduce the machine and at the same 

time claimed the right to negotiate the terms under which it was to be 

used. The address of the C. C. of the Society stated that 'it was not 

our intention to cripple the machine, but that we simply desired to lay 

down conditions for working it., 3 'Those attitudes were more clearly 

expressed by the opening address of the C, 5. of the 5ociety in 1874. 

The address ran: 

'The introduction of machinery is generally a fruitful 
source of quarrel and discontent. But do what we will, 
we cannot possibly prevent its use. If it be prevented 
being used in one place, it is certain to be employed 
in another. And on looking at the gigantic improvements 
that have been conferred upon society, I doubt whether 
it be right to prevent its introduction, if we could. ' 4 

I Ibid* 

2 After the delegate meeting a committee was set up 'to watch the 
progress of the machine and its bearing upon wages, numbers, and 
the general supply and distribution of labour in the trade. * 
The Committee consisted of T. J. Wilkinson of Birmingham, then 
C. S., W. H. Packwood of Stourbridge, Thomas Hands of Manchester 
and J. Culley of Shelton. (Ibid. ) 

31bid. 
I p. 584. 

4jbid. 
, vol. VII, pp. 7-8. 
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It is clear that attitudes towards technical innovations ainong 

flint glaBs makers were changing during the period of the third quarter 

of the nineteenth century, in so far as the innovations were small scale 

and would not diminish the value of their skill. On the whole, they 

continued to depend on their skill which was not seriously threatened 

by machinery throughout the period. 

II. Hours of Work 

The weekly work cycle of flint glass makers was irregular. Because 

cf the time taken to make the 'metal', they worked generally four days 

or four and a half days. 
I The F*G. M. M. reported: 

'The week's work begins, generally speaking, Monday 
morning, though it sometimes happens that the glass 
is not in a fit state to be worked by then, in which 
case the commencement of operation has to be postponed. ' 2 

I 
George Lloyd, a Birmingham glass manufacturer and then chairman 
of the Midland Flint Glass Manufacturers Association told the 
Royal Commission on Trade Unions in 1868 that the working hours 
of the flint glass makers were 'four days, or perhaps four and a 
half days, that is beginning with Monday morning and terinina: ting 
on Widay morning or Friday at noon, rarely working after time., 
(R. C. on Trade Unions, 10th Report, 1867-68, op. cit., Q,. 18329, p. 21. ) 

2F. G. M. M., Vol. Vp P. 75o 
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They seldom worked the other days of the week-end, which were therefore 

#available for leisure by the glass makers, deducting a portion required 

for sleep, after the and of the working week.. ' 1 During these days the 

metal mixer prepared the metal. There were regional variations however* 

W. H. Packwood, a flint glass maker in Stourbridge, remarked in 1875 

thatz 

'The custom varies in the commencement of the work in 
the different districts; some districts are in the 
habit of commencing work on Mondays, and in other 
districts according to tie custom they commence on 
the Tuesdays; in Stourbridge we commence regularly 
working throughout the whole of the district on 
Tuesday. ' 2 

It is plausible to BUggeSt that because of the prevalence of "St. 

Monday" among some working people in the Black Country, 3 the Stourbridge 

glass works began their week's work on Tuesday. In fact, Mr. Walker, 

chairman of the Manufacturers'Association, complained in 1875 that 

'as a rule we do not work on Monday because a great many of the workmen 

will have the Monday, whether we give them or not, so we commence on 

Tuesda, y in order that what are termed the chairs mav not be broken., 4 

In 1875 J. Derbyshire, a Manchester flint glass manufacturer, giving 

evidence before the, Factory and Workshop Acts Commission, when asked 

1 C. E. C., 1865, op-cit., P. 197, Q. 128o 

2 R. C. on Factory and Workshops Acts, 1876, vol. II, Minutes of 
Evidence, (P-P- XXX), P- 5599 Q. 11549. 

3 For "St. Monday" in the Black CountrY, see D. A. Reidq The Decline 
of Saint Monday, 1766-1876, in Past and Present no. 719 May 1976, 
PP- 76-101. 

4 
R*C. on Laýctorv and Worksho]2s Acts, 1876, vol. 119 op. cit., 
pe 348-1 Q. 6911., 
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if it was essential that flint glass makers took Friday, Saturdayl and 

Sunday as holidaysp replied: 'In Lancashire it is, in the north of 

England and the Newcastle district it is not so usual. ' 1 

To avoid stopping the furnace, the relay-system of six-hour shifts, 

two shifts a day was adopted in the larger flint glass works. 'When 

proceedings once begin', the F. G. M. M. wrote, 'there is not intermission 

until the following Iriday night, unless indeed the quantity of glass 

prepared should run short before then. * 2A first batch of workmen, 

which was called a tchairl began to work at 6 or 7 in the morning. 

They worked for six hours until noon or 1 p. m. This was called a Iturn'6 

Another 'chair* then relieved the first and worked from noon or I p. m. 

until 6 or 7 p. m. This was the second 'turn'. The first set relieved 

again at 6 -or 7 pem. and worked for six hours until midnight or 1 a. m. 

when they were once more relieved by the second relay. Therefore a 

glass maker worked twelve hours a dV# 3 In flint glass making this 

had been the traditional routine over several centuries. 'The almost 

incredible split-shift' could be found in Stourbridge as early as 1624.4 

'Ibid., 
P. 421l Q.. 8658. 

F. G. M. M., vol. V, P. 75. 

3Working hours of Takers-in were generally longer than those of 
higher graded men, because 'boys sometimes come half an hour 
before the men, to get things ready. ' (C. E. C., 1865, OP-cit-, 
P. 193, Ci. 101. ) 

4M. i,. Bienefeld, Working Hours in British Industry, 1972, p. 25- 
D. R. Guttery, op. cit., p. 9. 
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The arrangement of six-hour shifts was said to have originated in 'the 

inability of the men, owine to the heat, to continue the work for a 

period of 12 hours. ' 
1 

Many flint Elass makers subscribed to this view, 

although J. h. White told the &nploy-ment Commissioners in 1865 that 

flint glaBs-work was 'less heavy than other work, such as iron puddling, 

in which 12 hour turns are the rule, and other kindir of glass work, 

which men continue for periods of from ei6ht or nine to 12 hours*' 2 

'Work in makine glass itself mav have been much lighter than that in 

other trades such as iron puddling, but the irregularitv of working 

hours and consequently that of the daily life pattern was most remarkable 

in flint glass making. 

'After leaving off work at the end of the first turn, 
at one in the day, the men go to dinner, and some of 
them LO to bed till six in the afternoon, and are 
then able to work pretty freshly till one in the night. 
They then take another spell of bed; though there are 
many men who do not go to sleep in the day-time between 
'turns' but look after some other business. 5ome of 
them keep public-houses. 3 

In particularv the relay system prevented the glass maker from having 

a full night's sleep until the end of the week. It occasionally 

happened that if someone was absent in the next turn the glass maker 

had to continue to work. For instance, Henry Benham, a flint glass 

C*E*C*f 1865, op. cit , p. 193, (ý. 99. 
existence of six-hour shifts in flint 
by Bienefeld by the fact that the six 
interruption for meal breaks. (N. A. 
The two explanations are not mutually 

2 C-E-C-t 1865, OP-cit. P. 193, (ý- 99. 

The reason for the 
glass making is explained 
hour spells did not require 

Bienefeld, op. cit., p. 65-) 
exclusive. 

3 
Morning Chronicle, December 23 1850. 
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maker in Jacksonts Flint Glass factory in London, stated that 'Many 

a time, even while I was a boy (in the Pellatt's factory in London)j 

have been on 48 hours at a time, in these small places, till I could 

hardly hold my eyes open, and I have been that way so as I could not 

sleep because I was overtired. ' 
1 

The relay system in flin, t glass 

making attracted Karl Marx's attention. After quoting some parts from 

the Fourth Report of the Children's Unployment Commission of 1865, 

which reported a boy working 36 consecutive hours in flint glass making 

and other boys sleeping onlY 3 hours before resuming their work, he 

wrote in CMitals 

'Reanwhile, late by night perhaps, self-denying 
Mr. GlasB-Capital, primed with port-wine, reels out 
of his club homeward droning out idiotically, "Britons 
never, never, shall be slaves! "' 2 

Four days work in flint glass making meant 48 hours a week and likewise 

four and a half days work meant 54 hours. In 1875 in Stourbridge 

C*E*C*l 1865, op. cit., p. 235, (ý-130- The Quarterly Review of 
1866 abridged the C. E. C. report and wrote the effects of night 
work on glass makers: 'Night work prevails more or less in all 
the glass-houses. It is impossible to conceive any system more 
calculated to ruin the health of growing boys, and to destroy 
their constitutions; their appearance is described as unhealthy, 
their frames slight, and they all suffer more or less from languor, 
head-ache, and the effects of sudden chills after exposure to 
great heat; their feet are often sore and blistered, and they not 
unfrequently fall asleep over their work. ' (Quarterly Review, 
vol. 119,1866, P. 390. ) 

Karl Marx, Capitalq (English edition, 1889), vol. I, pp. 248-49, fn. l. 
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the working hours per week ranged between 48 and 56 and in Birmingham 

between 50 and 54- 
1 

When compared with working hours of between 56 and 

61 in other industries in mid-century, 
2 

it is clear that flint glass 

makers had an exceptionally short week's work. But this does not imply 

that flint glass makers were privileged. The irregularity of their 

work and life patternB made it difficult to work for longer hours in 

a week. As 'An Intelligent Working Man', who had experienced work in a 

flint glass factory, stated in the Morning Chronicle in 1850, '110 

man could stand the work if it lasted the whole week - the strongest 

man could not do it; and generally it mV be said that the glass- 

blowers have the whole Iýriday and Saturday to themselves., 3 

Unlike flint glass makers, glass cutters had no relay system. 

In most regions ten hours a day was usual in glass cutting in the 18508 

and 1860s. In 1872 working hours were reduced to nine throughout the 

trade. As Table 2: 1 shows, the regional differences in working hours 

in glass cutting were wide. 

1 R*C,, on Factory and Workshops Acts, 1876, vol. II, op. cit., 
P- 5599 (4- 559. The statement of W. H. Packwood, of Stourbridge. 

2 M. A. Bienefeld, OP-cit-, P- 779 Table I. According to the Table, 
working hours in the glass industry were 56-5 a week, but these 
figures include the hours of other kinds of glass workers such 
as crown glass makerst bottle glass makers and glass cutters, 
at which working hours were longer than those of the flint glass 
makers. 

314ornina Chronicle, December 23 1850. 
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TABLE 20 Working Hours of Glass Cutters. 

ear Area Working hours. 
&-week 

1849 Manchester 51 

1859 it 51 

1863 Worcester 62 

1866 Birmingham 55-60 

1867-8 lqewcastle U0 

1877 Birmingham 54 

1883 Sunderland 54 

1883 Glasgow 56 

Source: Labour statistics - Return of Rates of Wages, Part 11,1887 
(P. P. LXUIX)j pp. 243-7- 

The peculiar working system in flint glass making was inconvenient 

for the housewife. The inconvenience was increased when children in 

the family had jobs on different shifts in the glass trade or other 

trader.. In LAourbridge in 1861, for instance, 85 children of flint 

glass makers were working. Out of these children 38 were working in 

glass making itself, 3 were working in glass cuttingg 14 were engaged 

in other jobs in the glass trade and 32 were employed in other trades. 

Assuming that in 38 cases fathers and children were working on the same 

shift in flint glass making, it is estimated that wives of glass makers 

in 47 families had ohildren and husbands workinE on different shifts. 

On the other hand, out of 125 young glass makers living with their parents, 

72 parents were employed in other trades. Those who were engaged in 

glass making, glass cutting and other jobs in the glass trade are, 
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respectively 38,6, and 10.1 Therefore, at least in 87 families mothers 

of glass makers Buffered from the irregular working-hours of their 

sons. In alll glass makers living with other workers in the same 

family amounted to 137, which was equivalent to 35.2,,; of the total 

389 flint glass makers in the area. We can assume that, apart from the 

'Pure' flint glass makers' families, about one-third of the wives 

or mothers of flint glass makers experienced with peculiar intensity 

the inconvenience derived from the shift system in flint glass making. 

It was difficult for wives in this kind of family to work outside the 

home and the role of the wife was necessarily limited to house-keeping. 

In fact, out of the whole 224 families of flint glass makers in 

Stourbridge onlY 7 wives had occupations (3.1 ýO ). 2 

Consequently, the Children's Employment Commission was told by 

some flint glass makers that 'they like the longer turn the best, as 

it gives them longer times unbroken for rest, and more of night sleep. '3 

1 Census Enumerators'Booloof 1861, Stourbridge. See Appendix C. 

2 Ibid. The occupations of the wives of glass makers were Tailoress 
Pressmaker (1), Nailmaker (1),, Laundress (1), Shopkeeper (1), 

and Dressmaker (1). Eric Hopkins pointed out that glass makers' 
wives without any occupation in 5tourbridge contrasts with the 
wives of nail makers who worked with their husbands in their 
domestic workshop in Lye and Wollescote (in the Stourbridge area). 
(Eric Hopkins, The Working Classes of Stourbridge and District, 
1815-1914, Ph. D. -thesis, University of London, 1972v P. 351). The 

wives of glass cutters also tended not to have occupations but 
the proportion of the wives with occupations was slightly higher 
than those of glass makers. Out of 255 glass cuttersO families 
21 wives had occupations (8.2x1o), out of which Dressmakers were 7 

and Shopkeepers were 5- 

3C*E*Cov 1865, OP-cit-v P. 193, Q. 99. 
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It is notable, howevert that they would not change the existing relay 

system. No attempt was made by the F. G. M. F. S. to change the system 

before the First World War and the six hour shift was not generally 

abandoned until just before the Second. 1 
When any change was attempted, 

glass makers strongly opposed it. L. Percival, a manager of Osler's 

Flint Glass Works of Birmingham, for instance, attempted to alter the 

six-hour shift to an eight-hour shift, but failed. He stated: 

'Twelve hours at a 
either boys or men 
not answer so well 
proposed intervals 
the day and night 
the men. ' 2 

time would be too severe for 
to stand continuously, and would 
as the relay system. I once 
of 8 hours, so as to alternate 

aork, but the idea was disliked by 

'When the Factory and Workshops Acts of 1867 tried to force a change of 

the six hour shift into a ten, twelve or fourteen hour shift, a 

deputation of the glass manufacturers met Spencer Walpole, the Home 

Secretary, to put before him the difficulties they had to contend with 

in the glass trade, 3 The result was no change in working arrangements 

until the mid-1870B when an inspector found that the glass trade was 

breaking the Act. At once orders were given in Sto-urbridge, Birmingham 

and Manchester to change the shift into a ten, twelve or fourteen hour 

shift. The Central Committee (herein after referred to as the C. C. ) of 

the F. G. M. 1O. S. got in communication with the inspector and George Young, 

the secretary of the Royal Commission on the Acts, tclaiming to be 

heard, before any violation was done to our special industry. 

1 D. G. Guttery, op. cit., p. 9, and p. 38. The first firm to abandon 
the six-hour shift in ý5tourbridge was the Stevens and Williams 
factory in 1936. 

2 C. E. C., 1865, o-P. cit., p. 221, cl. 57. 

3F. G. M. M., j vOlo VIIIP P- 387. 

4, bid 
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Before the Commission W. H. Packwoodq whom we have met before, insisted 

that 'We are satisfied with the present working of the Act; that is 

to say, with regard to our hours of work. ' 1 T. J. -Wilkinson, a Birmingham 

flint glass maker, also claimed that: 

"The Society as a union had nothing whatever to do 
with it (working hours); it is merely a custom which 
has been in the trade for a great number of years, and 
I do not think it would be wise to alter it, but it 
is not a trade union question at all. ' 2 

The voice of the Birmingham District Secretary, who 'urged the adoption 

of the Factory Act hoursI3 was a lone one. Probably flint glass makers 

felt that any change in the pattern of traditional working hours might 

have destroyed a barrier which had been helping to pre-vent less skilled 

workers from entering the trade. The labour aristocrats did not 

necessarily want easier or even lighter work. They were proud of manlyt 

intensive effort. Accordingly, they would not change the custom in spite 

of the inconvenience caused by peculiar working hours. 

A similax attitude to the length of the shift was also seen in the 

pressed flint glass factories. Sowerby's Ellison Glass Works, of 

Gateshead, was probably the first to introduce the eight hour shift in 

the early 18508- Iýeville, then a partner of the firm, stated in 1865 

that -. 

'We were the first to introduce this plan about 12 
years agog to do away with the inconvenience of having 
the hands change in the middle of night. It also 
saves time by diminishing the number of stoppages 

R. C. on Factoa and Workshops Acts, 1876, vol. II, op. cit., 
P- 5589 (4- 11544- 

2 Ibid. I P. 457, Q. 9217. 

3F. G. M. li,, vol. VIII, P. 387. 
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for changing. # I 

The F. G. M. F-! ý- opposed this new system. The llhievillonian Pystem", 

as it was called, became a prime tarLet in the early 1850s. But, as a 

result of its success in this factory, a different pattern of working 

hours prevailed in the North of &gland. 2 
In this new system two 

'chairs' of glass makers worked in relays in the same way as the ordinary 

works, but the turn was eight hourB3 instead of six. The first turn 

began at 5 a. m. or 6 a. m. on Mondav, the second at 1 p. m. or 2 p. m., 

the first caxne on again at 9 p. m. or 10 p. m. and worked until 5 a. m. or 

a. m. and so on; the turns changing weekly so as to divide the night 

work. There war. also a break of about two turns in the middle of the 

week to refill the pots. They 'cease work for that week not later 

than 6 o'clock on Saturday morningo, 
4 Only Saturday and Sunday were 

holidaýrs. The F. G. 11.1:. S. continued to oppose this working system, so 

that pressed flint glass makers organised their own union in 1872. 

Among the 'cribs' employing very smali numbers of hands where 

the furnaces and pots were smallg a third system of working hours 

5 
prevailed - twelve hour relays. In most cases there were day and 

1C. S. C., 1865, op. cit., p. 239, Q. 153. 

2The Newcastle Daily Chronicle of October 21 1882 reported of 
ý; owerb. vls Ellison Works of Gateshead that 'The factory works 
continually day and night, all the year around, the hands employed 
being divided into three shifts of eight hours each. One hour of 
each shift may be deducted for meals, so that the workpeople 
labour for no more than seven hours per diem. ' 

3Pressed Glass Makers of Great Britain - Factory Workina Rules, 

Yewcastlet18721 (-Webb Coll. 9 5ection C. Vol. 42, XV) Rule 1. 
Rule I includes that the3, -Nork 8 hour turns alternately. ' 

4, bid., Rule I. 

5Henry Benham, a glass maker of Jackson's Rint Glass Works of 
Londont stated that 'In all the small works the practice is to 
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night relavs, which changed weekly, but in some very small places 

they worked by day only, the pots being filled and the metal melted 

during the night. Blown flint glass makers also rejected this pattern 

of working hours, because works of this kind produced glass of low 

quality. An ordinary flint glass manufacturer stated that 'this 

system woiild not be possible in large works, and where flint glass of 

the superior kind is made, one reason being that the metal could not 

be got sufficiently fine without the larger furnaces and pots*#I Men 

in small factories often worked for five or six days a week, but a 

commissioner was able to find cases of seven days working - stopping 

2 
at 7 a. m. on 5unday and beginning at 7 P. m. on the same dey. 

The posture of flint glass makers regarding working hours in 

other trades was surprisingly different to the one which they adopted 

in relation to their own problem. It was T. J. Wilkinson, a delegate from 

the F. G. M. F. S., twho proposed the shortening of working hours at the first 

work in turns of 12 hours for five or six days and nights, 
beginning at 7 a-m- on Monday, and taking about half an hour for 

breakfast and an hour for dinner. Those who work in the night 

one week work in the day turn the next, because we all take our 

night's rest. ' (C. E. C., 1865, OP-cit-, P- 235, Q. 130. ) 

1C. E. Col 1865,02-cit--t P. 193,1; - 98- 

2 Joseph LeiceBterj a London flint glass makers reported of the 

London tcribs' in the late 18508 that 'I have Been with my own 

eyes, men getting their things ready on the Saturday night, 

work all day on the Sunday, and up to Mondav night. ' (F. G. M. M., 

vol. III, p. 16. ) 
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Trade Union Congress held in Manchester in 1868. He proposed that 

'this congress is of opinion that, in order to promote the well being 

of the working classes, and to neutralise the sad effects of the surplus 

labour of this country, it is highly essential that the hours of labour 

should be reduced. 
0 This proposition was carried at the Congress. He 

also stated in his motion, that: 

'this Congress recommends all trade councils and 
societies to bring before their members the serious 
consideration of a oommutation of the hours of 
labour, and trade representatives present pledge 
themselves in the name of their respective societies 
to render such support as may be in their power, by 
the general circulation of printed information, and 
the inter-change of delegates who shall address trade 
union meetings upon the question. (ApplauseP 2 

But, returning to his own trade he did nothing. Seven years later, as 

already quoted, he declaxed that any change of working hours 'is not 

a trade union question at all. t The Union leaders of the flint glass 

makers thought that the shortening of working hours was an indispensable 

policy for promoting the scarcity of the supply of labour in other 

trades but not in their own. They clung to their custom and this 

distinguished them from other working men. 
I 

On the other hand, flint glass cutters were keen to shorten their 

working hours. In March 1872 the Stourbridge and Wordsley District of 

the Cutters Union demanded 54 hours per week 'from 6 a. m. till 5 P-m- 

the first five days, and from 6 a. m. till 1 p. m. on Saturdays, with 

'Manchester Gua-rdian, June 4 1868. 

2 Ibid* 
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the usual allowance for meals. ' The demand was accepted not only in 

Stourbridge but throuChout the trade in 1872,2 This was in the context 

of the engineers' nine hour movement on Tyneside begim in 1871. However, 

in 1878 this achievement was lost by the attack of the associated 

Midlands employers and the week's work came to 58 hours. All the 

other employers followed this and in some cases 59 hour work was 

demanded. It was not until 1891 that it was reduced to 54 hours again. 
3 

I To the Glass Masters of the Stourbridge and Wordsley District 
(leaflet) dated March 30 1872, issued by 'The Committee. 
Isaac Coakley, Chairman"(Brierley Hill Library. ) 

2 S. Webb, Questionnaire 
(Webb Coll. 5ection A, 

f or the Flint Glass tters' Societý,, 
vol. AIIIt YV V. 393. 

3jn June 1879 'The 9 hours gained in 1871-72 is now practically 
extinct the Kidland associated employers having met and determined 
to raise the week's work to 58 hours. ' (S. Webb, Flint Glass 
Cutters, MSSI Webb Coll. Section A. vol. XLIIIP 5Y P. 360). 

4S. Webb, jL-gestionnaire for the Flint Glass Cutters' Society, 
oR. cit., P. 393. 
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III Methods of Wage Payment 

The wages of flint glass makers were put together in an extremely 

complicated fashion. The wages were really piece-wage rates, 
1 

depending 

on the kind of articles produced, and the number made, but took the 

'fictitious' form of time-wages. David 5chloss wrote in 1892 that 'An 

interesting example of a piece-waee rate expressly fixed on a time-basis,, 

which is admitted to be fictitious, is to be found in the flint glass 

trade. ' 2 This meant that in a dispute, as Schloss pointed out, the 

argument was not about how much per hour should be paid, but about 

thelnumberl of articles that should be made per hour in order to earn 
3 the current standard minimum wage * In so far as the 1O. G. M. F. S. forbade 

the glass makers to produce more than a specified quantity of work in 

S. & B. Webb, Industrial DemocrgcZ, 1920 edition, p. 286, Table I, 
and G. D. H. Cole, The Payment of Wages, 1918, p. 13. 

2D. Schloss, Methods of Industrial Remuneration, 1892, 
_ p. 25. Chaxles Booth also wrote of flint glass makers' wages 

that 'The wages are paid upon a complicated system, nominally 
by time, but actually by piece. ' (Charles Booth, Life and Labour 
of the People in London, sec. ser.: industry, vol. 2, 
1902-04, p. 82. ) 

3 B. A. Pratt, wrote: 'One of the peculiarities of the (flint glass) 
trade, and one of the greatest grievances of the employers, is 
that the men themselves fix the precise amount of work that shall 
be done in the six-hour turn. In the case of an established 
design the "number" is given by the union officials in the district, 

and becomes a "district number". In the case of a new design the 

master is allowed to ask his own men how many they will consent 
to produce in a turn, and a half-hour's discussion may follow, 
in which the men will show a tendency to get as low a number 
arranged as possible, while the employer will try to get as high a 
number as he can. ' (E. A. Pratt, Trade Unionism and British 

Industry, 1904, P. 97- 
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each turn and strictly regulated the number of articles produced in a 

given time, the amount of work could be shown on a time basis. The 

concept of 'move' was used in the flint glass trade as a means Of 

transforming a piece-wage to a time-wage. The number of articles 

produced by a glass maker in a week was first translated into ImoveBt, 

according to the proportions agreed between the employers and the 

ISociety. The figures thus obtained were then transformed into hours, 

according to the principle of 'two moves per turn. ' Since one turn 

war. six hours, one move usually meant three hours. 1 It was a custom 

in the flint glass trade that the nominal week's work of 33 hours 

coni; isting of 11 moves was paid for as a weekly wage and anything worked 

Over the 11 moves was paid as 'over work'. 
2 Since actual work was 16 

Originally the term 'move' meant a certain quantity of glass 
produced. H. J. Powell writes of 'turn' as 'the period, usually 
six hours', and 'move' as 'a piece work term an agreed number of 
glass to be made for an agreed price. ' (H. J. Powell, Glass- 
Makind in -England, Cambridge, 19239 02-cit-t P- 41. But 
since 'two moves per turn' was fixed and the fictitious time 
wages had a reality as actual time, as 'move' became a synonym 
for three hours. Flint glass makers in the 1970B in Stourbridge 
say that 'move' means half a turn and so three hours. 

2The 
following Table provides a good illustration of the process 

of the complex calculation. 

Names of Number Moves Nominal weekly 'Over work' Wages 
glass maker produced wages, 11 moves per move actually 

paid 

A. 1560 15-; -a 40s. 3s. 6d. 558-9d. 
B. 1595 16 28 2s. 8d. 41s. 4d. 
C. 1415 14: r-A- 26 2s. 4d. 33s-7d. 

The Table is made up from the wages of three workmen chosen at 
random from the Wages Book of kitevens and Williams for the week 
ending JanuarY 5 1861. The Wages Book shows only names and figures 
and I have suggested the column headings. 
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Moves or more a week, the over-time was often in excess of the nominal work 

by about 50%- Hence the 'over work' in flint glass making never meant 

the actual overtime payment which war. often seen in other industries 

such as buildingo but meant a purely fictitious difference between 

the actual week and the 11 moves. 
' In other words, it meant the 

difference between the amount of glass actually produced per hour and 

the fictitious amount of glass per hour agreed between the employers and 

the Society. As Schloss put it, in flint glass making, 'the time 

allowed for doing a specified amount of work is fax greater than thatv 

which is actually spent in the performance of this work by an operative 

of average capacity. 12 The origin of this peculiar custom in the trade 

is obscure, but it is likely that in flint glass making, as a result of 

earlier technical innovations, a week's work came to be done in about 

three days and the 11 moves remained a week's nominal work over centuries. 

The fact that flint glass makers depended on simple tools which had been 

unchanged for centuries and introduced only small pieces of new machinery 

helped to preserve this system. 

IA 
similar tfictitioust form of time wages could be found in the 

handicraft section (bespoke) of the tailoring trade, in which 
the concept of 'log' was used, instead of 'move'. (D. Schloss, ibid., 

p. 26). The method of payment known as the 'log' was 'really a 
schedule of piece-rates masquerading under the guise of time-rates' 

so that 'there is no pretence that the "log" hour is equivalent to 

a real hour t (S. F. Dobbs, The Clothing Workers of Great Britain, 
19287 pp. 1; 6-8. ) 

2For instance, if the glass makers agreed to work at six glasses 
per hour, then in each turn of six hours 36 glasses were to be 

produced. But the chair was actually making, SaY, 50 glasses in 

each turn, 14 glasses more than the fictitious amount. In this 

example, 36 glasses were paid for as nominal work and 14 glasses 

as 'over work'. If this was done throughout the weekq beside the 

nominal weekly wages (11 moves), 4.3 moves would be paid for as 
'over work'. 
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It is of great importance, however, that the fictitious time wages 

had a certain reality. Flint glass makers thought that, although they 

actually worked until Friday, their week's work ended on Wednesday, 

so that on Thursday and Friday they were not bound by the contract with 

their employers. This illusion became a disputable point for judgement 

on breach of contract in Court. In July 1874 Thomas Dykes, a Birmingham 

glass maker, was discharged 'at a minute's notice' without receiving a 

fortnight's wages, on the ground that he produced many spoilt glasses 

which were not fit for sale. He sued his employers, Messrs. Lloyd 

and Summerfield of Birmingham and the following cross examination 

took place between the Judge and a witness, another flint glass makerv 

in the Birmingham Court on July 28 1874. 

Judge... I want to know whether, after he has been paid his 
proper week's wages, he should be paid for overtime 
work when he had not worked at all? 

Witness... He has to be paid for the extra time, because, if not, 
his week's work would be done on Wednesday evening. 

Judge.., But is it invariably the custom to finish the rest 
of the week? 

Witness... A man always goes on after Wednesday. 

Judge, *,, Is it compulsory? 

Witness... No, he need not unless he likes. It is optional, it 
is called over work* 

Judge... My difficulty is to see what right there can be for 
the man to do the over work. 

Witness... He can stay to work if he likes, or he can go away. 

Judge... Then he need not be paid for the over work? 

Witness... But he always remains. I have never known a case where 
a man has not been paid for over work. 11 

1F. p. M. M., vol. VII, p. 642. The verdict given was that the full 

amount of L3 should be paid to the plaintiff, because of the 
default of a fortnight's notice. 
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similar kind of dispute occurred in 1858- In November of that year 

at the Wordsley Police Court, five flint glass makers were charged 

with illegally absenting themselves from the Grazebrook glass factory 

at Stourbridge. Their discharge was the flashpoint of the long--term 

strike and lock-out of flint glass makers in 1858-59- When the length 

of their working week became a point of dispute between the employers 

and the workers in reference to the validity of a fortnight's notice, 

Xr. Walker, retained for the defence, stated: 

'It was customary to give the fourteen days' notice 
on the ordinary pay day, or before going to work in 
the ensuing week, and that in this instance the notice 
was given before the men went to work; that eleven 
"moves" constituted a week's work, and that the employer 
had no control over the men after that number was made. ' 1 

This was accepted by the Court. The Court made a decision that after 

finishing eleven moves, the glass makers were beyond the control of 

the employers and consequently they 'were at liberty to obtain employ- 

ment elsewhere. t 2 

An additional complication was that wage rates during the 'over 

time' period were less than those during the nominal working hours, 

3 
particularly in the case of Servitors and Footmakers, One may 

I Brierley Hill Advertiser, November 20 1858- 

2 Ibid* 

31n Birmingham in 1850 during the 'overtime' period, workmen got 
C11 /0 7ý less than during the nominal working hours. Servitors got 

2201o less and Footmakers got 10% less. (Calculated from the wages 
in Morning Chronicle, December 23 1850)- In 1861 in the Stevens 
and Williams factory af Stourbridge Workmen got 1% more, Servitors 
got 4PA less and Footmakers got 231% less. (Calculated from the 
Wages Book of the factory). The numbers in the sample is 9 
for Workment 7 for Servitors and 11 for Footmakers. 
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conjecture that this curious tendency to pay less for over-work 

originated in the employers' inability to closely control the quantitY 

and quality of the metal beyond the first 33 hours. The quality of 

production probably tended to deteriorate. This would afford a reason, 

in his view, for rewarding the work less well than he did in the earlier 

part of the week. The C. S. of the F. G. M. F. S. stated in the campaign 

for assimilation of the 'over work' wages in 1873 that 'it seems a 

ridiculous system for men to be paid less for the work they make at 

the latter part of the week than the former, and the more so as the 

work becomes more laborious and difficult with the metal getting done. 
" 

The campaign started in Stourbridge and Birmingham and both Districts 

accomplished the assimilation after negotiation with the employers. 
2 

By March 1873 Lancashire had followed it and by July of that year 'nearly 

the whole trade is paid by that system. 13 

Apart from this partial improvement, flint glass makers did not 

intend to change this 'fictitious' wage system. Firstly because the 

'move' system was closely connected with the six-hour shifts. ýTwo 

moves per turn' was their principle. Why flint glass makers opposed 

any attempt in changing the six-hour shifts has been already explained 

'F, G. M. M. 9 Vol. VII, P. 392. 

2 
Ibid. 7 Po 170. In July 1872 J. Griffin, District secretary of 
Stourbridge said that 'the system of paving the overwork in the 

same proportion as is received per move on the first part of the 

week is a new feature. ' 

3Ibid*p 
P. 443. 
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in terms of their Labour aristocratic consciousness. Secondly, they 

feared that the abandorunent of the system might have led to a loss of 

control over the amount of their labour. 

kiome aspects of the work required special consideration in SO far 

as payment was concerned. The most notable of these was pot-setting. 

It was performed not by teasers but glass makers. All glass makers 

were obliged to be present and absentees were severly fined except for 

illness. 
1 

Pot-setting was a hard, hot and arduous task. 'A Potsetterl 

of Stourbridge wrote in 1853 that 'It is often said that glass makers 

enjoy, privileges that very few working men do, but at the same time 

our trade has its concomitant evils, and of all the evils that we have 

to contend with, I think that of potsetting is the worst. ' 
2 

lievertheless, 

3 
a man working at pot-setting received a small amount of money or ale. 

There was no uniformity in payment. 
4 In some Districts it was paid per 

pot, and in other Districts paid per head. In some districts it was 

paid per hours and in other districts like Tutbury and Dudley it was 

paid not in cash but in ale. Even where it was paid in caahv the amount 

For instance, the contract agreed between John Bowerby, a flint 

glass manufacturer of Gateshead, and John Coulson, a glass blower 

on November 25 1846, provided that 'He (Coulson) agreed to attend 
at pot-setting, pot-searching and, repairs of furnaces, whenever 
his services are required by the said John Sowerby. 1 (Gateshead 
Observerv January 30 1847). 

2 
F. G. M.!;! -, vol. I, P. 408. The report from Knottineley on pot- 
setting said that it was 'more than ordinary work, as it upsets 
us for a day or two. How often we hear ourselves saying, "I 

caught cold at Pot-setting, and have not been well since. "' 
(F, G, M, M., vol. VIIIt P- 550)- 

3D. 
R. Guttery writes that 'workers receive no pay at all' in pot- 

setting (Gattery, U. cit., P- 117), but this is not corrects 

4 
is Pa, yments for pot-setting in each District, see F. G. M. I.. 9 Vol. VIII, 

PP- 547-52. 
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1, 
covered only drinks. 1ýhis peculiar system may have originated in the 

refreshment allowance which compensated for the hot labour. 

In the early 18708 the low remuneration for pot-Betting became a 

serious problem for the Society, as longer hours became necessary in 

pot-setting than before, following on the increase in the size of pots. 
2 

A Warrington flint glass maker claimed that he was 'twelve hours at 

one pot, and coming again the next morning for another seven hours; 

,, 3 
and for the nineteen hours we got five pence halfpenny. A member 

of the Society wrote of pot setting in 1875: 'Are we remaining behind 

the collier, or the agricultural labourer in this respect?, 
4 The 

Warrington District had the honour to change the situation. In 1875 

it issued a resolution, demanding 'a fair day's pay for a fair day's 

labour at pot_setting., 5 The C. C. of the Society accepted this proposal 

and suggested 15s- per pot should be paid as the minimum wages to be 

divided between men engaged- in the work. 
6 

The 15s- was, according to 

the C. 5.1s recommendations to be divided on the principle that 'One 

half the amount a journeyman receives would be sufficient to allow 

The report from the Shelton district on pot-setting stated that 
'We are paid in money and spend it in drink, for it is a hot and 
hard jobs and requires wetting. ' (Ibid., P- 552). 

2A 
glass maker of Warrington wrote in 1872 that 'we must remember 

that when our forefathers were alive, the pots they had to set 
ran from 5 to 10 cwts- which they could set in an hour-and-a 
half, and sometimes in less time than that. 5ince then the pots 
have kept growing with the spirit of the age, for we have pots now 
that hold from 20 to 40 cwts. and yet we have been content with 
the paltry 5d. to 8d. which it runs in our district. ' (F. G. M. M., 
vol. VII, p. 222. ) 

31bido 

4F. G. M. M.,, vol- VIII, P. 139. 

5, bid., P. 546. 

Ibid., P. 52 2 
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apprentices and labourers, and the boys be allowed one half the amount 

the apprentices receive-' 
1 Immediately after the approval of the 

proposition by the members of the Society 2, 
negotiations between the 

F. G. M. F. S. and the Midland ManufacturerO Association took place. 

Although some Districts, like Birmingham, were really afraid that this 

demand would 'lead to one of the greatest strikes the trade ever had,, 3 

employers 'most graciously conceded the 158-' on the condition that 'the 

regular attendance of all Glass Makers would be secured and that measures 

be taken to prevent any more drinking during Pot-vetting than is 

really necessary for refreshment., 
4 This agreement was followed by 

Lancashirej London, Shelton, Longport and Dublin. In Scotland, despite 

their employers wishing to pay on a different scale, the problem was 

settled by the end of Jajauary 1876. In Yorkshire flint bottle glass 

manufacturers associated to oppose the advance and nine informed the 

F. G. M. M. of their refusal to pay 15s. Instead, they proposed 7s. 6d. 

per pot. 
5 But by mid-February 1876 the Rotherham District settled 

the problem 'after a long and determined resistance' and by the end of 

1 Ibid., P. 559* 

2The 
proposition of the C. C. was carried by 1740 for and 45 against. 

(ibid. 
, P- 524. ) 

31bid. 
v P. 548. 

41bid., 
P- 557. The condition is indicated in a letter from 

J. Walker chairman of the Manufacturers'Association, to W. H. Packwood, 
C. ýý. of the F. G. M. F. S., dated December 31 1875- 

5 Ibid-9 pp. 559-60. 
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March all other Districts in Yorkshire had settled the question. 

The delayed settlement in Yorkshire probably stemmed from the fact that 

more frequent pot-setting was necessary in flint bottle making than in 

ordinary flint glass making. 
1 

In the Vewcastle District the settlement 

was long deferred. The reason for the delay was the animosity between 

the F. G. M. F. 5. and the Pressed Glass Makers Union. Members of both 

Unions 'worked together at the same furnace and set pots togetherlt 
2 

so that brown flint glass makers complained that 'up to the present, the 

Press have shown no disposition to take any part in the alteration of 

Pot-setting but are wishful to accept the new advantagest if we will 

fight them out. ' 3 The result of this conflict is obscure, but it is 

likely that the uniform level of payment for pot-setting was established 

in most areas by 1876. 

The pot-setting problem indicates the strength of custom in the 

trade but also shows why flint glass makers began to realise the 

irrationality of that custom and to demand a fair wage for fair labour 

at Pot-setting. But even after accomplishing the claim and receiving 

the amounts as wages instead of mere refreshment allowance, they were 

not satisfied. They thought arduous pot-setting should have been 6. one 

by lower graded workers outside chairs. Therefore, a glass maker was 

delighted to report in 1878 that 'I am very pleased to state, that the 

1 The average duration of pots in ordinary flint glass making was 
between six and nine months. In bottle works it was 4 to 7 weeks. 
(George Harrison, op. cit., P. 135-) 

2F. G. M. 14.9 V01- VIIIi P. 562. 

31bido 
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manager, two teasers, one assistant teaser, one coal wheeler-in, one 

metal mixer, and two lade have undertaken the work (of pot-settin. ). ti 

He continued: 

'Employers know that the fine touches of an elaborate 
or delicate made glass depends very much upon the 
condition of the nervous system of the operatorg and 
if the nervous system is not kept in a steady and 
good working condition, the results of his labour will 
fall below the expectations of his employer and himself; 
and I know of no kind of work more calculated to destroy 
and upset the nervous system of a glass maker than a 
hard turnIB work at Pot-setting. ' 2 

Flint glass makers were proud of their hard manual work but their 

labour aristocratic consciousness led to their drawing the line at pot- 

setting. It was not work to be undertaken by 'artists'. 

1 F. G. M. M. f Vol. XII P. 368. 

2 Ibid., PP. 368-9. 

3Today 
pot-setting is usually done by the teasers, although 

in some glass houses glass makers help. (D. R. Guttery, op. cit., 
P. 117, fn. ) 
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IV* Other working conditions, llwmý 

'The glass house which I first entered, ' J. 9. White wrote in his 

impression of a flint glass works in South Shields, 'was dark and 

filled with a strong sulphurous vapourl said to be drawn into it by 

the strong draught of the furnace from some other furnace or kiln in 

the process of heatinge One of the boys spoke of the smoke as a cause of 

his cough, 
" Poisonous ingredients used in making the glass were also 

potentially harmful, particularly at meal times., A *medical gentleman' 

stated that he had known 'one or two narrow escapes from arsenical 

poisoning from the food being dropped on the floor when arsenic is put 

into the pots. * 2 In Particularg l6adv an indiOPOnsablO ingredient of flint 

glass making, made for "a very unhealthy employment", if it was mixed with 

other materials by hand. Factories which used machines for mixing 

materials were very few and hand mixing was almost universally the case* 

The heat was also a great concern. The temperature in the glass 

house at the mouth of the furnace was estimated between 1720F and 22d, 919 

at the place where the blowers stood from 95 0F to 1180F, and at the plac& 

where boys "take-in" frcm 80OF t. 96o.. 4 It might happen that 'A flint 

1865, op. cit. t po 2389 Q* 143* 

2 Ibidog pe 186# Q, 42. 

31n the mid-1860s only two factories used machinery for mixing 
materials - the Sowerby and Neville Glass Works in Newcastle 
and Stone*s Flint Glass Works in Birmingham. p.. 229t Q. 96 
and p. 239# Q* 153-) 

40#1&*C,,, 2nd Reportl 1843, Appendix I (P*Po XIV)v P, F 249 Q. 230o 
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glass blower has fainted himselfv and known other men "turn faintj 

and obliged to knock offoot. 
I Beside the absolute high temperature# 

*the unequal temperature to which the workpeople are necessarily 

exposed* 
2 

was another peculiar condition in flint glass factories andq 

of courset it was harmful for the workmen's health. Boys were exposed 

to much higher temperatures than others* The Childrents PmPloymnGt 

Commission reported in 1843 that 'the temperature of the place where 

the men stand to take the metal out of the furnace is 172; and that 

where the boys stand when they "take in" the glass at the annealing 

oven is 19609l3 Because of the heat* takers-in working at night were 

Ivory sleepy and have to sing to keep awake and the same in the day 

some times. *4 

Takers-in work was totally auxiliary* As J,, Eo White reported in 

18659 'The greater part of their time is spent in passing to and fro 

to take glass to the annealing kilnst carrying and cleaning the men's 

ironal and in occasionally standing to help the man at their work in 

C*E-Col 18659 OP. Cit. 9 p. 200, qo 149. 

2C*B*Col 2nd Report, 1843v (P*Po XIII), p* 369 Q. 234. 

3 CoEX&P 18439 Appendix Part 1. op*cit,, P. F 24, Qe 230# 
The Report of the C. E. C. of 1865 also stated that *In the flint 
glass house my thermometer at the mouth of the kiln, where the 
boys put in articles to anneal, standing there, each time only 
while they set down the articles, rose quickly to the topq viz., 
15001. (R. 9ýSX. 9 18651 OP-cit-, P- 1879 Q* 46,0) 

4C. E. C., 1865, ORocit-v p. 200, Q. 151- 
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various ways, or holding irons with or without glass on at the mouth 

of a furnace*$' Takers-in were 'not commonly regarded as glass makers 

at all, but merely as attendants and helpers to those who are 80.92 

But menial work did not mean that little effort was involved* Takers-in 

"journeyed' a long distance within 'the works, normaIV 32 miles a day 

and sometimes 36 miles a dayv sometimes without shoes or stockings. 
3 

The weight of each article was another nuisance. Atticles of about 3 lbo 

held at the end of an iron stick about 7 feet long *make him out of 

breath's 4 As a Workman put it, *A man could not do a "taker-in's" 

work; it would kill him. 95 In addition, they were often ordered to run 

errands. 'Running out for men's drink is a vex7 common errand. ' 

the boys refused to do errands for the men, they were ill-treated; "some- 

times boxed on the head, if he did not haste for the men's errandso, 
7 

Takers-in were occasionally badly trdated in the workshOPO-P 

Evidence for this is provided by the testimony of employers, glass 

makers and the boys themselves in the fourth Report of ChildreA 

Employment Commission. E. Moore, a pressed flint glass manufacturer in 

I Ibid. t p, 189# Q. 67, 

21bid., 
p. 60* 

31bid*s 
p, 2401v Q- 157. 

41bid, 
po 191 v Qe 79o 

5, qLarterlar Roviewl vol. lig, 1866, op, cito, po 390* 

6C. H. oC*# 18651 OP*cit-i P* 1911 G4.78* IThese errands, however, 
when thoy take boys out long distances in cold weather, when "sweaty" 
and with "only shirt and tmousers on" or if "the man wontt let you 
stop for that (i9ee to slip a waistcoat on)"t - it may be in a 
winter midnight - amount to unpleasant workq and are apt to cause 
colds. ' 

7, bid. I p. 869 Q,. 478. 
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South Shieldeg stateds "Boys in a glass-house, I am sorry to say, are 

very badly treated* The men are brutal and have horrid tempers., They 

often knock the boys aboutv ie. kick theml cuff them too hard*... #' 

IXen used to knock the boys about and the boys would 
run away. I have seen men knock boys down and hit 
them with the iron or tools, &c. e. g. if the boys did 
not come up right to their work. I have some nasty 
cuts on the top of my head now that I got when I was 
little, but I did not get knocked about isuch because 
I generally worked with my own relations, and thqy 
took care of me. ' 2 

It seems likely that Takers-in working with their relatives were not 

only given more chance to learn the technique of glass makingg but 

were treated more humanely. Testimony given by boys themselves shows 

ill-usage more vividlye For instance, a boy who worked in a flint 

glasi; factory in Birmingham or Stourbridgel gave the following evidences 

00noe I was taking in a glass and fell down and broke it, 
and when I came back and told the master (Workman), he 
jumped up and ran at me and knocked me down and kicked 
me, There was a great bruise on my thigh from it, I 
saw a man hit a boy of about 12 on the back of his 
head with the blowing iron, which had some glass on 
the end of it, and cut his head open, and made it bleed. 
It did not bleed much. We all catched it sometimeso 
The, y leathered us sometimes-* 3 

It is not surprising that the F. G. X. M* did not report such 

*dishonorable" behaviour by flint glass makers at all, and the local 

I lbidop p. 238l Qm 148o 

Ibid. $ p, 236# Q* 134* 

31bid.. 258# q. 220, Neither his name nor the name of the 
factory were given in the Report to prevent his master from taking 
revenge* 
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papers revealed the ill-treatment only when a father of a Taker-in 

sued glass makers for an assault on his son. The Brierlgy Hill Advertiser 

of February 22 1862, for instance, reported that a glass maker# named 

George Ridger, of the Holloway Bhd Glass Works in Stourbridge, was sued 

by the father of a Taker-in named George Green, because Rider accused 

the Taker-in of 'neglecting to clean his blow-pipe, and then struck 

him on the head with it. He was knocked down, ' I The assault was judged 

in the Public Office and Rider was fined Is. and costs, 
2 Yet this was 

an exception. In most cases, glass makers who committed the assaults 

were not prosecuted and their misconduct was concealed. The Society 

never tried to explore the matter seriouslyo The ill-treatment of boys 

was the dA&rk side of the respectability claimed by flint glass makers* 

It seems inevitable that such working conditions must have led to 

much ill-healthl particularly in the case of boys. It wasgenerally 

admitted that 'Young People cannot bear this kind of work, and that it 

acts most injuriously on the youngest hands, who are generally pals, 

tbin, ill_grownt and unhealtbyt suffering severly from bad eyeal and 

stomachic, bronchialg and rheumatic afflictions. 93 This was not limited 

to the young people. Table W shows the diseases of flint glass makers 

IBrierlgj Hill Advertisers February 22 1862. 

2 lbide 

3 C., B*Cot 1843,2pjc-ito, 
-v Po 1099 Q* 596* 
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TABLE 2s2 Diseases of Flint Glass Makers in StourbricIge, 1867-1880* 

(Percentages) 

Names of sickness Cases Names of sickness Cases 

Cold, Influenzes Fever. 

Rheumatism, Gout 

25*4 

18-7 

Liver complaint 

Diarrhoea 

2.0 

2.0 

Bronchitis 9.1 Gathered hand 1.9 

Injury 8,1 Kidney disease 1-7 

(Burns) (0,8) Insanity 1.6 

Dyspepsia, Indigestion 4-7 Abscess 1*4 

We disease 3*3 Lung disease 

(Injured eye) (2*3) Lumbago 

Debility 3,2 Others 9,2 

Consumption 2.9 

Catarrh 2,6 

Totals (N) 1,044 

Sources A list of the Receivers of Sick allowance in the 
-Quarter& ReR2rt of the F*G. X*F. So between September 1867 and st 1880e 

1) A flint glass maker who received the sick allowance for more 
than one week in three months is regarded as one case of 
sickness, irrespective of the duration# 

2) The Sick Allowance began to be paid in September 1867 and 
stopped in September 1880. 

3) 45 cases in which the name of sickness is not given are 
excluded from the figures in the Table* The average number 
receiving Sick Allowance on average in a year in Stourbridge 
was 82.2. Therefore, 23*3% of the members received Sick 
Allowance on average in a jearo 
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in Stourbridge between 1867 and 1880. Coldq Influenza and Fever 

occupied one quarter Of all Sick Allowance receivers in the period* 

Rheumatism and Gout formed 18.7% and Bronchitis 9.1%. These were 

followed by Injury (8.1%)t lb'sPePsia (4*7%) and ]lye disease (3*3%)e 

The names of the diseases are not entirely reliable, because most of 

them were self judged by flint glass makers themselves as they claimed 

the Sick Allowance from the Society* It seems likely, however, that 

injured eye (2.3%) and Injury (8.1%)q particularly Burn (0.8%)gwere 

assumed to be directly caused by the work. Even the glass manufacturers 

agreed that the effects of the working conditions on the health of the 

boys were bad* Lovibond Percivall, manager of Osler's Flint Glass 

Works of Birmingham remarked that 'The constant glare and heat of the 

glory-holes and furnace affect the eye eight at a comparatively early 

age, and the hand becomes tremulous prematurelY. II Howevert Xr. Hornag 

a Children's Jkploymen't Commissioner, observed in Stourbridge that 

'The endurance of the heat does not appear to injure the health of the 

boys, the ventilation being so well and amply provided. ' 2 This view 

was shared by the leaders of the P. G*M. F*So Richard Lester, secretary 

of the Society, stated before the Commission on Factory and Workshope 

in 1875 that 'The work is not very laborious. The heat does not at 

all affect them (. boys)., 3 The leaders paid no attention to the health 

1C Z. Csq 1865, o2ocit*, p* 220# Q* 57o x .0 
2 C, E*Coo 1843,02-cits, P* 46, Q. 286. 

3RgCo 
an Fact2M aind WorkshOPs A014,18769 vol. n. Op. oi+,. Pe 455t 

Q. 9201 o 
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of the boyal simply because boys were not lglaeamakerel* 

Working conditions in 'cribs" were worse than those in the ordinary 

flint glass factories. Joseph Leicester of London, who tried to organise 

the cribs. 0 men into the Society and failed, remarked in the late 18508 

that Ne pity and sympathise with poor labourers, weavers, and ploughment 

but under the face of God9s beautiful heaven, there is not a more 

degraded race of being than the cribs men of London*,,,. the boys don't 

got more than 30# per day at the mostq and the competition is now at 

such a fearful height that these petty masters watch each other in the 

shop, and are driving each other down to starvation prices* 
I J. Z. White 

also reported of the London cribs thats 

IThe skylight was out and part of the roof off, 
Work goes on in it only at times, ioe. when there is 
work to do, and employs at the most four men and two 
boys* Others were up alloys or stable yards, one in 
what I was informed is a noted thieves' quartero 
Cortain3, y the appearance of the neighbourhood and of 
the people sitting about at their doors, apparently 
with nothing to do was wretched enough. ' 2 

'Cribman' w4we often called 'rats' by the ordinary fliht glass makers. 

According to the_F*GoM*X*. the name of 'rate* was applied to 'all 

persons working under the wages established by the trade, or working in 

places where there are a greater number of apprentices than the trade 

rules countenance. #3 

'P*GoMoXop 
Vol* III* P* 198o 

awo 
2C, E*C, l 1865, j 0129cit-, P. 2349 Q. 125o 

3F. GOMOXOIVO, o 11 ppe 30-le 
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'Working conditions in glass cutting were worse and loss hoaltbW 

than those in glass making. 'There is a general agreement among both 

OmPloy'ero and w'"'kPeOPl6 that tlint glass cutting is lose healtby 

than the glass house workj owing chiefly to the use of putty and the 

more confined and sedentary nature of -the work. 
0 Irlint glass cutting 

required 'a fixed leaning posture and close watching with the ! Wong 

with a constant grasp of the glass to hold it properly against the 

cutting wheel** 
2 The hands of cutters were continually in water which 

impaired the muscular power and paralyzed the handso The putty used in 

polishing was oonsidered by the working men to be injurious to the handq 

if it got under the nails. Mr. Horne, whom we have metq pointed to the 

injury done by the puttys 

'I have seen a boy stand with his head close over the 
box or ', ý: ýrough which contained the putty-powder, so 
that he was constantly inhaling it while he supplied 
the wheel of the man who sat or stood above him, and 
who of course also had his share of the injury, whioh, 
however, was of a less degree than that received by 
the boy, Want of cleanliness in the hands is also 
a great cause of injury, The putty in sure to get 
under the nailsq and if suffered to remain there a 
few days it often causes the hand to contract, Meals 
eaten with unwashed hands in this condition are very 
injurious, and it is a common occurrence. ' 3 

As a result, the disease called 'dropped hmd' was VeI7 comOn among 

glass cutters. The Xorning Chronicle reported in 1850 that a glass 

4065 
C&E*C* 22o(; i+. *# P. 201, Q. 162. Because of the worse conditions 
of glass cutters, "The Benefit Societies" do not like the glass. 
cutters and charge them an additional rate, such higher than they 
charge the glass makers" (Morning Chroniclep December 2-3,18500 

2C. B. C. 9 1865,02*cit- P, 1919 Q. 839 

ýC. 
-E&Coj 18439 012-citst P. 469 Q. 286s 
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cutter "who had twice been afflicted with "dropped hand" twice regained 

the use of itq after a twelve months' cessation of the work* It was 

stated that he had finallY Vitted the trade, being apprehensive 

that if he again lost the use of his hand he should never recover itel 
I 

Lunr disease was also serious in glass cutting. An inspectorg %; F 

J. Kennedy, reported of a St. Helen's glass workss 

'On entering the cutting shop I felt great difficulty 
in breathing partly from the dust from the wheels 
with which the air was filled$ and partly from the 
heat and the closeness of the rooms... I examined 
several witnesses very carefully, and many of them 
appeared to have been attacked by disease of the 
lungs. ' 2 

It in notable that unlike flint glass makerep glass cutters demanded 

a reduction in working hours on the ground that it would decrease 

diseases caused by their unhealthy working conditions@, On March 30 

1872 glass cutters in the Stourbridge and Wordsley District of the 

Cutters Union requested a nine hour working dayo The leaflet delivered 

by the Cutters Unions rans 

"You, Gentlemenj are fully cognizant of the fact of 
the unhealthiness of our Trade; we are constantlyg 
or nearly so* in sitting posture, breathing vitiated 
air, causing in consequence, - Dropped Hands, Cholic, 
and almost innumerable disease&;. ** Gentlemen, we 
think a most conclusive argument in our favour for 
the shortening of the hours of laboure Terrible, 
Gentlemen,, is it not? to suffer from disease which 
for ever prevent us from supporting our Wives and 
Little-ones; many of us at all ages, are forced to 

I Mornkg Chronicleg December 23 1850s 
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leave the Trade through its unhealthiness*"**** 
We ask for the time for recreation and the improve- 
ment, of our minds, which will tend to invigorate 
the frame so as to enable us the better to stand 
our daily toil, - it would inspire more confidence 
between the Raployers and &Aployedg - raise us in 
the social scale, and better fit us for the ordinary 
duties of lif e* I 

But as we have seen, flint glass makers intended neither to alter their 

peculiar working hours nor to improve the environment in the workshops* 

I 
st 

dated March 30 1 
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Chapter III Flint Glass Makers and their Weighboure 

. ýL 3tratification of Plint Qlass Xakers 1 

The wages of flint glass makers depended on the individual's 

position in the IchairIg whether he was a Workmang a Servitor# a 

Footmaker or a Taker-in. Their wages were 'collective piece. -wagest. 
I 

As David Schloss pointed aut, 'the members of the chair are rated in 

proportion to the degree of skill demanded by the work allotted to 

each,.. the lvmp sum paid to a group as collective piece-wage should 

be divided by their employer between the members of the group in such 

proportion as may be accepted by them as equitable. j2 The Servitor 

and the Footmaker were not paid by the Workman# but by their employers, 

However, the Taker-in was sometimes paid by the employers, but sometimes 

by the Workman. Benjamin Stone, a superintendent of the Bacchus and 

Sons Flint Glass Works of Birminghaml remarked in 1840 that 'the boys 

who are engaged and paid by the proprietor are much better treated 

than those who are engaged and paid by the workmen whom they assist; 

and that boys employed by the men are often subject to ill-uoage-13 

Clearly wage differentials within chairs were wide. To begin 

with, lot us examine wage data in the 1860s in four regions - 

Newcastley Birmingham, Stourbridge and Rotherham, 

I The method of payment for flint glass makers attracted David 
Schloosts attention. He wrote that 'The method of collective 
piece. -wage may be illustrated by the case of the operatives 
employed in the flint glass trade. * (D. Schloss, g2ocit., pp. 61-2. ) 

21bid.. 
p. 61. 

3 C*E*C-9 1843, Appendix Part I, op. cit., P-fl50, (4411. Stone's 
G. Might be biaBOd DY =8 position as a superintendant, 

Poz see above py. 71-73. 
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According to 'the Return of Wages of 1867-68 in Newcastle (the 

factorY not specified), Workmen, Servitors, Footmakers, and Takers-in 

were paidg resPective4t 36s. to 39s., 318-t 19s. 6d., and 58- to 8s* 6d. 1 

In Birmingham in 1866 the wages of flint glass makers were between 

21s. 8d. and 498. according to six ranks. 
2 The Wages Book of the 

Stevens and Williams factory of Stourbridge offers us some useful 

guidance on wage structure. As Table 3SI shows, wage differentials 

within each group were fairly wide to the extent that the lower wages 

of the superior status overlapped the higher wages of the inferior status, 

This structure derived partly from the difference in the duration of 

service in the same status and partly from the fact that different 

chairs produced different articles such as tumblersl goblets and 

wine glasses of various kindse Wonetheless, the wage stratification 

according to each status can be isolated, As Table 3s2 showng actual 

weekly wages were, on average, 38s. 5d. for Workmen, 26s. 3d. for 

Servitors, 148.2d. for JourneWmen Footmakers, go, 8d, for apprentice 

Footmakerst and 40.3d. for Takers-in. Of the Wages of Workmen, therefore, 

Servitors had about two-thirds, Journeymen Footmakers about one. -third,, 

Apprentice Footmakers about a quarter and Takers-in about one-tenth. , F. w 

'Labour Statistics - Return of Rates of Wages, part II, 1887t 
op. cit., pp, 245-6* 

2 Ibid. 9 p. 244, and Loons Levi, ]LMas and Earnings of the Working 
Classes, $ 1867t p. 116. 
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The Wages Book of Beatson and Clark of Rotherham provides further 

information. In this factory there was no status of Footmaker. 

Apprentice Servitors in the fac'tOrY had aPproximately the same position 

an Footmakers in other districts. The average of weekly wages in the 

decade of the 1860s were 438- 7d- for Workman, 270- Ild. for Journeymen 

Servitors an& 148* for Apprentice Servitors. The wages of Takers-ila 

were included in those of Workmen in the Wages Book, probably because 

Takers-in were paid by Workmen in the factory, so that the actual 

earnings of Workmen must have been reducecl by 4s. or 58* 'BO. Ys at 

bye hole', who were different from Takers-in, received also about 48- 

It is clear from these wage data in four regions (Table 333) that in 

all regions wide wage differentials existed according to status in the 

chairs. It is also clear that in Newcastle, not only were Workmen 

lose well paidg but wage differentials between Workmen and other personnel 

in the chairs were narrower than in other districts. A Vewcastle flint 

glass maker complained about the lower wages of Workman in the area in 

the earV 18508S 

'Newcastle Flint Glass makers, ought to be the best 
paid men in our trade instead of being the worst. 
The manufacturers got their coals at about two shillings 
and six pence per ton, while the average at the lowest 
calculation in about nine shillings per ton. ... They 
are only paying twenty-eight shillings per weekq and 
two shillings per move over, while others are paying 
their by-place workmen thirty-two and thirty four 
shillings per week and two shillings and sixpence per 
move over*' I 

I 
volo It P, 201. 
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TABLE 3sl Wage Structure in the Stevens and Williams Factory of 

Stourbridge in 1861. 
(absolute numbers) 

Wages* 

B* 
Workman Servitor Footmaker 

Journeyman 
Footmaker 
Apprentice 

Taker-in Totals 

50- 2 2 
45-49 0 0 
40-44 1 1 
35-39 3 3 
3(ý-34 3 1 4 
25-29 1 6 7 
20-24 2 2 
15-19 3 4 
10-14 1 2 3 
5-9 1 1 13 
1-4 99 

Totals 10 10 53 10 38 

sources Wages Book of 5tevens and Williams,, Beep Appendix D. 
1) Wages are not weekly nominal wages (11 moves) but actual 

weekly wages. 

TABLE 3s2 Wage Differentials in Chairs in the Stevens and Williams 

Factory of Stourbridge in 1861, 

No. of Average Maximum Mini mum 
Sample weekly weekly weekly 

wages wages wages 

Workwum 10 38s. 5d, 100.0 52s. 4d. 28s. 1 Od. 
Servitor 10 26s. 3d. 68.3 30s. 6d. 19s. 5d. 
Footmaker 

Journeyman 5 149. 2d, 36.9 17s- ld. 6s- 5d, 
Footmaker 

Apprentice 3 9s. 8d. 25.2 Ila. 2d. 78. 3d. 

Taker-in 10 48* 3d. 11.1 58- Od. 38. 9d. 

Sources ILages Book of Stevens and Williams, See Appendix D, 
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TABLE 30 Wages Of Flint Glass Makers in Four Regions in the 18609. 

(weekly wages) 

Status Region 

Stourbridge Birmi -I&-- Fewcastle Rotherham 
(1860-62) (106) (1867-68) (1860-69) 

Workman 418-10d- (49se) 370.6d, 43s. 7d* 
Servitor 28s. 941. 318, * Ode 279.11de 
Footmaker 148- Ode 21s. 19s. 6d. 14s., Ocio 

Taker-in 49.4d. 511* 56- 

Source: Stourbridge, - Ya as Book of Stevens and Williams- 

Birmingham and Newcastle - Labour Statistics - Return of Rates 

of ]La&es Part 119 1887, oR. cit,, p. 244v 255o 

Rotherham - Wages Book of Beatson and Clark, 

1) Wages in Stourbridge are the average of three years between 

1860 and 1862, See Amendix D. 

2) Wages in Rotherham are the average of ton years between 1860 

and 1869. See Appendix E. 
3) Wages of Workmen in Birmingham are those of best paid 

Workmen, but wages both in Stourbridge and Rotherham are 
the average of each status in all chairs., 
The factory in Newcastle is not sPe0ifi*d* 
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Relatively narrow wage differentials within chairs in Newcastle may 

go some way towards explaining the weakness of labour aristocratic con- 

sciousness prevailing among Newcastle flint glass makers. 

The next stop is to trace changes both in wage levels and in 

wage differentials over the period; to see to what extent flint glass 

makers' wages increased and to see whether wage differentials between 

personnel in chairs widened or not* As Table 3S4 shows the wages in 

Birmingham increased substantially in each status between 1850 and 1877* 

Over the period the wage of Workmen rose by 23%, that of Servitors rose 

by 63%9 that of Footmakers rose by 59% and that of Takers-in rose by 

33%* A similar increase of wages took place among the Stourbridge flint 

glass makers* According to the Wages Book of Stevens and Williams of 

Stourbridge (Table 3$5), weekly wages of all Workmen in each decade were, 

on average, 28so Id. in the 184069 37so 7d, in the i850s aud 410* 10d. 

in the 1860s. Unfortunatelyg we have no wages book in the 1870s in 

St, ourbridge. it is clear that between the 1840o and the 1860a the wages 

of Workman tended to increase, being 3398% higher in the 18509 and 

49*0% higher in the 1860s than in the 1840s. 1 Yet more significant was 

'According 
to Eric Hopkins, the wages of a Workman in the Stevens 

and Williams factory were 49o6% higher in the 1850s and 72.8% 
higher in the 18609 than in the 1840s. Eric Hopkins, Small 
Town Aristocrats of Labour and Their Standard of Living, 1840-1914, 
in Eoon* Hist. Rnz sec. ser.,, vol. XXVIII, no, 2, Xa- 19759 

pp. 226-7. ) His figures appear to overestimate the increase of 
Workmen9s wages, in spite of using the same Wages Book, His 

overestimation stems from his use of the Workman's wages in the 
best-paid chair, But the factory had several chairs, ranging 
between 7 and 10 over the period between 1838 and 1862. As 
Table 3$5 shows, not only the wages of 'Workmen in all chairs 
were not so highq in absolute termst but the increase of their 

wages was not so sharp as those of the Workman in the best-paid 

chair chosen by Hopkins* In additiont according to Hopkins, the 

year of 1859 recorded especially high wages, the ýbrkman named 
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the movement of wages for Servitors, Footmakers and Takors. -in., 
I For 

Servitors the average in each decade was 18s. 5d* in the 1840s, 248,6d* 

in the 18509 and 28s, 9d. in the 186os, so that their wages rose bX 

33.0% in the 18500 and b. Y 56.1% in the 1860z above those of the i840s. 

John Scriven earning annually E171.2s. Od. But Hopkins dis- 
regarded the fact that John Scriven was a strike breaker. Before 
the strike took place at the end of October 1858 Scriven's moves 
were 14s. 4d. per week on average (from January 1858 until the 
4th week of October of that year)* The strike originated in the 
two factories in Stourbridge, one of which was the Stevens and 
Williams factory. John Seriven went on strike until mid-Decemberg 
when he, together with two other chairs, disregarded the Society's 
order and resumed work. Although his nominal weekly wages 
thereafter remained 40s. with extra wages of 3r-- 6d, per move over# 
he was able to earn as high as about 776. a week on average from 
mi&-December 1858 to mid-May 1859, one and a half months after the 
termination of the strike, because after mid-December 1858 under 
the circumstances in which production was not regulated by the 
Society, the amount of production of his chair increased surprisingly 
and the number of his moves went up to 21#75 per week on average 
from the 3rd week of December 1858 to the 3rd week of Itay 1859)o 
Wages Book of Stevens and Williams, 1858-59), The F. G., X. F, S, 
abelled John Scriven a OTraitor* together with another 26 members, 

(F*G. M*X., Vol. IIIt P. 424)., The point is that a large number of 
members of the Society in Stourbridge were locked out and were 
forced to live on the Society's unemployment allowance for six 
months. John Seviven's wages in 1859 cannot be regarded as the 
representative wages of flint glass makers as a whole in that year. 
(See below p, 22Ckjable 06)e 

I 
Hopkins also neglected the wages of Servitorog Footmakeral and 
Takers-in, He assumed that 'other members of the chairs were 
paid proportionately* to Workmen (4ric Hopkins, Small Town Aristocrats 
of Labour, og. cit*, p. 226)o But an examination of the wages of 
other members in the chairs is vital for the study of the Labour 
aristocracy andt in fact, they were not necessarily paid proportion. - 
ately* 
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TABLE 3$4 Wages of Flint Glass Makers in Birmingham in 1850 and 1877o 

Year status 
Workman Servitor Footmaker Taker-in 

1 850 448. 248- 176- 69. 

1877 548. 396. 27s. 88. 

Sources 1) Wages of 1850s are calculated from the data in the Morning 
Chronicle December 23 1850* Working hours are assumed to 
be 52 hours a week. 

2) Wages of 1877 are quoted from Labour Statistics - Return of 
Rates of &agg., Part II, 1887p OP-cit-L., P- 244- 

TABLE 335 Wages of Flint Glass Makers in Stourbridge between 184o and 1862. 

(weekly wages) 

ý ein status 

Workman Servitor Footmaker Taker-in Workman in the 
best-paid chair 

1840-49 289. Ide 188- 5d. go. 8d* 30.5d. 329. Id. 
1850-59 37s. 7d* 248.6d. 10s. 6d. 48.2d. 48s. 6d. 

1860-62 418-10d. 28s. gd. 140. Od. 4s. 4d. 56s. od. 

(index) 

Year Status 

Workman Servitor Footmaker Taker-in Workman in the 
best-paid chair 

1840-49 100.0 65.6 34.4 12.2 114.2 

1850-59 100*0 65.2 27*9 11.1 129.0 

1860-62 100.0 68-7 33-5 10.4 133.9 

Sourcet Wages Book of Stevens and Williams. For the original Tableg see 

Appendix D* 
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TABLE 3S6 Wages of Flint Glass Makers in Rotherham between 1850 and 1882. 

(weekly wages) 

Year Status 

Workman Servitor 
Journeyman 

Servitor 
Apprentice 

Workman in the 
best. --paid chair 

1850-59 50e. Od. 308- 5d- 158- 4d- 56s. 8d, 

1860-69 4311- 7d. 278-Ild- 1413. Od. 52s. 6d. 

1870-79 509.10d. 388- We 148- 7d. 598-10dw 

1880-82 41s. 6d. 30s. 10d. 129* 7d. 518- 4d- 

(index) 

Year Status 

Workman Servitor Servitor Workman in the 
Journeyman Apprentice best-paid chair 

1850-59 10010 60.8 30-7 113.3 

1860-69 100.0 64,1 32.1 120-5 

1870-79 10010 75-9 28-7 117-7 

1880-82 100.0 7493 30*3 123-7 

Souroes ftes Book of Beatson and Clark. For the original Tablel see 
Appendix E* 
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COMPared with the rate of increase of Workmen$s wages in the same period, 

that of Servitors* was almost the same in the 1850s but slightly higher 

in the 1860s. As a result, wage differentials between Workmen and 

Servitors remained almost unchanged in the 1850s but increased slightly 

in the 1860s; Servitors earned 65-6% of Workmens wages in the 1840eq 

65*2% in the 1850s and 68.7% in the 1860s. Broadly speaking, the wages 

both of Workmen and Servitors moved in the same direction. But the 

wages of Footmakers moved differently, The average in each decade was 

go. 8d. in the 1840ag los. 6d. in the 1850s and 14s. Od. in the 1860s. 

It is important to see that the rise of Footmakers' wages between the 

18409 and 18508 was only 8*6% and consequently the differentials between 

Workmen and Footmakers considerably widened; Footmakers earned 34#4% 

of Workmen's wages in the 1840s but only 27*8% in the 1850s, The fall 

of Footmakers' wages after 1851 was remarkable. Particularly between 

1853 and 1856 they fell below go. The low wages of Footmakers became 

a serious problem for the F. G. M, F. S. and it was the demand of 14s. as 

the minimum wage for Footmakers which precipitated the long strike and 

lock, -out of 1858-59,, 1 The strike ended in April 1859 -with an agreement 

recognising 148- as Footmakers' minimum wages. But afterwards Footmakers 

continued to move out of the industry because of their low wages. 
2 

In the 1860s Footmakers' wages were 44.8% above those of the 1840s and 

they not completely but nearly recaptured their relative position of 

I For detailed information of the strike see below, ppo 189-216. 

2 In November 1863 Benjamin Smart, the C. S. of the Society, wrote 
a letter to George Lloyd, chairman of the Kidland Xanufacturerst 
Associationo that the shortage of Footmakers was caused not by 
the operation of the apprentice rule but by the fact that *the 
small wages received by footmakers have caused many of them to 
leave the blowing. ' vol. V, p. 129)e 
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the 1840a when they moved to 33*5% of Workmen's wages in the 1860s, 

This increase can be explained partly by the fact that the shortage 

of Footmakers became a serious hindrance to an expansion of flint glass 

production undertaken on the chair system, and partly by the Society's 

struggle to Protect Footmakers' wages. Meanwhile, the wages of Takers-in 

remained an low as 3s. to 519- over the period and their proportion of 

Workmen's wages continued to fall from 12,1% in the 18409 to 10*4% in the 

1860s. It is clear that in the decade of the 18508, during which the 

flint, glass trade met some recessions and the rate of increase of 

flint glass production was not so sharp as in-the 1860s, both Workman 

and Servitors enjoyed an increase of wages but Footmakers and Takers-in 

did note It was only after the explosive expansion of flint glass 

production after about 1860 that Footmakeris were able to obtain an 

equal share with Workmen and Servitors. But even in the 1860s it is 

doubtful whether Takers-in shared the increase, 

The movement of wages in the Rotherham factory between 1850 and 

1882 is shown in Table 3z6. Only in the 1850a and the 1860s are the 

wages comparcal-ble with the Stourbridge data. In the 1850s the difference 

in wage levels were wide between the two areas. Workmen in Rotherham 

had about one third higher wages than those in Stourbridge (Rotherham 

508- Ode and Stourbridge 378- 7d. )* Servitors had one fourth higher 

wages than those in Stourbridge (Rotherham 306.5d. and Stourbridge 

245.6d. ) Probably these regional variations derived from different 

situations in the labour market as between the two areass while in 

Stourbridge with a long tradition of flint glass making, skilled glass 

makers had been accumulated, in Rotherham a high level of wages was 

a necessary means to attract skilled f lint glass makers, because 
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Yorkshire was somewhat late in its development of the glass industry 

and it was concentrated mainly in bottle glass production. Soon after, 

however, these regional differences disappeared. By the 1860s wages 

in the two areas were very similar. Certainly the role that the 

Society played in this equalisation can not be ignored* In additiong 

the law of competition in the market seems to have begun to penetrate 

and helped equalise wage levelss higher wages in Rotherham pushed up 

costs so that Rotherham flint glass diminished the competitive power* 

In the 1870a the wages of Workmen and Servitors in Rotherham rose 

again, probably at the same pace as in Stourbridge. In the late 18706 

and the early 1880s both districts suffered from wage reductions* 

Stourbridge flint glass survived in depressiong but in Yorkshire 

flint glass production was being replaced by bottle glass productionel 

Itis also clear from the comparison of both areas that the wages of 

Workmen and Servitors moved in the same direction but those of Apprentice 

Servitors, like Footmakers in Stourbridges moved differentlya The 

wages of Apprentice Servitors in Rotherham gradually declined over the 

period, although there was a slight increase in the 1870s. 

The replacement of flint glass by bottle glass in Yorkshire is 
illustrated by the Wood Bros. factory of Barnsley. Between 
1879 and 1885 the number of chairs decreased by 5 to 4 in flint 
glassq whereas the number increased from 6 to 18 in bottle making. 
(Wages-Book of Wood Bros. of BarnslgX), 
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It is of great importance to see that not only the movement of 

the wages of Footmakers was different from that of both Workmen and 

Servitors, but that Footmakers' wages were, in absolute terms, distinguished 

from those of Workman and Servitors. Clearly the low wages of Footmakers 

made the maintenance of families difficult. According to George Barnsbyg 

wages 'Just to subsist in the household budget in the Black Country' 

were 140- 7jd. in 1840,12s. 6d, in 18509 148. Od- in 1860# and 139.4id- 

both in 1870 and 1880-1 It is clear that the Stourbridge Footmakers' 

wages were below the subsistence level in the 1840s and the 185013- In 

the early 1860is they reached, at most, the subsistence level. The 

Census Enumerators" Books of 1861 in Stourbridge, 2 
with help from other 

sources, suggests that the average age of Footmakers was 28.14 and 

73.3% were married with, on averageg 1-41 children per family. And 

73.4% of all Footmakers were responsible for 'the maintenance of the 

family as household heads. As Joseph Leicestert a London flint glass 

maker, put itt Footmakers *really are men, and not boysl and they are 

men with families. j3 Their children were still too young to work so 

'George Barnsby, The Standard of Living in the Black Country during 
the Nineteenth Century, in Econ. Hist. Rey.,, sec. ser. vol. XXIV, 
no. 2, XV 1971, p. 229. A family is assumed to consist of man, 
wife and two small children. Subsistence wages were calculated 
by halving the standard of comfort wage, excluding food, rent and 
fuel which were necessities. 

2'The Census Rhumeratore'Books do not describe the status of flint 
glass makers of course. Therefore, A list of membership of glass 
makers in the F. G. A. F. S. of 1857, indicating the status of each 
member, is used. For the process of identification, see Appezdiy-. 

ýR. C. on Trade Unions, 10th Report, 1867-68, op. cit. P- 454, Q-492* 
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that Footmakers' earnings were not supplemented from that source. 
1 

Although some wives had to workq it was inconvenient for the wives to 

have jobs outside the homes because of the peculiar working hours in 

flint glass making. The harshness of the Footmakers' life was repeatedly 

stressed in the Society, At the Edinburgh Conference hold in 1867, 

for instance, it was regretted that 'any branch of the glass manufacture 

should be so low paid as the footmakers - whose wages are not sufficient 

to enable them to support a family and educate their children. g2 In 

the 18708 the situation remained unchanged. In 1873 Richard Leicester, 

a Manchester flint glass maker, remarked that the Footmaker 'has been 

greatly underpaid,. 
3 

and justified the appeal of Footmakers in the 

District which demanded m increase of their wages without the sanction 

of the &ecutive Committee of the Society, The appeal well illustrates 

the standard of living of Footmakers. 

'Look at our homes - many amongBt us are married and 
have children,, We have to send our wives to the 
factory, when we would willingly keep them at home, 
in order to make all ends meet. The consequences are, 
children are neglected, and home becomes more like a 
place to run away froms than a home in reality as 
well as in name, where, when our toil is over, we 
could repair with feelings of pleasure and recruit (sic) 

our exhausted strength... Are we of less importance 
to the glass maker than what the hod carrier is to the 
bricklayer, or the teaser as an accessory to glass 
making? ' 4 

I The number of children working was 0.09 per family in the case of 
Footmakers* See below, p. 104. 

2Gjasjgow Sentinel, June 15 1867s 

-IF., G. M. M. j Vol. VII, P* 357. 

41bid. 
j po 356. The Manchester District gave the Footmakers 1513* 

per mans or a sum total of E24 from the local funds with the following 
statement from the District Secretary; *when they asked us for very 
broads we should have beenaDmothing inhuman if we had offered them 
a atone. * , P- 357) but the Central Committee of the Society 
did not sanction the decision. 
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Footmakerst wages were considered low even for a labourer. In 1876 

a letter from a member of the Society pointed out that 'It in a well 

known fact that plenty of good Footmakers leave our trade as soon as 

they are out of their time, because they can got more as labourers 

than they can an Footmakers... Eighteen shillings is considered low 

wages for a labourer. ' 1 Clearly then, a sharp distinction existed 

within chairs between Workmen and Servitors on the one handq and Foot- 

makers and Takers-in on the other. This was well realised by a contemporary 

flint glass maker, who stated that Footmakers "as a clasel cannot mix 

with their more favoured shopmates not being able to appear respectable, 
2 

High earnings should be regular if both respectability and Labour 

aristocratic status were to be maintained. Stourbridge flint glass 

makers suffered from unemployment less than those in other districts* 

Regional variations in the unemployment rates in five areas between 

1853 and 1881 are shown in Table 3s7. Rotherham showed the same 

tendency as Stourbridge until the late 18708, when unemployment suddenly 

increasede In contrast, Newcastle had almost always higher rates than 

the average in the Society as a whole in the same period. Particularly 

during the whole period of the depression in the late 18709 and the 

early 1880s, the rate of unemployment in Newcastle remained double or 

three times (sometimes four times) higher than that in-Stourbridge. 

IF. G. M, M. 9 Vol. VIII? p. 657. 

Jbid, 
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TABLE 337 Regional Variations in the Unemployment Rate among Flint 

Glass Makers in five Districts between 1853 and 1881. 

(percentages) 

Year Region 

5tourbridge Rotherham Birmingham Kanchester lNewcastle All 
Districts 

1853-54 6.9 6.1 5-5 6.6 9,2 10*5 
1855-59 6. o 1.6 13.4 12.9 22-5 12*7 
1860-64 8.1 8.2 9*3 7.7 17, ol 9*8 
1865-69 4.3 3.5 8.6 8.4 17.8 8,9 
1870--74 3.0 0,8 8,6 13.3 17.2 8-5 
1875-79 9.3 11.0 8.4 21.4 26.2 15-0 
1880-81 jo. 8 35.9 10.4 20.8 35-8 18,2 

Sources Calculated from a list of the receivers of Unemployment 
Allowance in the Quarterly Report of the P*GoMoF. So, from 
1853 to 1881s FoGoXoM*, vol. I- volo XIq See Appendix Ao 

This differenoe stemmed from the fact that Stourbridge glass of-high 

quality was relatively strong in the markets and lose influenced by 

the down-turn of trade. Both Birmingham and Manchester lie between 

Stourbridge and Newcastlej moving around the average of the Society 

between 1855 and 1872. But after 1873 Manchester began to exceed the 

average and during the depression it reached around 24, Since the 

Manchester District was expanding rapidly in the 18708, the high rate of 

unemployment in the area helped increase the rate in the Society generally. 
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In 1877 the crisis deepened. The number of those unemployed in 

the flint glass trade was 124 in 1876 but it became 255 in 1877, which 

was equivalent to 12,2% of the total membership of the Society. In 

1878 it rose to 491 (24-0%) and in 1879 to 534 (26.4%). 1 This mewis 

that about a quarter of the total membership of the Society received the 

unemployment allowance (at least one week) during the period of three 

months each year. In Stourbridge, the rate of unemployment was constantly 

an low as around 3.0% in the first half of the 1870s, but it began to 

increase in August 1876 and continued to increase, with a temporary 

slight fall, until June 1879, when it reached 17-8% of total membership 

in the District. 2 It is clear that, although Stourbridge glass makers 

suffered less from unemployment in comparison to those in other Districts, 

the Stourbridge, men's earnings must have been considerably offset by 

what unemployment there was. More importantly, as Table 3: 8 suggests, 

when the Stourbridge, men were once unemployed, the period of unemploy- 

ment, tended to be more prolonged than at Newcastle for example. In 

Stourbridge glass makers who received the unemployment allowance for lose 

than nine months formed 54.9% of total allowance receivers in the areat 

while in Newcastle they forued. nearly 70% in the area* It is surprising 

that even in Stourbridgel about 45% of the unemployed were unemployed 

for more than ten months and 7,2% of those were cut of work for more 

than two years. Needless to say, once they were unemployed,, the standard 

of living deteriorated considerably. 

I Calculated from the list of those receiving Unemployment 
Allowance in the SMxterly Report of the F*G*M*F*S*; F, G, M, M,, 
passimo 

Ibido 
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TABLE 3s8 The Frequency and the Period of Unemployment among Flint 

Glass Makers in Stourbridge and Newcastle between 1871 and 1881. 

(percentages) 

Frequency of unemployment The longest period of unemployment 

No. of Stourbridge Newcastle Period Stourbridge Newcastle 
times (months) 

1 65*1 47*2 1-4 35.4 55.3 

2 19-5 22.6 5-9 19.5 14.5 
3 9.8 15-ol 10-14 11.8 6.9 
4 3.6 5.0 15-19 8.2 6.3 
5 1.0 3.8 20-24 7.7 5*1 
6 0.5 1.9 25-29 10.2 6.3 
7 0-5 4.4 30-34 3.1 2.5 
8 0-5 0.0 35-39 3.1 2.5 

40-44 0.5 o. 6 
Totals (N)195 159 45-49 010 0.0 

50- 0-5 0.0 

Totals (N)195 159 

Source: CalculaAed from the list of those receiving Unemployment 
Allowance in the Qaarterly ReRort of the F*G*X*F. S.. F*G. N. K. 
from 1871 to 1881 

A glass maker who received the unemployment allowance from the 
Society for more than one week, is regarded as unemployed in 
the month. 

2) When the same person experienced unemployment more than one 
mouth after the earlier one, this is regarded as the second 
period of unemployment. The identification of the same person 
in the ton year period is undertaken by forename and surname, 
with the help of the indication of his status in chairs, when 
the status was written in. Also the list of new members of 
the Society and a list of the names for death allowance are 
used in the process of identification, both of which were 
published every quarter in the F. G. M. M. 

When the glass maker experienced unemployment more than twice, 
the longest period is chosen. 

The period is between June 1871 and August 1881o 
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TABLE 3sq The Rate of Unemployment of Flint Glass Makers according to 

Status in the 18508* 

Workman Servitor Footmaker 

Average number of 
unemployed per annum 242 168 28 

(1853-59) 

No, of organised 409 362 165 
glass makers (1857) 

Rate of unemployment 59.2% 46., 4% 17.0% 
per annum 

Sources 1) A list of the receivers of Unemployment Allowance of the 
F*G. M. F*S. in the&, srterjj Report; F. G. X. M. (1853-59)o 

2) A list of membership of the P. G. M. F. So (1857); F. G. M. X* 
vol. III, pp# 228-43. 

A glass maker who received the unemployment allowance from 
the Society for more than one week is regarded as unemployed 
in the year* 

2) The number of organised Footmakers (165) does not include 
Apprentice Footmakersq because Apprentices were not eligible 
to receive unemployment allowance, even if they were members 
of the Society. 

Since the number of unemployed per annum is estimated from 
three monthly figures each year (June-August), the effects 
of the grea: t strike and lock-out in 1858-59 are not included 
in the above Table, 
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Table 3: 9 shows the rate of unemployment in the whole Society 

according to status in the chair in the 18509, The only data available 

relating to the composition of Workmen, Servitors and Footmakers are 

from 1857 and they are used ais a denominator. The result is a higher 

rate of unemployment for Workmen (59.2%). The rate for Servitors was 

464% and that for Pbotmakers was as low as 17.0%- bince the chair 

system was working, theoretically the rate of unemployment must have 

been equal among different groups in the chair, The large difference 

in the rate between the groups could be that Workmen know their rights 

well and were more efficient claimants. The Society must have been 

more sympathetic to Workmen than to the others. 

Changes in the wages of the &ifferent groups of workers in chairs, 

which we have seen, and changes in wages in the life-time of individual 

workingmen are related but different issues. In any study of the Labour 

aristocracy the analysis of the life-time change is crucial, because 

with promotion their wages might increase more rapidly. The next 

investigation is an attempt, to examine the life-time experience of an 

average glass maker in Stourbridge, By combining the Census Snumerators' 

Books of 1861 with a List of the Xembership of the F#G. MoP. S. which 

indicates the status of glass makers in chairs, it is possible to 

calculate the average age of glass makers aooording to status. The 

age distribution of flint glass makers thus obtained is set up in 

Table 3: 10* It is not surprising that under the restricted control of 

promotion by the Societyt socio economic status in chairs correlated 

with years of service. As Table 300 suggests, Workmen under 30 were 

onlY 708% of all Workmen, those between 30 and 39 were 45-5%t and those 

over 40 were 46*IQ4. ,, /. * As far as bervitors were concerned, 69.3% of all 
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TABLE 3%10 Age Distribution of Flint Glass Makers in Stourbridge in 1861. 

(Percentages) 

Age All flint Workman Servitor Footmaker 
glass makers 

20-24 19,2 1.3 695 40*0 
25-29 19.2 6-5 25-8 40.0 
30-34 17.8 16.9 30,6 3.3 
35-39 14.8 28.6 12.9 6.7 

40-44 8.4 13.0 6.5 3.3 
45-49 8.1 14.3 6*5 3.3 
50-54 6,1 10.4 6-5 3.3 
55-59 2.7 3.9 3*2 0.0 
60-64 1.3 2.6 0.0 010 
65-69 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 
70- 1.7 2.6 1.6 0.0 

Avorage 41-71 34-70 28.14 
Age 

Sources 1) Census Enumerators' Books of 1861, Stourbridge, see 
Appendix C. 

2) The List of Membership of the F, G. M, F. So of 1857; F. G. M. M* 
vol. III, pp* 238-43. 

3) Wages Book of 5tevens and Williams, For the procedure, 
see Appendix Ce 
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Servitors were concentrated in the age group between 25 and 39. Only 

24.3% were over 40, about half the percentage of Workmen past that age. 

On the other handl 80% of all Footmakers were under the age of 30* 

As a result, the average ages of Workmen, Servitors and Footmakers were 

respectivelY 41#71,34-70 and 28,14* Meanwhile the Wages Book of Stevens 

and Williams of Stourbridge provides the average wages in the 18400, 

the 1850s and the 18609, which has already been discussed in Table 3159 

If we regard the data from the factory as the average wage of flint 

glass makers in Stourbridge, it is thus possible to estimate the changing 

wages of individual glass makers during their lifetime, by combining 

the data of ages with that of wages in each status. In the estimation 

it is assumed that glass makers began to work at the age of 12 and that 

there was little or no change in the average age of each status in each 

decade concerned, Since the wage data in Table 3*-5 are nominal wages, 

they must be eonverted into real wages with the help of the following 

index of the cost of living in Stourbridgee 

TABLE 3sll The Index of the Cost of Living in Stourbridge 

840=1 00) 

Year 1840-9 1850-59 1860-69 1870-79 1880-89 

Index 93 92 100 122 04 
g%j 

Sources Eric Hopkins calculation, Small Town Aristocrats of Labour, 
op. ci. t., p. 2251k 

I)The index was constructed from prices of meatt bread, coal and 
clothing, obtained from the Report of the Old Swinford 
Hospital Schools Stourbridge. 
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The result iss if a glass maker started in 1830 with 3s. 5d. 1 
as Taker. 

ing his wage increased to 10s. 5d. when he was a Journeyman Footmaker 

and to 26s. 8d. when he was a Servitor. When he was a Workman in the 

185CB his wages became 40s. 10d. Similarly, if he started with 3s. 5do 

in 1840, his wages Passed 119- 5d. and 28s. 9d. and they became 41s- 10d. 

in the 1860s. If he started in 1850 with 48.2d. his wages went through 

148. Od. and 32s. Od. and reached 448.3d. in the 18700- 2 This result 

does not mean that evezW glass maker was automatically promoted and 

reached the top of the ladder, provided he survived. The result 

indicates what amount of wages the glass maker received after passing 

through the restricted promotion in the chairs. 

It is clear that in the third quarter of the nineteenth century 

changes in the real wages of different generations of flint glass 

makers in a lifetime followed almost 'the same patterng irrespective of 

their starting years, although the general level of real wages moved 

up slightly as time went by. The rise of wages of individual glass 

makers in a lifetime was extremely sharp, if they obtained average 
3 

promotion; probably incomparably sharper than that of the labOurers, 

'Since 
we have no wage data in 1830, the wages in 1840 are used. 

2 Since we have no wage data in the 18702 in Stourbridge, the wages 
in Birmingham in 1877 in Table 3S4 are used. 

3The 
material on the flint glass makers is not directly comparable 

to Neale's Labourers in Bath, because the data which he deals 
with relates only to the period before 1851. But it seems likely 
that after the, 18508 skilled workers like flint glass makers and 
the labourers had different wage experiences in their lifetimes. 
Neale shows that the wages of the long serving labourers increased 
from 10se to 12s. in the period between 1836 and 1851. (See 
Neale's 'age-cohort approach' in The Standard of Living, 1780-1844; 
a Regional and Class Study. in Boon Hist, Rev., sec. ser, vol, XJX, 
no. 3pDecember 1966, PP* 5§0.606. ) 
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The fixing of the demarcation line at 28s. to distinguish the 

Labour aristocracy from the rest of working men, as Eric Hobsbawmg 

following Dudley Baxter, has done, I 
is debatable* The composition of 

the Labour aristocracy changed from time to time and from region to 

region, according to the relationshiP with other stratao Certainly to 

set up a fixed dividing line in wages and then to treat being on the 

right side of this as a criterion of the Labour aristocracy is meaningless* 

If the dividing line is required, it must be set up separately in 

specific occupations, in specific, regions and moreover in specific 

periods. RQ, Gray is right in saying that *the analysis of economic 

differentiation has thus to penetrate beyond aggregate wage-figures, and 

examine comparatively the situation of specific occupations in specific 

localities. 02 Nonetheless the 289. line had a reality for Stourbridge 

flint dass makers in the third guarter of the nineteenth centLiEX, 

because the line corresponded to the minimum standard of comfort in the 

Black Country. According to George Barnsby, *wages at a minimum standard 

1 Eric Robsbamm, The Labour Aristocracy in Nineteenth-century 
Britain, in Labouring Meal 19649 p. 279. Dudley Baxter regarded 
men earning more than 289. a week as thighly skilled workers' and 
he divided this section into two - subsection I earning 358- a 
week and subsection II, earning 28s. to 309. (Dudley Baxter, 
The National Inc2mev 1868, p. 89, Appendix IV),. G. D. H. Cole 
revised Baxter's figures and concluded that 14.4% out of 7,784vOOO 
men, women and juveniles were 'highly skilled'. (G. D. H. Cole, 
Studies in Class Structure, 1955t P- 57-) For exý, ended discussions 
of the concept of the Labour aristocracy, see below Conclusion. 

2ý. Q. Grayl Class Structure and the Class Formation of Skilled 
Workers in FAinburght C. 185(ý- Co 19001 Ph. D. Thesis, University 
of Edinburgh, 1971, pp, 31-2. 
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of comfort to maintain mang wife and two small children' in the Black 

Country were 29s- 3d. in the 18409,256- in 1850,28s. in 1860 and 

26s. 9d. both in 1870 and 1880.1 This line is of significance for 

analysis of the career over a lifetime. It establishes that the wages 

of Footmakers were merely subsistence level. It is now clear that with 

the promotion to Servitors the standard of living improved to the level 

of the minimum standard of comfort. A further promotion from Servitor 

to Workman must have guaranteed a higher standard of life. 

The wage curve of flint glass makers in a lifetime must be con- 

sidered in relation to family size, because the increase of earnings 

with promotion might be offset by the increasing number of dependent 

children, but it might, on the other hand, be supplemented by children's 

earning13. The results obtained from the Census Enumerators' Books of 

1861 Stourbridge are summarised in Table 3: 12* 

TABLE 3S12 The Average of Ages, Narital Statusq Household Position 

and the Number of Children of Flint Glass Xakers in Stourbridge in 1861. 

A n-d: b 4ne%a, Married Head of No. of No. of 
household children children 

(per family) working 
Status (per family) 

Workman 41-71 100.0% 98.7% 2.84 0-58 

Servitor 34-70 88.7% 83.8% 2.13 Oo24 

Footmaker 28.14 73o3% 73.4% 1.41 0.09 

Source.: see Appendix Ce 

'George Barnsbyq op. cit., p. 229, 
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Out of & tot&l of 389 flint glass*makers in Stourbridge 165 were single 

(42.4%) and 224 were married (57*6%). The relatively high proportion 

of those who were single stems from the fact that the figures obtained 

from the Census Enumerators' Books included many Takers-in and 

Apprentices. According to the Marriage Registers in the four churches 

in Stourbridge the average age of marriage of flint glass makers between 

1850 and 1885 was 23-78* About three qwLrters of flint glass makers 

married between 20 and 25 in the same period. (See Appendix C). 

The fact that 7393% of Footmakers were married haA been established. 

As Table 302 shows, for Servitors the proportion became higher (88.7%) 

and as for Workmen, all were married. The same tendency can be found in 

the household structure. Out of a total of 389 flint glass makers there 

were 217 heads of households (55.8%) and 125 sons (32.1%). 44 lodgers 

(11.3%) and 3 others (0.8%). According to work group, percentage of 

heads varied from 73.4% for Footmakereg to 83.8% for Servitors and 

98.7% for Workman. 

The average number of children per glass maker"s family was 2.38. 

Mainly because of the difference of ages in each work groupq the number 

of children varied from group to group:, as Table 3S12 shows: 2-84 for 

Workman, 2,13 for Servitor$ and 1-41 for Footmakere It is difficult 

to give an exact answer to the question of the extent to which the 

inereasedearnings, were offset by the increasing number of dependent 

children, because no data for the household budget of glass makers is 

obtainable,, Clearly the number of children working is an important 

element in the calculation. Glass makers' families in which more than 

one child was working formed only 23.7% of all glass makers' families. 
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But 33.8% of Workmen's families had more than one child working, and 

16.7% of families had more than two children working. Out of 45 

children working in Workmen's families, 30 were sons and 15 were daughters. 

Out of the 30 sons, 25 followed their father's job and were employed 

in the glass factories as Takers-in. Although the wages of Takers-in 

were as low as 48- to 58- a week, such a supplement of the family 

budget was better than nothing* If more than two children were working 

(16o9% of Workmen's families), then the family income was probably 

increased by as much as 8s. - 10s. a week. Out of the Servitors' 

families 18o5% had more than one child working, but only 5*5% had two 

children working* It is absurd to think that the increase of wages by 

16s. - 18so a week obtained by promotion from Journeyman Footmakers 

to Servitors was completely offset by an increase in consumption for on 

average 0-72 children. It is more likely that after promotion the 

standard of living improved to a considerable extent and began to enter 

the territory of the Labour aristocracy. 

The age at marriage of the children of flint glass makers is also 

an important indicator of the time of their independence from parents' 

household budgets. According to the Urriage Registers in Stourbridgeq 

the average age of marriage between 1858 and 1885 was 23.64 for sons 

and 22-77 for daughters. About 4 in 5 sons and daughters married before 

the age of 25 and about I in 3 daughters married before 20 (see 

Appendix F). Therefore, we can assume that children began to be 

independent, when glass makers became around 50. According to the 

Q"rterly Report of the Death FUnd of the F*G*X. F. B. 9 the average death 

age of all flint glass makers in Stourbridge between 1858 and 1882 

was 48.9,2.4 years higher than the national average for flint glass 
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makers. 
1 Since the data obtained from the Report do not include the 

death of Takers-in and most of the Apprentice Footmakers, the real 

figures may be slightly higher than those of all glass makers. But 

Table 3313 shows that about 30% of glass makers in Stourbridge died 

before the age of 40v and about half glass makeris before 509 when their 

children began to be independent. About 39ý of all glass makers lived 

to be over 55 and 28% lived to be over 60. As T. J. Wilkinson stated, 

'The whole of those men (who died) have worked up to a very reoent 

period of the time of their death. ' 2 So it is likely that between 50 

and until their death Workmen really enjoyed increasing wages without 

having to maintain their children. It is generally accepted that 

not only in ehildhood and in early middle life when they had a family 

of dependent childreng but in old age, Viotorian labourers were underfed. 

In contrast to the labourers, flint glass makersl skilled workerej were 

able to enjoy the highest standard of life in the later atages of lifeo 

IBefore the Royal Commission on Factory and Workshops Acts of 
1876, Richard Leicester, one of the secretaries of the Society# 
stated that 'the average life is 46 years which I think is a 
very good average compared with other trades in the country*' 
(R. C. on Factory and Workshops Acts, 1876, vol. II, op, cite, 
P, 457v Q,. 9221 )". Ny calculation that the national average death 
age is 4695 is therefore approximately the same as Leicester 
claimed. The total number of deaths of glass makers between 
1858 and 1882 was 594 and the average membership of the Society 
in the same period was 1725, so that the death rate was 14*3 
per 1000 per annum. T. J. Wilkinson's statement before the same 
Commission that 'the death rate does not amount to 12 per 1000 
per annuml 9 P. 455 Qe 9201) seems a slight underestimate. 

2 Ibid. I P. 455, Q. 9201 a 
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TABLE 303 Death Age Distribution of Flint Glass Xakers between 

1858 and 18829 
(percentages) 

'An-d& 4045%w Stourbridge All Districts 

20-24 5-1 6,1 

25-29 3.9 (9-0) 8.8 (14-9) 

30-34 9.0 (18,0) 10.1 (25-0) 

35-39 12.8 (30-8) 12.4 (37-4) 

40-44 14#1 (44*9) 11-5 (48-9) 

45-49 6.4 (51-3) 9.7 (58.6) 

50-54 11-5 (62.8) 8*5 (67-1) 

55-59 9.0 (71-8) 9.9 (77-0) 

60-64 11-5 (83-3) 9-5 (86-5) 

65-69 11-5 (94-8) 5-9 (92*4) 

70--' 5-1 (100-0) 7.6 (100.0) 

Totals (IN) 78 4,44 

Sources The JýLwterly ReI22rt of the Death Fund published in F. G. X*X* 
from September 1858 to Xay 1882. 

1 ) The death age unknown (17 in Stourbridge and 150 in all 
Districts) is not included in the Table. 

2) The Death Fund of the P. G. X. G*S* started in September 1858. 
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Also they could consider the relatively bright prospects of their 

obildren. Indeed$ the l3on's work was probably considered by Parents in 

terms of its potential rather than for its addition to the parental 

income. I 

So far, the career of flint glass makers over a lifetime has been 

analysed. Real wages in absolute terms and wage differentials in the 

chair must have been the main concerns of individual workingmen. In 

addition they must have paid much attention to the course of wages in 

the past and the expected wages in the futureq but this was closely 

related to promotion. Therefore, the analysis of the career over a 

life time must be SuPPlemented by the examination of the degree of 

promotion. This problem will be discussed later in this thesis and it 

will be shown how difficult it was to be promoted to a higher status 

in the chairs. 

For occupational continuity between father and childrent see 
below ppý. 114-17, 
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II* Flint Glass Makers 2ýd Glass Cutters 

A stucV of the flint glass makers as members of the Labour 

aristocracy, must examine their relations with glass cutters. Since 

glass outters were often working in the same premises as flint glass 

makers andq if they were working in different promises, the production 

processes of glass making and cutting were related to each otherg 'there 

was a complicated relationship between the two groups. An observer 

from the Amalgamated Society of Engineers (herein after referred to as 

the A*S. E. ) who participated in the conference of the flint glass makers 

in 1852, found that 'the glass cutters have hitherto held aloof from 

the other departments of the trade, or rather that the trade has been 

arbitrarily divided in society into two bodies whol instead of co- 

operating with each other, have viewed each other with mutual distrust, 

and unfriendly feeling has prevailed between them. *' 'Unfriendly 

feeling* prevailing between glass makers and cutters was also observed 
I by J. E. White, the chief commissioner of the Ghildrens AnPloYment 

Commission., He reported in 1865 that 'Flint Glass Makers are a set as 

distinct even from flint glass cutters, though in most cases working 

in the same manufactoryt as if they were engaged in totally distinct 

manufactures. ' 2 Flint glass makers distinguished themselves from glass 

I The, Oj2erative, 1852, P- 447. 

2 
ýC*E*Cos 

18659 02-cit. p p, 203, Q- 176o 
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cutters as 'a distinct class of meno' An a Birmingham flint glass 

manufacturer, Mr. Hughes, put it, $Though working on the same premiseaq 

one never passes into the work place of the other. It would not do. 

They mW speak perhaps in the streets if they happen to know one another.. 
" 

Basically this feeling stemmed from the different working conditions 

of the two groups. The fact that working conditions in glass cutting 

were worse and less healthy than those in glass making has been indicated 

in Chapter II. Wage differentials between the two groups were also 

wide. The wages of the highest rank both of glass makers and cutters 

are shown in Table 3%14* According to the Table flint glass cutters 

TABLE 3S14 Wage Differentials between Glass Makers and Cutters 
(weekly wages) 

Region Year Glass maker Glass Cutter 

Birminghm 1850* 40-4884, 20-34s. 

1866 4913- 32s. 
1877 548- 28s. 

Nanchester 1849 45s. 32s. 

1859 450- 32s. 

Newcastle 1867-8 369. -39s. 248. -408. 
Sunderland 1883 408. 30s. 

Glasgow 1883 40s. 30se 

Sources 1) Labour Statistics - Return of Rates of Yaggs, Part II, 
18879 pp. 24-ý--479 except data of Birmingham 1850. 

2) Xorninit-Chronicll, December 23 1850* 

(*) Originally wages are given as 4so 8d. per dW. 
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received wages one-third or one-fourth less than glass makers. But 

the actual wages glass cutters received were less than the amount shown 

in the Takle, because there was a strange custom in the cutting shops 

that employers deducted more than 12s,, a week for the steam power from 

each cutter. This custom derived from the fact that before the 

application of steam power to glass cutting, cutters had to pay out 

of their wages for men or boys to turn the wheel for them. Even after 

the introduction of steam power the employers insisted that the men 

should pay for the turning of the wheelv The Morning Chronicle reported 

in 1850 that 'In some establisbments the "turning" or steam power, is 

reckoned at one-third of a man's earnings; so that, if a man nominally 

earns 36se a weekv he onV receives 24s*l 1 Therefore, it seems like4 

that the actual wage differentials between glass makers and cutters 

were much wider than the Table indicates* 

The wage differentials do not necessarily disclose the difference 

in the standard of living between the two groupee As has been shown, 

wages differentials are linked with the standard of living, after being 

mediated by many factors such as the marital status and the family sizee 

The Cenens Emumerators' Books of 1861 showed that in Stourbridge there 

was no large difference in the average age between the two groups, 

glass makers being 30.23 years old and glass cutters being 30w, 99, There 

is no possibility, therefore that glass cutters were young workers and 

bachelors. The data shows that out of 389 glass makers in Stourbridge, 

1, Morning Chronicle. December 23 1850* 
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224 (57-6%) were married and 217 (55-8%) were responsible for maintaining 

their families as heads of households. On the other hand, out of 432 

glass cutters in the same areas 255 (59-0%) were married and 259 (60,0%) 

were heads of household (Appendix C),, So there was no large difference 

in marital status between glass makers and cutters, but the difference 

in the family size between the two was fairly large. 41*1% of married 

glass makers and 49.1% of married glass cutters had more than three 

children. 15.2% of married glass makers and 18.1% of married glass 

cutters had more than five children. As a resultq the average number 

of children per family was 2.38 for glass makers and 2.60 for glass 

cutters. Obviously this means that glass cutters had more children to 

maintain. Despite this fact the proportion of working children was 

almost the same as between glass makiers and cutters. Omt of 224 glass 

makerst families 53 families (23.7A) had a child or children working, 

whereas out of 255 glass cutters' families 57 families had a child or 

children working. Therefore, the difference in the number of children 

'to be maintained between the two groups can be assumed as a measure of 

the difference in the pressure over the household budget without being 

supplemented by childrenOs earnings* Wives might, of course have jobs. 

But, as I have already pointed out, out of 224 glass makers' families 

onlY 7 Wives had jobs and out of 255 glass cutters' families 21 wives 

hikd jobs. The earnings of 8.2% of married glass cutters were supplemented 

by those of their wives. 
I It is thus clear that wage differentials 

I For the jobs of wives of glass makers and cutters, 06e above P*51- 
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between glass makers and cutters were not offset by other factors. 

Clearly it is important to examine the relationship between glass 

makers and cutters in -the wider social framework. Enquiry into recruit- 

ment of the labour-force throws some light upon this problem. Glass 

making was said to be a heredit. ary job* George Lloyd, a Birmingham 

Flint glass manufacturer, stated in the mid-1860s that 'we have had in 

our glass-house at the same time members of three suocessive generations, 

one, a man of 74, who began at the age of 10, whose fathert also a 

glass-blower lived to upwards of 100.1 1 It is not surprising that 

glass makers of superior status wished to make their sons glass makerse 

A boy aged 11 working at the Birmingham glass factory stated that 

'mother wished me to come to glass making as soon as I was big enough. 12 

As observed by J. E. White, 'The wish of the mother arose from her husband 

having hold a good position as a glass worker. 
3 Glass cutters also 

seem to have been self-recruited. The Cermus Enumerators' Books of 1861 

for Stourbridge provide some information on this question. It records 

the occupation of the father and that of his childl if both of them 

worked and if they lived in the same household, It is thus possible to 

pair them to produce a Table of occupational continuity in the year of 

1861. The results are shown in Table 305* In the Table both rows and 

columns are meaningful. Rows show the parental occupation of glass 

makers, glass cutters and other glass workers, and suggest from where 

I C. E. C., 1865, O-P-cit. 0 p, 2279 Q. 89. 

2jbid., 
p. 221, Q. 58. 

3Ibido 
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TABLE 305 Occupational Continuity between Fathers and Children 

Stourbridge, 1861. 

Occgpation of father 

OccRp 
, ation Glass maker Glass cutter Other jobs Other Totals 

of in the trade 
child glass trade 

Glasis maker 37 (29.6%) 6( 4.8%) 
Glass cutter 3( 2-3 ) 44(34*4 
Other jobs in 14 (15.4 ) 10(11.0 
the glass trade 

Other trade 31 33 

lo 8.0%) 
6 4.7 

13 (14.3 

P-Ar 

72 (57.6%0 

75 (58.6 

54 (59.3 

125(100-c% 
128(100.0 
91(100.0 

(88) 

Totalo (N) 85 93 53 (201) d-«M 

Sources Census gnumerators' Books of 1861. See Appendix C. 

glass workers were recruited. Columns show the child's occupation and 

therefore suggest recruitment for the next generation. (This includes 

not only sons but daughters, although only a few daughters got jobs. ) 

The most inter-esting fact to emerge from this table is that there 

was a surprisinglv strong barrier to recruitment between glass makers 

and glass cutters. Rows in the Table indicate that out of 125 Young 

glass makers, there were 37 persons (29.6%) whose parents were also 

employed in glass making- 72 glass makers (57.6%) had parents who 

worked at other trades and 10 (8.0%) at other jobs in the glass trade, 
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But only 6 glass makers (4-8%) came from glass cutters' families* 

Similarly, out of 128 young glass cutters 44 (34.4%) were recruited 

from glass Cutting familiest 75 (58-6%) came from families of other 

trades, 6 (4-7%) coming from families of other jobs in the glass tradeo 

But only 3 cutters (2.3%) came from glass makers' families* It is clear 

that both in glass making and cutting there was a fairly high degree 

of%elf-recruitment, " but there was "inter-recruitment" between glass 

makers' families and glass cuttersO families* 

It should be admitted, however, that the information obtainable 

from the Census k1mumerators' Books has considerable limitations, because 

when children formed their own households after marriage or when their 

children were too young to be employed as workers# the occupational 

continuity between parelts and children could not be traced. The 

Xarriage Registers are able to overcome these limitations to some 

extent. The Register records the occupation of the father of the groom 

as well as that of the groom himself so that the Register makes it 

possible to trace the occupations of parents and children even in the 

separate households, although the occupations of boys before marriage 

cannot be discovered. The results obtained from the Marriage Registers 

in the four churches in Stourbridge are set out in Table 3069 Rowe 

and Columns in the Table have the same meaning as those in Table 3: 15- 

Here again the high degree of self-recruitment both among glass Makers 

and cutters is clearly revealed: 61.0% of glass makers and 33.6% of 

glass cutters were self-recruited. Much higher percentages of glass 

makers are self-recruiting in the Table 3%16 than was indicated by the 

I 
Census Anumerators Books., This discrepancy will be discussed in 

ChapterV-I when examining the issue of promotion prospects, In 

contrast, we can find again that the inter-recruitment between glass 
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makers and cutters was rare: orily 8.1% of glass makers were recruited 

from glass cutters* families and only 9.2% of glass cutters from glass 

makers' families. It is thus clear that in Stourbridge glass makers 

and glass cutters are distinct groups in terms of occupational continuity. 

TABLE 3s16 OccuPational Continuity between Fathers and Children 

Stourbridge, 1850w-1885- 

OccuLation of father 

Occupation of Glass Glass Other jobs Other trade Totals 
son maker cutter in the glass 

trade 

Glass maker 75 (61.0) 10 ( 8-1) 3( 2-4) 35 (28-5) 123000-01 
Glass cutter 14 9.2) 51 (33.6) 5( 3-3) 82 (53-9) 152(100.0) 
Other jobs in 0 0-0) 4 (25-0) 3 (18-8) 9 (56-3) 16(100.0) 
the glass trade 
Other trade 26 25 (59) 

on 
Totals (N) 115 90 19 (126) 

Sources i4wriga Registere in Stourbridge. See Appendix F. 

The recruitment argument must be supplemented by a consideration 

of geographical factors; were the glass makers and cutters recruited 

from the men in Stourbridge, and its vicinity or from those who migrated 

from other regions? According to the Census Enumerators' Books of 

1861t the birth place of 90% of 389 glass makers in Stourbridge, was 

Staffordshirel Worcestershire, Warwickshire or Shropshire. 9.0% came 
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from other parts of England, 0.2ý from Scotland, 0.6% from Ireland 

and 0.2% from foreign countries. On the other hand, the birth place of 

78*9% of 341 glass cutters in Stourbridge was one of the above four 

counties* 11.4% came from other parts of England, 1.4% from Scotland, 

8*1% from Ireland and 0,2% from foreign COUn-tr2,08, 
I It is clear that 

a larger PrOPortion of glass makers came from Stonebridge and nearby 

four counties than glass cutters, although the difference between the 

two groups was not very large. It is notable that 8.1% of glass cutters 

came from Ireland, probably because of the decay of the Irish glass 

cutting industry in the first half of the nineteenth century. 

The causes of the formation of the strange relationBhip between 

flint glass makers and cutters have been examined. Economic factors 

in the trade such as the interrelated production process between glass 

making and cutting# and the differentials in wages and other working 

conditions between the two groups were closely connected with the 

specifically fixed patterns of labour-force recruitment. These factors 

contributed to the existence of the complicated institutional relation. - 

ship between the two groups. Flint glass makers and cutters had their 

oxin tkions and they never amalgamated. The relationship between the 

two organisations throws further light on the relationship between the 

two occupational groups, 

The United Flint Glass Cutterst Society was established in 1844, 

when the preceding tramping society 'almost broke down for want of 

funds there were so many on the road that they could not all be supported. 12 

I The birth place was not necessarily -the same as the place from 
which they migrated, but provides a useful indicator. For the 
method of interpreting the Census Enumerators' Books of 18619 see 
opendix C. 

2b. Webb, iiestionnaire for the GlasB Cutters' Society, OP-cit, t p, 367. 
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It was changed to the unemployment benefit society and as such it was 

more defensible against the manufacturerts attack, On November 12 

1845 the meeting of the Master Flint Glass Cutters in Stourbridge and 

Birmingham pledged itself not to employ any glass-cutter who has left 

his work in consequence of a strike having taken place either on account 

of prices or any other pretext, and who does not produce a -written 

discharge from his last employere' But the Union could survive. Even 

in 18489 when the membership decreased to 500 and the funds were not 

merely exhausted but the Society was deeply in debt 21 the Unions survived* 

It was in this year that the glass makers in a Birmingluo flint glass 

factory were involved in a strike and lock-oiA3 and soon af ter the 

glass makers'Union broke down, In 1849 the Union was reorganised. 

After that year until 1880 both unions came into contact institutionally 

on only three occasions - in 1858-59 when the great glass makerst strike 

took place, in 1865-66 when a glass cutters' strike took place and in 

1873 when the amalgamation of both Unions was proposed. An exmuination 

of each of these three cases will throw some light on the Labour 

aristocratic consciousness of flint glass makers and how it informed 

their institutional relations. 

The process of evolution at the time of the flint glass makers' 

strike in 1858-59 will be fully described in ChapterIV-V#but it is 

necessary here to give some account of the problem relating to contacts 

IR913ort 
of a Meeting of Master Cutters in 1845p (leaflet )t 

"rStourbridge Reference Library). This leaflet is introduced in 
D. N. Sandiland, The History of the Midland Glass Industry with 
Special Reference to the Flint Glass Sectiont University of 
Birmingham M. Com. Thesis, 1929, p. 248. 

2 Bee, -Hive, February 18,1865? The Half-Yearly Report of the Glass 
Cutters' Society* 

3 
For an extended discussion of this strike, see belowpp. 147-48. 
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with glass cutters. The strike which took place in October 1858 in 

Stourbridge was on the glass makers' problem. The glass cutters had 

never declared a strike but thegy were necessarily involved in it and 

locked-out, because they had no glass to cut. In December of that yearp 

the Brierley Hill Advertiser reported that 'the glass cutters are 

sadly interfered withl and their employment shortened, by the blowers 

not supplying them with the customary amount of material to operate 

uponell The glass cutters' loss of work and wages was felt by them to 

be unreasonable. In December 1858 Idas Ogle, a glass cutter of the 

Milleg Stewart and Webb factory in Wordsley claimed for L3 under Master 

and Servant Acts because in spite of no declaration of a strikel he and 

his colleagues had been discharged on November 28. On that day, he 

was told by Mr. Stewart that 'there was no more work for him in con- 

sequence of the glass-blowers having ceased to work. 
2A 

man who 

appeared for the defendants insisted that 'The law never contemplated 

that when the master had no work through the glass-blowers having struckv, 

the employers should pV the cutters as though they were at work., 
3 

I IrierlpZ Hill Advertiser, December 24 1858- 

2 Ibid. 

31bid., February 26 1859- On February 21 1859 -the case was examined 
again at the monthly County Court, which was crowded with 423, 
principally by men employed in the glass trade. ' Q15irminghm 
Journal'q February 26 1859). The judgement was not given at this 
court and no further reference to it can be found in the local 
newspapers. The end of the strike in April of that year might have 
resolved the difficulty. 
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In Birmingham the glass cutters were still working in mid-January Of 

1859, in spite of the increasing shortage of glass to be cut. The 

Birmingham Journal gave a warningg however$ that if both glass manu- 

facturers and glass makers failed to settle the dispute immediatelyt 

the result would be disastrous, for 'though at the present time the 

cutters have not ceased working, they will shortly be compelled to do so 

for want of material. Thus a large body of men, who really are not 

involved in the disagreement, will be deprived of the means of earning 

their daily broad, and the result will be deplorable. 0 By the end of 

January the shortage of material for glass cutting had become critical. 

The financial crisis worsened. The total balance in hand was only 

L700 in January. 2 At the beginning of February the Flint Glass Cutters' 

Society appealed from Birmingham for assistance to the various trades 

and the public. After reporting that the Society was paying weekly to 

300 cutters the unemployment allowance of 108* a head, the appeal ran; 

tthis number will soon be greatly increased, as there are a number of 

the employers, who, having no dispute with the glass cutters, are 

keeping the men employed to out up what stock they have on hand; thisq 

you will be well awareq will soon be exhaustedl unless a settlement with 

the glass blowers is effected. v3 

'Birmingham journalf -Tanuary 15 1859- 

2, Bee. -Hive, February 18 1865- 

3Reynoldsts NewspMer, February 6 1859- 
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The F. G. M. F*S. paid little attention to the glass cutters' 

unemployment, contending that 'the battle solely belonged to the glass 

makers and their employerag and that our Society could not be hold 

responsible for the conduct of the employers towards the glass cutters. ' 

The F. G. M. F. S. 'deeply regretted the unavoidable circumstances, but to 

share our funds with them (glass crutters), or what was collected from 

kindred Societiesj was to waste our ammunition and plW into the enemy's 

hands. It was our business to go on with the battle to the end, as 

best we could, and afterwards consider what was best to be done for 

the sister Society. 12 It is not mwprising that this experience 

worsened the relationship between makers and cutters. As W. Ho Packwood 

recalled twenty years later, in 1878, it began to bear the semblance 

of a strike within a strike, or our Society against the employers and 

the glass cutters, and the employers againBt both.. 
3 The glass cutters 

had to act independently. 4 It was not until March 5 that a joint 

IE. G. X. X., vol. Ut P. 455* 

Ibid4p 

31bido W*H. Packwood recalled in 1878S 'We still have a very 
vivid recollection of the turbulent and unhappy ending of the 
first amalgamated meeting (date not specified)t that met9 at the 
"Uttle Fig Inn, " for the sake of giving strength and unity to the 
principles of the strike and look-out. The meeting broke up in 
confusion, lights were extinguished, threats were used; and no 
wonder, when it was a question of living with these men; their 
cry was for broad and the salvation of their Society, not principles, 
as they were not called upon to sacrifice any. ' (Ibid. ) 

41n 
mid-February 1859 a deputation of the Cutters' Society went 

to the Glasgow Trades Council to explain that "the "Cutters" were 
a distinct society from the "Blowers". That they had no quarrel 
at present with the employers. That they were not "locked out"; 
but thrown idle from want of materials to work, in times of need; 
and that they now wished the trades to help them on their present 
difficulties. ' (Glasgow Sentinel, February 19 1859)* 
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circular was issued in the name of the Glass Makers' Society and the 

Glass Cutters' Society- After that day donations from other trade 

societies came to be divided by both Societies but the financial 

damage to the glass cutters was severeel 

After the end of the strike the financial condition of the Cutters' 

Society improved. In February 1864 the Society bad E2,210 and its 

Half-Report was proud of being 'one of the best trade societies in the 

United Kingdom. ' 2 In 1865 the Society organised more than 19100 which 

wax equivalent to about two-thirds of all the glass cutters of which 

there were some 1400 to 1500, in the United Kingdom. 3 But the glass 

cutters' own strike in 1865-66 changed the situation. In July 1865 

the strike began in Dudley, near Stourbridge and over 200 cutters were 

thrown out of work. According to the appeal issued by August William 

Doody. 4 
general secretary of the Glass Cutters' Society, the cause of 

I The Cutters' Society received donations from other trade societies 
which amounted to about E50 as gifts and E340 as loans. (F, G. N. N,, 
vol. III, p. 618), but the expenditure of the Society for the first 
half of 1859 amounted to 92,612, mainly to support the unemployed 
varying between 300 and 370 from January to April of 1859* (Bee-Hivel 
February 18 1865)- 

2Bee. Hive, February 20 1864. 
sm 

3. Ibid., August 5 1865o 

4William Doody of Birmingham was probably the permanent general 
secretary of the Glass Cutters' Society. United Kingdom First 
Annual Trades' DireotorZ published in Feb 61 irAicates that 
Doody was general secretary and it was he that gave a report as a 
general secretary of the Glass Cutters' Union for the limitation 
of apprentices at the second T. U. C. held in 1869, (Bee-Hiv_e. 

L 
August 28 1869). 
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the strike was that% 'Two men who had formerly been active members of 

our society, and staunch advocates for our apprentice lawl started as 

small out-door masters, or sweaterst and immediately broke through all 

restrictions. ' I The strike continued over fifty weeks, and ended in 

defeat for the men in July 1866.2 Flint glass makers were not involved 

in this dispute, because the stoppage of the cutting process did little 

damage to glass making itself. This situation was totally different 

from that of the glass makers' strike in 1858-59v when glass cutters 

were necessarily involved in the glass makers' strike, Flint glass 

makers were reluctant to support the cutters* strike. On October 10 

1865 Benjamin Smart, the C. S* of the F. G. K. F. S. wrote to the Bee-Hive 

from Glasgows 

'As several parties have been inquiring of me an to 
whether the flint glass makers and the flint glass 
cutters were an amalgamated society, I beg to state 
that they are not amalgamated, and are distinct 
trades, and their trades' unions have no connection 
with each other. The flint glass makers have no 
strike at present in their trade. ' 3 

I Bee-Hives Augtwt 5 1865, and S. Webb, Flint Glass Cutters, XW. 
TWýebb Coll. Section A., Vol. XLIII, 5# Pe 354), 

2 Eric Hopkins writes that the strike continued for eight months 
(Eric Hopkins, An Anatomy of Strikes in the Stourbridge Glass 
IndustrYt 1850-19141 in Midland Histgal vol. 119 no. i, Spring 1973, 
p, 25), but this seems to be an error. Sidney Webb was more 
accurate when writing that in the strike and look-out in 1865, 
L9500 was spent in this struggle which lasted 12 months and ended 
in defeat'. (S. Webb, Flint Glass Cutters, MSS, op, cit., P. 361. ) 

3Bee_Hive, October 14 1865* 
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But the Stourbridge District was an exception. In December 1865 

Stourbridge contributed L12 to the cutters' strike fund. At the beginning 

of January 1866 the Stourbridge District appealed to the members of their 

own Society 

'We are no strike advocates, nor do we seekl by 
supporting such a justifiable strike, and intelligent 
body of men, "to make their quarrel ours. " We only 
wish to do for them the same as we have generally done 
for others similarly circumstanced. ' 1 

In response to this proposal, the C. C. of the F. G&M. F. S. proposed 

to give LIO to assist the cutters. The Birmingham District made another 

proposition for giving X100 per week for thirteen weeks, But both 

proposals were defeated because other Districts were reluctant to give 

aid to the cutters. 
2 When on March 28 1866 William Doody of the Cutters 

Society made the second appeal for financial aid, 'either by loan or 

gift, and thus prevent a societyl whioh has existed nearly a quarter of 

a cenitury, from being crushed or starved into submission to just such 
3 terms as employers may dictate', the F*G. M*F*S. as a whole unanimously 

decided to support the cutters' strike and the Stourbridge and Birmingham 

Districts contributed 925 each to the CuttersO Society. 4 It was in the 

'E. G. M. M., vol. V, p. 618o 

2The C*C*Is proposition was defeated with 411 votes in favour and 
816 against. Stourbridge (279) and Manchester (269) opposed it 
and Birmingham abstained. The Birmingham proposal was also 
defeated by 821 to 646. Birmingham (308) and Stourbridge (279) 
agreed to it but many other Districts opposed it. (F, G. M. M., 
vol. Vq p. 616). 

3Bee-Rive, April 7 1866. 

ýF-G-M-M-, 
vOl- Tv P- 746. Quarterly Report of the F. G. M. F. S. 

; nMng May 26 1866* 
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forty-first week of the cutters' struggle that the C. C. of the F. G. M. F. S. 

made the above proposal. Gifts and loans from outside amounted to L882* 

The members of the Cutters* Society paid 2s. per week for twenty seven 

weeks, 38. for four weeks and 4s. for seventeen weeks, But expenditure 

during the strike amounted to L94861 so that the Society was in a 

critical condition. As a result of the defeat, the apprentice restriction 

was ignored by the employers. As Table 3$17 shows, membership began to 

decrease after 1866 and in 1870 the financial crisis deepened. It was 

not until 1871 that funds began to increase again. 

In 1873 an amalgamation between flint glass makers and glass 

cutters was seriously considered, The proposal for amalgamation 

originated in Manchester. On January 6 1873 both the Committee of the 

Kanchester branch of the Glass Cutters' Society and the C. C. of the 

F. G. M. F. S. issued an appeal to both societies. J. Rudge, the C#S. of the 

F*G. M. F,. S.,, stated in his address that: 

'As a great deal of the work made is for cutting, and 
we are generally employed on the same premises, by 
the proposed Amalgamation we should be better able to 

See-Hive, December 29, - 1866; 'A Balance Sheet of the Gifts and 
Loans from Trades' Societies and Friends in Great Britain, Ireland 
and America. * George Potter wrote in August 1870 that 'The Flint 
Glass Cutters spent nearly L109000 in calling for a limitation of 
apprentices; in addition to which, they are now paying 1: 39000 a 
year to unemployed handst because the masters would not be 
restrained. (George Potter, Strikes and Look-outs, From the 
Workman's Point of View, in Contem22rEX Review, vol. 15, August 
1870* P* 49)* 
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act togetherl coupled with the fact that we are all 
working for one object, namely to ameliorate our 
condition as working-men. On these grounds, we can 
not see any reason wby we should remain disunitedl 
as at present; and if any prejudice exists on either 
side, let it be at once removed for ever, 1 

TABLE 3: 17 Membership and Finance of the Glass Cutters' Society between 

1864 and 1885o 

Year No. of Member- Balance Year No. of Member- Balance 
branches ship in hand branches ship in hand 

1864 20 1066 L2639 1875 19 1226 5391 
65 20 1133 3719 76 19 1223 6362 
66 20 1159 631 77 21 1203 4083 
67 21 1024 106 78 21 1176 1252 
68 20 886 116 79 21 1000 228 
69 19 877 171 80 19 976 231 

70 19 915 74 81 19 925 356 

71 19 865 497 82 19 956 757 

72 20 1119 1879 83 19 853 568 

73 20 1123 2599 84 19 824 V8 

74 18 1212 3854 85 19 803 808 

Sources S. Webb, Flint Gla_so Cuttergr MSS, oR, cit., P. 357e 

lp. G. I(. M. t Vol. VII, p. 271- 
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C. Warburtont secretary of the Manchester Branch of the Cutters' Society 

remarked that 'There are few trades whose interests are more closely 

connected than ours. We are both engaged in branches of workmanship 

depending on each other... Then let our cry be "Amalgamation". I 

Clear4 the engineers' strike on Tyneside begun in 1871 had an impact. 

Warburton oontinueds 

'When the Smiths, Mechanicst and Engineers were in 
separate Societies, they were easily beaten and broken 
upq and the men scattered about the countryp when they 
dared to stand out against oppression and tyranny ... 0 
What a noble battle they fought last year at Tynesidel 

.... by the firmness of the men, the Tyneside employers 
now give both the nine hours and an advance of wages 
too. ' 2 

Continuous discussions on the proposed amalgamation took place 

among the members of the F. G. M. F. S. for nearly one year, It is 

significant that the proposal appeared not at the time of depression 

but at the most prosperous time for the flint glass trade. However, 

the proposal met strong opposition and ended without any concrete 

results. The difficulty was three fold. In the first place, the 

interrelated production process in flint glass making and cutting was 

vital. The glass makers* fear was simply the fact that, if glass makers 

went on strike, glass cutters would necessarily lose their jobs as a 

result of the absence of articles to cut- So, if the societies were 

amalgamated, glass makers would be under an obligation to give financial 

support not only to their own members but to glass cutters. In the 

vol. VIIV pp. 272-3* 

2 Rid., P. 273. 
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reverse case, however, if cutters went on strike, it would not be 

necessary for cutters to support glass makers, because glass makers would 

be able to continue to work without glass cutters. This circumstance 

seemed to put glass makers at a great disadvantage. As already noticedq 

they had experienced both cases in the pasts in 1858-59 and 1865-66. 

James Cuthbertson, District secretary in Glasgow of the F. G. M. F. S. 

wrote in September 1873 that 'Amalgamation with the Cutters would do 

no good, but rather a deal of harm, inasmuch as they could not keep us 

when on strike or lock-out, because, they would have to support their 
I 

own men; whereas if they went on striket we would have to support them 

for God knows how long, for I don't know*#' 

The second difficulty concerned the difference in the accumulated 

funds of the two bodies, By this time the F. G. M. F*S. had banked about 

ra 
I-NOOOP while the Glass Cutters, 5ociety had only L29660. Naturally 

this made flint glass makers reluctant to amalgamate., Although the C*C. 

of the F. G, M. F. S. stressed in their address in January 1873 that what 

was involved was 'amalgamation between us, not of funds, but a mutual 

can g understanding to assist each other all we 9 the amalgamation 

excluding funds seemed to some glass makers to be nonsense. For instancel 

J. Husselbee, a Dudley flint glass maker, contendeds 

'Amalgamation means evex7 element combined: laws, 
policy, every thing-must have a uniform basis of 
monetar7 interest. A single elementl as that of 
morality, has not adhesive power; has not combining 
force; and lacks that essence of amalgamation by which 
bodies of men are indissolubly bound. together. ' 3 

i, lbid. 9 P* 467. 

2, lbid. 9 P. 313o 

31bid.. 
P. 3444, 
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The difference in the effective strength of the two bodies also 

led glass makers to be negative towards amalgamation. To glass makers 

who were proud of their firmly established apprentice restrictions, the 

failure of the glass cutters to maintain their control over apprenticeý-- 

ship after the disastrous strike of 1865-66 seemed an irreparable 

weakness, Husselbee wrote in October 1872 that since the glass cutters' 

strike of 1865-66 *the Cutters' apprentice law has been almost whO14 

disregarded by every employer; 

'Few yards from where I write, so near that I can 
almost hear the groaning of its wheels, is a cutting 
shop crowded with apprentices, with only one solitary 
unionist among them; and yet your apprentice law of 
1844 allows one apprentice to every five men. ' I 

Because of these difficulties, amalgamation failed. Superficially 

there seemed to exist a possibility of amalgamation, because glass makers 

and cutters worked, in most cases, in the same premises and engaged in 

the same industry. But, as our occupational continuity analysis 

indicated, they were totally distinct groups particularly in Stourbridge, 

It is noteworthy that the proposal for amalgamation originated in 

Nanchester, where artisan consciousness was wearing relatively thin an 

a result of the rapid expansion of flint glass manufacture particularly 

after the 1860s. On the other hands opposition occurred in the West 

Midlands and Scotland, where traditional artisan consciousness remained 

strong and reproduced itself among flint glass makers. As already 

described, Stourbridge and Birminghm were strong supporters of the 

glass cutters on strike in 1865-66, but they never agreed to amalgamation 

with them, because amalgamation would have damaged their own interests, 

This exclusiveness was a reflection of the Labour aristocratic conscious. 

ness, which came to the fore by the strategic and Practical needs for pro. 

tection of their organisation, 

1 
Ibid. q po 463. 
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III. Flipt Glass Makers and Glass Bottle gký; ers 

Flint glass makers possessed not only artisan consciousness but 

artistic pretensions* The F, G. X. M,, wrote in 1858 that 'The members 

of our society may count themselves among those who have the honour 

of contributing daily to the luxuries of the tables of the nobility 

of the land, inoluding Her Xajesty the Qaeon. Seeing, then, that we 

labour at a beautiful art, is it not our duty and privilege to excel 

in the same - to be ambitious for our own credit and attainmentst and 

to study taste, richness, and beautyol They were proud of their 

lu%wious products which differed from other kind of glass war0o 

The #Masino also stated in 1851 that$ 'The Crown Glass Nakerg the 

German Sheet Blower, and the Bottle Xaker are all confined to oue 

articlevach and all of them are the same thing over again, there is 

no variety; *very day's work is but a repetition of the former days 

always the same no changing of patterns. ' 2 Bottle makers had $none 

of their mental powers at work as a flint-glass maker has. A flint 

glass maker has to not tol it may be different patterns in six hours*j3 

Certainly flint glass makers looked down npon mere bottle makers, 

although it seems likely that in Yorkshire the Ix)sition of flint glass 

'Z. G. X. X*v Vol. 1119 p, 293, 

2. Ibid., volo It Po 178e 

3g. Co on-Fact2a and Workshol2s Acts, 1876, vol. III oR. cit., 
P* 457v q. 9220. 
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makers was deteriorating in relation to bottle makers. The flint 

glass 'trade was gradually waning there and was being replaced by the 

bottle trade, In the Wood Bros, glass factory of Barnsleyq for 

instance, in the mid-18706 'after full consideration it was considered 

advisable to go fully into the Medical Bottle Trade as the Table glass 

trade we were carrying on was no longer remunerative. ' I In December 

1875 'two chairs of medical (flint) bottle makers began to work and by 

June 1876 six chairs were working, The flint glass makers in the 

factory therefore complained that they 'had not sufficient room for 

them to work in the furnace with the press chairs and they caused a 

deputation of their officials from Stourbridge to wait upon us on the 

subject. 02 But the deputation of the F. G. M. F. S. 'did not support the 

men in their contention. In fact, they reproved them for their inter- 

ference and told them to go to work quietly., 
3 After 1880 glass 

makers' replacement by bottle makers took place with increased rapidity* 

Between 1880 and 1885 the number of chairs in the flint glass section 

in the factory decreased from five to four, the number of workers from 

19 to 15, whereas the number of chairs in the flint bottle section 

increased from seven to eighteen, the number of bottlemakers rising 

4 from 28 to 72. 

I A*C* loogang 
e or the ulasS works at Pontefr 

. Worsbr6dale,, 1905t mss (Sheffi 
tral Library) tp,, 24. 

2 Ibidog p. 26, No information about the flint glass makers$ 
complaint in the factory can be found in the F*G*X,, X, 

31bid.. 
p, 27* 

4WAges Book of Wood Broso of Bgrneley 
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This relative decline of flint glass makers was reflected in 

shifting differentials between the two gro-apa* Table 3118 shows the 

wages both of flint glass makers and flint bottle makers in Beatson 

and Clark's factory at Rotherham between the 1860s and 1880s and those 

in Wood Bros. of Barnslev in the 1880s. Wage dIfferentials were wideq 

but it is signifioant that the differentials were narrowing between 

the 1860a and 1880s, The weekly wages of flint glass makers tended 

to decline from 396v 10do in the 1860a to 28s* 7d. in the 1880s. On 

the other hand, those of flint bottle makers were ranging between 23,39 

and 278. in the same period., 
I In 1875 the wages of flint bottle 

makers were standardised throughout Yorkshire and the regional 

difference was disappearing, as a result of the negotiation between 

the F. G. M. FeS. and the employers. 
2 In the Beateon and Clark factory 

bottle makers received 574,7% of flint glass makers' wages in the 1860s, 

71-1% in the 187089 and 87-2% (88*4% in the Wood Bros- factory) in 

the 18808* 

No other district in the flint glass trade had greater regional 
variations of wages than Yorkshire. Particularly the wages in 
York itself were low and *very little in advance of a day 
labourer's.. the bottle makers' wages were 209., per week, 38, 
per move over and L5- 59- paid as yearly money. ' (F. GA. M., 
vol. VIII, P. 728-9)0 

2 on September 10 1875 the Bottle Section in Yorkshire and the 
employers drew up a wages agreement allowing 29s. per week and 
2s. 6d. for an extra per move over for bottlemakers, and 26s. and 
2s. 2d. for bottle blowers (Ibid*9 pp. 445-9). This achievement 
was the first stop toward equalising wages in Yorkshire. In 
October 1895 the Yorkshire Districts finally obtained the Standard 
Rate (see S, & B, Webb , Industrial Demoqr! ýM,, 1901 , o_pe cit. , 
pp. 280-1ý. 
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TABLE 3 : 18 Wage Differentials between Flint Glass Makers and Bottle 
Makers in Rotherham and Barnsley. 

(weekly wages) 

Year Flint Glass Makers Flint Bottle Makers Wage Differentials 

All Best paid All Best paid FUat Glass Naker 
workers worker workers worker = 100 

All workers 

1860-69 39selOds 52s. 6d. 230. Od. 308. Od. 57*7% 
1870-79 37B. 10d- 598-10d. 
1880-89 28s. 7d- 51s. 4d. 

11 (Wood Bros. ) 370- 7d. 

26s. 1ld- 31s. 6de 71.1% 
248-11d. 27s. Od. 87.2% 

33s. 3do (88.4%) 

Sources ! La %&es Book of Beatson and Clark of Rotherham and that of Wood 
Bros. of-BarnslpZ* See Appendix Be 

I)Flint glass makers include Workmen, Servitors (both of Journey. 
men and Apprentices)q but do not include Takers-in, 

2)Bottlo makers include all men from lot class to 5th class* 

Although flint glass makers appear to have been losing their 

superiority in wages in Yorkshire, flint glass makers in the Midlands 

and Scotland and other areas were maintaining their privileged position. 

Congequently, the F. G. X. F. S. which was overwhelmingly dominated by 

the skilled gj&ss makers in these areas had rather complex relations 

with the Yorkshire Bottle Section. The Bottle Section decided its 

own policy independently from the Executive of the Society,, so that the 

complexity was twofolds the Executive of the Society sometimes. 

supported the policy which was decided by the Bottle Section, but some- 

times it did not. Conflict appeared when the Bottle Section attempted 

to amalgamate with the London flint bottle makers. Support appeared 

when the Bottle Section found itself in dispute with the ordinary 

bottle makers in Yorkshire* 
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Whereas blown flint glass makers in the West Midlands and other 

areas were competing with pressed glass makers in the Newcastle areat 

the great competitor for the Yorkshire flint bottle makers was in 

London* The London flint bottle makers were producing cheaper products 

than the Yorkshiremen. As the F. GAA*, stated in 1875, 'The London 

Bottle Trade will always be a source of anxiety to the bottleworkers 

in our trades They work with the same kind of tools, same moulds, and 

make the same class of bottles that are made in Yorkshire, and could 

with a little forebearance and practice# master the better class of 

work and yet we have no control over their operations'. 
I The London 

men had established their own trade union - 'The Glass Bottle Makers' 

and Blowerst Sooiety of London' (heroin after referred to as the London 
2 Society) on April 27 1874. The son in the Society were loriginally 

cribmen who were looked down upon and despised by the factory men. 93 

There had been I& little public houge clubo amOng them, which was 'never 

properly managed, nor able to exert much influence over the tradeq 

and it had financially collapsed about 1868_70., 4 In 1875 the reorganised 

London Society had a membership of about 200 but fell away during the 

VIII9 p. 210o 

1875 
I 

3S. Webbp Glass Blowerej XSS (Webb Coll. Section Aq vol. xLjj: E, 2)9 
p. 260. 

41bide, 
po 257o 

I 
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next, year or two until its membership was reduced to about 160.1 

Therefore, there existed three Societies in the London glass trade 

in the mid-18708 and they were in conflict with each other* According 

to the evidence given to Webb by the secretary of the IAmdon Societys 

'Joseph Leicester who is the secretary to the London branch of the 

Flint glass makers, is the cause of the trouble by allowing his man 

to make disputed jobs at prices below those contended for by this 

Society, Leicester defendiug his cause by saying "that so long as men 

can get a living at thems they ought to do them". But he wsnts more 

than a more "living", and will not be satisfied with less than a 

"good living"'. 2 Howevert the Yorkshire flint bottle wkers in the 

Ibido In 1877 the London Society organised 18 bottle houses out W 22 or 23 in London, (F*G6M*Mo vol. VIIIO po 942), Member- 
ship of the Society remained about 160 until the end of 1891, 
when 'a revival took place and the membership increased rapidly 
until at the end of 1891 there were 320 members in the Society. t 
(S. Webbq Glass Blowers. op*cit, p. 257)e Charles Booth 
indicated that at the ; ýd of the century the London Society had 
300 members, the F. G-, W. F*S* had 91 members, the Yorkshire United 
Trade Protection Society had 21 memberst and the Glass Painters' 
Union (organised in 1889) had 120 members., All together, therefore, 
in the glass industry 532 males were organised out of a total of 
1993 in London (Census of 1891) over twenty years of age,, or 
27%* (Charles Boothq Life and Labour of the People in London 
sec. seros industry, vOl. 2, -19-02-4t oP*Oitet P. 93. ) 

2S* Webbt Glass Blowers, XSS, op. cit. p, 260,, But Webb's note 
may be biased by his support for the Junta# Joseph Leicester 
was a close friend of George Potter's, (see blowl P& 288 )- 
Joseph Leicester himself wrote of the London cribmen in 1858 that 
'We have visited them (cribmen), we have presented them with 
printed circulars pointing out the importance of belonging to 
society fS4,101 we have got them together in the club room and 
spoken kindly to them; but it seems as if this damning system, 
under which they are placed, has so eaten out all moral principles, 
that one would think they had abrogated their manhoodi and now 
what to do we don't know* I hope the conference (of the F. G. M. F. S. ) 
will take this affair seriously into consideration. (F. GeN, X_,. q 
vol. Ijjt p* 200)e 
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F-G. M. F. S. * wished to amalgamate with the London Society so as to 

diminish competition* At the Half-Yearly County Meeting of the Bottle 

Section hold on June 19 1875 it was resolved that Ithis meeting thinks 

it highly desirable that an Amalgamation should take place between 

this and the London Flint Bottle Makers' Society. 91 It was also 

requested that the C. S* of the F. G. X, F. S. should take immediate steps 

to convene a meeting of the representatives belonging to the two 

Ic. 1 12 Societiesy because 'it would prove beneficial to the trade in generl. 

Nonetheless, other Districts of the F. G. X*F*S. opposed the amalgamatiOng 

declaring that "the London bottle makers would hang as a dead weight 

round the neck of our Society. 13 Other Districts already felt that 

the Yorkshire Bottle Section itself was 'a dead weight in the Society. 

As a result the C. S* of the Society merely recommended the 'moral 

amalgamation' which only aimed 'to keep back men from going to work in 

each other's Distriot to your mutual injury. #4 On the other hand, 

G. Rosel secretary to the London Society, was for a short -time 'desirous 

for an understanding to be agreed upon between the two bodies., 5 

But soon after he came to realise that the F. G. M. F. S. as a whole was 

reluctant to amalgamate. Rome wrote to the F. G. M. F. S. in February 1877 

1, FvGeM#Moj Vol* VIIIj p, 275* 

2 Ibide 

3, Ibid., t p. 211 * 

4Ibid. P. 733o &ZI. 1"al 
5, bid., PP. 722-3* 
1 
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of 'how the members of the Flint Glass Makers' Society sympathize 

with us; they take every opportunity to sneer and scoff at our 

endeavours to elevate ourselves. 
" In the event, the amalgamation did 

not take place. 

The support of the Executive of the F. G*X. F*B. for the Yorkshire 

Bottle Section appeared when the clispute between the Section and the 

Yorkshire Bottle Makers' Society took place in 1877. After the 

dissolution of the amalgamated societyl the "Glass Bottle Makers of 

Yorkshire United Trade Protection Society" was reorganised, in 1860* 

From 1862 to 1865 it was merely a kind of federation of the various 

districts with Castleford as a central district, But in 1865 an 

Executive Committee was established and Castleford was aplx)inted the 

governing branch with power to deal with clioputes*3 From that year 

onwards membership increased. Three years later, in Febrw%ry 1868 

the total membership was 646 in ton branches. 4 In 1870 membership was 
5 7929 in 1875 11209 in 1880 10019 and in 1885 it reached 1522. 

1. lbid. 9 po 942o 

2Xanchester Guardian. June 3 1868. The report of J. Wildt a 
representative of the Yorkshire Bottle Makers' Societyq read 
at the first Trade Union Congress, The history of this Society 
is written in the preface of Rules of the Glass Bottle Makers 
of Yorkshire United Trade Protection Socie&. IM, 190 
alsog David Brundage, op. cit., chapter II, Pp- 32-58* 

3S. Webb, Flint Bottle Xakers, M, opocit., p. 275, 

4The Bee-Hive of My 8 1869 reported that the number of members 
was about 720a 

53. & B. Webb, History of Trade Unionism, 012-cit-9 PP-, 746-7, 
Appendix VI* 
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Since the flint bottle makers in Yorkshire were not organised by the 

Psotection Societyg but by the FoG, X*F. S, a complicated dispute took 

place, The 'Bottle Section of the F*G. M. F. S. also rapidly expanded 

in the 18708, and in 1875 the Section had a membership of 280 in 

eight branches, I 
about one fifth of all organised bottle makers in 

Yorkshire* From the view point of commodity markets flint bottle 

makers and table flint glass makers had no common interests* On the 

other hand, it was extremely difficult to define the real difference 

between the class of work done by flint bottle makers and ordinary 

bottle makers. The ordinary bottle makers made general market bottles 

such as wines, mineral waters,, and large medical bottles, while the 

flint bottle makers concentrated on medical bottles$ usually small ones. 

It had long been a custom in the bottle trade that any earnings 

above those gained by the tantum, should be placed in the coffers of 

the Society. In 1877 the bottle makers in Sykes, X=Vay and Co* 

factory of Castleford put on a Itantumt of E2 per hole per week* 

The employers declared that 'if the tantum was not taken off they 

should have to got hands elsewhere to come to work. j3 The Council of 

the Yorkshire Bottle Society was of opinion that the tantum should be 

4 
removedt bixt the workmen reflised and were discharged immediatelv* 

I See Appendix Bo 

2 'Tantum' was a limitation of individual output fixed by the 
Society. They were not allowed to exceed it. If they didg 
that amount of money was paid into the funds of the Society,, 
Seeg SJ: B-*Webb, Industrial Democracyg 1901, op. cit. P* 447 
and David Brundagel o2ecites P, 45-a 

-The War'ter&LJKel2orz or Ine 
United Trade Protection Soc 

no. XLVIII, pe 210* 

4Ibid 

a Bot 
N 

of 
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The employers tried -to open the bottle house by employing flint 

bottle glass makers and began to negotiate with the F*G. X*F#So On 

April 9 1877 the Council of the Yorkshire Bottle Society opened a a- 

correspondence with the F, G, M,. F*So and in about a fortnight it became 

apparent that preparations were being made for the flint bottle makers 

to start one of the bottle houses. i Although the Quarterly Report of 

the Glass Bottle Makers of Yorkshire United Trade Protection Society 

reported these affairs in great detail, the P. G, X*X. did not comment 

on the negotiations with the Yorkshire Bottle Society at all, probably 

because the F,, G. XF. 5, thought it was dishonourable behaviour for them, 

The F. G*M. F. S* tried to conceal from its members the dispute with the 

Yorkshire Bottle Society but, by ohanceg a secret letter from Hargreaves, 

secretary to the Hunalet District of the F. G. A. F. S., to R. Sykes was 

revealed in the MIgazine by XacKenry, a 'sole manager-of the Sykes, 

NacVay and Co* 2 Probably personal rivalry for the position of manager 

in the company between Hargreaves and XacHenry led to the letter's 

Publication* The, Upebat was that it became PUbliC knowledge that the 

District secretary had applied for a position in the firm which Sykes 

was about to start, He had to acknowledge that he had written the letter, 

and said; 'When the offer was made me of the situation as shop manager, 

I felt desirous to improve my position., 
3 

1 

43: 
bido 

2P*G*X*Xog 
Vol. IXf p. 220 The letter was dated April 22 1877- 

31bid., 
P. 134o 
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On XV 5 of that year the Council of the Yorkshire Bottle Society 

convened a special delegate meeting at Normantone It was resolved 

that 'the central secretary communicate with the Flint Glass Makers' 

Societyq and ask them if they will meet a deputation to consider 

the subjects. 
" The Council appointed representatives to meet the 

delegates from the F, G. M. FoS. and on May 12 delegates from both 

2 Societies met at Cantleford and discussed the problem for seven hours* 

At the meeting 'the glass bottle hands denanded from the glass makers 

a definite statement as to what they considered their proper work., 

Nothing came of the conference. There is really no distinct line of 

demarcation it would be impossible to make one. 
3 Thus the conflict 

between the two Societies came to a crucial Imint. The CeSe of the 

Yorkshire Bottle Society wrote on Xay 17 that 'our society has to 

f -ight not only the Xasters' Association azA the men of the North of 

England District who have come to Thornhill and Coniebrol, but also 

the National Flint Glass Makers' Smiety., 4 By this time some flint 

glass makers had started to work in one of the bottle houses,, 

According to Greenwoodt general secretary of the Bottle Society# 'The 

Flint bandA say they are justified in starting the houses which are 

changed for them* and that they shall work them and make any kind of 

ppo 211-2. 

2 IbLds 

t of the Glass Bottle Makers of Yorkshire 
tion Society. ending November 1877t OPecits 

O-M-40-tm- 

3a. Wijbb, gaegitionnair* for the Yorkshire 13 
society (Webb Coll* Section A, -vol. XLIIIj 

I Protoct 
Pe Z030 

4The RgLrterly Report of 'the Glass Bottle Nakers. oD*Cit. . p. 214* 
Ny emphasis* 
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battles they can-, 
' The Bottle SocietY was thus forced to agrOs at 

the Special Delegate Meeting hold in Vormanton on July 14 that the 

Tantum would be removed 'unconditionally. 12 But the situation was 

worse than had been expected. Sykes MacVay and Co. 'would not engage 

to take all the men back who had been discharged when it stopped. t3 

Every bottle maker 'condemned the Flint hands for taking their trade 

from them,, 4 Without the flint glass makers' interventiong bottle 

makers would have been not so easily deprived of their traditional 

Itantum'. Flint glass makers clung to their own customep but did not 

pay much attention to those in the kindred Society. The executive of 

the F, G, X. F, S,, authorised the right of the members of the Bottle Section 

to play a role as iblack-leges. This was an extreme example which 

illustrated the exclusiveness of the F. G. M. F. S. Hardly any sign of 

sYmpathy from the skilled workers with the less-skilled can be found, 

if the production proces7s- reciuir6d Ahem to work- Closely together, 

1. Ibid. 
1, 

pe 215.9 

2 Ibid., po 220. 

3, Ibid., pp. 222-3. 

41bid. 
t p, 223o 
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C-h&Dtor 
-IV 

ftruoture and Development 

From the Tramp Socieýy to the "New Model" Union- 

Documentary evidence relating to the activitieB Of flint glazG 

makers prior to the reorganisation of the Flint Glass Makers Friendly 

SocietX in 1849 in fragmentary. As early as 1755 glass makers in 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne formed their Friendly Society and it, existed at least 

until the turn of the century. 
1 The contribution was 1s. 4d. every six 

weeks in 1&)0.2 The activities of the Society are unlmo*mt but its 

aim was to provide the members with sick and death benefits*3 The 

subsequent history of the Society is also obscure. It was not until the 

mid-1830s that a national federation of the flint glass makers was 

establisted with sufficient strength to challenge the position of the 

manufacturers. This was a tramp society with 646 members in 25 branches 

Articles, Laws, and Rules, of the Glass-Kakerst Friendly Society- 
;. ýv held at the House of Xrp William Wilson, 18009 Newcastle-upan-&ýrnef 

(British Library). This rule book tells us that the Friwdly 
Society began on Wovember 15 1755o 

2 aj.. d., Provision IV. A new member had to payl at his entrance, 
2s. 9d, and nobody above the age of 35 was, on principle, accepted. 
Also 'No Pitmang Collier Sinker, or Waterman to be admitted this 
Society' (Provision XMý and 'If any member of this shall enter 
into any other society, he shall be expelled and excluded from all 
benefits, allowances, and advantages' (Provision XXIII) 

31bido, 
Raselmo I 
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throughout Englandt Scotland and Ireland. 1 Birmingham wan the centre 

with Ill members, Dudley being the next with 51 and Newcastle third 

with 50., 2 Stourbridge had only 29 members. During a period of one and 

a Wf years from December 1835 to -July 1837 the total number of tramps 

was 6159 and L352 was spent on them. This constituted 43.7% out of the 

total *xPwldlt*arO Of L805- It was significant that the purpose of the 

Society was not only to aid tramping. The strike funds which were 

expended upon at least 32 strikes in the same period, amounted to L143t 

forming 17-7% of the total expenditure. Nonetheless the financial 

condition of the Society was sound, leaving L124 in hand. 3 The response 

of the employers seems to have been aggressive. On December 5 1837 the 

flint glass manufaoturers of Birmingham and Stourbridge gathered at the 

Dudley Arms Hotel in response to a circular urging them 'to consider the 

best means to prevent the injurious combination of workmen#, 
4 They 

'An Account of the Receipteand. Expenditure of the Glass Makers' 
Friend& Socie&. From December 30 1035 to July 28 1837,1837t 
(Brierley Hill Library). Questionnaire for the F, G. M. F. S. under- 
taken by Sidney Webb notes that 'Previous to that (the reorganisation 
in 1849) a federation of local societies for tramping purposes 
existed, of which Birmingham was the centre, But it was divided 
into districts and established upon something like its present 
basis in 18491 (S. Webb, 92aestionnaire for the F. GoN. F. 31, Webb 
Coll* Section A, vol. XLIII, I, p. 213). 

2The 
other branches with more than 10 members in 1837 were; Edinburgh 

(47), St. Helens (45)9 Manchester (41) London (38)p Deptford (35), 
Dublin (28) Belfast (19), Bristol (17ý1 Warrington (17), South 
Shields (16ý, Cork (16), York (12), Plymouth (12), Longport (12), 
and Greenock (11). An Account of Receipts and Expenditure 

I QP*Clto 

3Ibid* 

4PottjU Gazettel November 1 1880. At the meeting there were 
present Thomas Hawkes, M. P. # Isaac Badgert Thomas Budger, Gammon 
(Birmingham? 

l Green (Birmingham), Harris (Birmingham), Shakespeare 
(Birmingham) Greatheads Richardson (Stourbridge), Stevens 
(Stourbridgeýq Davis (Stourbridge), and Wheeley (Stourbridge). 
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eventually resolveds 

'That it is the opinion of the meeting that the union 
formed in 1836 will, if persevered in, operate very 
prejudicially to the trade; that the meeting pledges 
itself, individually, to express to his workmen their 
disapprobation of all combinations and that he will not 
take into his employ azW workman who is a member of the 
Glass Nakers' Union. I 

Being attacked by the glass manufacturers, the Society appears to have 

faded away* 

Afterwards the Opowerful'2 United Flint Glass Xakers' Society 

was organised in 1844,3 when 'a marked revival in Trade Unionism took 

effec-t. #4 The Society extended all over the Kingdom. In 1846 the 

membership was 8509 out of which 360 were Workmen (42.4%)t 372 were 

Servitors (43.8%) and 118 were Footmakers (13.8%)- 

Although considerable numbers of flint glass makers seem to have been 

5 left unorganised, this association was powerful, so that an attempt to 

establish a national organisation of manufacturers was made in 1847 

again in order to counter-attack., A circular was issued from an 

anonymous flint glass manufacturer in Gloucester to the Flint Glass 

I Ibido 

2 S. and B. Webb, History of Trade Unionismq 1920 edition, p. 181, 

3(; 
odfroy Lushington, An Account of the Strike of the Flint Glass 

Makers in 1858-9; Trades' Societies and Strikesq 1860, oRcit., p. 105. 

4S. 
and B. Webb, HiStorZ of Trade Unionism, 1920 edition, o_p. cit. 

5The Worshipful Company of Glass Sellers of London, EosgZs on the 
Gies Trade in England, 1883, P& 13* The author wrote that U- 
Tind -that in 1846* being the year following that in which the dirty 
was taken off Glass, there were 850 operative Glass-makers in the 
Society of Glass-makers at the time. I am unawaxe, personally, 
but no doubt there would be considerable numbers of them in the 
country who were not in the Society., (po 13). 
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Manufacturers of the United Kingdom for the purpose of regulating price 

and fixing wages. 
I Z* & J. Webb, a manufacturer of Holloway End Glass 

Works of Stourbridge, immediately replied; 

'The time has now arrived, something must be done, to 
raise prices, and increase our profits, Wages and Materials 
being very high. We can only say that We perfectly concur 
in your suggestions, and do hope the trade generally will 
concede with your views as it is to the interest of one 
and all that we should be united, and which 113 very easily 
accomplished, t 2 

But another firm, the Worsbrodale Glass Works, showed reluctance to 

accept the Iroposals 

'Glass Masters Meetings have been tried before and the 
Faithful have been the dupes of the Faithless... We 
thank you for your letter. But we fear the results of 
a Meeting would be similar to previous ones. ' 3 

The Glass Makers Society was not crushed. 

By this time a new tendency had appeared in Stourbridge and W 

Birmingham. In both areas "the men became very dissatisfied with the 

tramping system and the result of that was a split in the Old Society., 4 

It is of great importance that the tself-support' Society emerged in 

Stourbridge and Birmingham where the most skilful glass makers had been 

concentrated* Members of both now and old Societies went Iside by side 

for some ygarso they were closely connected with each other. t5 

'The 
circular does not exist but six replies from the HOlyrood Flint 

Glass Works, Edinburgh (Mr. Ford); the Holloway End Glass Works, 
Stourbridge (E, & J, Webb); the Haverton Hill Glass Worksp Haverton 
Hill; The Phoenix Flint and Bottle Glass Works, Bristol; the 
Worsbrodale Glass Works (Wood & Perkes) and the Grazebrook Glass 
Works, Stourbridge are preserved in the Brierley Hill Library. 

2 f Stourbrid dated March 31 18479 MM. 
Brierley Hill Library). 

3A letter from Worebrodale Glass Works, dated APril 3 1847, MSS. 
(Brierley Hill Library). 

43. Webb Flint Glass Makers, NMI (Webb Coll. Section Al vol. =jIt 1) 
p. 235. The date of the split in the Old Society is not 

specified* 
5T.,, 

,a 
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A great strike began in 1848t however, whioh led both of these 

Societies to destruction. The strike took place at the Five Ways Flint 

Glass Works of Rice Harris, Birmingham in July 1848. Harris, one of thýe 

flint glass manufacturers who had adopted pressed glass production, put 

some of his blown flint glass apprentices to supply the deficiency in 

the number of men engaged in the pressed glass process. But, Itheyq 

after continuing at it for a few days, began to get dissatisfied, and a 

large number, after giving notice to Xr* Harris on Nonday evening that 

they would not work at press-work any longer, absented themselves, and had 

not gone near the works since. 
" Behind this lay the recognition that 

a would-be skilled blown glass maker could not master the skill if he 

was employed in pressed glass production. Harris sued several apprentices 

for breach of contract and the case was examined at the Public Office 

in Birmingham on Julv 209 1848. W*P. Roberts, a well-known solicitor of 

m2 Kanchesterl and the "Iftners' Attorney-General was engagimi on behalf 

of the defendants. He insisted: 

'The defence which I have to make is that the work which 
the lads have been called upon to do is not that which 
they are bound apprentice to learn. I am instructed that 
it is totally differentj and that to be able to blow well 
requires more than ordinary-skill and practice, whilst 
pressing requires very little - (hear, hear from the 
crowd) - so little that any man taken out of the street 
is able to do it. ... If I could succeed in convincing 
the Bench that the glass-blowing is a distinct business, 
and the lads were required to do press-work when they 
ought to be learning blowingg which required a great 

I 
Birminghm Journal, July 22 1848. 
OM 

- 

2For W. P, Roberts, see S. & B. Webb, History of Trade Unionism, 1920 
edition, op. cit., pp. 182-3. He was an able Chartist lavywr-(see 
DorothW Thompson (ed. ), The NarjZ Chartists, 1971, pp. 252-63)p and 
the Miners* Association of Great Britain and Ireland &PPointed him 
their standing legal adviser at a salary of L1,000 a year in 1844. 
For his activities in the Miners' Union see also E. Welbourne, 
The Miners' Unions of Worthumberland and Durhaml Cambridge, 1923, 
pp. 66-729 76t 142-5o 
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deal of time and practice bestowed upon it to acquire 
anything approaching to perfection - then I might show 
that the lads were justified in refusing to do the work 
whieh is set them. ' I 

The Xagistrates eventually ordered the charge to be dismissedl but the 

settlement of the strike was protracted. About 100 men besides a number 

of boys were brought out on strike. Harris imported twenty-six black- 

logo from Mrance. The Morning Chronicle remarkeds 'The Frenchmen were 

hooted and pelted in the streets of the towng and rows often occurred. 

The union offered the Frenchmen 26s. per week each, if they would join 

the strike and undertook to pay their expenses back to Francel if they 

preferred to gol but they all refused. 1 2 The Society borrowed money 

from 'Private individuals' to enable workmen who had sacrificed their 

places for the good of the trade, to take home 2s. on a Saturday night - 

2s, to support, in many, cases, a wife and familyd The funds of both 

Societies were o<mpletely exhausted. The strike lasted until March 1849 

and the employers eventually succeeded in beating their men. A few 

months laterv in September of that year, a Birmingham flint glass maker 

recalled that 'the funds used in the strike were all dissipated and 

nothing was left for fighting the battle of the trade. 94 Thus both 

llirmknjLlLm Journal July 22 1848., 

2ýorning Chronicle, December 23 1850- 

3 F-G*M-M-, vol- It PP- 79-80- William Gillinder, 'An Appeal for 
the Birmingham Debt, dated March 8 1851'- 

4The 
statement of the Birmingham Delegate at the Conference 

of the F. G. M. F. S. held in September 1849; in S. Webb, 'Flint Glass 
Xakers, MS59 op. cit. po 228. 
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Societies died out leaving debts of E88., 1 

In September 1849 the Flint Glass Makers' Rriendly Society was 

reorganiBed. 
2 On 13-15 of the month the delegates assembled at the house 

of Mr. Deakin, Brown Cow, Ruler Street, Kanchester from Warrington, 

St. Helenst Rotherham, Catcliff, York, Hunslet, Dudley, Holly Hill, 

Dublin, Edinburght Tutbury, Longport, Manchester and Bimingham* 

From their bitter experiences in the previous years, there was 'a 

general consensus of opinion among all the delegates that "Strikes are 

no good to any body" for they only starve the men for months and then 

force them to go back at the employers' terms., 4 All the delegates 

'complain of the very bad state of trade and the continual reductions 

of wages consequent upon the various districts underselling each other. 

This chief grievance in evex7 case seems to be that of too many apprenticeW, 

At the first annual conference held on July 11-12 1850 in Birmingham, 

the same opinions were expressed. It was literally a national conference. 

Whereas the total income for the Five Ways strike was C1408.12s. *91 
the total outlV was E1496 12s. 5d. (F#G*X*M., vol. I, pe 80)e 

2 Mr, Bamfordt a Manchester flint glass maker, recalled in 1854 that 
'At the commencement of 1849 the Society was bankrupt - in fact, 
there was no Society at all. A few friends, among whom was Mr. 
Nixon of Birmingham, and now in Australia - he, in connection with 
a few Manchester persons, thought it desirable to call a conference, 
who took upon themselves the responsibility of reorganising the 
trade. ' (F*G. X. M. l vol. II, p. 106). 

33. Webb, Flint Glass Makers, M53, op. cit., p. 228, 

41bid., 
p. 227. 

5, Ibid., y p. 226o 

6The 
conference was attended by delegates from Londong Edinburgh, 

Dublin, Birminghamq Manchester, Glasgow, York, Bristolq Belfastf 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Waterford, St. Helens, Warrington, Tutbury, 
Longport, Rotherham, Catcliff, Haverton Hiýl, Dudley, Stourbrid 9 
Wordsleyj Hunslet, and Worsbrodale. (Birmia&Liae JOurnali July 

f3'1850), 
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The delegates 'representing near upon 1000 operatives', assembled 

'chiefly with the view of determining on the best course to be pursued 

in removing the vast amount of surplus labour at present prostrating 

the manufacturev and as to the necessary steps to be taken to benefit 

the eondition of the workmen generallyl. 
I The Birminghe Kerc2a 

of JULY 13 1850 reported: 

'We are given to understand that the society does not 
recognise the general necessity of strikes, but prefers 
a withdrawal and support of such of its members as may 
have good grounds of complaint, It has also abolished 
the old tramp system, and substituted for it a general 
plan of registration, by which vacancies are ascertained 
and filled, and the unemployed equally distributed in 
the various markets of their labour. Altogether the 
glass makers' society appeared to be one of the very 
best of its kind, * 

At first sight this appears to be double-talk. 'A withdrawal and 

support of such of its members as may have good grounds of complaint' 

i. e., provision for strike action. However, the intention was that such 

strikes should occur seldom; be local in character and subjected to 

central control which would keep them low key and try to prevent them 

from escalating into the major confrontations which had been so disastrous 

in the past* 

The novelty of the new Society was stressed by William Gillinder, 

the first C. S. of the Societyq at the dinner party which was hold in 

the evening after the conference. In front of 150 men and their wives 

he contended that there had come 'a new era in the trade, when the men 

1 Ibide 

2 See a letter on IThe Evil Consequences of Strikes", in F. G. M. M., 
JUIY 1850, quoted in S. & B. Webb, History of Trade Unioni! mt 1920 
edition, op. cit. j pp. 199-200; 'As man after man leaves, and no one 
Zc-omejs to supply their place, then it is that the proud and 
haughty spirit of the oppressor is brought down, and he feels the 
power he cannot see. # 
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would be able to make themselves more independent of masters, who chose 

to be tyrants, without running the risk of being left to starve. *' 

These opinions expressed at both of the conferences serve to indicate 

the essential features of the newly organised Society. The belief, 

which they had taken from their experiences, was that not the strike, 

but the limitation of the supply of labour would raise wages and 

subsequentl, y make them independent of their masters. 

Theoretically, the "New Xodel" Unions of skilled workers had six 

major policies to create a permanent scarcity of skilled labours. 

1) the restriction of apprenticeship, 2) the control of labour mobility 

between areas of slack and full employment, 3) the restriction of production, 

4) the encouragement of emigrationt 5) a reduction of working hours and 

6) the restriction of overtime. Around the middle of the nineteenth 

century in Englandt these policies were, more or less, pursued by 

skilled workers, Unions, which had learzvt "the rules of the games. "2 

Xeanwhileg their experiences in the 1840s made them realise that unemploy. 

ment was unavoidably created by cyclical trade depressions. The men, 

once unemployed, had to be rescued, otherwise the scarcity of labour would 

not have been guaranteed, For this purpose two methods were devised: 

1) the unemployment allowance whick would prevent the unemployed from 

selling their labour power too cheaplyj and 2) co-operative production 

which would absorb the unemployed. If such policies for both restricting 

lBirminghS&-Journal, JulY 13 1850- 

2 Eric Hobsbawm, Customg Wages and Work-load in Nineteenth-century 
Industryq in Labouring Men, 19649 P, 345- 
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the supply of labour and increasing the demand for it were to be 

effectively realised., then the old 1(malised Societies had to be recon-- 

structed into a national Society. Mxnds had to be accumulated so as to 

provide members with necessary Friendly benefits and to start co-operative 

production. Consequently, membership was limited to well-paid workers, 

who were able to pay contributions as high as Is. a week. In many Unions, 

in order to manage the Friendly Society functions and the complicated 

national policies, professional full-time secretaries came to be required. 

Graduallyt they became reluctant to put the hard won national organisation 

at risk by big strikes. 'Defence not defiancef was their motto. It is 

In this context that the Societies which were reorganised around the mid- 

century represented a decisive institutional innovation in the transition 

"from custom to calculation. " Howeverl the transition does not necessarily 

mean that the Socielties, totally abandoned strikes. When their national 

organisation was once threatened by the enforcement of "documents", 

they fought it by a strike. When their superior position as skilled 

workers was threatened by, for instance, the breach of apprentice 

regulations or the introduction of new technology, they went on strike. 

In most cases, they were locked-out by employers and defeated. It 

should be understood that old artisan consciousness was deeply rooted 

and reproduced itself and that the transition"Trom custom to calculation" 

"was not fully but only partially effective. The weight of each policy 

varied from Society to Society, according to the different work situation 

in each trade. For instance, flint glass makers did not intend to 

shorten the length of working hours as a means towards the creation of 

labour scarcity becauset as we have already seen, they felt that EZ change 

of their peculiar workjjW hours might facilitate the entry of less-skilled 

workers into the trade. Organisationally, the incompleteness of the 

transition was shown in the fact that local autonomy still remained 

fairly strong within the national organisation. The governing body in 
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the Society occasionally collided with local independence. Noreoverg 

the gradual disappearance of 'Primitive Democracy' was one of the particular 

cha, racteristies of the newly organised trade unions. It is in this 

context that the concept of the "New Model" is acceptable. The newly 

organised F. G*M. F*B. certainly emerged as a "Vew Model", althought aB 

the following chapters will show, it is a description requiring some 

qualifications 
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II. The Members of the Society, 

According to the First Quarterly Report of the Society in 1852, it 

had 1017 members in 20 Districts, covering &gland (16 Districts)t 

Scotland (2 Districts) and Ireland (2 Districts). Afterwards membership 

continued to increase each year until 1877, although 1855,1861 and 1868 

showed slight decreases. There were 912 members in 1855; 1300 in 1860; 

1612 in 1865; 1762 in 1870 and 1994 in 1875-1 It is clear that during 

the third quarter of the century membership more than doublede In 1877 

it reached 20889 but after that vear it began to fall until it reached 

19 37 in 1881. The fall was largely 'the result of the trade depression. 

Table 4: 1 shows the percentages of membership in the major Districts 

every five years. The high concentration of membership in some areas 

was characteristic. As the Table showso the total membership of both 

Stourbridge and Birmingham formed about one third of the whole of the 

Society over the period. In 1852 the Binningham District with 186 

members was the largest District, with Stourbridgep 13?, coming second. 

By the end of the 18508 Stourbridge overtook Birmingham and became the 

largest District for a short time. Afterwards the Stourbridge and 

Birmingham Distriots competed with each other for the prime. The Stourbridge 

District had 279 in 1865; 298 in 1870; 353 in 1875; and 399 in 1880, while 

the Birmingham District had 297 in 1865; 334 in 1870; 362 in 1875; and 

345 in 188o* Certainly the heavy concentration of members in both these 

'Membership in each District of the Sooiety between 1852 and 1881 
given in Appendix B* 
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TABLE 4%1 Membership of the F. G. N. F*S* in the Major Districts 

(percentages) 

District YEAR 

1852 1855 1860 1865 1870 1875 1880 

Stourbridge 14.6 16.8 22.1 17*3 16.9 17-7 21.7 
Birmingham 1909 19.9 -"7 19'0 18-4 19.0 18.2 18.8 
Manchester 8.4 8.3 11 * 3, 16,6 18., 2 17-1 18.7 
Newcastle 8,1 6.8 8*3 4.4 4-7 5-0 5.4 
FAinburgh 2-7 2.9 3.8 4-4 3.8 3.0 4.0 
Glasgow 5-1 5-8 4.2 4-3 4*9 3.8 -4-4 
London 7.8 3.1 2.5 3.1 3.1 3.6 3.6 
Warrington 3*3 4*7 4-5 5-4 5.2 4.8 4.4 
York 6-5 4.4 3.0 3,4 3.3 3.9 4.6 

Totals of 76#4 72.7 79-4 77-3 79-1 77.1 85.6 
nine Districts 
Totals of 
other 
Districts 23.6 27.3 20.6 22.7 20.9 22.9 141, '4 

Totals of 937 912 1300 1612 1762 1994 
-1977 all Districts 

(N) 

No. of 20 23 22 22 23 25 26 
Districts 

Sources Calculated from the Quarterly Report of the F. G. M. F. S.. in 
F. G*M*M* vol. I- Vol, X, 

1) the third quarter (June-August) is chosen every year. 
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neighbouring Districts had a great impact on decision making within the 

Society as a whole. On the other hand, the increase of members in 

Xanchester was substantial particularly after 1860. Its share in the 

total membership of the Society went up from 8.4% in 1852 to 18.2% in 

1870, when Manchester overtook Stourbridge and became second to Birmingham. 

. 
In contrast to the expansion of Manchester was the declined membership 

in Vewcastle. In 1852 theNewcastle District had almost the same prop- 

ortion as Manchester, but its share had fallen to 4*3% in 1865. The 

Belfast District met a similar fate. In 1852 it had about 20 members 

but after 1855 it began to decrease and by 1868 it had disappeared., 

Both Glasgow and FAinburgh kept stable shares of total membership during 

the period, whereas the small Districts in Yorkshire increased their 

representation from 4 branches in 18529 to 7 in 1861,8 in 1871 and 11 in 

1881. This rapid increase in membership and influence of Manchester and 

Yorkshire brought in the 'unsettled statel of affairs in the Society and 

this became one of the serious problems after the mid-1860s, 

What types of glass-maker became members of the Society; Workmen, 

Servitorsq Footmakers, or Takers-in? Who were left unorganised in the 

chairs? Were there any regional differences in the degree of organisation? 

It is important to examine these problems. The qualification for 

membership of the Society was laid down by the 1858 rule that: 'Every 

man who has served an apprenticeship to Flint Glass Makingt and in 

employment at Flint Glass Making shall be eligible to become a member 

of this society, by being proposed and seconded by two members of the 

Society and paying entrance money, ' 1 
Takers-in were not eligible to be 

1 Rules and Regulations of the F. G. M. F. S. 1858, Rule 1. The entrance 
money was to be paid according to age in the case of Workmen and Servitors in 1858 probably because when they grew older the possibility 
of retirement and sickness increased. The scales in the 185,8 rule 
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members, Although Apprentices who had served for five years (according 

to the 1858 rule) or six years (according to the 1867 and 1874 rule) 

were admitted to membership, they were entitled to receive benefits from 

the Society only after promotion to Journeymen-, Apprentices paid the full 

contributions for one or two years as a preparatory stage to the 'clear' 

membership, A Factory Inspector reported of the F. G. M. F. S* in 1879 that 

'Not infrequently apprentices become "joining members" at the age of 18 or 

19, upon payment of a small fee, and take part in the deliberations of 

the society. 
" Journeymen Footmakers were fully entitled to membership 

by the rule of the Society and they were well organised. According to 

2 the national survey undertaken by the Society in 1857,84-3% of 1110 

Journeymen flint glass makers employed in 15 Districts were organised in 

the Society; 84*0% of Workmen, 80.4% of Servitors and probably more than 

90% of Footmakers were organised. in the Society* If we include Apprentices, 

then the rate of organisation was 77*4% for Servitors and 48.6% for Foot- 

makers, It is clear that seven in ten flint glass makers (including 

and the 1859 rule were as follows (Brackets are those in the 1867 
and the 1874 rule). Mder 21 years old 70- 6d. (10s. ); under 25, 
10s. (20s. )-, under 30,15s- (30s. ); under 35,20s. (40s. ); under 
40,508. (60s. ); under 45,40so (800. ). All above the age of 45 
were *to be sent around the trade for approval; their entrance 
money not to be under L3 not more than L5.1 (The 1858 rule, Rule 1). 

I Factory InsPectors' 
7P- P- XW) , P., 31 e 

1879,1,8809 

2The Society had 23 Districts in 1857, but the following 8 Districts 
did not return the questionnaires relating to the number of flint 
glass makers employed in those areas; Glasgow (70 members of the 
Society), London (36), St. Helens (34), Tutbury (23). South Shields (13), 
Bolton (12)v Catcliff (12) and Hunslet (12)o 
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TABLE W Differences in the Degree of Organisation of Flint Glass 

Xakers in the Chairs in 1857. 

Workman Servitor Footmaker Totals 

No. of membership 409 362 165 936 

blo. of Journeymen 487 450 173 WO 
employed 
Rate of organisation 84,0% 80*4% 95-0 84*3% 
of Journ"en 

Wo. of Journeymen 487 468 356 1311 
and Apprentices 

Rate of organisation 84.0% 77-4% 48.6% 71-4% 
of Journeymen and 
Apprentices 

Sources 1) The number of glass makers employed is taken from the returns 
of a national survey undertaken by the F. G. X&F*S* late in 
1857; in F. G. M. No, vol. III, p. 248, Takers-in are not 
included in the returns. 

2) The number of members is taken from tNames of the Members 
of the F. G. M. F. B., for the Year ending December 31 1857; in 
F, G, X#M,, vol. III, pp. 228-43e 

The 8 Districts which did not send back the returns on the 
number of glass makers employed are not included in the Table. 
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ApPrentices but not Takers-in) were members of the 5ociety, the degree 

of organisation gradually diminishing as status in the chairs diminished* 

As a result, the two highest groups in the chairs formed 78-4% of the 

total membership of the Bociety. out of 1119 members of the Society in 

21 Districts in 1857,472 (42.1%) were Workmen, 406 (36.3%) were Servitors, 

2 
and 181 (16.2%) were Footmakers . Although the data indicating the 

degree of organisation in other years is unobtainable, there seem to have 

been no substantial changes in the components of the Society over the 

period of the -third quarter of the century. 

Howeverg regional differences in the degree of organisation existedt 

largely corresponding with the rise and fall of the flint glass industry 

in those areas. As Table 4: 3 shows, four groups can be isolated. The 

first group consisted of Stourbridge and Birmingham. More than 90% 

of glass makers were organised in these large Districts. The second 

group consisted of Mimchester and Newcastle. Although these Districts 

had relatively large memberships in 1857, the rate of organisation 

2 Glasgow and Catcliff did not report the number of members in the 
Districts, so that the two Districts are excluded in the calculation. 
Besides Workmen, Servitors and Footmakers, there were 24 Melters, and 
37 PresBers, forming 5-4% altogether, in the Society. 
vol. III, pp. 228-43. ) 
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was as low as between 50% and 64- In 1851 a Manchester member named 

'Alpha* remarked that 'the number of apprentices is greater in Kanchester 

than any place in the United Kingdom... there are about forty chairs, and 

out of this vast number we have only seven journeymen foot-makers, 

all the rest being filled with apprentices, and besides these we have 

a number of apprentice servitors which make a total of about forty-two 

or fortv-three for Xanchester alone-11 On the other hand, in 1854 

William Gillinder reported of the Newcastle situation that #There is about 

180 glass makers at work in the district; out of these there are 75 

members in societyq feic. 7 
/ leaving above 100 black rats in the district. 

These black rats are cooped up, or rather all under the employ of four 

employers; they cannot got work in the society houses, when they change 

it is only amongst the four employers. 12 The third group consisted of 

many small Districts such as Edinburghl Dudleyt Rotherham, Warrington, 

Dublin and so on. 

In each Distriot there were only a few glass factories but the glass 

makers were well organised. The final group consisted of York and 

Longport where the rate of organisation was low despite the small mmbers 

employed. The Yorkshire Bottle 15ection of the Society should be class- 

ified in the final group. Particularly in the 18700 the Bottle Section 

was a burden for the Society as a whole, because of many black glass 

houses existing in the area. The leading article of the F*G. M*X& in 

'F*G*M*Meg 
V01- It P. 70* 

2F, G*M*Mo# Vol. It P. 351, 
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TABLE 03 Regional Differences in Degree of Organisation of Flint Glass 
Makers in 1857* 

No, of glass No. of No. of No. of Rate of organisation 
factories glass Journey- member- (gross) (net) 

makers men ship 
employed employed 

(A) (B) (C) C/A x 100 

Group A 
Stourbridge 11 311 271 266 85-5% 94, eo 

Birmingham 10 305 271 253 83.0 90.1 

Group B 

Xanchester 2 197 144 80 40.6 52.2 

Pewcastle 7 178 151 91 51-1 57.3 

Group C 

Elinburgh 2 52 44 41 78.8 88.6 

Dudley 3 52 49 47 90.4 94.2 

Rotherham 1 47 42 42 89.4 96.8 

Warrington 2 43 39 34 79.1 84.2 

Dublin 1 16 16 16 100.0 100.0 

Westbrodale 1 10 10 10 100.0 100.0 

Bristol 1 9 9 9 100.0 100.0 

Belfast 7 9 8 8 88.9 96-5 

Haverton Hill ? 2 2 2 100.0 100.0 

Group D 

York ? 64 36 29 45.3 65-9 

Longport 1 24 18 9 37-5 45.7 

Totals 1319 1110 936 71.0 8o. i 

Sources 1) The number of glass makers employed is taken from the 
R2turne of nation&I survey undertaken by the FeG. M. F. S. in 

To late 1857; in F., G. M. M., vol. III, p* 24d. 
Takers-in are not incEided in the returns. 

2) The number of membership is taken from 'Names of the Members 
of the F. G. M*F. B. g for the Year ending December 31 1857; in 
F. G. M. &. 

. 1vol. III, pp, 228-43. 

3) The 8 Districts which did not send back the returns on the 
number of glass makers employed in the areas are not included 
in the Table. 
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Source: 4) Gross rate of organisation is a proportion of membership 
to all glass makers employed which is given as C/A x 100* 

list rate of organisation is a proportion of the membership 
to all glass makers eligible for membership, so that Apprentices 
who had not served for more than five years are excluded in 
the calculation; so that this is given as ffC)/(B)+((A)-(B)) x 2/17 

x 100. 

1875 remarked upon the unsettled state of affairs in Yorkshire. - 

'Members have lost their situations, to be filled up by Non-Society men; 

Black-houses have been made, where Society-houses existed before.... 

Even the Apprentice Law has in one or two instances been attempted to be 

violated, and would have succeeded, had not strong remonstrances and 

opposition been given to it. ' I In contrast to the table glass producing 

houses, the small scale of bottle houses provided a condition whereby 

the bottle makers might-relatively easily turn themselves into small 

producers. 'Most of the annoyances spring from the small Houses, wherein 

employers work themselves, or have a man to manage, who is trying 

himself to become a partner in the firm; or lift himself out of the 

I F. G. M. M., vol. VIII, p. 208. 
4ý 
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chair altogethert by becoming a little employer, or being made a 

"Walking Manager".... It creates a spirit of rivalry, jealousyq and 

envy, only known to themselves. 1 Thus, aB the C. C. of the Society 

stated in their address in 1877 'Our Society is and we fear always will 

be, weakest in Yorkshire. j2 These regional differences were reflections 

of local economic structures, the different degree of discipline of the 

Society and the varying consciousness of flint glass makers. 

1, Ibid., pp. 208-9. 

2F. G. M*M*lvol. IXI P- 113o 
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The Financial System of the Society. 

A necessary and fundamental procedure for establishing the Society 

as a national body was the foundation of its financial system. 

William Gillinder, the first C. S. of the Society, reformed the old 

financial systeml by which each District had decided individuallY on 

the disposal of its funds. He endeavoured to centralise the funds in 

the hands of the Central Committee, Gillinder declared that 'Taking the 

principle that we are a national society, I hold that as soon as a man 

has paid his contribution to the society, the money for ever ceases to 

be his. Under this consideration I hold that money in districts no more 

belongs to these districts individually, than it does to individuals. 
" 

Gillinder issued an account-book to every District to put down their 

income and expenditure and published them in the quarterly F. G. M. N. in 

order that all members could see the existing financial situation of 

the Society. Without doubt their financial reorganisation distinguished 

the new Society from the tramping society of the pro-1849 period. 

The effect was remarkable. In October 1853 the 5ociety succeeded 

in banking the first thousand pounds at the Western Bank in Gjasgow. 2 

'F. G. M-M-, t V01- It P, 311- 

2The 
rules of the *5ociety provided that 'when the surplus moneys 

in the various districts amount to the sum of one thousand pounds 
the whole shall be banked in the names of six trustees to be chosen 
by a majority of the members of this society, who shall likewise 
choose the bank and the locality that it shall be banked in. t 
(Rules and Regulations of the F. G. M. F*S.. 1858, Rule XXXIX). 
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and hold a meeting at V&UXUll in Birmingham to commemorate the deposit 

on October 7 1853, attended by 'upwards of 170 workmen'. 
1 Delegates 

attended from most of the districts. Gillinder, having taken the chair, 

'earnestly hoped that the universal cry would be "Let us have more 

thousands. "' 2 The Birmingham Mercury reported that 'such a gathering had 

never been witnessed at any of the societies' meetings before, so that 

the greatest liberality and enthusiasm prevailed. ' 3 Since the deposit of 

the money for the Society was an unprecedented event, *the great difficulty 

was the establishing of confidence to accomplish the banking of the 

moneý,. j4 In fact, GillirAer had been suspected of having run away with 

the money, 
5 but after the success of banking it the suspicion vanished. 

In September 1854 Benjamin Smart, the second C*S. of the Society was 

able to report that the second thousand pounds was deposited in the Bank 

of Birmingham. But, soon after, the Society met with some financial 

difficulty as a result of the increased payment of unemployment allowance, 

I 
Birmingham Journall October 8 1853- 

2 Ibid* 

3Birminghain Xercuryj October 8 1853 

41p. G. M. g., vol. I,, P, 38; Gillinder's AddrOsss dated August 17 18549 

5 Gillinder recalled at the farewell party before his emigration 
in 1864 that 'When I took the office, I found there was L116 in 
debt, and yet they boasted of what they had done. I know that 
my measures were not popular, and I was denounced as a second 
Napoleon.... I knew that if I proposed to have a fund of one 
thousand pounds, it would be said I wanted to run away it, 
and it was said so. ' (F. G. X, M. vol. II, p. 107-8)e 
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so that the Society was compelled to draw out the thousand pounds from 

the bank. The C*C. of the aooiety noted in July 1857 that twe had two 

years of very dull tradeq during which there was expended upwards Of 

L4,000 to the unemployed; and to enable us to meet the demands of the 

Society, we had to draw VOOO from our Bankers. #' Moreover, the suspension 

of the Western Bank at the end of 1857 made the finances of the Society 

even more difficult* 2 The failure of the Western Bank, followed quickly 

by the lock-out of 1858-9 produced something of a financial crisis for 

the Union. But recovery was rapid as trade picked up in -the 1860s, so 

much so that the Society had banked one thousand pounds by the end of 

1860 and another thousand pounds by March 1863.3 Benjamin Smart, the 

C. C, of the Society, contended at the celebration meeting in March 1864 

that *the day was not far distant when they would be able to say that 

the Flint Glass Society had L20tUOO in the bank., 4 In September of that 

'F., G, K, K, Vol* II# P. 546. 

2 F. G. K. M. vol. III, p. 109. The failure of the Western Bank was 
precipitated by dislocation in America and by the bankruptcy of 
D. J. MacDonald & Co., muslin producers. The debts to the Bank 
totalled two millions. (W. H. Marwick. Economic Developments in 
Victorian Scotland, 1936, pp. 75-6 and pp* 122-3. ) 
On MaY 4 1858 the Western Bank announced that it would begin to pV 
to its creditors (Glasgow Sentinel, Nay 8 1858). The C. C. of the 
F. G. M. F. S. remakked on July 19 that 'Perhaps the most cheering 
information we can give to many is that the Western Bank of Scotland 
has paid, on MaW 10th, to its creditors, one half of their money. $ 
(F*G#M. M,, vol. 1119 Po 274-) 

vol. IV, pp. 265,686. 

Bego-Rive, March 12 1864o 
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yearg when another thousand pounds was deposited at the Stourbridge and 

Kidderminster Bank of Stourbridget making a total of four thousand 

pounds about 250 glass makers assembled at the Corn Exchange in Stour- 

bridge to partake of a dinner. Smart stated there that 'it was not 

generally understood what they were collecting their funds for. The 

money was collected for defending their righteg and their object was 

something like that of the volunteers - "defence and not defiance".. * 

He believed that strikes would continue to occur as long as the present 

system of trade was carried on. ' 

It is interesting to note that the flint glass makers used to compare 

their funds with those of the A. S. E. to judge the solidity of the 

organisation, 
2 In 1861 Alexander Campbell, an old Owenite and an 

honorary member of the F. G. M. F*So, made a speech at the Winburgh and 

Glasgow Flint Glass Makers' Yearly Xeeting in which he explicitly compared 

the F*G*M. F*So with the A, S, E*; 'Even now the glassmakers as a society 

were equal to the beat organised trades in the kingdom in wealth proportion- 

ate to their members, and in intelligence second to none* Take for 

example the Amalgamated lhgineers with their 22,000 memberst and their 

L60,000 capital, and compare their numbers with their money and it will 

be found that the glassmakers have fully more money in proportion to 

their members than the engineers., 
3 In July 1866 at the meeting to 

I ktourbridge Observert September 10 1864. 

2The A*S. E. had devoted its attention to the strengthening of its 
own organisation after the defeat of the strike in 1852 and 
membership figures grew from a bare 9737 in 1852 to 33,007 in 
1866, while funds in the same period increased from L1103 to 
L138tI13- J. B. Jefferys, The Story of the Engineers, 1800-1945_ 
1945t pe 75* 

3. F*G. M. M.,, vol. IV# P- 305. His statement overestimated the funds 
per capita of the F. G. M. F. S. in comparison to those of the A. S. E. 
in 1861. See Table 414* 
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celebrate the banking of the sixth thousand pounds of the Society's 

funds, Campbell again stated that the Society was $the best organisation 

of working-men in the three kingdoms', because 'the funds counted L5 

per member as compared with Q of the A*B, E. " To flint glass makers 

the A*S*E* set a target to surpass. In August 1869 T*J. Wilkinsont the 

C. B. of the Society, declared that the total of nine thousand pounds 

banked by the Society 'is nearly L6 per paying membery and shows that 

we rank as the richest trade society in Grea; t Britain, as the Amalgamated 

Engineers, who are said to be the wealthiest society, have only L2.18solld. 

per man in their funds. ' 2 As Table 424 shows, in the period between 

1863 and 1874 the F*G. M. F. S. surpassed the A*S*E* in terms of the funds 

per Capita. 
3 In 1876 the balance in hand of the F. G. M*F. S. reached a 

peak, amounting to E12,264, but in terms of funds per capita, they were 

surpassed by the A. S, E, which had over E6 per capita. Consequently,, 

the glass makers stopped using funds per capita as an index of the 

wealthy Societies and claims of this kind disappeared from the F. G. M. M. 

in the mid-1870s. 

It is hardly surprising that with the accumulation of funds, the 

Society came to stress Friendly Society functions rather than Trade 

Union ones. The editorials of the Bee-Hive were full of accusations of 

the A. S. E. 's loss of militancy in 1868. After reporting that the funds 

of the A. S, E* reached over E3.7s- per capital the Bee-Hive remarked that 

1 LG. M. M. 9 Vol. Vi P. 720. 

2 lee-Hive, August 21 1869* 

ýrhe F. G*M. F. S. 
, 

surpassed the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters 
and Joiners (herein after referred to as the A. S. C. J. ) in terms 
of the funds per capita between 1860 and 1877- 
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TABLE 434 The Funds of the F. G. M. P. S. between 1852 and 1880- 

Year 

P. G. M. F*So 

Balance 
in hand 

No. of 
Members 

Balance in 
hand per head 

A. S. E., 

Balance in 
hand per head 

A. S-C-J- 

Balance in 
hand per head 

1851 L1.16s- 7do 
52 L21 1 919 LO- 4S. 9do 0 11 0 
53 1553 1013 1 10 7 1 13 2 - 
54 2945 989 2 19 4 1 14 10 - 
55 2200 897 2 9 0 2 16 10 - 
56 1938 1086 1 15 7 3 4 5 - 
57 3200 1228 2 12 2 3 7 0 - 
58 3376 1294 2 12 2 1 19 11 - 
59 2362 1286 1 16 9 2 1 4 - 
60 3742 1355 2 15 2 2 17 6 L0.10s. 2d. 
61 3311 1343 2 9 2 3 4 2 0 18 2 
62 3384 1383 2 9 0 2 15 10 0 17 10 
63 4083 1485 2 15 0 2 11 9 1 3 9 
64 5443 1590 3 8 4 3 0 4 1 7 10 
65 7102 1606 4 8 4 3 14 6 1 9 4 
66 8894 1668 5 6 7 4 3 8 1 12 7 
67 9012 1693 5 6 4 3 15 2 1 17 9 
68 9178 1692 5 8 4 2 19 0 1 19 3 
69 9000 1722 5 4 4 2 5 5 1 17 10 
70 8962 1776 5 1 0 2 7 6 1 14 6 
71 9202 1790 5 2 9 3 1 7 1 14 5 
72 10562 1893 5 11 7 3 17 1 1 15 3 
73 11728 1894 6 3 9 4 14 10 2 7 7 
74 11018 1983 5 11 2 5 10 9 3 1 2 
75 11479 2005 5 14 7 6 0 2 3 14 1 
76 12264 2094 5 11 2 6 3 5 4 7 5 
77 11025 2079 5 6 0 6 2 1 4 8 2 
78 7403 2040 3 12 7 5 10 5 4 6 1 
79 5401 2014 2 13 7 3 4 0 2 17 3 

80 4498 1963 2592 18 2266 

Source: Calculated from S. Webb, Flint Glass Makers. MSS, O-P-citst P*. 17- 
For the A. S#E. and the A. B. C*J. calculated from Tables in Geor e 
Howell, The Conflict of Capital and Labour, 1890 (2nd. editionj, 
P. 4979 317- 
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'The amalgamated Engineers do not, therefore, encourage quarrels between 

employed and employerog having been even occasionally blamed for an 

indisposition to meddle with these matters. 11 The situation was the 

same in the F. G. M. F. S. At the celebration meeting for the banking in 

1864 Mr. Otibury, a delegate from york 'clearly showed that it was not 

the interest of the men, nor the employers either, to have a strike or 

lock-out. He stated that the funds of the society were not accumulated 

for the purpose of upholding strikes, but simply to protect the interests 

of the trade, to provide in case of sickness, and to assist in decentlv 

interring a member after he has passed the barrier of this life-' 2 

Friendly Society benefits were more strongly expected. They would strike 

if need be, but only prudently engaged in. 

Just as the amount of fundB of the Society was approaching itiB 

peak in the mid-1870s, embezzlement took place. Joseph Rudge, the 

C. S. of the Society was arrested on August 6 1874- In Court it was 

revealed that he used about L564 of the Society's funds for his own 

purposes. 
3 E30 for the Agricultural LabourerB Union was not sent'but 

went into his pocket. His lawyer used the same defence as in the Hornby 

v. Close case and contended that 'this society was not registered, and 

therefore the partnership of the members was not a legal one. The 

prisoner could not be indicted for stealing money the property of the 

1 Bee-Rive, June 27 1868. 

2. Se,, O_Hjvej March 12 1864. 

3 
M. M. M., vol. VII, Ppo 742-3* 
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partnership'. 
I But the contention was rejected. At the Mwichester 

City Sessions Court on Januar. Y 7 1875 Rudge was sentenced to ei, gbt 

months imprisonment, 'as the prisoner had before borne a good character, 

and he had already been in prison some two months. g2 The embezzlement 

by the C. S, * was followed by that of the District Secretary of Manchestert 

3 William Thompson, who stole L186 and ran away in September 1876. 

The District employed two detectives and printed 1000 bills and 36 

photographs to be sent to 'all the most important Sea Ports, and principal 

places in the three KingdomsI 4 L5 Reward was offered by his late employers 

for his apprehension, but there is no evidence that he was ever arrested, 

Soon after, the District secretary of St. Helens became a defaulter to 

the sum of E40.5 These cases stimulated a good deal of argument among 

the glass makers and led them to look for more secure ways of controlling 

access to the funds., Perhaps labour historians have been inclined to 

make a little too much of the integrity of trade union officers, 

Departures from that rule were more common than has been sometimes 

admitted and constituted a definite obstacle to the growth of the 

movement. 

1F. G. M. X.. vol, VII, p, 691; The Report of the City Police Court, 
August 13 1874. The Report of the trial of Joseph Rudge at the 
Manchester city Session (August 29 1874) and that in the Court of 
Criminal Appeal, Westminster Hall (November 14 1874) are preserved 
in the F. G*M*M*Ivol. VII9 pp. 692-740* 

Ib so P. 743. 

31bide, 
vol. VIII, pp. 808-9. 

41bido 

51bido, Vol. VIII, p. 827. 
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In the mid-18700 more attention drawn to the deBirability of 

devising some other method for investing the surplus funds than bankingg 

where the interest earned was low. In 1876 the Manchester District 

proposed to withdraw the L1,040 banked in Heywood Borther's Bank and to 

re-invest it in the Victoria Permanent Benefit Building Society of 

Manchester. 
I Richard Leicester, District secretaryq in making the 

proposal remarked: 'We think it high time that we should put our large 

surplus funds out at greater advantage than one and a half per cent 

interest upon the capital invested, which was all we got from the bank 

last year in Manchester. ' 2 The new rate was expected to be 5% per annum. 

He noticed that the Boilermakers and the Ironship Builders invested 

their funds in Corporations and the A*S, Eo invested them in the Queen's 

Building Society. Another motive for the proposal was to prevent the 

funds from being withdrawn from the bank by Joseph Rudge who was legally 

entitled to do so, The proposal was carried by the vote of the whole 

membership of the Society. About the same time, the Warrington District 

recommended to invest E3000 or L4000 in the Mersey Docks and Harbour 

Board, Liverpool, which will bring us in double the amount of interest 

we now receive from the bank for the same sum. 13 The rate was expected 

to be 3-j% per annum. Howeverl before this proposition was decided, the 

depression attacked the flint glass trade in 1877. As Table 4: 4 showst 

1F. G. M. M. 9 Vol. VIII9 p. 626. 

2 Ibid. 

3Ibid. 
l P. 581. 
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the balance in hand of the Society decreased rapidly due to the increased 

cost of unemployment benefitl and by 1880 the funds were about one third 

of what they had been in 1876. Thus, the plan of investing funds in 

other organisations faded away with the coming of the depression. The 

problem of how f ar investment in general or any particular type of it 

might adversely affect the trade union spirit was not considered* 

Building Societies or Utilities, like Banks, were presumablY favoured on 

prudential grounds and quite apart from all ideological considerations. 

IV. The Government of the bociety 
. Wý- 

The first step in the transition from a loose alliance of separate 

local clubs into a national organisation was Othe appointment of a seat 

of government or "general branch". 11 The officers of the general branch 

were charged with the responsibility of conducting the current business 

1 S. & B. Webb, Industrial Democracyo 1901, p. 12. 
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of the whole Society and accordingly it became the central authority 

within it. The seat of government in the F. G. M. F. S. was changed not by 

simple rotation but by periodical vote of the whole membership. The 

1858 rules of the Society- provided that 'there Bhall be a Central 

Secretary elected annually by majority of the vote of the trade. 
" But 

it seems likely that the C. S. was elected every three years. 
2 The rule 

also provided that the C. S. elected 'shall have power to nominate a 

Central Committee, in whose hands the executive power of this society 

shall be vested from year to year., 
3 Among many British Trade Unions 

the F. G. M. F. S. was the only union which gave the C. S. the power of nominating 

the Central Committee. 4 This nomination system enabled the C. S, to 

select members with similar ideas to himself for the Central Committee. 

Consequent3, y the system made for a strong policy, and, potentially, it 

was hardly in conformity with "primitiye democracy". The only way to 

prevent arbitrary imposition of the policy of the Committee was the 

election of the C*S. There was always an elections no C. S. was ever 

'Rules 
and Regulations of the F*G. M. F. 3-S 8k&Rule III. 

2Before the Royal Commission on Trade Unions of 1868, T. J. Wilkinson, 
the C*S* of the Society, was asked the frequency of change of secretary 
of the Society and answered; tThere is a change every three years. $ 
(R. C. on Trade Unions, 10th Report, 1867-68, OP-cit., P- 32 1 Q, 186411. 

3Rules 
and Regulations of the F. G. K. F*S., 1858, Rule III. 

4This 
rule survived until 1893 when it was modifiedi in so far that 

seven members were elected, the C, S, nominated four from the district 
in which he resided. The Webbs paid special attention to this 
nomination system. They wrote that 'The only Trade Union in which 
this example still prevails is that of the Flint Glass Makeral where 
the rules until lateljr gave the Secretary "the power to nominate 
a central committee (open to the objection of the trade), in whose 
hands the executive power of the society shall be vested from 
year to year-' (S. & B. Webb, Industrial Democracy, oR. cit., p. 81 
fn. 2)* 
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returned unopposed. The rules of the Society did not prohibit the C. S. 

from being re-elected but, in faett there was no instance of this apart 

from the election of 1870. But even when, in 1870, the existing C. S., 

T*J. Wilkinson of Birmingham, declared his willingness to serve another 

year on the grounds that the Government Trade Union Bill was not 

published in that year as expected) a second candidate W. H. Packwood of 

Stourbridge, appeared. The result of the vote was a victory for 

T. J. Wilkinson by the small majority of 121P 1 but he could extend his 

stay in office only one year. Thus the general branch normalLy moved 

every three years and this worked as rotation do facto. 

As the activities of the Society expanded and as the secretarial 

work became more complicated, the institution of a permanent secretary 

began to be considered. At the conference of the Society held in 1871 

it was resolved that 'considering the increasing duties devolving upon the 

C*S* and the very great demand upon his timeo(we) recommend the trade 

to consider the propriety of making the office a permanent one. 
2 

Soon after, letters favourable to the decision of the conference appeared 

in the, Ma&azine. One writer insisted that 'it is utterly impossible for 

any C. S. who follows his work as a glass-maker to keep such a set of 

books as is kept by other societies, and are absolutely necessary as a 

safeguard for the Society's interestog and an such affecting the interest 

'P. G,, M. Me, Vol. VII p. 868. 

2 Ibido, P. 1151. 
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of every one of us individually and collectively* *09 In electing a 

C. S. permanently, we should centralize the power of the Society# and if 

we elected a permanent Central Committee and a central place this would 

be true. " It was thus proposed that IL2 per week as wages' should be 

paid to the permanent secretary. 
2 The centralisation of power in the 

hands of a pernument secretary would provide efficiency at the cost of 

"primitive democracy". Even the members in favour of a permanent 

secretary still thought that the secretary should move from Division to 

3 Division after a certain interval, Because they still proposed rotation 

as a means of Becuring primitive democracy, the proposal was impracticable 

and had its contemporary critics: 

'Who is to pay for the removing of his wife, family and 
furniture? He cannot do it out of wages, and it takes 
a deal of money to take a family from Birmingham to 
Glasgow. ' 4 

Opposition also centred upon another aspect of the expenses. C2 a week 

proposed as a salary for the secretary was 'a large item in our expendituret 

and 'it is too little if he has devoted his whole time and energy for 

the benefits of our Society*, because 'he could make far more at glass 

making, if he is anything of a glass maker, and have no responsibility 

at all. #5 Thus the post of permanent secretary was not set up in the 

l1bid. 
9 p. 1164- The writer's name is not given* 

2The C. S. of the Society was paid a salarv of E20 per annum by the 
1858 rule, L30 by the 1867 rule, and L50 by the 1874 rule, 

3F. G. M. M., vol. VI, p. 1164. 

4F. G. M, K* Vol. VII, pp., 167-8. 

51bido 
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F, G, M, F, S,, partly because the scale of the Society was not so large as 

the AB, E, l but more substantially because "primitive democracy" still 

permeated the F. G. M. F. B. at least in the third quarter of the nineteenth 

century. The flint glass makers might be suspicious that a professional 

secretary would have to differentiate his functions from those of the 

ordinar7 memberis of the Society. 

The depth of primitive democratic sentiment in the F. G. M*F*S. and 

its gradual supercession, by the idea of representative democracy was well 

reflected by the changing rale of +*he general conference of the SoOietY 

over the period* In the early 18506 the general conference was regarded 

as an important organ which enabled delegates from all Districts to 

discuss and to decide the future policy of the Society. One group of 

flint glass makers clearly recognised that the holding of the conference 

was one of the new features (together with the publication of the 

, 
Xagazine) which distinguished the reorganised F*G*X. F. S. from the tramping 

society of the pre-1849 period. 'The great safety valve of our present 

society is the Annual Conference; - and although the expense is greatq 

it amp3, v repays back all the cost by the good it does - by the impetus 

that it gives to our principles, ' I On the other hand, at the 1849 

conference of the Society 'the establishment of a monthly NW,, azine, for 

the Trade92 was recommandedg although it appears that it did not 

materialisoo However, the Birmingham conference held in July 1850 

'F. GoNeXot vol- Is p. 129, 

2 S. Webb, Flint Glass Makers, MSS. op, cit., p. 229. 
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decided 'to establish a penny monthly magazine, to disseminate information 

on all points connected with the manufacture abroad and at home, to 

uphold the interests of the working menj and to communicate scientific 

knowledge and information of a nature calculated to improve the morals 

and elevate the social condition of the general body. * I It may be that 

an attempt was made to implement the decision of the conference immediately* 

The Birmingham Mercury of July 13 1850 reported that the F*G. M*Xo was a 

'well edited monthlv paper. ' But the monthly Magazine was probablv 

ephemeral. It was in September 1850 that the F*G. X*Xo was first published 

as a Quarterly Journal. 2 From that year onwards the Magazine was 

-published every quarter as 'a powerful engine that GlasD-makers have 
"W -- 

never called to their assistance in battling with the giant Capital 

for the rights of Labour*13 

I Morning-Chronicle, December 23 1850- 

2 
Although the Webbs wrote that theMagazine was an octavo monthly 
of ninety-six pages, (S. & B. Webb, History of Trade. Unionisa, 
1920 edition, op. cit., Po 197) it was not a monthly one. The 
F*G. M*X. explained the reason for the decision of quarterly 
publication that $a previous attempt to support a Monthly Magazine 
had failed, and there was a strong doubt that we should not be 
able to carry it out in this instance. ' (FG. M, M., volo I, P- 97) 

3F. G. M. Me, vol. I, p. 1. 
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It should be admitted# howeverv that there was another group of 

the flint glass makers who fectred that both the holding of the conference 

and the publication of the &gazine would undermine the finances of the 

Society. 00ne of the Good Old School', a member of Birmingham, called 

the utility of both into question in 1852: 

tI think it is a scandalous shame that we should spend 
E60 and L70 a year for it, specially now that the 
expenses on the funds are so heavy. Add this expense 
to the Conference and we have neaxly L200 per year thrown 
away foolishly. In the good old times, our forefathers 
had neither Conferences nor Magazine and I don't see 
what we want with them. ' 1 

Immediately 'one of the New School' of Newcastle criticised the statement: 

'He sayov our forefathers had no Magazine, no conferences, 
&c. One good reason why; because they could not. In his 
good times it would have taken some of the delegates a 
week each wV to have travelled to a conference. A reason 
why they could not have a Magazineq is, the expense would 
have been as great for that alone, as both conference and 
it cost now. t 2 

The "New Model" unionism was not an invention of the Webbs and not a 

'historical fiction'. 3 It is clear that contemporary flint glass makers 

realised the novelty of their union in the early 1850st otherwise the 

dispute between the 'Old School' and the 'New School' would hardly have 

I Ibid, y p. 231. According to the first Quarterly Report of the 
Societ ending September 1852,1000 copies of the Magazine (vol. I, 
no. 13ýý printed cost E4.10s., which was 4.3% of the total expend. 
iture of the C. C. of that period. (LI05-138. ) 

2F. G. M. M. 
'I 

Vol. It p. 248. 

3V. L, Alleng Abstract of "a Methodological Criticism of the Webbs 
as Trade Union Historians", in Bulletin, Society for the Study 
of Labour History no- 4, SPr- . 4-6. 
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taken placeo As the organisation came to be more firmly established 

by the mid-185089 support for the 'Old School' disappearede 
1 The conference came to be held in principle, every three years. 

The 1858 rule of the Society provided that $a general conference of this 

society be hold every three years; such conference to be moveable, the 

society choosing the next place of meeting. The triennial conference to 

meet in the early part of the first week in June; in case of emergency 

the executive to have power of calling a special conference*' 
2 The 

Webbs clearly felt that the conferences were less than all powerful. 

The delegates came together only for specific and strictly limited 

purposes. Nor were even these purposes left to be dealt with at their 

discretion. In all cases that we know of the delegates were bound to 

decide according to the votes already taken in their respective branches. 13 

In the caBe of the F. G. M. F. S. many important issues such aB the form of 

the quarterly report, payments for the unemployedl the introduction of 

the promissory note during the strike and lock-out in 1858-59, the 

foundation of the death funds, the benevolent fundsq and sick funds, 

After the inaugural conference in 1849, the triennial conferences 
were held in Stourbridge in 1852; in Glasgow in 1855; in London 
in June 1858; in Birmingham in December 1858 (special for the long 
strike); in Manchester both in 1861 and in 1864; in Edinburgh in 
1867, and in Manchester in July-August 1871- 

2Ruies 
and Re&lationB of the F. G. M. F. S. 1858, Rule XM, 

33. & B. Webb, Industrial Democracy, 1901, op. cit., p. 19* 
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were decided outside the conference, by the decision of the C*S* of 

the Society or by a vote of members. The MMazine played an important 

role in decision making. The propositions made by the C. C. or other 

Districts were communicated through the Lhýgazine and the results of 

the votes were also published in the Mý&azine. Therefore, in the late 

1860s and the early 1870s the inexpediency of holding the conference 

was seriously taken into consideration. 

The issue of delegates' expenses for the Edinburgh conference in 

1867 became a focal point of opposition to the general conference. 

Regarding the delegate allowance for the conference, the first conference 

hold in 1849 fixed it as low as Is. a day on the ground that 'there were 

no funds to pay more. ' The next conference in 1850 allowed 59- per day. 

At subsequent conferences the allowance question had been discussed but 

no alteration was made until the Manchester conference in 1864, when 

the allowance was advanced to 6s. per day. The Winburgh conference 

in 1867 revised upwards the allowance once again; 'That every delegate 

to the general conference shall receive 7s. 6d. per day for his expenses, 

and 7s. 6d. per turn during the time the factory is at work where he 

is employed; but on no account shall any delegate suffer any loss through 

attending trades conferencel and every delegate shall receive second- 

class fare. g2 As a result, the Edinburgh conference in 1867 cost L324, 

whilst the Manchester conference in 1864 had cost onlv L113.3 The 

1F. G. M. M., V01- VI, p. 67* At the Birmingham Conference in 1850 
William Keedy, a delegate from Minburgh, proposed to reduce the 
allowance to 48- per day, but this was rejected. (ibid. ) The 1858 
rule of the Society provided 589 per dV (Rule MII)* 

2Rules 
and Re&aations of the F. G. M. F. S.. 1867,, Rule UII. 

3The 
costs of other earlier conferences were Glasgow (1855) L107, 

Lond (18 8) L119, Birmingham (1858) L51 and Manchester k1861) 35 
L66. 

__G 
MM., vol- VI, P, 68)* 
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upshot was that the extravagant expenditure in 1867 gave rise to a 

'great amount of unfavourable criticism and chronic dissatisfaction 

amongst members of our Society. t 1 

In connection with the allowance, the delegatest train fares became 

the critical point. Joseph Leicester strongly advocated that the 

delegates should receive second-class fares, which were paid mainly by 

middle class people until the mid-1870s. He remarked-, 

'Our Society is the richest Society in the world, yet, 
it is the only Society giving third-olass fare to those 
who are delegated on its business. Men who are used to 
every comfort at home desire comfort when away from 
home. Twice in my life I have taken seoond-class tickets 
and only charged third-class faret because I would not 
be boxed up for a journey of four hundred miles in a 
third-class carriage. ' 2 

According to the reminiscences of an old friend, about twenty years 

earlier, in 1847, Leicester 'had walked thirty miles' to attend the 

conference of the Society, where 'the supper was provided for the 

delegates at 1s. 9d. per head, but such was the depth of poverty in 

which he was placed, that with a full heart and an empty pocket he 

walked about the streets during the time of supper. 
3 Yet twenty 

years later, this self-sacrificing spirit was replaced bv a more Labour 

aristocratic consciousness. Leicester continueds 

'When the L1000 was banked in Glasgow, the trustees 
from Birmingham denounced the system of third-class 
fares. They travelled in the night, and when they 
complained to me about it, I told them I had taken a 
second-class ticket. I made myself a bed and was 
comfortable, which the trade would not begrudge; while 

lF. G. M. M. 9 V01- VIs p. 68. 

2jbil. 
t p. 284o 

31bid, 
j p. 924; a reminiscence of J. Roberts in 1870, when the 

testimonial to Joseph Leicester was given. Roberts was a secretary 
to the Testimonial Fund* 
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they, poor devils, were packed up like negroes on a 
Middle Passage* .. o It must not be forgotten that this 
rule regarding third-class fare was made when we had no 
funds, in 1849. ... but the state of things is gone; 
the Trade can now afford to make its servants as respectable 
as other societies, and it is only an act of justice and 
right which the Conference passed when it put our rules 
on a footing with other respectable trades. * I 

Criticism of the conference reached its peak in 1870. The Warrington 

District made a drastic proposal in September of that year that the 

Conference itself should be abolished: 

'Seeing that to hold another Conference next year will 
devote upwards of E300 of our funds and our present 
expenditure these last few quarters being above our 
income, and there being nothing of importance to call 
a Conference for, that cannot be done through the pages 
of our Magazine, we deem it would be unwise and inex- 
pedient to think of another Conference. ... We move that 
we hold no more general conferencesl except something 
very special and important calls for one, and then only 
with the sanction of the trade, ' 2 

The result of the vote was 1104 for and 447 against. The general 

conference was thus abolished. As the Webbs wrote, 'The delegates 

meeting became, in fact, superseded by the Referendum. 3 The leaders 

'Ibid. 
9 p. 2849 

2 Ibid., p. 998. 

33. & B. Webb, Industrial Demooracyq 19019 op. cit. 9 p. 21. They 
pointed out that 'The great bulk of the members saw no advantage 
in incurring the very considerable expense of paying the coach 
fares of delegates to a central town and maintaining them there 
at the rate of six shillings a day, when the introduction of penny 
postage made possible the circulation of a fortnightly or montjtly 
circular, through the medium of which their votes on any particular 
proposition could be quickly and inexpensively collected. * (Ibid, ) 
But if the abolition of conferences, attended by delegates, is 
associated with more reliance upon the Kýgazine and more -use of 
the referendum then it looks like the reduction of representative 
democracy in favour of a return to a more direett primitive and 
participatory sort* 
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of the Society seem to have been embarrassed by the decision, although 

they took the official attitude that 'we neither supported nor opposed 

the resolution. 11 They stated that 'the rule clearly state8o "That a 

General Conference be held every three years, if necessary. " The 

proposition means that one shall be held "when necessary". 
2 They tried 

to reconcile the contradiction between the Rule of the Society and the 

decision to abolish the conference. Thereafter every conference came 

to be held as $a special conference in cases of emergency. 
3 Soon 

after the decision was made, a conference was convened in July 1871- 

Because the C. Ce of the Society thought that 'the conference is not the 

right place at which to fix the rate of psV for delegates, t4 the 

following proposal was made in advances 

1 Delegates to Conference to receive 7s. per day. 
2ý Deputations who are sent upon the above conditions 

to other districts 58- per day, but if compelled 
to stay all night, 6s. per day. 

3) In both cases second-class railway fare, also an 
insurance ticket shall be allowed. * 5 

IF. G. 14. X., vol. VI, p. 1057. 

Ibido 

3The Manchester Conference hold in July-August 1871 substituted 
the preceding rule relating to the calling of a general conference; 
tThat the trade, through its executives shall have the power to 
call a General Conference at any time when it may be considered 
necessary. t (F. G. M. M*9 vol. VIj P* 1154; Minutes of the 1874 Confer- 
ence, JuV 31-August 5 1871)- This was fixed in the 1874 rule of 
the Society (Rulesand Regulations of the F*G. X. F. B. L_1874, j Rule 
YLLVI) 0 

4F. G. M. M., vol. VI, pe 1087-8* 

51bid. 
9 pe 1081- 
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The reason for advocating the second-class fare was that 'we alwikYs 

expect them (delegates) to be well dressed; thatt and many reasons, 

convinces us that second-class railway travelling should be allowed, O 

The proposal was approved and fixed in the 1874 rules of the Society. 2 

In many important respects the F. G. M*F. S. was a 1%ew Model" Union, 

but in one highly significant respect it was not. It resembled the 

A. S. E. or the A. S. C. J. or isationally in that it was a national union; 

actuariallZ in that it stood for high contributions and high benefits; 

strate6call. y1in its insistence on tdefence not defiancet while leaving 

its local branches to defend and advance job control through unilateral 

regulation with discreetly exercised central control to prevent escalation; 

and "spiritually" through its miser mentality which was not inconsistent 

with a certain generosity towards its own kind. But in the case of the 

flint glass makers - who were relative3, y few in number compared with 

engineers or carpenters, and had no amal&! Lmated union -a quantitative 

change led to a qualitative one. Glass makers could persuade themselves 

that they had neither need for - nor resource to supply - full-time 

officials like Allan or Applegarth. This was to their advantage in so 

far as it did not involve the need for so sharp a break with "primitive 

democracy" and the rapture in a valued aspiration and tradition. 

1 Ibido 

2 Rules and Regulations of the F. G*M. F. S., 1874 O-Pcit., Rule XXXIX. 
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V. The impact of Changing Industrial Relations. 

The Webbs wrote that the F-GeM. M. between 1850 and 1855 is full 

of the denunciations of strikes and that this justified their view that 

the 'New Model" Unionism opposed them. They also pointed out that 'in 

1854 the Flint Glass Makers, on the proposition of the Central Committeeg 

abolished the allowance of "strike-money" by a vote of the whole of the 

members. ' I This description may give the impression that the F. G. M. F. S. 

abolished the right to strike after the year 1854- As already showng 

the F. G. M. F*5- declared to avoid strikes, particularly in the early 1850s. 

The FoG. M. F. S. did not abandon the strike in the 18509 however. 

The abolition of the allowance of "atrike-money" in 1854, to which the 

Webbe paid much attentiong never meant the abolition of the strike 

itself. When the editor of the F. G. M. M. appealed for the abolition of 

the "strike-money"t stating that 'We believe that strikes have. been the 

bane of trade Unions' (only this part is quoted by the Webbs), 2 he 

addeds FIt must not be thought from the above that we have abandoned the 

idea of striker. in all cases; we know that in some cases they cannot be 

avoided. ' 3 The context of the proposition of the C. C. was not a proposal 

for the abolition of the "strike money". It was: 'So long as the 

unemployed allowance continues at ten shillings per week, the unemployed 

allowance and the strike allowance be alike',. 
' 

viz. the strike allowance 

1 S. & B. Webb, History-of Trade Unionism, 1920 editions O_p. cit. 9 p. 199. 

2 
Ibid4p 

3F. G, MeXeq Vol. III P* 145-6. 
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was to continue to be paid like the unemployed allowance- It is clear 

that the Webbs' interpretation of "strike money" in 1854 was misleading-, 

In fact, flint glass makers often went on strike in the 18500 and a great 

strike took place in 1858-59. The C. C. of the $ociety sanctioned some 

of these strikes. It is important to understand that the C. C. sanctioned 

strikes taking place in the well organised Districts, but did not approve 

of strikes in the badly organised ones. The strike at the Lloyd and 

Summerfield factory in Birmingham in 1851 was the first big strike since 

1849- William Morrelg a glass blower, was suddenly discharged without 

any notice or given reason, at dinner time on Nay 20 1851, and the strike 

began* I The F. G. M. F. S. supported Morrel and on September 16 1851 he 

sued the firm for the sum of Ll. 16s. as a fortnight's wages, due from 

May 01 2 
and the case was brought to Court. The hearing took place at 

the Public Office in Birmingham and W, P, Robertsl appeared on behalf of 

the plaintiff* The F. G. M, M, published a special issue on 'The Trial of a- 
Morrel versus Summerfield. 13 According to this version 'the case was 

put off from the SaturdW till the Tuesdayj specially, we believev to 

prevent the glaeB makers from attending; but the very opposition was 

the means of all the factories in the district stopping simultaneously 

for the men to go and hear the trial. And such an interest was felt in 

it by themg that several who got into the Court at 10 o'clock in the 

I Birmingham Journal, June 21 1851- 

2 F, G. M. M,, vol. I, P. 149o 

3Ibid., 
pp, 145-66. 
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morning, never left the place till the trial was over at 8 at night. 

It was one of the strongest moral demonstrations ever made in our trade. ' 
I 

However, the case was dismissed and Morrel was defeated. It was in this 

dispute that W. P. Roberts supported Morrel in the Court and wrote a 

letter to the F. G*X. F. B*, from which the Webbs made a long quotation* 
2 

Another instance which the C, C, of the Society sanctioned was 

the strike which occurred in London in 1854. The owner of the Pellatt 

Flint Glass Works in London discharged all the men who would not leave 

the Society. Joseph Leicester, a flint glass maker in the Whitefriare 

Glass Works, and a District secretary of the Union reported that 

Mr. Fellatt to be revenged on the father who would not leave society, 

discharged the son; we advanced him eight shillings for a week's money 

and paid his fare to Stourbridge but he didn't suit the place. 

When a strike took place, or was threatened in the badly organised 

areas, the C. C. refused to sanction it, because they judged that the risk 

was too large. In 1854 the employers of Prices's Flint Glass Works in 

Newcastle wanted an output as large as the 'Black Rat Shops' in the area. 

The glass makers in Newcastle requested the sanction of the C. C. of the 

Society to strike, but Gillinder the C*S. deliberately deferred a 

decision. He remarked that: 

'I wrote to them that before we could sanction them to 
strike, that the votes of the trade must be taken, and 
that if they did strike without such being the case, they 
would not got no strike money, and that they would not 

'Ibid. 
t P. 146. 

2 S. & B. Webb, Histor-v of Trade Unionism, 1920 edition, op. cit. 
pp. 183-4- 

33V. GoM-Ms vol- 119 P. 427. 
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get arW unemployed money. They then requested me to 
send a circular out to the trade, but I delayed for 
two or three weeks, as I knew if I stated the state 
of things in the districts to the trade, that the votes 
would be against them striking. " 1 

In 1854 the men at South Shields demanded an increase of wages and gave 

their eaýplpyer a week's notice not to fill any more metal. The C#C* 

of the Society sent a deputation to 'Newcastle and succeeded in endizg 

the strike which had continued for a week. In the Newcastle areal as 

I have already shownt there were many black rats' workshops. In these 

areas, the C*C* judged that the black rats would have welcomed a strike 

in a Bociety house, since that would have extended their places of 

employment. Certainly the flint glass makers attempted to avoid strikes 

as a means of raising wages, but it is a mistake to think that they 

a'#L-, Pandoned strikes altogether. They calculated the risk of the strike, 

according to the degree of organisation in each District. The great 

strike which began in 1858 clearly shows that the New Model Union did 

not abandon the strike weapon. 

The great strike and look-out began in the flint glass trade iii 

1858 and lasted for six months, The strike and look-out both of 

engineers in 1852 and of builders in 1859-60 have attracted much attention 

from historiansp but those of the flint glass makers have been relatively 

I F-G-M-X-, vol- Ii P- 351- 
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neglected in spite of their arousing a good deal of contemporary interest. 

An examination of the flint glass makers' dispute not only provides 

material for the study of trade union understanding that particular 

body of workmen but throws interesting light on the development of the 

Trade Union movement as a whole in the 1860s. 

Early in October 1858 at the Stevens and Williams factorY in 

Stourbridget the employers proposed that one of the apprentices should 

be taken on as a Journeyman footmaker at something less than 14s- 

2 (nominal wages) per week, disregarding the rules and regulations of 

An account of the strike of the flint glass makers in 1858-59 was 
given by Godfrey Lushington, at the fourth annual meeting of the 
Association for the Promotion of Social Science in 1860; Godfrey 
Lushington, An Account of the Strike of the Flint Glass Makers in 
1858-59, in Trades' Societies and Strikes, 1860, PP- 105-14- Jacob 
Waley referred to the strike in On Strikes and Combinations, with 
Reference to Wages and the Conditions of Labour in Journal of the 
Statistical Society, vol. XXXI part I, March 1867, p. 16. Secret 
Organisation of Trades, in Edinburgh Review, vol. 110, October 1859 
also referred to the strike. (PP- 539-40). George Howell described 
this strike in Labour Legislation. Labour Movement and Labour 
Leaders, 1902, pp. 120-22, but his description relies entirely on 
Lushington's account. The Webbs only briefly referred to this strike. 
(S. & B. Webb, History of Trade Unioniamt 1920 edition, op. cit., 
p. 228 and p. 230. ) The first attempt to investigate the strike 
was D. N. Sandilandsp The History of the Midland GlaBs Industry, 
X. Com. thesisq University of Birmingham 1929) 22. cit., chapter 8, 
PP* 71-5. George Barnsby's research on the strike is inaccurate; 
he traced the strike only until December 1858 and writes that tthe 
result is not recordedt. (George Barnsbyý The Working Class Movement 
in the Black Country, 1815 to 1867, M-A- thesis, University of 
Birmingham, 19651 P. 338. ) Eric Hopkins' recent paper, tAn AnatoV 
of Strikes in the Stourbridge Glass Industry, 1850-1914,2.2---cit. 2 
is the most valuable attempt to analyse the strike. Since the 
publication of the F*G*M*Mo was stopped for nearly nine months during 
most of the period of the ýtrike, the Magazine of the time included 
few articles on it. But a later series of articles on reminiseences 
of the strike in the F. G. M. M, vol. VIII and IX (1878) are informative. 
The newspaper which most continuously reported the strike was the 
BirmiMham DaiLy Post controlled by the radical editorg John 
Thackra, y Bunce. (Asa Briggs, History of Birming-himm vol. II, 
19529 p. 102. ) 

ýThe 
name of the man was probably William Wild, who received 138. 

weekly nominal wage (11 moves) ýnd Is. per move for an extra. 
(Wages Book of Stevens and William0j. 
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the Society, which only four months before had been revised and ratified 

at a conference held in London. The London Conference of June 15-199 

1858v 'deeply' regretted that 'the wages of journeymen footmakers are 

in general so low, and agree that the trade shall not supply footmakers 

for less wages than fourteen shillings per week and one shilling and 

twopence per move, and that each district adopt such measures as will 

insure the desired effect*' On October 12, on the refusal of the employerl 

twenty two man gave fourteen days notice to leave in accordance with the 

decision of the Stourbridge District of the Society. They all left on 

October 23. Three days later, the following leaflet was issued and sent 

to other flint glass manufacturers. 

Brierley Hill Glass Works 

October 26th, 1858 

Dear Sirg 

In consequence of our refusal to submit to the dictation of the 
Glass Makers in our employ, the undermentioned have signified their 
intention of not recommencing work until we comply with their demands, 
we shall feel obliged by your not employing them, as it is the interest 
of the Trade generally to support us in resisting such tyrannical 
proceedings. 

We are , Your respectfully, 
STEVENS and WILLIAMS (2) 

This circular listed -the names discharged of 9 Workman, 9 Servitors and 

Footmakers. 

1 Minutes of Conference (1858, June) Resolution 3; in Rules and 
Ragulations of the F. G. M. F., S., 1858 op. cit., p. 18. 

2The 
circular is preserved in the Stevens and Williams factory 

archives. This is also reprinted in Godfrey Lushingtonj 21. cit., 
PP* 106-7t (The reprint of Lushington does not contain the name of 
the firm and the date is inaccurate. ) and partly in D. R. Guttery, 
From Broadý-Glass to Cut Crystal, 1956,2y. cit., P. 130* 
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Simultaneously another dispute took place at Grazebrook's Audam 

Glass Works in Stourbridge, where there were four apprentices to nine 

chairs. The London Conference had made more stringent rules with regard 

to apprentices so as to regulate the 'supply of labourl, prescribing 

that 'no more than one apprentice be allowed to three chairs, two to five, 

and so on in proportion; and every one put on shall be bound an apprentice. 

- Note - No journeyman footmaker must be discharged to make room for an 

apprentice. ' I This meant one apprentice beyond the number of the rule 

already in the glaBs factory. Messrs. Me & We Grazebrooks proposed to 

take on anothert a fifth apprentice* It seems likely that Grazebrooks 

refused to employ the man who had been sent from Edinburgh by the Society 

and attempted to employ another apprentice. 
2 When the men refused to 

agree to this, the Grazebrooks gave notice to all the men 'that they 

'Rules 
and Regulations of the F. G. M. F#S.. 1ýLS, Rule XLV. 

2ýearly ten years later, on June 30 1868, before the Royal Commission 
on Trade Unions, the cause of the strike was explained by Thomas 
Wilkinson, the C. So of the Society; 'In the first place, Mr. 
Grazebrook before the strike commenced, applied for a workman or 
a servitor, and we sent for a man from Edinburgh and paid his 
expense to Stourbridge, and when the man cawehe refused to employ 
him but wanted to employ an apprentice, after putting us to the 
expense of sending for the man. (R. C. on Trade Unions, 10th Report, 
1867-68, op-cit., P. 32, Q. 18644. On the same day, George Lloyd, 
chairman of the Midland Flint Glass Manufacturers Associationt said 
of the strike: tIt was chiefly concerning the number of apprentices 
employed by the masters, the workmen insisted upon a more limited 
number than the masters thought it desirable or necessary to employ. ' 
(RLiLd. I pe 20, Q.. 18315) * 
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would not fill any more metal, unless the man consented for the lad to 

be put on. ' Grazebrooks found it necessary to ask for external aid 

against the Society and issued a circular on October 169 declaring that 

'the following ment having formed a combination to stop our glass works# 

and dictate their own rules, have all been discharged by us, and we shall 

be obliged by your not employing them, and feel sure that it is the 

interest of the glass trade to support us. 
" On 00tober 23, when the 

notice expired, the discharged men proposed terms to the employers for a 

re-engagement, IXr. J. Grazebrook replied, "He had made his arrangement; 

he would have no society men, and meant to pursue a different system in 

future"' 2 Thus the men in two factories, amounting to about fifty 

altogether were out3 and received their first strike allowance Of 158- 

from the Society on October 3004 

Grazebrooks sued five of their worldnens 'for that on the 25th day 

of October last they deserted their service without the consent of their 

masters, and without any lawful excuse. 0,5 On November 15 1858 the Wordeley 

Patty Sessions examined this case. During the cross-examinations it was 

disclosed that the two circulars above mentioned had been issued. The 

I Godfrey Lushington, op. cit., p. 106. 

%rierle, 
Y-Hill Advertiser, November 20 1858. The quotation was 

from the statement given by John Grazebrook of the Audnam Glass 
Works,, at the Petty Sessions held on November 15 1858- 

3Godfrey Lushingtong op. cit., p. 106. In the Stevens and Williams 
factory 22 men were out of work, but 12 Footmakers and Takers-in 
continued to be paid during the strike. (Wages Book of Stevens 
a-ad Williams). 

4F. G. M. M., Vol. VIII, p. 838. 

5Brier1qX Hill Advertiser, November 20 1858. 
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Bench stated that 'from what appeared in the document, which they 

considered had been published indiscreetly and without forethought# there 

11 was no case against the defendant, and accordingly dismissed the charge. 

The employers' claim that it was illegal to give the notices on WednesdV 

was also rejected. This appeared to be a considerable setback for the 

employer. 'The result of the investigation seemed to give considerable 

satisfaction to the men and their friends, who on leaving the Court 

gave a loud and hearty cheer. 12 

The members of the Society were militant and were f irmly united. 

On the following day, November 16, the C. C. of the Society ratified the 

proposition by the Stourbridge District that both the C. C. and the 

Stourbridge District tshall be allowed to take what measures they may 

think best and most expedient in the present struggle; and thatj should 

it be necessaryl they shall be allowed to draw out two or four factories 

or the whole of the district on strike, and shall receive the allowance 

stated in Rule 19. 

On the other hand, the flint glass manufacturers who received the 

two circulars from Grazebrooks and from Stevens and Williams, gave their 

help to the two employers by refusing to employ the discharged workers. 

According to Joseph Leicester 'the masters sent round a printed circular 

all over the kingdoms asking other masters not to employ those men who 

had struck on their establishmentst and when they applied for work in 

I Ibid. 

2 Ibid* 

3Rule 19 stated 'That any member leaving his situation through 
oppression shall have a preference on the rollj and shall receive 
fifteen shillings per week for the first six months, and ten 
shillings per week for the next six months, and then come under 
the unemployed rule. ' (kules and Regulations of the FoG. M. F. S., 1858, 
opocit. 

11 
P. 11. 
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other towns, that printed circular was thrust in their faces# and they 

were refused. 11 The manufacturers also supplied the two glass factories 

with the plain goods for the glass cutters to work up at lower prices 

than the market prices when the two factories began to experience some 

difficulty in getting them early in November. But glass cutters were 

gradually involved in this dispute, because of the shortage of glass. 

On November I the flint glass manufacturers held a meeting at the Talbot 

Hotel, Stourbridge, to organise their own defence association, 
2 This 

meeting was attended by fifteen glass manufacturers in Stourbridgel Dudley 

and Birmingham. Thus "The Flint Glass Manufacturers' Defence AssociAion" 

came into being. At the meeting at Dudley on Wovember 15 the name was 

changed to "rhe Midland Association of Flint Glass Manufacturers" and 

George Green of Brettell Lane, Stourbridge, was appointed secretary with 
3 

a salary of L120 a year. George Lloyd of the Lloyd and Summerfield 

factory of Birmingham, was appointed chairman and William Walker, of 

the Heath Glass Factory of Stourbridge, treasurer. The circular issued on 

the following day stated: 

'The recent &tteMptB to enforce the view of the Glass 
Makers' Society in two of the manufactories of this 
district, upon grounds wholly untenable, and, if carried 
out, destructive to the liberty of the manufacturer in 
the employment of labour, have compelled the proprietors 

'REMolds's Vewspaper, September 18 1859- Joseph Leicester's 
speech at the Builders' meeting hold on September 17 1859 in 
support of the looked-out builders. 

J. Haden, op-cit-9 P. 30. 

31bido 
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to appeal to the sympathy of the trade in supporting 
them in resisting those attempts and they bave resulted 
in the formation of an association of the glass masters 
in the districts of Birmingham, Stourbridge, and Dudley-' 

The Association succeeded in organising about 19 or 20 glass manufacturers 

in Birmingham, Dudley and Stourbridge, 2 Originallyq the Association was 

intended to be temporary for the purpose of 'the defence of the members 

against any unjust interference (more especially in the form of strikes) 

on the part of the men employed either of their own movement, or in 

concert or combination with others, for the purpose of coercing their 

amployers,, 
3 But after the strike the Association continued to exist as 

a negotiator with the F. G. M. F. S. 

On December 4 1858 the glass makers held a general meeting of the 

Society in the Corn Exchange in Stourbridge, attended by upwards of 250 

4 
men connected with the glass tradee Delegates from Birmingham, 

Xanchester, Dudley and York were also present, It was agreed that *the 

hands still employed at the other glass works should be allowed to go "out" 

as soon as they thought fitI5 and that the usual subscription would be 

The (Iscular is printed in the Birmingham Dail'y Post, January 
6 18599 and also in Godfrey LueShington, 02-citst PP- 107-8. 
Accompanying the circular the extracts from the Rules and Rejz- 
ulations of the F. G. N. F. S., 1858 were circulated as The Real Canoe 
of the Strike. (Ibid., pp. 110-11). 

2 In Stourbridge and Dudley almost all manufacturers belonged to the 
Association except Richardson's factory. In Birmingham half of 
the glass factories belonged to the Association. (R. C. on Trade 
Unionel, 10th Report, 1867-68,22. cit., p. 24, Q- 18436e 

3 
Birmingham Daily Post, January 6 1859- 

orge Lloyd remarked that 'the Association when first established 
was intended to be only temporary, we only contemplated defending 
ourselves through the strike*' (R-. C. on Trade Unions, 10th Report, 
oR. cit. 9 p. 22. Q. 18380. Each member firm subscribed Ej()() to the 
"Defence Fund" established to assist firms affected by disputes, and 
a further sum of L10 a year payable quarterly. (Ibid., p. 22 q-18376-9 
Qe 71-4)* 

4Birmingham_DailZ Post, December 7 1858- 
5*r, %%4.4 
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doubled; to raise from 1s. to 2s. per week for Workmen and Servitors, 

from 8d. to Is. 4d. for Footmakersp and from 4d. to 8d. for Apprentices. 

(Table 4'. '5 ). Certainly the high contribution became a burden to the 

glass makers. But 'in manv districts the men offered to pay the levy 

which was fixedl even if it amounted to half their wages. ' 1 By 

December 7 of that year the workers of five factories in Stourbridge, 

including the Grazebrook factory and the Stevens and Williams FactOrYj 

were looked out. 

On December 18 the Society held a meeting in the Corn Exchange in 

Stourbridge again, at which about 600 glass makers attended. Deputations 

3 from London, Warrington, Birmingham and Dudley were present. It was 

announced at the meeting that 'four other factories of glass makers had 

received notice, and that in consequence of the other hands at the other 

five factories (previously "out") being at play, four factories of 

gl"s-cutters had received notice., 
4 

This notice was an organisationally plaxmed attack by the 

ManufacturersPAssociation. On December 14 the Midland Association held 

a meeting, attended by four Lanckshire glass manufacturers, who were 

'BrierlpZ Hill Advertiser, December 24 1858. 

2 Ibid. In mid-December, however, the Stevens and Williams factory 
began to work three of their nine chairs. Three Workmen (Isiah 
Scriven William Scriven and John Scriven) and a Servitor (Thomas 
Scrivený returned to work. (Wages Book of Stevens and Williams, 
week ending December 18 1858). All of them were condemned as 
'Traitors' by the F. G. M. F. S. They may have been relatives. They 
worked intensively# 19 moves to 23 moves a weekl and earned 
respectivelyp 68s. 68s. 498. and 39s. in January 1859. After the 
end of the strike all of them remained in the same factory, although 
being expelled from the Society. See above, PP- 85-86, fn. 1. 

-3trie-rlqX-Hill Advertiserv December 24 1858. 

41bido 
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TABLE 40 Subscriptions of the F. G. M. F&S. during the Great Strike of 

1858-59s 

(pýer week) 

Usual By resolution After Jan. 8 For six 
subscription Dec- 4 1858 till May 16 months after 

1859 Mv 16 1859 

Workman or Is. 0d. 2s. Od. 58- Od* 2s. Od. 
15ervitor 

Footmaker 08 4 34 1 4 

Apprentice () 4 08 18 0 8 

Sources Godfrey Lushington, OP-cit-v P- 113. 

beginning to found their own Association following the Midlands' 

example. 
' Deputations from the Midlands and Lancashire induced all the 

employers in Yorkshireq Northumberlando and Scotland to look-out thýft-r 

meng with the avowed intent of extinguishing the Society* Those who 

attended the meeting were fully prepared to give the notice and planned 

to give notices on the exact day when the Society would hold a meeting. 

1. . .. --- 11 11 
in 

to J. D. Bacchus. dated December 17 18589 
s Documents, etc. relating to the Union 
Street, Birminghain-1817-1882. (Birmingham 

Reference Library)* 
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George Lloyd sent a letter to J. D. Bacchus, a Birmingham glass manufacturer, 

on December 17t 

'I do not doubt your co-operation, but it is most 
important that the notices should be simultaneous and 
in the same form of words and a printed form has been 
adopted and distributed and the Secretary has directly 
sent forms to your works. 
It is also important that the notices should be given 
tomorrow, for the men intend holding a meeting tomorrow 
at Stourbridgel and with great exertion to make it 
important if not triumphant. ' I 

Thus more factories stopped working. As the Brierley Hill Advertiser 

reported, 'The unfortunate differences between the employers and employed 

in the glass trade are as far from settlement as ever. ' 2 

At the turn of that year the conflict became a national one. 

The glass makers held a general conference on December 31 1858 and on 

January 1 1859 at Birmingham at which were present about 30 delegates 

from Stourbridge, Birmingham, Dublin, Dudley, Minburgh, Glasg6w, Londonj 

Longport, Manchester, Newcastle, St. Helena, Warringtont York, and 
3 Rotherham. The conference resolved to modify the rules of the Society 

revised at the London Conference, so as to seek to conciliate the 

masters. One of the modifications was to loosen apprentice restriction 

to one Apprentice to two chairs. The other was to adopt the old 

standard rule of minimum wages in the trade; 22s. per week for Workmen, 

I Ibido 

2Brierley Hill Advertiserl December 24 1858. 

'ýBjrmingham Daily Post, JanuarY 3 1859o 
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16s. and 6d. for Servitorsl and 12s. for Footmakers. However, these 

conciliatory propositionB were rejected by the Association. Instead, 

on the Becond day of the conference more than 500 men including non- 

Society men from seventeen factories in Stourbridge, Dudley and Birmingham 

were locked out. Only two factories in Stourbridge, and four in Birmingham 

were working. 
I The F. G. M. M. wrote that other Districts followed the 

Midlands 'as the look-out mania spread, or as the other employers were 

brought under the influence of the newly organised Association of the 

Midlands Employers*12 As a result, nearly 600 members of the Society 

were unemployed in the second week of Januar7. Certainly the look-out 

spread to Nanchesterl Warrington and St. Helens, 3 but, as Table 4: 6 

suggests, the man in other Districts seem not to have been looked out. 

It was in mid-February that the men in Glasgow and Edinburgh were locked- 

out. 
4 Irrespective of the resolution at the Society's general conferenceg 

'F*G*X*Kol 
Vol* VIII, P* 937, and Lushington, op*cit. t pa 109* 

Lushington wrote that 'Only seven factories were left working in 
the Stourbridge and Birmingham Districts. (Ibid., p. 109). 
William Smith, a Birmingham manufacturer, was one of those who did 
not suspend his works. George Lloyd 'had seen Sir William Smithq 
who is in favour of the position taken by the Association, though 
he is not prepared to give notice of suspending his works, * 
Letter from George Lloyd to J. D. Bacchus, dated December 30 1458, 
MSS. ) 

2r. G. M. M. vol. VIIII P. 937. 

3According to the quarterlv Report of the 5ociety, in Manchester 
120 out of 138 men, in Warrington 48 out of 53 men, in St. Helens, 
21 out of 35 men were locked out. 

41n Edinburgh and Leith the men were locked out on February 19 1859v 
and a deputation of the F. G. M. F. S. appealed to the Edinburgh Trades 
Council on March 1 1859- 1- MacDougall (ed. )q The Minutes of 
Edinburgh Trades Council 1859-187 Edinburgh 1968, pp- PP* 4-5J- 
It seems likely that in other Districts such as Newcastle and 
Rotherham the lock-out was not undertaken, 
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TABLE 4: 6 Numbers of Those Locked-out and Unemployed during the Strike 

and Lock-out in 1858-59- 

Totals 
of 16 
Districts 

Stour- 
bridge 

Birming- 
ham 

Man- 
chester 

Edin- 
burgh 

New- 
castle 

Rother- 
ham 

1858 
Sept. 87 7 19 6 6 21 2 

Oct. 95 8 19 8 5 17 9 

NOv,. 134 57 19 2 5 20 4 

Dec. 143 77 16 6 4 17 2 

1859 

Jan. 595 185 134 125 4 19 0 

Feb. 670 180 124 124 22 17 0 

Xar. 612 171 96 109 20 29 0 

April 560 176 92 119 1 20 0 

May 113 27 20 9 0 12 0 

140. of 1442 273 274 138 40 93 50 
members 

Sources A list of the receivers of unemployment allowance in the 
Quarterly Report of the FoG. M. F. S., in F. G. M. M., vol. III, 
Rassimo 

1) The first week each month is chosen$ except January 1859, 
when the second week in chosen, because the lock-out was 
declared at the beginning of January. 

2) Membership of the Districts was that in August 1858, 
The total membership of all 22 Districts of the Society was 
1270* 
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the Association had decided to look-out the men in the Midlands* 

George Lloyd wrote to J, D. Bacchus on December 30 that it was necessary 

to suspend the works 'in order to impress upon the men the firm deter- 

mination of the &ployers of resisting their encroachments* If we hesitate 

to give way now, they will renew their attacks where it will be much 

more difficult for us to resist them... As matters stand at this moment, 

what ever may be the result of the men's meeting, as suspension for three 

weeks is inevitable, on account of the time necessary for holding meetings. ti 

The employers found in the depression of the time an opportunity for 

breaking down the Society. George Lloyd continued; 

'We are now tolerable unanimousy and when trade is better, 
then will spring up motives which will destroy much of 
our courage and the men will have more strength and more 
resolution in proportion to our weakness. There could 
not posBibly be more favourable an opportunity of vindicat- 
ing our rights as Masters, and if lost now, it may be 
long ere another offers, and our freedom will be lost. 2 

Therefore, George Lloyd replied to a copy of the modified rules of the 

Society, which was sent to every employer in the countrys 

'I am compelled to state, after the fullest consideration, 
that the alterations proposed leave the rules essentially 
the same in meaning and affect, so that there is no ground 
afforded me for submitting them to the consideration of 
the association. * 3 

The Midland Advertiser wrote an article critical of the employers-, 'The 

workmen evince a conciliatory spirit, and have actually revised their 

IA Letter from GeoEge Lloyd to J#D. Bacchus, dated December 30 18589 
MSS, OP. Cito 

Ibid* 

3Birmingham Dai& Post, t JanuarY 7 1859- 
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rules in order to meet the employers something like half way. We 

cannot, however, O&y so much for the masters. They have locked the men 

out, and do not seem willing to resume operations except on terms of an 

unconditional surrender*" On January 8a large meeting of the Society 

took place in Dudley in order to consider Lloyd's letter. Various 

speakers showed their surprise and indignation that employers should 
2 

wish to change their Trade Union into a merely provident society. t 

Although a deputation saw the manufacturers on the following day, it 

met with no response. The lock-out was as strict as ever. After 

January 8 subscriptions of the members of the Society rose to 58- for 

Workman and Servitor, 38.4d. for Footmaker, and le. 8d. for Apprent'ce' 3 

(Table 4s4). 

Three dsývs later, on January 13, a leaflet by 'the Women's Glass 

Washers' Friendly Society' was circulat9d. 
4 The leaflet was a parody 

as there was no dispute involving "the Women's Glass Washers' Friendly 

Society". Each of six surnames which appeared at the end of the leaflet# 

Midland Advertiser and Birmin 
Birmingham Journal of January 
have not cepted the modifiei 
in reality, no concession has 
in fact, the particular rules 
previously*' 

gham Times, January 8 1859. The 
15 1859 reported that 'The employers 

ft rules, because they consider that, 
been made by the workmen, and that, 

are as arbitrary as they were 

2Brierley Hill Advertiser, Januar. V 15 1859o 

khese high subscriptions continued till mid-May 1859, more than 
one month after the end of the strike. 

40ne 
copy of the leaflet, 'The Glass Washers' Lockout, An Appeal 

to the Servant Girls of the United Kingdom on Behalf of the Flint 
Glass Washers' Friendly Society Fellow Working Girls, Sturbrig (sic), 
January 13th 1859'9 is preserved in the Brierley Hill Public Library 
and another copy is lodged in the files of Lett2n AccounIs 
DoOuments. etc. relating to the Union Glass 12rks; op. cit., in 
the Birmingham Reference Library. 
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with the forename feminized, was the name of a member of the Central 

Committee of the F*G, X, F, $,, - all of them being Stourbridge men. 

The leaflet parodied the causes and evolution of the strike as follows: 

*We regret being obligated to appeal to you for assistance, 
at the present time, to enable us to thwart the intentions 
of our Mistressesv who have joined themselves together 
for the express purpose of destroying our union.... 
The origin of the dispute was, that a certain Hotel in 
3turbrig, a girl wanted fourteen pence per day, which 
was we vow and declare the average wages other Land- 
ladies in the locality were paving; this request was 
refused by the Landlady.... Another Lady in Sturbrig 
requested us to send for a servant (very polite of her 
wasn't it) and we did, from Glasgow, and when she 
arrived she refused to engage her, and demanded a little 
girl to be set on to fill the vacancy; and because we 
would not agree to this (though perhaps the little girl 
could have done the work), they gave us fourteen dayts 
notice to leave and each of the Landlords sent copies 
of a printed circular (we should like to know who pays 
for the printing) to every other Landlord requesting 
them not to take into service any whose names they then 
sent, and the consequence is that we are refused employ- 
ment everywhere.... But our mistresses finding that we 
were firs4and that they had no chance of success, called 
a meeting and formed themselves into an association, 
whose first action was to look out several hundred women. 

, es iheir second action was to send deputations to ýancashire 
and Scotland (with one solitary exception) 

also to lock us put. ' I 

The leaflet ended with the request that 'All communications to be 

addressed and subscriptions received by Josephina, Woolley, 2 Sturbrig, 

(sic) Worcestershire. Although its author has not been identified, 

1 The content of the leaflet is fully reprinted in Bulletin, 
SocieU for the Study of Labour History, no. 28, Spring 1974, 
ppo 16-17* 

"Josephina Woolley of Sturbrig" was the feminized name of the 2 

Central Secretary, Joseph Woolley of Stourbridge. 
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his purpose was clear enough; by comparing the skilled glass makers to 

unskilled working women he intended to make them ridiculous and to remind 

them of the risk which they ran of forfeiting their respectability. 

Apparently in the eyes of "respectable society" to be reduced to the 

level of a working woman waB the last word in absurdity and humiliationo 

In mid-January the dispute took a new turn. The manufacturers' 

meeting held at the Qxieen's Hotel, Birminghamp on January 189 decided 

to continue the lock-out and to enforce the following "documento" 

'In re-entering your employmentg we agree to give up 
the Glassmakers' Society, as now constituted. We declare 
we will not interfere with your management or right to 
employ labour as may be required by you in your works, 
nor contribute funds to any society that shall have this 
effect, as long as we remain in your employment. ' I 

It was so obnoxious that the, Xidland Advertiser reported that 'If 

carried out to the letter it would reduce the men to the position of 

the merest slave. 12 From that doky onwards the conflict between the 

Society and the Association revolved around this "document". 

It was also at this time that the glass makers began to receive 

support from other trade unions. On January 27 a meeting of delegates 

'Birmingham Dai& Post, January 20 1859* 

2 Midland Advertiser and Birmingham Times, January 22 1859- 
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from all the trades of London was held at the Bell Inni Old Bailey. 
1 

Woole. v from the F. G. M. F-$* and Doody from the Glass Cutters' SociatY 

attended the meeting to explain the nature of the dispute with theiz 

employers. A resolution was passed that 'their case was one worthy 

of support, the delegates pledging themselves to use their best exertions 

to render assistance. t2 A committee consisting of five was appointed 

for that purpose and met every Thursday at the Bell Inn to collect 
3 funds for the looked-out men. William Burn, an old chartist who 

'was in 1859 in very distressed eircwnstances, but had for twenty-seven 

years devoted his main strength to the Trade Union Movement', 
4 

was 

appointed secretary of the "Bell Inn Committee". 

'Reynolds's NewspUerj January 30 1859- W. H. Packwood wrote in 
his reminiscences of the strike that 'the Executive (of the F. G. M. F. S. ) 
had, through the auspices of the London Trades' Council, convened a 
great Delegate Meeting, in London, at the Bell Inn, Old Bailey, 
on January 27th 18591 and that the 'Trades Council issued an 
appeal to all the trades of Great Britain and Ireland, ' (F. G. M. M. 
vol. IX, P. 350). Although Packwood was mistakeng because the 
London Trades Council was founded later, in May 1860 (Julius 
Jacobs and George Tate, London Trades Council, 1860-1950,1950, 
P- 5), the meeting was of great importance as a preliminary to 
the founding of the London Trades Council. 

2 Reynolds's Newspaperl JanuarY 30 1859- 

31bid., February 6,13 1859. 

4R. W. Postgate, The Builders' History, 1923, p. 249. William Burn 
(or Burns) had been a Chartist and on'e of the delegates from the 
Counties of Forfar and Aberdeen to the National Convention of the 
Industrious ClaBses. (J. Westo A History of the Chartist Movement, 
1920, p. 1219 139,277). In 1648, together with other London 
Chartists, he was brought to trial, (R. G. Gammage HistoEZ of the 
Chartist Movement, 1837-1854.1894 edition, p. 338ý* 
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On Xarch 8 the Society held a meeting in Birmingham in which 

delegates from 6tourbridgeg Birmingham, Manchester, Warrington and 

other Districts attended. It passed the more conciliatory resolution 

which confirmed thats "any master may have any member he prefers, by 

telling the secretary or any of his men whom he desires to have- III 

However, the Association resolved at their meeting held on Narch 14 

to enforce a second 'document'. This had a softer tone than the first 

one in the sense that the declaration that men should not subBeribe to 

any union was withdrawn, but it still had the following provision: 

'I will not attempt, by myself or through others, to interfere with 

your freedom in the management of your workst more especially in 

reference to the engagement of the men or number of apprentices whom 

you choose to employ. ' 2 Hence the 5ociety ordered members not to sign, 

stating that: 

'This bond is the same in spirit as the other, excepting 
that they have omitted "NOR CONTRIBUTE FUM)S TO ANY 
SOCIETY THAT SHALL HAVE THE EFMT*" But why have they 
left out this favourite sentence? Simply because public 
opinion has cried out in ten thousand voices, Shamel 
Shame! yes, and by the same power will the present 
"BOND" die a natural death. ' 3 

Without arq agreement between the Society and the Associationg however, 

some works in Scotland, 4 Lancashire, and Birmingham had started to 

1 Brierley Hill Advertiser, March 9 1859- Lushington wrote that 
the meeting was held on March 11 (Lushington, OP, cit,, p. 112), 
but that is not correct. 

F. G. M. M. 9 Vol. IXt P- 573. 

31bid* 

41n FAinburgh the men started in mid-March (See Table 
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work by the beginning of March 'on the Emme conditions at which they 

left off. The men in these districts have gained all they required, the 

masters having given wayl. 
1 In March the number of workers returning 

to work gradually incrwwodt but in late March about 560 men were still 

out. (Table 4: 6 ). Lloyd still insisted upon the document as the terms 

2 
upon which the men should resume , but tthe men seem determined not to 

abandon their society ., 
3 On the other hand, on March 31 the manufacturers 

decided to settle the dispute at their meeting held in Birmingham, by 

giving up the attempt to enforce their "yellow dog contract" as the 

Americans call it. The exhaustion of the Defence Fund of the 

Association partly accounts for this compromise. By this time about 

C848 had been spent on fourteen factories. 4 On April 1 the Society 

Globe. March 22 1859. The quotation is Joseph Leicester's article. 
The article was a criticism of 'An Expensive Strikel in the Globe 
of March 19, which had stated that 'the Glass-blowers' strike 
has come to an end, and the men, defeated in their requirements, 
resume work on Monday next. ' In Scotland, at the beginning of 
March a flint glass maker of Glasgow reported to the Glasgow Trades 
Council that 'the dispute with their employers was likely to be 
immediately settlede Several works had already been started in 
England. * (Glasgow Sentinel, March 5 1859)- In Lancashire, the 
Bolton and Robinson's of Warrington and Alderson and Higginbotom 
of Warrington had started, and in Birmingham the Bacchus factory 
had started at the beginning of March. (Brierley Hill Advertiser, 
March 9 1859)- 

2Birmingham Daily Post, March 28 1859o 

-'Brierley Hill Advertiser, April 2 18599 

4Lloyd 
and Summerfield of Birmingham received E134.170- from the 

Defence Fund. The defence money which each factory received is 
given inH. J. Haden, op. cit. g p. 31. 
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received information about the compromise from the Association and 

immediately the Executive held a meeting at Stourbridge and accepted 

the manufacturers' resolution to meet together on APril 4 at Dudlev* 

Since the Society had alBo exhausted its funds, it welcomed the com- 

promise. 
I W. H. Packwood of Stourbridge recalled in 1878 that W. A. 

Sivewright of Tutbury, a modifier of the newly adopted lawst and Packwood 

'talked matters over, and came to the conclusion and felt a relief that 

the end of the struggle was so close at hand. We rose early, it was a 

lovely spring anci clear morning, OVerYthing seems gayt 'the leaves were 

putting forth new life... We arrived in Dudley in time to take part in 

the meeting, 
2 At 10 a. m. on April 4 the meeting began between the C; 

Association and the Society to terminate the strike and lock-out. 3 

'The leading artiolej 'The look-out and its lessons, in the F. G. M. M* 
remarked in January 1860 that 'Since this time last year we have 
expended about E8000, which is about the cost of the strike and 
lock-out to us. The loss to the employers, though only about 
twenty-six in number, has been estimated to be at least M01000 
or E12,000. The lose to ourselves, in wages, must have been about 
X4000o' (F*G. M*M., vol. IIIj P- 547-) 

2roG. M*Mo, vol. IX, pp. 665-6. 

3At the meeting the following manufacturers were present; from 
Birmingham, G. Lloyd (chairman), H. Sarsons, Hateley, Gaffmon and 
Son; from Dudleyl Badger and Bro.; from Stourbridge, T. Webb and 
Son. I J. Webb, Davis and Greatheadg Stevens and Williams, Biward 
Webb, Richardson and Smith, and $teward and Mills. On the glass 
makers' partq there were; from Stourbridge, J. W. Woolley (the C. S. ), 
G. Scriven, Thomas Aston, R. Jukes, Wm. Aitkinsq W*H. Packwood; 
from Birmingham, A. Huddleton, H. H. Barnes, J. Cully; from Dudley, 
Jesse Parsons; from Manchester, C* O'Brien; from Tutbury, W. A. 
Sivewright. (Brierley Hill Adyertiqe; ý, April 9 1859, and 
Birmingham Journal, April 9 1859). 
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'Very little dir-cussion took Placeg and aB if by mutual consentv the 

meeting at once resolved itself into a formal characterp the business 

-% S principall, v being transacted between the Chairman and the C. 

The revised rule resolved upon at the meeting of the Society on Narch 

was in principle Weed. Fourteen shillings per week was granted to 

Footmakers. The apprentice rule was modified from one apprentice to 

three chairs to one apprentice to two chairs9 which was a gain on the 

part of the employers of one apprentice. 
2 It was also agreed that #if 

masters engaged a non-society man the society men should object to work 

with him, and that our society will support men for so doing. 3 In 

this wV the F. G. M. F. S. could terminate the struggle with an almost 

COMPlete victor. Yt although some concessions to the manufacturers were 

made. This victory was exceptional among the trade union disputes which 

occurred in the 18508, most of which were outright defeats for the men, 

or settled upon less favourable terms. 

The explanation for this success can be found in circumstances on 

both sides of the glass trade. First, the firm unity of the glass makers 

was important. For six months during the strike they had been united 

around the Stourbridge DiBtrict. The ItraitorBl whose names were printed 

1 F, G. M. Mo, vol. IX, p, 666. 

31bido 

4F*G*MoM*g Vol. III, P. 424o 

to two chairs, and so on in proportion, and all allowanceE given 
for young footmakers to be dtkcided by the masters and men in each 
district. t (Rule XXI), 
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in the F&G. M. M. after the end of the strike, were few and far between: 

only six in Stourbridge and twenty-one in Birmingham-' Certainly the 

fact that the C, C, was in Stourbridge at that time served to widen a 

local strike into a nation-wide one and attracted the support of other 

Districts. The C. C. of the Society wrote in July 1859 that: 

'Unfaithfulness and desertion we have had in a small 
degree, but the great mass of our look-outs have remained 
firm and unshaken to the end; but, perhaps the great 
heroism and firmness had been displayed by the men of 
Grazebrook's and Stevens and Williams' who were out about 
twelve or fourteen weeks before the general lock-out 
took place, and about six or eight weeks after all others 
had begun again; to these man belong the special thanks 
of the trade, as they have exhibited a continued firmness 
and resolution not to betray the society, for a peciod. 
of thirty weeks. t 2 

It is important to see that the most skilful Stourbridge men fought 

most militantly until the end of the strike* 

Second, the support given by other trade unions cannot be ignored. 

'F. G. X-M-9 vol- 1119 P. 424* 

GM. M. vol. IV, P. 416. 
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The "Bell Inn Committee" played an important role in collec ing 

the donations and loans which amounted to over L400.1 American glass 

makers donated L75- Xonev collected by Districts of the Society amounted 

to L575, so about LIOOO was received altogether., The workers and 

shopkeepers in 5tourbridge and its vicinity supported the glass makers 

and cutters. The Stourbridge District received donations of L30 from 

the Tin Plate Workers 5ociety of Wolverhampton, E16 from 'Various 

Subscriptions', E10 from Stourbridge Shopkeepers, and L105 from othersp 

totalling E161.2 The Society never lowered the amount of unemployment 

allowance during the struggle, but after January 8 1859 payments had 

been made two thirds in cash and one third in promissory notes issued 

by -the Society. The promissory note meant debt for the members and it 

amounted to X2000 at the end of the strike. Although the Brierloy Hill 

Advertiser reported on April 9 that 'Notwithstanding the thousands that 

have been expended in the present strike, the position of the Glass- 

makers' Society is very goodg and their resources were far from exhausted. ' 3 

'The C. Se of the Society remarked in his address on July 16 1859 
that 'The report of the London trade's committee for our look-out, 
just receivedt shows that more than E400 was raised, in gifts and 
loans, for our help, but the secretary, Mr. Burnsl who was requested 
to act in that capacity is now outlawed by the employers of London', 

appealed to the members of the Society to give him financial 
aid. (F. G. M. M. 1-vol. III, P. 419). Burns was then made General 
Secretary of the new Brickmakers' Society. (See R. W. Postgate, 
op. cit., pp. 249--50, and W. H. Fraser, Trade Unions and-Society, 
1974v po 211)o 

2F, G, M, M,, Vol. IlIt PP- 542-5. The list of names of donations is 
given in Appendix H. 

3Brierley Hill Advertiser, April 9 1859o 
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the Society certainly met with the financial difficulty. However this 

was rapidly overcome. On December 3 of that year a dinner party was 

hold in the Stourbridge Town Hall 'in commemoration of the termination 

of the first, and it is to be hoped the last lock-out in the flint glass 

trade; but more especially for the celebration of the entire liquidation 

of the debt of 92,000 due to the members of our Society. 11 When in 

July 1860 W. Woolley, the late C. S. of the Society, was presented with 

a testimonial at a party held at Aston Hall, Birmingham, he said that 

tthere was a total balance on the 26th May of E2068. Os. 11d., so that 

they occupied almost precisely the same position as they did prior to 

the memorable "lock-out#'... At present there was an excellent feeling 

subsisting and he trusted that by mutual conciliation it would not be 

impaired. j2 

On the other hiLud, the manufacturers organised a few local assoc- 

iations in the Midlands, Lancashire and Scotland but failed to establish 

a national body corresponding in strength to the Before the 

Royal Commission of Trade Unions of 1868, in reply to Lord Elcho, who 

asked that 'as the Glasgow-shipbuilders have done, would not such a 

combination of capitalists be able to control the combination of working 

men? tp Lloyd explained the reason for a reluctance to establish a 

national bodv among the manufacturers: 

'There would be this objection probably in the first 
instance in proposing such a thing, that the master 
glassmakers are scattered over the kingdom at large 
intervals, consequently communication with one - 
another would be difficult, in order to regulate by 
frequent meetings their affairs. Between London and 
Glasgow and FAinburgh there are dotted about districts 
in which the glass trade is being carried on; and again 
there is a variation in the amount of produce as well 

I F. GM. M, , vol. III, p. 618. 

2Briarley Hill Advertiser, JulY 7 1860o 
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as in the value of labour in different districts; more 
produce is allowed to take place in the North than in 
the South or in the Midland districts, that is to say, 
the Scottish and Lancashire masters are, I may say, 
permitted to produce more, consequently to have an 
advantage over the Midland and Southern houses. ' 1 

Accordingly, the negotiations during the strike took place mainly between 

the National F. G. M*F. So and the Midlands manufacturers' association. 

Finally, the significance of the flint glass makers' struggle in 

the history of the British labour movement as a whole is noteworthy. 

Part of the significance of the dispute lay in its relation to the 

Builders' strike, which began a few months later. In July 1859 Trollope 

in Pimlico, one of the largest firms in London, dismissed the mason who 

had headed a deputation demanding the nine hour daY. The London Lodges 

ordered the men in the firm to go on strike and the masters immediately 

replied by a general lock-out. Every large builder in London closed his 

shop within the fortnight and 24,000 men were put on the streets, The 

Central Master Builders? Association drafted the document. 2 It Seemis 

likely that the successful rejection of the tdocument' by the flint 

glass makers a few months earlier encouraged the locked-out builders. 

When a meeting of the amalgamated building trades of London war, held at 

St. Martine Hall on September 17 1859 against the obnoxious document, 

the F. G. M. F. 5. sent Joseph Leicester to the meeting. Reynolds's Rewspaper 

I R. C. on Trade Unionst 10th Report,, 1867-68, op. cit., p. 25t Q-18448. 

2R. W. Postgatel opcit-l PP- 171-2* 
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1859 reported: 

'He (Leicester) had come from the battle-field where 
the glass-blowers had battled for thirteen weeks# and 
had received the sympathy and assistance of other trades 
in the country. The result had been that they had gained 
a complete victory over their masters; other trades 
societies came forward to assist them in the struggle, 
and now they had their trade society to assist those 
that wanted assistance and to lift the arm of the weak 
against their oppressors, (cheers)t I 

Following the experience of the flint glass makers' look-out, 

the "Bell Inn Committee" was re-formed in London to collect funds for 

the locked-out builders. 2 This time not only in London but in many 

industrial cities 'Trades Committees' were formed. Glasgow and 

Manchester sent L800 each and Liverpool over L500. An enormous amount 

was subscribed by the A. S. E. - E3100. As R. W. Postgate wrote, OSuch a 

subscription had never been heard of before, and its moral effect in 

encouraging the men and flabbergasting the employers helped very greatly 

in defeating the attack*13 The F. G. M. F. S. had set up 'Benevolent Funds' 

after the strike to render laid to the members of other trades who have 

been oppressed in return for the donations given by various trade unions 

during the strike. For the locked-out Builders the F. G. M. F*S. subscribed 

I Reynolds"s liewspMer, September 18 1859- 

2A 
continuity between the "Bell Inn Committee" established for 

supporting the flint glass makers in January 1859 and the re-formed 
Committee is stressed in WH. Fraser, Trades Councils in England 
and Scotland. 

-1858-1897, 
Ph. D. thesis, University of Sussex, 

1967t P. 35* 

3R. W. Postgatel op. cit., P. 176o 
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E145- 17st' in spite of their financial position being not fully 

recovered as a consequence of their own strike. Altogether the sub- 

scriptions given to the Builders'Society amounted to L23,165- 2 On 

Ma, y 18 1860 a delegate meeting was called to establish the London 

Trades Council to combat the weakness of the "Bell Inn Committee" 

and Burn became one of its founders. 3 This suggests that the flint 

glass makers* dispute, with all its far-reaching consequences for 

subsequent Labour historyat least indirect], y paved the way for the 

formation of the London Trades Council. 

'Balanoe-sheet of the Conference of the Building Trades'; in 
Trades and 5ocieties, opcit. 9 PP- 73-4. The biggest three 
Districts of the F. G. M. F. S., Manchester, Stourbridge and Birmingham, 
subscribed respectively L30, L27.8s. 4d. and L22.17s. 6d. 
(F. G. M. Me, vol. IV, P. 41. ) 

2 'Balance sheet of the Conference of the Building Trades 10 ibid. 

-'Burn was one of the first seven executive committee members of the 
London Trades Council elected on July 10 1860. (Julius Jacobs, 
and George Tate, op. cit., P- 5-) 
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In late 1860 Alexander Campbell wrote an article in the Magazine 

entitled 'Conditions of Industrial Success. ' Looking back on the strike, 

he remarked that 'it may now be asked what have the Flint Glass Makers 

gained by their loss of capital and suf f ering? The reply is that they 

have maintained the unity of their trade, increased their numberg and 

have established confidenoe among their membersý and between the SocietY 

and the employers. 
" Although Lloyd's proporition to setup a Committee 

of Arbitration in 1860 was rejected by the Society, 2a drastic change 

in the relations of the flint glass makers with their employers took 

place. If any problems occurred, the Association and the F. G. M. F. S. 

negotiated and in most cases they Bolved the problem peacefully. In 

fact, no strikes took place after 1860. When a strike threatened, 

the C. C. of the F. G. M. F. S. worked as a conciliator and prevented it* 

For instance, in July 1864 the Yorkshire glass bottle makers were on -the 

eve of a strike, demanding a 10% rise in their wages. When they met 

a refusal from the emPloyers, they gave a notice to strike. The Bee-Hive 

IF, G. M. M,, l Vol. IV, P. 56# 

2The C. S. and delegates from Stourbridge and Birmingham considered 
Lloyd's proposition, but they came to the conclusion that 'it 
would not meet the views of all parties to accept unconditionally 
the decision of a committee under all circumstances'. (R. Id-t P- 133). 
'From 1860 the attitude of some employers altered sufficiently to 
allow for the growth of permanent machinery and arbitration provisions 
(V. A. Allent The Origins of Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration 
(International Review of Social HistoEZ, new ser. vol. 9,1964, 
p. 242) and the F. G. M*F. S. also considered the setting up such 
machinery. 
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of July 16 1864 reported 'A meeting of delegates from the masters and 

the workmen was to take place last nightf and unleBS some arrangement 

is arrived at, the men will leave this day.... The trade is well united*' 
1 

The C. C. of the Society began to conciliate 'desirous of preventing a 

strike and maintaining the good feeling which exists between employers 

and employert" and arranged to meet the employers with a deputation 

of the glass makers in Leeds on July 14. As a result, the employers' 

propositions offering a considerable advance on wages - although not to 

the extent asked by the men - was accepted by the delegates. Thus, to 

the credit of both employers and employed, the threatened strike in 

Yorkshire was averted, and the good feeling between the parties not only 

maintained, but strengthened. The parties afterwards dined together, 

and parted on the best of terms., 2 More or less, all impending strikes 

were prevented in this wV. When the C*S. of the Societyl together with 

Birmingham and Stourbridge District secretaries, met Lloyd 'to have a 

friendly talk over Trade's matters' such as Footmakers' wages, they found 

him 'in every respect a gentlemant and believed that 'good will result 

from the meeting. 

In addition, from the beginning of the 1860s the flint glass makers 

began to seek a close mutual relationship with the employers in a way 

'Glasgow Sentinelv July 23 1864- 

2 lbide 

3F. G. M. M*,, vol. V, po 342* 
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which they had not done during the 185015 b. Y way of social gatherings. 

James Derbyshirep of the British Union Flint Glass Works in Hulmer 

had a reputation as a maBter particularly anxious to establish a good 

relationship with his workers. In December 1861 his eighty workmen and 

their wives were invited to a dinner 'by their worthy employer. fl 

There, one of the workmen expressed his desire to 'always try to do his 

best as long as Mr. Derbyshire thought proper to employ them. 12 Another 

workman Btateds 

'He was glad to see the men work so comfortable togetherp 
for they went in and out of the works just the Bame as 
though they were at home. There was one thing that he 
Bhould be glad to Bee and hear of, and that was of the 
men attending a place of worship on a Sunday, and their 
children attending Sunday Schools. He urged upon all 
to attend to their homes and make them comfortable by 
saving what they had to spare and not take it to the 
public house. ' 3 

Further examples also illustrate the cordial atmosphere at those 

parties. At the Edinburgh Glass Works in Leith about 30 workers sat 

at dinner in December 1861 and presented-their employerl Donald Praser, 

'with a rich Emblem Card and Key, and a handsome Silver Snuff Box, 

bearing a suitable inscription., 4 The inscription was; 'The harmony 

of Capital and Labour - the unity of employer and employed, is one of 

those grand social problems which in our day are fast approaching solution. #5 

'F. G. M. M,, vol. IV, p. 364. 

2 Ibide 

3, bid., p. 610. 

41bid., 
P. 365. 

51bide 
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Similarly, in December 1868 the workers at the White House Glass Workst 

Wordsley, presented a silver cup to W. G* Webb, the proprietor. Webb 

stated that 'It would ever be his study to promote their general welfare 

and establish that good 'will which should exist at all times between 

master and men. ' 
I When in March 1869 about 120 glass makers of Stour- 

bridge assembled at the presentation dinner for W. H. Packwood who had 

served as district secretary for six years, T. J. Wilkinson of Birmingham, 

C. S. of the Society, 'congratulated the society on its present prosperous 

financial position and on the good underistanding which existed between 

the employers and employed. ' He believed that 'a thoroughly good 

understanding would ultimately lead to the settlement of trade disputes 

under a wiser system than resorting to the barbarous one of strikes and 

12 look-outs .A marriage in an employer's family was also celebrated by 

their workmen. In 1862 glass makers and cutters in the employ of Bolton 

and Millal Audnam Bank, Wordsleyl were entertained to dinner at a public 

house. 'The dinner was given by Mr. Bolton in celebration of his marriage., 
3 

In 1863,150 of the workmen employed at the Ellison Glass Works in 

Gateshead were entertained by J. Sowerby at the Queen's Hotels Gatesheadjv 

4 to celebrate the wedding of Sowerby's daughter. Also in 1864 Thomas 

Wilkes Webb, glass manufacturer at Dennis Works, was presented by the 

glass makers, 'with one of the emblem cards of the Glass Makers' Society, 

'Brierley Hill Advertiser, December 19 1868. 

Ibid.. April 3 1869. 

3 Ibid., August 23 1862. 

4Gateshead Observer, December 26 1863. For the dinner party by 
Sowerby and Neville, see the Gateshead Observer, December 27 1862 

and December 12 1863. 
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handsomely framed' 'as a token of their respect and in commemoration of 

his marriage. tl 

Some Districts of the F. G. M. F&S. also organised social gatherings. 

The Winburgh District established an annual dinner party, together 

with the glass cutters and their employers. When in January 1862 

70 workers assembled at an annual supper in the Rainbow Hotel, North 

Bridgel a song composed by one of the glass cutters was sung and 'brought 

forth hearty applause. t 

Now since we're all assembled hereq 
As brothers in one trade; 

To enjoy each others company 
An friendship be it said. 

May no ill-feeling here arisel 
To mar our mirth and gleep 

But may we spend a happy night, 
In right good harmony* 2 

Songs of this kind are common in the Magazine during the 1860ts. It is 

clear that all these gatherings helped to strengthen the good relations 

between employers and employees. 

In 1860 W. A. Sivewright of Tutbury, newly elected Central Secretary, 

made a proposition for holding a IINational Gathering of Flint Glass 

3 Makers" either at Ashton Hall in Birmingham or at Belle Vue in Manchester. 

After a long discussion to decide the site and the date, these were 

finally announced on July 3 1861. It would be held on August 2 1861 in 

I Briarley Hill Advertiser, November 26 1864* 

2ý. G. K. M. , vol. No P. 422. 

3 Ibid. 9 p. 63, Address of the C. S. (Sivewright), 
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Xanchester; 'even a trip to smoky Mmehester will do them some good 

when associated with the fact that they will meet their brother trades 

men from all points of the trade. " The gathering was to bo organisod 

by both the Central Committee of the Society and a specially established 

committee, consisting of eleven members of the Manchester District, 

J. Bambrough was appointed President and W. Bamford, secretary. On that 

day Inearlv 500 ladies and gentlemen' came from London, Birmingham and 

so on. The atmosphere at the meeting was quite brilliant and speetacularo 

'After spending several hours in examining the cages of birds and beasts 

or in the enjoyment of a dance in the Music Hall, the party sat down to 

an excellent dinner. ' 2 W. A. Sivewright presided. The participants 

praised both the skill of flint glass making and flint glass makers 

themselves. Joseph Woolley, a former central secretary of the Society, 

was proud to say that: 

'It was but very long ago since noblemen and gentlemen 
wrought at the trade. They all know that sometimes they 
were called "the gentlemen glass makers" (cheers)*, 

* 
The philosopher could not do without glass to try his 
experiments; the astronomer could not pursue his study 
ofthe heavens without it; and painters required it to 
enable them to take the most accurate likeness. 
(cheers). ' 3 

He ended his address by saying that 'Though humble Joseph Woolley, he 

has had the honour of making some articles for the use of Her Majesty. 

(cheers). *4 Thomas Percival, a glass manufacturer in Manchester, who 

'Ibid. 
j p, 266-7. 

21bid. 
11 p. 285-6. 

31bide 

4, bido, p. 288. 
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was invited there, twas much pleased to see so many there that dayg 

and more espscially to see them in the manner he had, all well dressed 

and behaving like gentlemenqoIl James Derbyshire, a glass manufacturer 

whom we have already met, stated that: 

#It was a sight they ought to be proud of - employers 
and employed meeting together for mutual improvement. 
He believed that the glass makers were rising in the 
scale of society, and that day was a token of the 
beginning of that time when they would also strive 
to improve their intellects and become thinkws. (cheers), 
If the trade only continued prosperous, and masters 
and men conciliatoryl he thought a great deal of strife 
should in the future be avoided. ' 2 

A. P 

After the first gathering the feast was held azmually at Belle 

Vue Gardens in Manchester. Certainly the flourishing flint glass industry 

in the 1860s provided a necessary economic foundation on which the good 

mutual relations between manufacturers and flint glass makers developed. 

Social gatherings were widespread among other working men, and this 

suggests the extent to which the flint glass makers established them- 

selves as the Labour aristocracy. In the first half of the 18708 the 

prosperity of the flint glass industry was undiminished. 

However, the depression coming in the industry in the second half 

of the decade began to encroach on these conditions and the conflict 

between employers and glaBs makers became sharp again. In September 1877 

I Ibide 

2 Ibid., p. 292. 
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James Walker, the chairman of the Association, proposed to the C. S. of 

the Society that a representative meeting between the Association and 

the Society be held 'to discuss the question of a reduction in cost of 

production with a view to meet foreign competitionj and generally improving 

the state of trade. 0 On October 12 of that year the meeting was held at 

the Queen's Hotel in Birmingham, at which five employers and nine glass 

makers were present. 
2 Walker made three proposals - 1) a 10% increase 

I 
in "number" of products 'which had been agreed between the Society and 

the Association 2) a reduction of wages of 101hl, and 3) the introduction 

of the "two and a half moves per turn" instead of the traditional "two 

moves per turn". The proposals were immediately discussed by the flint 

glass makers in Stourbridge, Dudley and Birmingham. All of these 

Districts decided to oppose them. The Stourbridge District declared that 

'the existing rate of numbers are already so high that it is utterly 

impossible for the majority of workmen to insure their two moves per 

turn. 3 Thus this first meeting between the Association and the Society 

produced no results. 

As the crisis deepened, the manufacturers' attack on the Society 

became more determined. James Couper, a manufacturer of the City Flint 

1 F. G. M. N., Vol. IX, pp. 232-3. 

2 Ibid., p. 231. 

31bid., 
p. 247. 
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Glass Works of Glasgow, wrote in Capital and Labour that$ 

'Free trade has benefited our country in corn and other 
necessariesv but the glass trade has suffered by it. 
We could understand reciprocity, but even with it the 
foreigner could undersell us, and that because our workmen 
are paid higher wages, and do less work than theirs.... 
We do not hesitate to say, numbers per moves should be 
increased very much, and every man be free to produce 
as many goods in his turn as God has given him ability 
to do. .... We believe there ought to be no Union which 
has for part of its object the restriction of labour - 
either as regards the amount of work done, or the number 
of hands employed-, or, if it be right for men to have 
such a Union, then it should also be right for masters 
to join, govern, and control each other on similar 
principles. ' I 

The depression pushed the manufacturers together againg as they had not 

been sinoe the time of the great strike and look-out in 1858-59. The 

glass manufacturers from Stourbridge, Dudley, Birmingham, Manchester, 

ti- - 
Wia-rington, Bolton, Shelton, Longport and Tutbury assembled at Crewe 

on March 6 1878.2 The meeting 'feeling the imperative necessity for a 

reduction in the wages of Glass Xakers and Cuttersj considers it requisite 

to form itself into a general Committee, in order to obtain that 

object. ' 3A further meeting of the manufacturers held in Edinburgh 

on March 5 1879, finally decided to reduce wages, by an amount similar 

to the advance made in 1872 and 1873, a 10% reduction. Following the 

Scottish and Lancashire Districts, the Stourbridge, Dudley, and Birmingham 

DistriCtB received notice of a reduction of 15f*9 tit being abBOlUtely 

1 Capital-and Labourv April 3 1878. 

2A Leaflets with no title, requesting glass manufactuers to attend 
the Meeting of March 20 1878. (Brierley Hill Library)* 

31bido 
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necessary if trade is to be carried on that the cost of production be 

materially diminished. *' The Stourbridge District held a meeting on 

March 24 and decided 'to strenuously oppose it. ' 2 On the following day 

the Association held a meeting at the Queen's Hotel in Birmingham and 

consequently representatives from both sides met in Birmingham on 

March 28. The conference lasted for three hours. Though the employers 

pressed to settle the question immediately, the glass makers answered 
3 that they would give the final decision within a fortnight. On March 31 

I the C. S. of the Society issued a circular calling a conference to be 

held at Liverpool on April 10 upon the subjeot tReduction of Wages; Is 

concession or strike the best way to meet the proposal? ' The circular 

ran: 

'The time has now arrived when a definite answer must 
be returned to the various notices that have been issued 

I Brierley Hill Advertiser, March 22 1879, and Birmingham Daily Post 
March 17 1879. Four days earlier, on March 11, the Midland 
Manufacturers Association sent the following letter to the C. S. 
of the Societys 'The Manufacturers have arrived, very reluctantly, 
at the conclusion that it will be necessary for them to give 
notices, on Saturday next, for a reduction of 15 per cent. on 
Glass Makers' wages; and I thought it would not only be courteous 
to you, but courteous to all the members of your Society, that I 
should inform you of this decision at the earliest moment, for 
your information and guidance. ' (F-G-M-m-i vol- IX9 PP- 858-9. 
The letter from Jas. Walker to W*H. Packwoodl dated March 11 1875t 
is copied in S. Webb, Flint Glass Makers, MSSI op. cit., pp, 229-32). 

2 BrierlpZ Hill Advertiser, March 29 1879. 

'F. G_. M. M,, vol. ly., P. 858. 
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by Employers in all parts of the trade; it is impossible 
to delay the question any longer, if it were, we think 
such a policy would neither be wise nor honourable. 
The grave and important question of concession or a 
Strike must be met, and for this purpose, your Executive 
have decided, with the approval of the Midland Association 
of Braployers, to call the trade together to. decide for 
itself the final issue of this prolonged agitation. ' I 

At the meeting of April 10 at the Bee Hotel in Liverpool, the glass 

makers chose concessions. It was resolved to offer a 50A reduction for 

Scotland and 70A in England for Workmen and 5% for Footmakers. Immediately 

after this, the F. G. M. M, published a leading article entitled 'Strike 

Reformer': *A strike reformer is one who seeks to settle vexatious 

questions of trades by consultation by reason and arguments by con- 

ciliation and arbitration, before headlong rushing into a war between 

capital and labour. And it is upon this reform that we desire to draw 

the attention of our members; strike reformers of the reasonable kind, 

and strikers of the thoughtless and foolish kind. ' 2 Undoubtedly the 

economic depression in the late 18708 led the glass makers to their 

choice. The PotterZ Gazette, the glass manufacturers' Journalp wrote 

that 'We are sure that the men will now see the wide difference between 

the present state of the English flint glass trade, and what it was 

eight or ten years ago'3 and praised the F. G. M. M. of 1879 and 1880, 

'Ibido, p. 854. 

2 Ibidep P. 847. 

3 Pottery Gazette, July 1 1880. 
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stating that it was tan ably conducted record of the doings of the Union, 

and contains some useful and practical articles on the trade. ' 1 The 

F. G. M. M, which had been praiBed 'as of great advantage and as an honour 

to their societyt2 by Alexander Campbell in the mid-1860sg became the 

Journal praised by the manufacturers. The prosperous age of the glass 

trade had ended. 

1 Ibid* 

2. V. G. M. M., Vol, Vy P. 477. 
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Chapter V The Policies of the Society 

I. Apprentioe Restriction and Promotion Control. 

David Bremner wrote in 1869 that 'the flint-glass makers have a 

uniong which in understood to be one of the strictest associations of 

the kind in the United Xingdom** 1 In particular# apprentice restriction 

was strictly enforced in the flint glass trade and was 9much more 

successful than in other trades., 2 The 1849 rule of the Sooiety 

provided that the ratio between Journey, men and Apprentices -, sh6uld be Six 

to one. Prior to that year glass manufacturers I always kept a large 

supply of boys in the factory, and when there was a man that did not 

suit them they sent him out directly and took one of those boys. The 

consequence was that we had a great number of men on the unemployed listg 

and the men endeavoured not so much to interfere with the law of supply 

and demand as to modify it# so that it should not work any mischief 

and thaW made this &Pprontico rule, which is rather stringent I"3 if 

lunauthorised' &pprentices came in, the Society-son often went on 

strike until the newcomers were expellede In Yorkp in 1851t for instance, 

the men fotmd a boy being put on an Apprentice 'in breach_ of the --rule so 

that this servitor left off work and received the strike allowance - 

when the master found thatj he was obliged to put the bay away again., 
4 

I David Brmner, opgoitop po 3839 

2C 
, Wrge Howoll, Tho Conflicts of CWLital and Labour 2nd editiong 

1890, p* 240a 

.. g 10th Report, 1867 49. Ce on TrLde Unions -68v OP-cit , Po 389 
Q. 187970 Joseph Leicester's statemeirte 

4]p. Gom, X&, vol, I, pe 189* 
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In 1858, Francis Bate, who apprenticed his son to the Webb's Glass 

Factory at Wordsley, summoned Joseph Webb, the proprietor of the 

factory, for the sum of L3 150-g because soon after his son had 

entered upon the employment, 'the men at the work struck against the 

boy,, stating that there were too many apprentices employed, and 

oonsequently would not allow him to prooeed with his work*. *, 

Complainant had offered the sum of L5 if the men would cease their 

opposition; but ULOY still refused to allow the boy to workoll 

It is Clear th&t the &PPrentice restriction was stringent* The F, G. XbX, 

coutinuedl to stress the necessity of the restriction over the periocle 

In the 18508 it seemed to bear fruit* In January 1858 the 

F,, G*X, Xo Stated; 

I.. You will invariably find, as a rule 'that in 
proportion as the labour of boys or women is introduced 
into any trade, so the price and value of labour has 
been and will be regulated* It is Worthy of not* that 
though our supply of labour has been very unjustly 
distributed, yetl on the whole, it has but little 
exceeded the demand; and the consequence is9 that 
though nearly every other trade, during the last ton 
years, has suffered a considerable reduction of wages, 
gLass makers receive better wages at the present time 
that ever were given beforeO 2 

In order to make the demand for labour exceed the supply, the conference 

of the Society hold in June 1858 decided to restrict the apprentice 

I BrierlSX Hill- and Stourbrigge GaggItep FebruarY 20 1858* The 
Bench judged that 'stopping the boy from work was a misdameanour 
on the part of the men; and the boy in consequence was not only 
losing his wages, but the opportunity that ought to be afforded 
him by his master for learning his businesell because, Othe men 
had no right to dictate term to their employers. ' 

2F*G*N*Xolvolo III# PP* 55-69 
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ratio more stringently thm ever beforal believing that I Our success 

depends in & very great measure on regulating the supply for the 

demand* 'I An already notedv the now rule of one Apprentice to three 

chairs precipitated the long strike and look-out in 185&59, and at 

the and of the look-out the rule was revised to one Apprentioe to two 

chairisq, 

In the 1860a the apprentice restriction of the Societv began to be 

violently oriticisod by the employers* At the Conference of the 

Social Science Association hold in Noweastle in 1863 R*W* Swinburnwo 

a plate glaell manufacturer of South Shieldeg read a paper in which 

he made "a most unfounded attack on the principles, objectq and 

practice of the Flint Glass Nakerst Wiendlv See , ie. t. y. 
3 He remarked 

thats 

tA great impediment to the progress of glass manufacture 
in this district is the tradest union among the workmen* 
In the blown flint trade the union exwoises a power 
which amounts to a domination over the employer* In 
one case at least a manufacturer permanently gave up 
his business from this cause, and in other cases large 
workshave been for a time wholly suspended* At 
present the blown flint glass makers can only obtain a 
workman by taking the first on the union-list,, and he 
must take the chance of his having the requisite 
qualificationog and must receive him with or without a 
character.,., *. A respectable flint glass manufacturer 

akes the following statements - "The glass makers' 

I 
Address of the Delogateng in Rules and RejMlations of the 

_FoG*X*F*S.. 
185§ oR*oit., po 20. 

2000 
above# pe 210. 

3p. G. K, X,, vo]. * Vp Po 15o 
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society decides upon the number of apprentices 
the master shall GmPlO-v# and the rate of wages he must 
pay his men, ' I 

Mu- 
The paper created a oensation* William Caine, a Manchestor 

glaso manufacturer, wrote in the Alliance News that 'to my great 

gratification the authorg Mro Swinburne, did not shrink from mentioning 

one great impediment to the progress of the glass manufacturele 
2 

On the other handl, the Lee-Hive, wrote that #This paper contained all 

the used-upp worn-out statements against Trades' Unions which have 

appeared in the columns of the Times and TelegraPt and other papers of 

the like kidneygO and regarded Swinburne's paper as *a condemnation 

of Trades' Unions generallvt3 Benjamin Smartg the C*S* of the Society 

also countea%-attaoked# stressing the fact that the mutual consent on 

the apprentice restriction was made at the and of the great strike in 

April 1859 between the Society and the Kanufacturers' Association and 

that agreement was still in offect. 
4 It seems likely that Swinburne's 

paper was based on the information given by Neville, a flint glass 

manufacturer of Gateshead, who had been hoatile to the Society since 

The RqMrt of the Social Science Association. 1863,1863t p*181o 
Swimburne's paper was reprinted in Wo Armstrong and others (ede)q 
opscit, v Ppo 197-204* 

2 Alliance News? September 12 1863* 

ýBeq=Hiveq Septmber 19 1863o 

4(; ljg&Qw Sentinels September 16 1863, and Newcastle Dail rnal .y Journal 
September 11 1863* 
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the early 18508* 1 The problem was resolved officially at the next 

conference of the Social Science Association, 2 but the obloquy of 

the apprentice restriction of the Society had been widely spread by 

the paper and did not speedily blow over, It is notable that the 

F*G*XeF*B* ceased to expect anything favourable from the Social 

Science Association after 1863p although the Society had thought in 

1860 that 'Trade Societies will be greatly benefitted by their 

connection with the above association. 93 

Swinburne replied in his letter to the C. S. of the Society 
dated September 23 1863 that 'Having no connection with the 
flint trades I of course relied upon the information of others*' 
(F*G*XoK*, vol. V, p* 61)* Swrinburne wrote that in preparing 
the paper he had been assisted by Sowerby and Neville, of 
Gateshead and other glass manufacturers in the area* (Lhe 
ReRgd of the Social Science Association, 186ý OL*cit-o Pe 176. ) 

2 At the seventh anwW meeting of the Social Science Association 
held in Winburgh in October 1863 Alexander Campbell, a rep. 
resentative of the FoG*X*F*So, *rebutted the unprovoked and 
unjustifiable attack lately made by a Mr. Swinburne, on the Flint 
Glassmakers' Society# in a paper read before the British 
Association at Newcastle. -on-Tyne. 1 (F*G*X. Xo# vol, V. p, 66). 

vol. IV, p. 62, The F*G*X*X., reported of the Social 
Science Association of 1860 in detZII7Tvol* IV, Pp* 72-81 ) with 
the following comment by the editor of the Yajazine: tThe recent 
meetings of the Association for the promotion of Social Science, 
hold in Glasgowq must give an impetus to working men to investigate 
into the prinoipleop utilityp and exigence of trades' unions. ' 
(jb.. i. d-# pe 72. ) 
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In 1867 John Derbyshirej whom we have met beforel made another 

attack upon the SocieiW* In a letter entitled 'Trade Union TYr&wW' 

in the Xguch9ster Q44rdjanq he wrote that 'At the present time there 
I 

are in Manchester a large number of young men quite Competent to be 

advanced to a higher grade of workmanship who are kept at more boys' 

workl not from any unwillingness of the masters, but solely from the 

prohibitive rules of the Society, ' I However, unlike the glass 

manufacturers in Newcastle and Nanchester, those in Stouribridge and 

Birmingham admitted some limitations on apprentices, The Minority 

of 'the ROY&l COmmisBiOu On TradO UrLiOngf 'wr'tten by Harr'"' 

and signed by Highosp Lichfield and himselfy remarked in 1869 thats 

IThe objection to an unlimited system of apprentices 
appears in its strongest form in the Glassmakers' 
Union, and the most complete statement of the reasons 
for it may be found in the evidence of Messrs* 
Wilkinson and Leicester* The employers appear to admit 
that some limitation on apprentices is not unreamonablee 
(Lloyd). This is an instance of the closest limitation 
on new incomers that exists, perhapep in this country# 
outside the learned professionsO 2 

I &Lchester juardian, August 31 1867* The Manchester District 
Committee of the Society immediately defended by stating that 
'*Nr. Derbyshire, at the present time* employs 37 Jowmaymen 
and has eight apprentices, so you will see he has his quantity 
according to rule sanctioned by the Employers' Association and 
ours. It is not we that are abusing the rules. 9 (F, GoMjL*9 
vol- VI, Po 15)o 

21t. C. on Trgdo UniMpt lith and Final Reportt 1868-69, Vol. I 
rP. P* MM) po 39, Bofors the Royal Commission, T*Je Wilkinson 
tried to justify the apprentice restrictionp 'by stating that 
IThe limitation of apprentices is simply because we consider 
that &a working men who have been bro ht up in the tradeq and "fas 

Dr. Lloyd has told devoted a number of years to learn it 

you it takes 20 years to produce a glassworker), we have a 
right in a certain measure to limit the supply in accordance 
with what the demand may be, and you can see in the rules -that 
the employers themselves also agree to that limitation. (R. C. 

on Trade Uni 10th Report, 1867-68, OP*citet PP* 34-59CTF7i7* 
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Tbese regional differences in glass manufacturers' attitudes towards 

the apprentice restriction can be explainei in terms of managerial 

strategies for expansion in markets which varied from region to region* 

The West Xidland Xanufacturers hoped to expand by Producing gla'89 ware 

of high quality* Obviously this was not consistent with GmPlcYing 

unskillei man in large nuabers* Neither wits it consistent with 

lowering wage costs beyond the point at which skilled laboUr ceased 

to reproduce itself* Tbus# the Union by limiting competition among 

the masters presevved the long run iuterests of the trade - at least 

up to the point at which successful pressure for higher wages began 

to encroach upon the &verage rate of profit. Xg-tters Were very 

different among the muLuufacturers of Newcastle and Xancheister* Their 

concern was with the qumtity rather than the quality of their product* 

Their uncomplicated hostility to apprenticeship restriction is fully 

intolligiblee 

Thus, if boys entered the flint, glass trade between the age of 

II and 13 an Takers-in# the vast majority of them left at about 14 

or 15, without becoming apprentices. At a flint glass factory in 

Birminghmg for instance, out of a total of 80 or 90 boys who had been 

employed as Takers-in during 8 or 9 years, only 4 bvis were taken on 

an Apprentice Footmakers. I In the Stevens and Williams factory of 

Stourbridge 66 boys were employed as Takers-in in 15 years between 

184'7 and 1862, but only 19 boys were taken on an Apprentice pocl+. Makwg 

'C*L, Co, 1865t OR-cite p* 2199 Qo 57* 
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in the same period. The other 47 bCW8 left the factory without being 

apprenticedo 
I 

Together with apprentice restriction, the workman's control of 

promotion worked very effectively in the flint glass industry. The 

manufacturers had little or no power to decide on the promotion of 

their men* A rule of the Society provided that 'Any servitor or 

footmaker applying to be put on without the consent of the men in the 

factory, where he works and of the District, shall be fined one pound 

and not allowed to work if he gets the situation, Districts to hav* 

power to increase these fines, but not to exceed five poundse #2 

I 
Calculated from Wages Book of Stevens and Williams. Every 
January and Ju1j each year Takers-in employed in the faotory 
checked to see whether they were apprenticed or left the factory* 
The flint glass factory did not employ poor law apprentices.. 

glardians of the StourbEiSýLe Uniont (Staffordshire County Record 
Office), "Stourbridge" in the Register covered Kingswinford# the 
town of Stourbridge and Lye. Out of a total of 140 poor law 
apprentices in Stourbridge between 1846 and the early 1880s, nobody 
was apprenticed in glass makinge The main apprentices bound by 
the Board of Guardians were chainmakers, (21 boys), Boot and 
shoemakers (16 boys), Nailers (8 boys)t Bricklayers (7 boys) 
Spademakers (6 boys)t Tailor (6 boys) and Blacksmith (5 boysý* 

O-P*Citot 
e XXXII. 
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Before the Royal Commission on Trade Unions in 18689 the following 

cross-examination was undertaken between a Commissioner and George 

Lloyd, chairman of the ManufacturOrs' AsSOci&tiOI2s 

'(Question) So that the master has no voice in the 
promotion of his men without consulting the union? 

(Lloyd) He may do it sometimest and he does do itt 
but there is a risk* 

(Question) Of getting Us shop struck? 

(Lloyd) Yes, or blocked; that means an i0pediment 
put in the way of employers or workmen filling up the 
vacant situation* 

(Question) So that the union assumes the power of 
control over the advancement of the meng irrespective 
of the wishes of the master. 

(Lloyd) Ratirelye I 

If there was a vacancy for a Workman, it could not be filled with a 

Servitor unless there were no Workmen on the unemployment rol, lo The 

F. G. X. XL openly insisted that $Servitors ought not to be allowed to 

take workmen9s situations when there are men on the roll who can fill 

the vacant Situation., 
2A factory inspector reported in 1879 that; 

'No promotions are permitted or take place until the 
funds of the society are relieved of the unemployed; 
therefore however deserving a young servitor or foot. 
maker may be for promotion on any opportunity occurring, 
notwithstanding his having been trained to making a 
special class of goods, it is never accomplished 
without a struggleg and is scarcely possible by reason 
of the unemployed subsisting on the funds*' 3 

ll, C*o on Tradq Unionsp 10th Reportq 1867-68, opvcit,,, p. 239 
Q*184()2-404* 

2ý. G&N*Ne, Vol* 119 P- 194e 

3F&otcmy InaRectors' Reportl endi! & October 31 1879, og. cit., P. 32, 
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In this way the position of highly graded flint glass makers was 

carefully protectede Therefore, the Pottga Gasette, the glass 

manufacturers' Journal, condemned the Society in 18809 stating that 

'although there are 500 glass makers out of employment, there is a 

difficulty even now in filling applications for first-class men*' 

One of the most important of those criteria which help us to 

decide whether a worker is a Labour aristocrat or not concerns his 

chances of promotion* The national data relating to the promotion of 

flint glass makers is obtained from the F&G. M,, M* in the mid-1860se 

As Table 5--l showag the annual rate of promotion for Apprentices 

put on as Journeymen (normally Footmakers but sometimes they stopped 

directly up to Servitors) was 45*6% of all Apprentices, Since 

Apprentices who had served five or six years were allowed to be members 

of the Society, the rates imply that almost all apprentices were 

promoted to Journeymen after seven-year apprenticeships. The rate of 

promotion from Footmaker to Servitor was 9.3% of all Footmakereq that 

is Footmakers had to serve, on avergage .0 
for about eleven years before 

being pr; ximoted, It is notable that promotion to Workman was extremely 

difficulti in any one year a Servitor had only a 2.2% chance of becoming 

. jLe service period for a Ser tor would a Workman* That isq the Algra vi. 

have been more than forty years* Thus it in clear that once a Taker-in 

was apprenticed he was normally able to be promoted up to a Journeyman 

II Pottla Gazette December 1 18809 Pe 788o 
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Footmaker and, after a number of years, up to a Servitor. But there 

was a surpriBingly strong barrier between Servitors mid WorkOlOn; OOMIO 

were promoted to Workman but some served ax Servitor until death or 

retirement. It is also valuable to examine regional differences in 

the frequency of promotion. As Table 5: 2 suggests# in Stourbridge 

the Society restricted promotion the most successfuiV. with Birminglwo 

second* The rates; of Promotion per armum in these Districts were 

respectively 2,7% and 3*1% of the members in each District., On the 

other hando both in Manchester and Newcastle the rate of promotion 

was far beyond the average of the Society as a whole* Particularly that 

of Newcastle which was 593%, almost twice as high as those in Stourbridgeo 

Certainly these regional differences were closely related to the 

manufacturers' different attitudes toward the apprentice restrictiong 

but, more strougly, they were related to the degree of the Society's 

distiplin-ag varying in each region* Newcastle was a decaying area in 

blown flint glass making over the perUd concerned and Manchester 

was a rapidly growing area, so that 'the Society was able to exert 

lose control over promotion, In contraot in the Westiridlands the 

Society could exercise a fair degree of control over it. In Stourbridge 

the control was most stringent. The rate of promotion of Apprentices, 

Footmakers',, and Servitors there was respeotive3, yp 22., 0%, 10*3% and 0*5% 

per annume 

A limitation of this data obtained from the F*G&X*X.. is that 

Takers-in are not included simply boomee they were not members of the 

Sooiety. However, The Wages Book of the Stevens and Williams factO27 
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TABLE 5: 1 Differences in the Rate of Promotion of Flint MaBs 
Nakers in Chairs in the 1860se 

status Woo of Xembers No9of the promoted Rates of promotion 
of the F, G, X*F*So during 3* years. per annumo 

Great Stour. Great stwuý- Great Stoul".. 
Britain bridge Britain bridge Britain bridge 

Apprentice 52 13 83 10 45.6% 22.0% 
Footmaker 236 39 77 14 9*3 104,3 
Sorvitor 623 104 49 2 2*2 0*5 

A Sources Calculated from Qwwterly Report of the F*G. X*F*Sop in 
OF-G*X *I wO. _OOj. OMNM Vol. V, pt 248 - Vol. VI# P* 40* 

1) The number of membership is that of 1865 and this "cludeO 
the number of Workmen* 

2) The number of the promoted is that between the second quarter 
of 1864 and the third quarter of 1867., The status prior to 
promotion is here described* 

3) The rate of promotion per annum istke. nuriber of mei! and boys 
ýromOted -6etwee-n 1864-aM 1867, divided by three and one halfg 
and taken as a ýereentage of the membership in 1865, 

TABLE 5: 2, Regional Differences in Promotion of Flint Glass Makers 
in the 1860so 

District No, of members No. of the promoted Rates of promotion 
of the F, G. M*F*So during 3* years* per annum. 

Stourbridge 279 26 2,7% 

Birmingham 297 32 3.1 
Manchester 268 44 44 

Newcastle 70 13 5*3 

All districts 1611 209 3*7 

Source: Ibido 
wwmw-moý 1) The number of the F*G. XbF*Bo is all membership including 

Workmen in 1865* 
2) The number of the promoted is the total of all promotions, 

that of Apprentioes put ong Footmakers advanced and Servitors 
advanced* 

3) The rate of promotion per armum iss no. of the promoted 4 
by no. of 

* 
membership of the F*G-X,, F*S- in the 

District 7 3* x 100* 
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in Stourbridge provides some additional umeful information about 

promotion. In the period between 1847 and 1862,66 boys were employed 

as Takers-in. Thýe other 80 employees wereFootmakerop Servitors or 

Workmen, The average rate of promotion for all these workers in the 

factory was 2o3% per annum, 
I 

which was approximately the same am the 

Stourbridge rates in the mid-1860e calculated from the Magazine* (207%) 

In the period 28 promotions out of 146 workers took places 
2 Takers-in 

who were apprenticed numbered 16, and Journeymen Footmakers advanced 

to Servitors numbered go But the number of Servitors advanced to 

Workmen was onlY 3, g Therate of promotion per annum in each status 

was; 11.6% for Takers-in, 6.5% for Footmakerst and 2.2% for Sm, *, itors. 

(Table 5sl)., In the analysis of the life. -time career of a Stourbridge 

glaxs maker in Chapter III - I, the problem of promotion was deliberately 

excluded and it was there assumed that they were promoted according to 

the average rate of promotion. It is now clear that to be promoted from 

Servitor to Workman and enter the top territory of the Labour aristocracy 

I The rate of promotion per annum in the factory comparable to 
the rate obtained from the &&azine is given an follows; 28 
promotions cut of 80 workers excluding Takers-in in 15 years. 
The number of Takers-in employed is not included, becaus* the 
figures obtained from the &&& 

. sine excluded, the non-Society men. 
But9 Takers-in apprenticed are included in the calculationg because 
most of them were promoted Journeymen Footmakers after seven-year 
apprenticeships., 

2Among 28 promotions, there were 3 who were promoted twice from 
Taker-in to Footmaker and up to Servitor in the same period, 
but nobody was promoted three times from Taker-in to Workman. 
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TABLE 5: 3 ]Promotion of Flint Glass Makers in the Stevens and William 
Vaotory in Stourbridge between 1847 and 1862* 

Average number ]NO* of promotions Rates of promotion 
of men in the during 16 years. per annum* 

factory 

Taker-in 8,, 6 16 11.6% 

Footmaker 8.6 9 6*5 

Servitor 8.6 3 2., 2 

Sources hges Book of Stevens SIA Williams* 
SMOMMMUNGý 

1) The number of men in the factory was the average per 
annum, estimated from the average number of chairs in the 
factory between 1847 and 1862. 

2) The number of promotions in obtained from the checking 
of each name in the Wages Book every six months in the 
period between 1847 and 1862* 
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was extremely diffiCUlto This fac+, must bave strengthened LabOur 

Aristcmratic consciousness whan any glams makers passed down the narrOw 

road to reach the highest status in the faOtOrY* Since Pr(mot'on was 

most difficult in Stourbridge it seems not unreasonabl* to suggest 

that it was there that feelings of superiority were most markede 

That consciousness might be further re-enforced if there was 

a hereditary component in promotion, Sons of glass makers appear 

to have received preferential treatment. The Children's Zmployment 

Comission reported that 'Boys seldom got to any regular blowing work 

before the age of from 14 to 16, even in 'the lighter kinds of glass* 

Young boysq however, who work with fathers or men well disposed to 

help them in the tradev are constantly getting their hand in by 

handling the men's tools and trying to make things in spare times, such 

as +. he stoppages for meals* This is the waW in which they are able 

first to show their capabilIties, and learn the work enough to be put 

4)n*" It is difficult to measure precisely the extent to which thq 

proinotions of flint glass makers were affected by their fathers' 

occupation. However, the combination of the data relating to the 

occupational continuity between fathers and children obtainable from 

the Cmsus Thumerators' Returns 'together with that obtain&ble from the 

Marriage Registers provides a way to measure the extent. The Census 

'C, Z*C*t 4th Report, 1865, ascit. P, 191t Q, 81., 
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Enumerators' Books list the fathers' OccUp&+, i0n Of t0su-Ags glass 

makers who can be &Bm=ed to be Takers-in or Apprenticest and the 

Narriage Registers show the fathers I ocattpation of bridegrooms who 

can be assumed to be Journeymen Footmakere or Journeymen Servitors. I 

Therefore the gap in occupational continuity between these two sources, 

if anys can be regarded as a result of preferential treatment in 

promotion for the sons of glass makers* The result is set out in 

Table '5: 0 According to the Table, 29, P6% of the Takers-in or 

TABLE 5: 4 The Occupational Continuity between Flint Glass Makers 
and their Parents in Stourbridgee 

Oe, cupation of parents 
, 

(percentage*) 

Souroo case Glass Glass Other jobs Other Totals 
(N) maker cutter in the trades 

glass trade 

Census of 
1861 125 29., 6 4#8 8-, 0 57.6 100*0 

Xarriage 
Register 123 61. o 8,1 2-4 28-5 10000 
1850-80* 

Sources From Table 3315 and 3tI6* 

Apprentices came from glass makers' familiest but, 57*6% came from 

the families outside the glass tradee However; Journeymen glass makers 

coming from glass makers$ families in the marriage Registers formed 

ISee 
above p. 1009 Table 3: 10. 
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61.0%. Only 28*5% who had come from the families of other trades 

survived in the glass t3rade as Journsymeno This large gap implieb 

that glass makers' sons had a better chance of promotion from Takers- 

in or Apprentices to Journeymen Footmakers or Servitors* Since once 

they were apprenticed, 11int glass makers were normally promoted to 

JourneWmen, ii can be assumed that preferential treatment for the 

sons of glass makers was a crucial factor when promotion from Takero-in 

to Apprentice took place, It is therefore assumed the+. a large 

proportion of the Takers-in who had left the trade without being 

apprenticed had come from other trades' families. Takers-in who had 

come from families in which the father had a different job in the glass 

trade suffered the same fate. But boys coming from glass cutters' 

families receivecl the same treatment as sons of glass makers, although 

the number w" extremely small. It in olear that a factor determining 

membership of a Ilabour aristocracy' was not only the chances of 

promotion of the workers themselvesbut also the job opportunities 

avialable for the children* 
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Friendly Benefits* 

PriendIX Benefits formed & core arowA which the members of the 

Society united, Ibpecially important was the unemployment allowances 

a vital new substitutionary measure to combat the problem of the 

unemployed after the abolition of the tramping system at the Xanchester 

conference in 1849* Thereafter the evils of the tramp system were 

repeatedly stressed. The F*G*X. X* declared in 1851S 

'All the, old systems had tramping as their basis - 
week after week# month after monthl and Year after yeary 
our unemployed dragged out a miserable existence in 
drinking and tramping .. * The tramping system was one 
of the greatest evils ever attached to our trade* 'It 
sacrificed the best men - turned them out to tramp - 
and tended in everyway to degrade and demoralise thomf 
and starve their families. $ I 

However, the old tramping system was not instantly abolished by the 

decision of the conference* In times of depression signs of a resurgence 

of tramPing aweared* In 1852 there was wort that *men in 'the various 

districts are beginning to talk of going on trampl and well they may% 

some going hoise with 2s. others with 11%. 6d. and others the full 

money* There in no ifationality about the sjvstem. 9 2 In 1855 the C*S* 

of the Society gave instructions -to 'stop the allowance of son who go 

on tramps., j3 The preconditions for complete abolition of the tramping 

system were 1) the organinational, control of labour between factories 

and between areas and 2) the establishment of friendly benefits. It 

I F*G*X*X*,, vol, 1, p* 34* 

2 Maid., p. 260o 

3ý. G*XOXO, vol* III p* 1900 
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was juLrdly surprising that without these conditions a recovery of the 

old system took place. 

It was not until 1857 that the "roll system" was establish*d 

throughout the Society* When Benjamin Smart became the C*S# in 1854 

'not a aingle man has been sent for to us by any district except 

Glasgow. " According to the "roll system" when any of the members 

fell out of employment, the Factory secretary of the Society wao 

obliged to inform the District secretary, who 9shall immediately write 

to the C*S* for an unemployed cortifioateg and request the C*S* to 

place the man or man upon the unemployed roll# likewise making a 

coxTect statement of the abilities of the unemployed men. 92 The C*S* 

should *keep roll or list of the unemployadq with their respective 

abilities, and the situations they are capable of filling. .3 Wo 

unemployed member who was not so listai was entitled to receive the 

unemployment allowance. Thus the CoSo had a list enabling him to see 

the state of employment throughout the trade. On the other hwd, the 

District secretary who kept a list of the unemployed of each District, 

1. 
Ibido, p P. 138o 

. 
ions of the F. G*X. F*So 2 Rules ed Regulet 1858p gE*Cit*, Rule VI. 

3jbid. Rule VI. The Rule VIII provided that 'The C. S. shall supply 
the unemployed with certificates, when he is applied to for them 
by District Secretariest providing such be quite legal; and no 
District Secretary shall pay unemployed money until they receive 
an unemployed certificate from the C*S* for each and every unemployed 
member. I 
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was empowered to supply the men required in his own District on the 

principle of 'the longest on the roll having the first claims* 
I 

This sytem was explained by T*J* Wilkinson before the Royal Commission 

on Trade Unions in 18681 

'If there is anyone wanted in that manufactory, and if 
the employer just informs the factory secretary that 
he wants such and such a man he immediately applies to 
the district secretary to see if there is a man upon 
the roll competent to take the situation, This is done 
simply to facilitate the obtaining of the man required*' 2 

But# if there was none in the District cn the roll or none qualified 

to fill the situationp the District secretary abauld write to the C*S* 

of the Society who would aupply the man required from other Districtse 
v 

Consequently the employers had little Pr no power to employ their own 

men. This system gave the impression to a factory inspector that 

the duty of the C*S. of the F*G, X*F*S, was 'to move about the members 

of the Union an if they were chessmeng from square to square and so to 

fill any vacancies oceurring in different districts, taking care at 

the same time ever to strengthen the rate of wages,. 
3 lWhen Lloyd was 

asked by the Roval Comission on Trade Unions in 1868 whether he had 

the power to control the labour market, he answered Noj4 * 

T. J. Wilkinson from the Society did not deny that such a control of 

I Ibide . Rule Mo 

2 ROC* on Trade Unions, 10th Report, 1867-68, oiDcit. Po 33,0418662. 

3F&otory logectors' Report. ending October 31,1879,18809 
opocit., pe 32. 

4R*CA, 
on Trade UniMb 10th Reportq 1867-68, ov. oi+, tl po 259 

Q* 18446 * 
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labour wam working* 

Q11198tiOno a*- If YOU have a man that can supply that 
labour, the employer must take the man you 
oft*r? 

Wilkinson - Wellq we consider he ought to do soi we 
do not make it an imperative duty alwsqs 
that he should do no. ' I 

Thus a "chessman" was sent to the now situation and received an 

allOwancO from the SOcistY according to the distance of the removal., 
2 

If employers refused the men sent'by the Society, a strike was un- 

avoidable. In fact# as alrea4y shown, one of the causes of the great 

3 
strike and lock-out in 1858-59 was such a refusal. 

However, the unemployment allowance system did not work smoothly 

in the first half of the 1850se The amounts of the allowance varied 

from District to District* For example in Bristol; 

Ibid. v po 329 Qe 18647s 
WWWM%l 

2 According to the rule of the Society# "Any unemployed member sent 
to a situation not more than 50 miles from the district he is in# 
shall receive 2so 6d* and third-class fare; above 50 milest 48e; 
above 150 miles 513o; and above 200 miles 6s. 9 (Rules and 
Regilations of the Fd. G. K*F*B I Rule XIII), 

3This 
roll system lasted at least until 'the beginning of this 

century, B. A* Pratt wrote in 1904 that 'Almost, if not quite, 
as incredible is the fact in the flint-glass trade an employer 
is not allowed to choose his own employees. If he did no the whole 
body of men would be witbdrawng and his works stopped, When a 
flint-glass employer wants an additional hand he must write to 
the district secretary of the men's union and ask him to send him 
one*# (Z. A* Frattq OPScitelp P. 99)e 
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v& great many of the man who have been payin"embers 
for twenty years and never receivers go home on a 
S&+, urdgy night without their unemployed allowancel 
while in other parts of the country the unemployed are 
receiving their ? so 6d* per week. This destroys 
confidence, and will ultimately# if not altered, break 
the society up* II 

Another oomplaint was hoards 

'If a man happens to be out of work in a small district# 
where there are few unemployed, he gets his money; but 
in other districts, where the unemployed are numeroust 
they go home with 2s. and even less, on a Saturday 
night, ' 2 

In addition, it was alleged that some beneficiaries were underuining 

the system. "There were some who walk about in idleness on 7s,, 6de 

per week rather than work for Ll or Ll 10s. per week at their own 

work. j3 Some, 9may receive many pounds and leave us witlumt ever 

paying a further subscription after they got work,, j4 In 1853 Gillindert 

the C*S*q was forced to change the allowance from 78* 6d. to 4se 6d. for 

a Workman and a Servitor and from 5s* to 38. for a Footmaker and 

appealed to the members that 'it is in slack times that our previous 

I 
F*G*X*Xe, vol. 1, po 242. 

2 lbide, p. 2609 

31bids, 
p. 9* 

4, bil =Lt Po 40a 
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societies have fallen to pieces, and left the members individually at 

the mercy of their oppressors*0 Although Gillinder was called 

'Dictator' as a result of this enforcement, the Society solved the 

financial crisis and survived. In August 1854 a now rule was adoPtOds 

Workman and Servitor receive the sums of 10so per week for the first 

three nonthep 8s. for the second three months, 6so for the next six 

menths, and 48. for the following six months, Footmakers received two 

thirdis of these amounts, This rate was basically fixed in 'the Rule 

of 1858* Changes in the rate of unemployment allowance thereafter is 

shown in Table 5S59 If he had been working in the glass trade and 

had subscribed the appropriate amounts for more than two years, he 

was entitled to receive the rate in the Table when he lost his emplOy- 

mente 
2 But if he lost it by drinking or neglect of duty or if he 

left bin employment Nithout first consulting and getting -the consent 

of the men in the factory he works in, and the District Officers', 

he was not entitled to receive the unemployment &, 10wanoe. 3 If he 

left his OmPlOYmOnt through "Oppression", he had a preference on the 

roll and received higher allowance than the ordinary unemployment 

allowance if the District Committee and the C. C. sanctioned it. 

I Ibidel p. 259* 

2 Rules and Regulations of the PG. X*FSS.. 18 Rule XXXIV. 
Those who had paid twelve months were entitled to a half of the 
unemployment allowance. 

3rbLds 
j Rule X= and M., 
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According to the 1858 rulOt he was entitled to 15so per week for the 

first six months and 108* for the next six months and then came under 

the unemployment rule* 
I 

What prolx)rtion did the unemployment allowance constitute out of 

the total expenditure of the F. G*X*P*So? Not surprisingly it varied 

from year to year, largely according to movements of the trade cycle* 

The average percentages in every five years are shown in Table 536o 

TABLE 515 The Scale of Unemployment Allowance of the F#G,, X,. F. 54, and 
the AOSOC*Jo 

FOGON*FOSO ASSOCOJO 
The rule The rule of The rule 
Of 1858 1867 and 1874 of 1866 

A WEEK A WEEK A wm 
For 4 monthe 1000 For 13 weekA 12s. For 12 weekis 10so 

4 86, 
8 6s. 

14 58* 
12 2s. 6d. 

thereafter isuperannui 
allowance 

13 
26 
26 
26 

ated 

10040 

6s, 

58* 
Thereafter super- 
annuated allowance 

Sources Rules and Regulations of the F*G*X*F*Sot 18581 1867 and 1874* 
For the A. S*C. Jo the 1866 rule book of the A#3*C*J*s quoted 
in C, G. Hanson, Craft Unions, Welfare Benefitst and the Case 
for Trade Union Law Reformg 1867-75t in Boong Hist. Rev., see, 
ser. vol. XXVIIIj no* 2# May 19759 p* 249e 

The rate of allowance of the F. G*X*F,, B. was that of Workman 
and Servitors, Footmakers were paid two thirds of the allowance 
in the Table. 

Sick allowance was the same scale an unemployment allowance 
in the rule of 1867 and 1874o 

I Ibid, p Rule XIX& According to the 1874 rule, in this case, he 
was entitled to receive 158- per week for the six months and came 
under the first scale of unemployment allcwance. (Rule XXV) 
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TABLE 586 Expenditure of the Unemployment Allowance of the F#G*X*F*S, 
1852-188is 

Average expenditure for Average amount of unemploy- 
Year the unemployed out of the ment, Allowance per an 

SOciet. Y's total expenditure unemployed member* 

"52-54 76.9% 39s. 2d* 

1855-59 68*7 54 9 
1860-64 59*9 51 3 
1865-69 54#6 67 0 
1870-74 38.0 61 5 
1875-79 56*8 78 4 
1880-81 62.2 52 5 

Sources Calculatod from the QAarterly Report of the F. G, X,, F*S*l in 
F*G*X, Xo vol, 1- vol, XI. Original Table in given in Appendix 
A: 3. 

1) * does not include the effects of the great strike and 
lock-out, in 1858-59* 

As the Table shows, the proportion of the expenditure for the unemploved 

out of the Societyte total expenditure, tended to decrease from 76*9% 

the ear3, v 18508 until 38. o% in the first half of the 187089 It 

suggests that the financial burclen of the unemployment allowance im 

the early years of the Society gradually diminishadt as the flint 

glass trade beoame prosperous after 1860, in spite of the fact that 

the gVerage amouAt of the allowsMee per an unemployed member did wA 

decrease* However, in the late 1870s expenditure on unamploysent 

incroaxed again and in the early 1880s it became over 6o% of totsa 

expenditures 
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Superannuation allowance was another important benefit, Apy 

member of the Societyl 'being incapacitated from earning a livelilu)Od 

by his tr&de, through age, accident, or inability' was able to receive 

the allowance 'for the remainder of his life, ' I Since the retirement 

aura was not fixedq glass makers in good health probably preferred to 

continue to work than to retire on an allowance of between 2s., (Ap 

and See The scale of superannuation is shown in Table 5$7* As 

already suggested when looking at the whole working life of the glamB 

makers they were more likely to enjoy a highest standard of living 

after reaching the age of 50* As Table 5S8 shows, the number of glass 

makers dependent on superannuation was small in the early stages of 

the Socieiy, But, as time went by, the number of members entitled 

to receive the allowance increased and in 1875 nearly 100 men and in 

1880 144 men received the allowance, This was obviously a burden upon 

the Society's resourceng and the C. &C, & proposed in 1879 to reduce the 

two highest scales of 6s. and 76- to 50- and 6s. and the proposition 

wan accepteds 
2 Thust after Narch 1879 no member received more thm 

6s, per week* 

Rules and Regulations of the F. G. A. F. B.. I Rule MI. In 
the 1867 rule 4s. per week was paid as superannuated allowance, 
if he became incapable of working at the glass trade by an 
accidentq and if in Society for more than ton years. (Rule Xjv) 

2F. G. X*X*j Vol. IXI p, 828* 
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TABLE 5s7 The Scale of Superannuation of the F*G. X., F,, So 

F*G, X*F*S* 
The rule of 1858 The rule of 1867 The rule of 1874 

If a member a week If a member a week If a member a week 
for 10 years 2s. 6d. for 10 years 3se for 10 years 2s. 6d* 

15 " 3so 13 48. 15 38* 
20 " 38,, 6d* 16 513, * 18 09 
30 " 48* 19 6n. 21 6s. 
and upwards 22 78e 24 7s. 

25 88. and upwards 
and upwards 

A*So& A, S. C, Jo 
The rule of 1864 The rule of 1866 

If a member a week If a member a week 
for 18 years 70- for 12 years 5se 

25 80. 18 78-P 

30 99. 25 811. 

Source Rules and ReMlIgtions of the F. G. N. F. S.. 18582 1867 and 1874,, 
The 1864 rule book of the A. S. Z* and the 1866 rule book of 
the A*S&C. Jo; quoted by C. G. Hanson, op, cit., p, 249* 
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TABLE 5s8 Number of Ouperannuated in the F*G., X., F. *S*t 1852-1880 

Year Noo of superannuated. 

1852 3 
1855 23 
1860 21 
1865 49 
1870 55 
1875 98 
1880 144 

sources Qparterly Report of the FG, X*F*S.; in F,, G*N*Xot VOI- I-Vol*X* 

I) The number is that of the third qwLrter in that Ye&r-a 

Sick allowance began to be paid in 1867 after several years of 

discussion. In November 1861 the C*C* of the Society proposed the 

setting up of the allowance: 

'We are aware that a vast majority are in other sick and 
benefit societies - Oddfellows, Foresters, &c. - but we 
think if the subject was taken into consideration and 
some plan drawn upq it would be seen that a sick societvg 
in connection with our present societyl would be lose 
expensive and more beneficial to us as a body. " I 

Amin in June 1864 the F*G*X,, X. published a leading article# "Shall 

we have a tradest sick club? ", in which it was stated that 'we are 

full, v aware that most of our districts have sick clubs est&blighed, 

F*G*X*R=, vol. IV, P* 398o 
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bUt these are not of such a soundl permanent character an we desire. 

The rate of sick allowance was the same an the unOmPlOYm6u*- allowance 

in 1867 but soon after it was reduced slightly* 
2 It was finally 

stopped in September 1880 under the burden of increasing unemployment 

allowance caused by the depression* 

The Death fund rounded off the Societyle benefit functions* In 

the 1858 rule the Death fund was separated from the Society's general 

fund* All members of the Society were eligible to become members of 

the death fund by PVing 3d* each to every death that Occurredo 
3 

So, on the death of any member of the Society his widow (or his nearest 

relative) received the sum of 3de per member. The money was collected 

by the District Secretary and forwarded to the C*S,. who supplied the 

widow with L59 According to the 1867 rulel on the death of any member 

his widow (or nearest relative) was able to receive the sum of LIO, 

and on the death of a member's lawful wife the member was eligible to 

4 
receive LIO from the general fund. In the 1874 rule it was revised 

1 F*G*X*Xo, vol. Vy Po 246* 

2R&Ce 
on Trade Unionsy 10th Report, 1867-689 opcit., P. 33t 

Q* 186849 T*J* Wilkinson's statement. "It is reduced to gs. 
for 13 weeks, 7se 6d. for 13 weeks, 6s. for 26 weeks, 5s- for 
26 weeksp 4s. for 26 weeks and 2s. per week as a superannuation 
allowance an long as they are ill* I (Lbidj 

3Ruleg for Death Fund, in Rules and Rg&Uations of the-F*GoX*FS,,, 
1858 Rule II* 

4ftjoisand Regulations of the F*G*X*F. B.. 1867,0 Rule XV,. 
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OA followes 

'On the death of every Workman, Servitor or Footmakert 
p&ying full contributiong if a pVing member one yeart 
the sum of t5 shall be paid to his widow or friends 
towards defraying his funeral expenseel two years and 
upwardeq LIO; and on the death of a member's lawful 
wife, if a pWing member one year, L3; two years and 
upwardej L6; and these payments to be paid for one 
wife only. II 

Between September 1858 and May 1882 594 widows (or relatives) received 

the Death allowance on the death of glass makers in the Society as a 

whole, 

The achievement of friendly benefits was an important feature of 

the "New Model" unions, The A. S. S. and the A. S*C*J* had the full 

range of benefites funeral sicknees,, superannuationg accident# un- 

employment donation and strike pay* In 1869 Boilermakers and Iron 

Shipwrights, Ironfounderst Steam Engine Makers, and Operative Stone- 

masons also had the full range of benefits. 3 Some othw unions bad 

some but not full benefits. The F. (;. M. F*So had almost full friendly 

benefits and death funds except accident benefits* Strike pay wasq 

as already showng not abolished but absorbed into the unemployment 

&llowanc004 The rate of allowance of the F*G*X*F*So was approximately 

I Ibidet I §11s Rule XXX,. Ie 

2'Compiled from the Quarterly Report of Death Flund published in 
F*GSM*Xs. in 'the period concerned. The main causes of death of 
flint glass makers were Consumption 10*9%9 Bronchitis 11-7%, 
Phithisis 7.2%, Heart 5.0% and Natural Decay 4., 7% (174,3% of the 
total deaths did not have a cause of death. ) (Calculated from the 
Qmarterly Report# ibid. ) In Stourbridge 95 widows (or relatives) 
received the death fund on their husband's death and 78 glass 
makers did so on their wife's death in the same period. 

3See C. G, Hanson$ opociteg po 2489 Table I* 

4S" 
above PP& 186-87o 
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the same as that of the A-S*N* and the A*5. C. J*. althoughp an the 

Table shows, there were small differences* For the unemployment allow- 

allce the F*G#X*F*So paid & slightly higher rate over a longer period 

than the A*S*C. Jo So far as superannuation was concerned both the 

A. S. Z. and the A*S*C*Jo paid slightly higher rates of allOwanClOv 'b't"t 

before they were eligible to receive the allowancet members of the A*S,, Io 

and the A*S, C*Jo needed to have had much longer spells of membership 

(18 years and 12 years respectively) than those of the F,, G*M#F*So 

(10 years). More than that$ in the A. S*X* the minimum age Of 

entitlement to the benefit was fixed at 50* Thus, it is clear that 

ths F,, GoXoF-S- was very much a "Now Model" union so far an friendly 

benefits were concemed* When both the A*S*Be and A*S-C*Jo werO in 

substantial deficit an a result of payment of friendly benefits in 

the 1860sj 1 the Fe G*X*F*S* was able to continue pWing benefits to its 

mewbers* The larger accumulated funds of the F. G. M. F. S. were 

clearly the key factor- 

1C. G. H=Bonv op. cit. 9 p. 252-3e 
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III. 

Trade union emigration provides a controversial area in the labour 

history of 'the 'third quarter of the nineteenth century* Charl0ttO 

Erickson insists that trade unions continued to encourage and to aid 

'the emigration of their members over the period. She sves 'The 

old-established unions, such an Engineers, the Iron Founders# the 

Carpentereg and the Flint Glass Nakerep continued to encourage the 

emigration of their members and to aid them to emigrate by making 

grants of money and by supplying useful information and advice* 
I 

In contrast, R. V, Clements stresses that 'much of the information in 

union periodicals was unfavourable to emigration. ' He sayss Mot 

only did unions like the Operative Bricklayers, which showed no great 

interest in the problemg print unfavourable communications from 

overseasq but others, like the Flint jjass-Makers did so quite 

frequentlyl urging members to stay at home when conditions abroad 

warrantod tot2 

In the third qtuLrter of the nineteenth century there were a 

number of ardent supporters of emigration among trade union leaders 

I Charlotte Erickson, The Encouragement of Emigration by British 
Trade Unions# 1850-1900, Pojýilation Studies, vol. 111,1949-509 
p. 250. Y4 emphasis. 

2ReV- Clements, Trade Unions and Imigrationg PoPulation Studies. 
vOlo Ixt 1955v Po 170, v my emphasis. 
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notably Alexander Campbellj Alexander NacDonald, George Potter and 

Joseph Arch* Some trade unions promoted emigration in the late 18409 

And the 1850s. In the earlY 18508 the emigration scheme was a 

significant part of tho policy of the F*G*X*F. Se This was Wttly 

due to William Gillindert the first CS. of the Societyt who was 

enthusiastic about itv The Society resolved to establish the Emigrational. 

Committee in 1849* Its object was 'to send the surplus hands to the 

United Stateog at the rate Of six men Psr month for six months, or 

for a longer period, if necessary., "' By that time many flint glass 

makers had emigrated to Brooklyn, Pittsburg, Now Jersey, and Phil- 

adelphia,, where there was "a pretty regular demand for skilled workman 

from England. " 2 They were sent with a donation from the Einigration 

fumd (of C12o 10so each* It seems likely that at least in the early 

1850s the emigration scheme of the B. G. M. F. S. was guided by doctrines 

of Orthodox political ooonomy*3 The P. G. M. M. published a leading 

I Morning Chronicle, December 23 1850* 

lbid* 

33. & B. Webb, HistorX of Trade Unionism# 1920 edition, o", t, 
p. 201. Webb's view was followed by Stanley Johnsong (A Hiptorv 
of Emigration from the United Kingdom to-North America. 1763=1912, 
1913, p ppo 296-ý7) Ona C. Erickson. tIn their emigration theories 
trade union leaders accepted the wage-fund doctrine of Adam Smith 
and the ideas of Kalthus and Kill on the need to check population 
growthet (Charlottel Erickson# 22. *oitel p. 250-) On the other 
handq Clements says that 'trade union attitudes and policies 
regarding emigration were moulded by their interpretation of 
the strategic and tactical needs of their particular organizations 
as well as by their conception of the nature of trade unionism. 
They were not thereby persuaded to give to emigration the place 
in their policies suggested by commonly received contemporary 
economic theory*' (R, Vo Clements$ British Trade Unions and 
Popular Political BoonomYs 1850-1875, Boon. Hist. Rev,, j 2nd ser. t 
vol. XN9 19619 po 934) 
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article entitled *Ihmigration as a means to an &A. 'I After exPl&ining 

that, 'the scarcity of labourl was 'the great point which decides the 

price of our labourl the article rans 

'We consider that it ought to be the aim of the 
Society to ward off the evil$ of a surplus of labour, 
and to direct the members how to make the most use of 
brink times* With this introduction we come to 
emigrationg an the means of restoring the balance of 
bad and good times; it will accomplish what we have 
said, it is much better to spend LIOOO on Emigration 
and got rid of the surplus labour altogether than to 
spend LIOOO on the unemployed# to keep them at home 
to be used as a whip in bad times to make us submit 
to whatever an unprincipled manufacturer in his desire 
to monopolize the trade, mity put on us*' I 

Gillinder planned that LJOOO 'would send fifty men out of our mwplus 

2 labour every year,, to Australia with C20 a head. He himself resigned 

the C*S., of the Society in 1854 in order to emigrate to America* 

When the farewell party was hold in the Oddfellows' Hall, Birmingham# 

on September 8 of that year, about 200 flint glass makere and their 

wives were gathered and they praised his decision. Botamin Smart 

from Glasgow,, noted inter alia, thats 

'Their friendq Mr. Gillinder, had always strongly 
advocated emigration# and now he was gping to set 
the example* For himself, he looked on emigration 
an one of the best means of reducing surplus labour. 1 

Scholefioldl a radical X. P* from Birmingham# also admired his decisions 

'With regard to the question of emigration I nnwt sayg 
that if all the Societies in Birmingham could send 
missionaries as the glass-makers have done to distant 

lp, G. X, X*, vol, II, p. 1. The article was probably written by 
Gillinder. See S. & B& Webb# History of Trade Unionism, ibid 
p. 2019 fn* I* 

Z 
III, p. 2. 

3ý*G*XeXeq Vol* III P* 101e 
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Countries, such as Nre Gillinder to Americas and 
Mr. Nixon to Australia - (cheers) - they would do 

an infinitude of good to those countries and the 
trade to which they belong. II 

After leaving EaglarA with his family, Gillinder started the Franklin 

Glass CompazW in Philadelphia in 1861 and began making pressed glas's 

in 1863.2 Gillinder"s patented a new kind of blow pipe in 1865 which 

required less skill to use and made a drastic change in the production 

process in America*3 Thus the skilled artisan in blown flint glass 

makin in England, who had opposed pressed glass making and had 
I 

accused its promoter, Neville of Gatesheadj of being an "unprincipled$ 

employers turned into the successful pressed glass manufacturer in 

America* 
4 This was an example of the social elevation of a Labour 

aristocrat from a 'Staunoh tradels Unionist' to an 'honourable and 

5 good amployerlg 

1 Ibide. ip. 1049 "N«Moo. onm .- 

2A, bert Christian Revig American Pressed Glass and FijMEe Bottljq 
1964t po 1639 and George S* and Helen X"Kearin, American Glass, 
1941, New York, p. 610q, In 1961 "Gillinder Brothereq Incorporated" 
celetrated, their centennial year. (Revi, ibid, p. 163) and it is 
now producing 'Blown and Pressed illuminating glass ware*' 
(AMican-Glass Reviews Vol. 93, UO* 8At FebruarY 28 1973 - 
Glass Factory Directory Issue)* 

'3ROVis ibilio ppo 10-11* The F*G*M. Xo of 1866 introduced the new 
blow-p"ip-e7usted by Gillinder and Sons: 'Workmen receive the 
molton. substance in long pipes, from which they blow cylindrical 
forms# looking like bottles, that are subsequently pressed into 
various shapes, The rapidity with which this is done in marvellous. 
The Neserso Gillinder are not only large capitalists, but eminently 
practical men and most courteous gentlemen. " (F*G*M. Nol vol. VII19p*281) 

4Gillinder died on February 22 1871 at the age of 49* His obituary 
saids 'A little over sixteen Years since Xr. Gillinder left the 
Birminghm District$ comparatively poor in pocket, and after 
numerous cares and toile and strugglest he had just secured a 
first-class position in his adopted home, an a large manufacturer#, 
(F, GeXLX. Lv vol, V19 Po 1085)* 

pe 1085o 
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It Should be admitted, howevery thatj in opposition to Gillinderl 

there was another view in the Society even in the early 1850s* This 

group questioned the validity of gigantic emigration schemes in 

reducing *surplus labourl and recommended accumulating Society funds 

rather than spending on emigratione Certainlyq the emigration scheme 

based on supply and demand theory was practical only when the barriers 

to prevent unskilled workers from ooming into the trade were strong* 

In 1852 even the C*C., of the Society remarked in the addreses 

'At first our ideas fixed on a gigantio emigration 
scheme as best investment; but on referring to the 
unemployed list we came to the conclusion that emigration 
at present wo-uld only make room to bring new boys up to 
the trade* We therefore agree with the Minburgh 
proposition that the present funds shall be invested in 
the names of three men. $ I 

A member of the Society, calling himself *Truth and Justice, 99 proposed 

in 1852 that: 

lIt (the rule on emigration) ought immediately to be 
taken into consideration by the tradel with a view to 
save our funds for more urgent purposes; for at present 
emigration of our members may benefit the individual 
who emigrateel but cannot benefit the trade# which is 
our principal object; for when men are not to be had 
in this countryg emigration will only give an impetus 
to the rearing of apprenticeog as we cannot expect men 
to work any length of time three-handed,, and they will 
have to do thatl or take an apprentice. ' 2 

I 
Z*G. XoX. ot volo 19 Po 340o 

21bido 
pe 342o 
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Xoreover, an Gillinder atatedl *some Of the smigrantg soon afterwards 

got "home sickness"; for, after stopping abroad about two mOnthst they 

came back# and like the spies in Scripture* brought back a bad reportell 

These different views come from a different understanding Of the term 

"surplus labour"o As R*V. Clements points out 'When emigration was 

discussed, it was nearly always with reference to "the surplus members 

of our trade, " with little or no ex ination of IW26 meaning of 

neurpluo 0.2 Thereforet it in wrong to pick up one view out, of the86 

two opposite views on emigration existing in the Society and to 

OmPhasize one side more th= the other*3 

As Table 5: 9 shows there were 24 emigrants between 1852 and 18569 

However the high period of emigration ended in the final year* Society 

funds came to be accumulatedl not for emigration, but mainly for 

Friendly benefits* Consequentlyl support for emigration disappeared 

from the columns of the Xagazineo At the time of the strike and look. 

out in the flint glass trade in 1858-59 no emigrants appeared, partly 

because of the Society's lack of funds caused by the strike, and partly 

becauBe of the solidarity of flint glass makers in time of struggle. 

IF*G*X#N6f 
Vol* ut P& 109* 

2R*Ve Clements, English Trade Unions and the pr(ýblems of Anigr&tiqn, 
Be Litt* thesis# Oxford University, 1953, P, 1349 

3The Webbs disregarded the opposition to emigration among glass 
makers, Sidney Webb quoted from the Magazine in his note that 
I& scheme of emigration... is a failurel, (S. Webb, Flint Glass 
Nakers, MSS9 op*oit., p, 232. ) but this quotation was not taken 
into consideration in either the History of Trade Unionism nor 
Industria DeM22Lac L* 
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TABLE 5: 9 Raigration of Flint Glass Xakers between 1852 and 1881* 

Year No, of Destination 
Jbigrants America Australia Unknown 

1852 3 3 0 0 
53 5 3 0 2 
54 5 3 0 2 
55 1 1 0 0 
56 10 0 0 10 
57 0 0 0 0 
58 0 0 0 0 
59 0 0 0 0 
60 1 0 0 1 
61 0 0 0 0 
62 1 0 0 1 
63 3 0 0 3 
64 1 0 0 1 
65 0 0 0 0 
66 0 0 0 0 
67 1 1 0 0 
68 0 0 0 0 
69 5 1 4 0 
70 6 1 5 0 
71 0 0 0 0 
72 0 0 0 0 
73 0 0 0 0 
74 0 0 0 0 
75 0 0 0 0 
76 0 0 0 0 
77 1 1 0 0 
78 1 1 0 0 
79 11 9 2 0 
80 4 4 0 0 
81 0 0 0 0 

Totals 59 27 11 21 

Sources Compiled from the Quwterljv Report (Districts) of the F. G. X. F. S.; 
in F*G*X*Xol vol. I-IX. 
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The movement for emigration revived in the second half Of the 

1860as althpugh the destination changed from America to Australiae 

In 1868.69 the C. C. Of the Society restricted emigration to America# 

because of depression there* I In March 1868 the CoCo Of the Society 

told the membership thats 

'the society is broken up in Now York# and the men are 
undermining one another to a great extent; casto-place 
workmenis wages are reduced from 45 dollars to 38 and 
309 and they have to work from Nonday morning to 
Saturday dinner, and when they receive the money it 
does not go far. Ny advice to those in England who 
have anything to do is, stay where you are, ' 2 

Instead, the C. C. of the Society encouraged members to emigrate to 

Australia by offering higher grants for workers prepared to go to that 

oountry* Emigrants to America got L6 10s. and those to AuBtralia, got 

LIO 108.6 3 The C. C. of the Society explained the background of the 

discrimination when the CoC* ppoposed it in June 18693 

'Bven America, with all her greatness, has become 
in a measure well stocked with our class of artinanal 
and we have heard of many complaints of slack trade 
from our friends there during the last twelve months; 

The F*G*X*Xo had already published two letters from Americag 
which aimed to persuade members of the Society to remain in 
England. One came from 'the Glassmakers Union of Brooklyn, 
New York and Few Jersey (June 1865). and another from the Flint 
Glassmakers of the United States (March 1866). 

2ý. G*M*X*, vole VI, p., 258* 

3 In 1852 the emigration grants had been reduced from 912 10s to 
L8 10se which had been paid irrespective of destination. 
So the 1869 amendment decreased the grant for Jbigrants to America 
from C8 10s to L6 10s and increased that for those to Australia 
from L8 100 to CIO 10se provided they had been members of the 
Society over five years. (L6 10so in the case of three years). 
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and as there appears to be far brighter prospects 
offering themselves in Australiat the trade now 
having obtained a footing there, we propose to lower 
the grant for America and offer extra inducement 'to 
go out to Australia*' 1 

In March 1868 the C*C* of the Society refused to give grants to ton 

applicants wishing to emigrate to America. 2 One Year laterg in 

March 1869 the C&C* again 'refused the grant to several who desired 

it, believing that by their going they would do no good for themselvesp 

and in all probability would and in their returning home againg and 

thus becoming no permanent relief to the surplun labour in our trad,,, 
3 

An a result, in three years between 1868 and 1870 no members emigrated 

to America* As Table5: 9 shows, the revival of emigration for Australia 
4 took place in 1869 and 18700 It should be added that an emigrant 

'P, G*X*Xo. vol. VI, p. 646. 
2 lkidol po 258o 
31bid*# 

p* 586,, Erickson regards the P*G*X*F*So as a typical 
union with discriminatory emigration grants* She says that 
tIn view of the higher fare to Australia this kind of rule did 
not work to the detriment of emigration to the United States. ' 
(Charlotte Iricksong ovecit# pe 264)e Since she was able to use 
only the third edition of the Raes anc llatione of the I Reg! L 
F*G*X*F*So of 1§32 but not tb F&G*X*X&q she failed to r; a'lise 
the motive and the results of this discrimination in grants* 
On the other hand, R*V* Clements rightly points out that in 1869 
'the Flint Glass Kakers revised their rules to increase the 
attractiveness of Australia as compared with America, # since there 
would be lose likelihood of return thence. (RoVe Clements, lihglish 
Trade Unions and the Problems of Ibigration, 9, &. cit., pe 1309 
The differential grants scheme was proposed by the C*C. of the 
Society in June 1869 and soon after it was carried by the vot' 
of all members of the Socieimtr - 1219 for and 368 against. (F. G*X*X*tvol* VII PP- 760-; 

ý* 

4The 
evidence does not entirely support the Webbs' assertion that 

the abandonment Of the, emigration policy among the trade unions 
continued until 1872 when it was revived, (So &B Vabbg History 
of Trade Unioni! Mt 1920 edition, ogocitog p* 102. 

j 
The support for 

an emigration scheme by the Junta and its allies was almost entirely 
concentrated in 1869 and 18709 Bate, the secretary to the W&tiowa 
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could retain honorary membership by paying 10se per annuml if he 

wanted to do so* But in no case was super-annuation or death money 

paid to this special class. Unlike engineers, pattern makers alld 

stone mauarAq honorary membership for emigrants in the FoG,, X*FoSo 

was entirely nominal* 
1 

In the first uir of the 18708 the revival ended* The rule 

regarding emigration remained unchanged during the decade* But the 

more directly glass makers felt the menace of foreign competitiont 

-the more stroiaglýv 'they reacted to the lisigration schemeg because they 

thought that the skilled glass makers who emigrated only produced 

articles of high quality abroad which were encroaching upon the British 

market* After 1870 until 1877 articles relating to emigration appeared 

surprisingly rarely in the IsAazine, o The leading article in the 

F*G*X*Xe in November 1874 concluded thats 

'This is a grave mistakog to drive men to seek a living 
in a foreign land, - to take their labour, skill, and 
experience of yeareg and all at once give the now 
country the benefit of the better part of a life-time 
spent in anxious careq experimentel and perhaps a 
fortune; the great balance of advantage in such cases 
falling to the latter, with no corresponding return, * 2 

DAigration, Aid Society spoke before the T*UoC* in 18690 and on 
the consulting Committee of -the reformed Bee-Hivq in 1&709 
along with Allant Applegarth, and Potter was Biward Jenkins, the 
secretary of the National Nxigration Leagae (R. V. Clement, jbid,., 
p. 92)9 but Joseph Leicester was critical of the Faigration, scheme, 

I For instance, the A. S*Z. members going abroad could keep their 
funeral and accident allowance by paving a contribution after 
1850 and could retain membership and benefits by Joining a branch 
of the Society abroad after 1857* See Erickson# oR. cit., p. 2671 
fn. 2. 

X. X. vol* VIII, Pe 4, * 
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In spite of the criticism of emigration voiced in the Mqgazine 

it began -to increase again when depression returned to the glass trade 

in 1877# (Table 5: 9 ) pwticularly in 1879, when there were II emigrantag 

most of them going to Amerioa* Out of 17 men who emigrated between 

1877 and 1880 8 men had been suffering long-term unemploymento 
I Bven 

before this it is notable that each peak in the number of emigraftts 

(in 1856v 1863 and 1869-70) took place soon after the worst unemploy- 

mwt (in 1855-56,1861-62 and 18696-70 ). 2 Although the emigration 

scheme of the F. G*X. F*So was theoretically guid*d by doctrines of 

orthodox political economy particularly in the early 18508, and the 

practical motive for some (not all) emigrants seems to have been to 

escape unemployment, The Districts from which emigrants came are 

interesting, (Table 5: 10). In the same period 13 men came from 

Nauchester, 11 from Birmingham, 8 from Glasgowg but onlv 3 came from 

Stourbridgee Between 1877 and 1880 7 men came from Manchesterg but 

nobody came from Stourbridgep probably because the X=chester flint 

glass trade was damaged more severely by the depression than the 

Stourbridge industry. What is clear is that, in comparison to other 

I Out of these 17 emigrants, 8 men were unemployed, 6 were employed 
and 3 were unknown. The period of unemployment of the 8 men was 
respectively, 63 weeks (Servitor), 58 wee" (Workman), 58 weeks 
Molter), 38 weeks (Servitor) 26, weeks (Workman), 17 weeks ýServitor), 

52 weeks (unknowný, and 9 weeks (unknown). These 
Igures are obtained by tracing names of emigrants in the Quarterly 

Report from Districts and the list of receivers of unemployment 
allowance each quarter in the same periods 

2R. V. Clements suggests that 'In 1854 the Glass Nakers' executive 
supported emigration assistance "as -the means of restoring the 
balance of good and bad times", but later encouragement of 
emigration was by no means closely related to fluctuations in the 
economy, Discussion was stimulaAed., but action seldom followed. 
(R*V* Clement6t Ihglish Trade Unions and the Problems of Ibigration, 
OB. cit. t p. 137. ) But he contended so without investigating t1le 
relations between the actual numbers of emigrants of flint glass 
makers and the trade cycle of the flint glass industry* His view 
must be revisedl although it is right to say that 'Discussion was Ih%, -+ ----+4on seldom followed. $ 
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trade unions which encouraged emigration in the third quarter of the 

eenturyq the number of emigrants from the F. G,, X. F*Bo was very smalls 

It is therefore misleading to regard the FG,, X*F. 8, as enthusiastic 

emigratore by quoting the emigration. policies often described in the 

F, G., X., X, p as the Webbs have done. What the Webbs did not do was to 

count the actual number of emigrants. 

TABLE 5: 10 Districts from which Emigrants came between 1852 and 1881 

District No. of District No. of 
emigrants emigrants 

Manchester 13 York I 

Birmingham 11 Newcastle I 

Glasgow 8 Dablin 
Belfast 5 Shelton 
St. Helens 4 Kilnhurst 
Stourbridge 3 Bolton 
London 2 Minburgh 
Hunslet 2 Rewton-Le-Willowe 
Dudley 2 Warrington 

Totals 59 

Souroes Compiled from -the Qgarterly Report (Distriots) of the F*G*X*P*S.; 
in FOG*Xoxot vote I. IX0 

I 
'Whereas the Ironfounders' Society, one of the most ardent unions 
in favour of emigration spent L4,700 on it between 1854 and 1874v 
the F*G*M-I? *So spent on1, Y L306 between 1852-1874o (For the figures 
of glass makereq calculated from the Quarterly Report (Districts) 
of the F*G*X*FoSo) 
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IV* Co-operative P roduction 

Flint glass makers were involved in the discuBsion of co-operative, 

production in the early 1850s. This coincided with the rise of the 

national movement for the association of producers. Although 'the 

scheme devised by the flin't glass makers was not eventually put into 

practice, it is still valuable to examine the formulation of the plan 

because it illustrates the ideology of flint glass makers as Labour 

aristocrats* 

The first proposal for co-operative production in the flint glass 

trade was made by the C*C* of the P.. G*X. F. S. at the end of 1851. The 

proposal was to set up a glass manufactory with a capital of 9500 

first and then to toot as mwq of our unemployed to work as were 

needed, under the management and control of a Director and Committeeg 

to be emPloyed at the works* 11 Co-operative production was thought an 

#a me=s of absorbing the unemployedel UndoubtedlYt flint glass 

makers were strongly influenced by the numerous attempts at setting 

up self-governing workshops for tailoreq shoemakereg builders, piano- 

makers, printers, smitho and bakers in the early I 5W* 2 The 

Christian Socialiots J*X* Ludlows Xaurice, Xingsley, Neale, Hughes and 

others had formed themselves into the 'Society for Promoting Working 

IF. (;. x. x. t pe 133, o 
2Beatlorioe Potter, The 00-gR*r-&+, iVe Movement in Great Brit 9 1904 

editiong p. 122. See also Strikes and Industrial Uo-oper&tion, in 
Westminster RgXiewt vol, 25,1864t pp, 258-9* 
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Nan's Association in the autumn of 1849 and they "were advocating 

with an almost apostolic fervour the formation of associations of 

producers, in which groups of working men were to become their own 

employers. 91 The F. G. M. M& briefly introduced the Association to its 

readers in 1851.2 IThe elimination of the entrepreneur was Buchez's 

idea, from which the Christian Socialists' model sprang, Buches 

limited the application of his scheme to artisans 'whose capital 

was skilll and who used tools and not machineso#3 The English 

followers of Buches experimented in industries already mentionedl 

which had not been transformed by the use of machinery. In this senseg 

flint glass making which was dependant on relatively simple tools 

presented an encouraging field for experiments in co-operative 

production. One of the observers from the newly organised A*S. E* 

participated in the flint glass makers' conference held in Stourbridge 

in May 1852 and indioated the advantages of setting up co-operative 

flint glass manufactoriese 

'The glass trade is beset by much fewer difficulties 
than fall to the lot of other business. To start a 
small experiment would require but little capital, 
and the market is already created* Everybody wants 

13. & B* Webbq History of Trade Unioniomp op. cit. 9 p, 225* 

27*Gomom-9volo 1, Po 172o 

3 Quoted in Beatrice Potter, op. cit., pp. 120-1. 
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glass, everv Co.. operative store could and would 
act as agents for the sale of goods manufactured 
by a (; O.. Operative glass workse We shall look forward 

with some anxietY to ths Promised scheme-' I 

The prospect of 'the nobility of the land, including Her Xajesty the 

QueenIvisiting the local tGo-opt to purchase items of #taste, riobness 

and beauty' gives fresh colour to this familiar utopia* 

Opinions expressed by the members of the Society after the first 

proposal of the C, C* can be classified into two main groups, One 

group supported the scheme., They believed thatq in the short run# 

it would work as a means of absorbing the unemployed and thaty in 

the long runt a now economic order would emerge based on co-operative 

production as an alternative to existing societye A member of the 

Society, who called himself IXentor9q proposed that it, should collect 

L5000 with 1000 shares from the members of the Society and borrow 

L5000 from outside. With 910,0009 five twelve-pot furnaces would be 

started and gradually expanded till we have the whole of the trade 

centred in the workmen, ' 2 His idea was 'the elimination of the 

'The 2]2erativll 1852, P* 447. It is interesting that the flint 
glass makers' conference should attract the attention of the 
engineers. Farly in 1851 both Newton and Allan approached'the 
Christian Socialists for advice on how best to use their surplus 
funds and they had drawn up the scheme for purchasing the Winsor 
Iron Works in Liverpool which would run on co-operative principles. 
Charles E. Raven wrote in 1920 that 'The leaders of the A*S. Z,, 
were then (in 1851), as now, the aristocracy of Labour, intelligent 
and progressive, ready and able to make experiments for the reform 
of their industry* And association offered possibilities which 
they were not slow to grasp*' (Charles B. Raven, Christima 
Socialism. 1846-1854 1920, p. 234)o See also, J. B. Jefferyst 
The Stora. of the 1hgineers. 1800-1945,, 1945t PPe 33-4v PP* 42-4. 

2ý. G. X, X01 Vol. 19 p, 235* 
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entrepreneur', When the scheme was accomplished, in Xentor's wordsl 

'the lever would then be in our own bands - the miserable uncertaintY 

which a working glass-maker feels of his situation being permanent 

would then vanish - the feeling of servility and dependence which now 

pervades our mass as a body would then change into self-respect; in 

fact$ there in no trade in the world that has the chmoe we have to 

free ourselves from the thraldom of capital as it is used at present-" 

A second group rejected the scheme. The earlier Owenite failures 

cast a dark shadow. The attitude of this group is represented by a 

Stourbridge member of the Societye 

'This great questiong Co-operation, has occupied the 
attention of some of the philosophers and philanthropists 
in nearly &11 ages and countries, but still seems to 
have made little or no progresse ooo, Some political 
economists did, after repeated challenges, discuss the 
subject with him (Robert Oven), Not one of them could 
show any impracticability in his plany because his 
conclusions were drawn with nearly mathematical 
accuracy* He put his theory into practice, with his 
o, wn funds. After that, he found others with capital 
to join him in his great scheme.... (As a result) a 
great many lost large sums of money. ' 2 

This group also questioned the validity of co-operative production as 

a means of absorbing the unemployed. Anothermember of the Society, 

called *Benjamin Franklin'l of Manchesterg contended that 'there is too 

much glass manufactured. at present, and that on our part it would only 

be aggravating the evilo, 
3 

I Ibido 

He emphasised the reality of the competitive 

2 F, G. X*Xot Vol* II# P* 385* 
am 

31bido 
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ooci*tyt 

$We should only be another competitor entering the 
lists of competition; and it would not answer ar)y 
purpose whatever as regards the unamployedo because 
the amount of capital proposed would not employ abOVO 
ton or twelve men. ' I 

Howeverg the annual conference of the Society held in Stourbridge in 

X&Y 1852 was in general well disposed towards the co-operative 

production scheme. The conference decided to leave William Gillinder 

to draft plans for undertaking it*2 But no practical results came of 

it* Three years later, in 18559 the Glasgow conference of the Society 

resolved that 'the conference agree with the principle of cO--OPerati(mt 

but owing to the present unsatisfactory state of the law of partner- 

abip, tbink it would be dangerous to adopt this principle at presentj3 

The enthusiasm of some glass makers in the early decade had disappeared. 

Four factors were miainly responsible for this disappearance* First, 

the Christian Socialists gave up their task in despair after three or 

four years of devoted effort, so that flint glass makers were influenced 

by the waning national movement for co-operative production, Second, 

the legal position of trade societies which prevented them from 

holding property was obviously an obstacle. Third, the rapidly 

I Ibid* 

ýThe fterativet 1852, P- 447. The F. G. M. X. mad* reference to 
the fact that William Gillinder 'promised shortly to lay before 
the trade a prospectus for the formation of a joint stock 
company', (The 22srativeg volo I, Pe 185). probably because 
Gillinderg the C. S. of the Society and the editor of the 
fagazinel did not or could not draft the plan, 

3kinutes 
of a conference hold at Glasgow in 18559 in Tradest 

Societies Md Strikes, 1860, op., cit., p. 122. 
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expanding financial renowces of the Society made it possible to t9kO 

care of the unemployed# who were earlier expected to be absorbed in 

co-operative productione Finallyj potential opposition and scepticism 

to co-operative production still existed among some glass makerso 

However when a large number of glass makers were thrown out of 

employment as a result of the great strike and look-out in 1858-599 

it was not surprising that the scheme was revived, A project for 

forming a, 'Joint Stock Company' for the manufacture of flint glass 

in Stourbridge was &pprov4mi at the conference held on December 31 

1858 and January 1 1859* Efforts were made to raise a capital of 

L5000 by 500 shares of LIO eachl and 'suitable promises could readily 

have been obtained, and 50 shares were imediately taken up in the 

Stourbridge District. ' 2 But the funds collected were small and they 

were soon exhausted, because they were used to support the members on 

strike, The scheme was ephemeral and faded MwAky*3 

i 
Godfr*y Lushingtont opecit* p* 110o 

27. G*N*Ko vole IX, pe 89 

3About 
eighteen years later, in 18779 this project was recalled 

as followe$ 
'However good and just the cause may be, in working out such 
enterprises, they must be placed upon surer foundations than the 
sudden resolve brought into existence by the bitter antagonism 
of capital and labour. 1 
(2J.. d. ) 
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It revived in the aid-1860s. The Elinburgh conference of the 

P-G-M-F*So hold an June 4 1867 was of special significance with 

reference to co-operation. In Xarch of that year the leading article 

of the LkQJLJL& declared that 'The investment of our funds -a 

banking and industrial co-operation - will form a most important subject 

for the Conference, and if the Conference can see their way olwLr to 

the adoption of the latter, it will be the beginning Of a revolution 

in our tradet which will, if successfulq alter our Iveition as a 

Trades' Union, and make us in reality what we are sometimes called in 

derision - "Gentleman Glassmakers". 1 I 

This revival of interest in co-operative production is not too 

difficult to explain, In the first place, during 1865-66 1& stir and 

activity in the individualist camp of Co-operatorsR occurred after the 

suspension of the activities of the Christian Socialists., An impetus 

was also given to the co-operative movement by the Briggs' profit- 

sharing scheme introduced into their collieries in 1866. All this 

had an impact on the thinking of flint glass makers* W*H. Packwood, 

a leading advocaAe of the co-operative movement in the FX. M. FoSAI, 

had communicated with Thomas Hughes on this matter before attend' 

the Edinburgh conference* Secondp the legal obstacle preventing trade 

Vol* V, pp, 910-1. 

2B- IOtter, OR-cit., po 133o 
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societies from holding property had been removed by the Indust-tial 

and Provident Society's Act in 1862* Alexander Campbellj, called this 

Act *the charter of British workmen, as it allowed any number of 

persons above seven to become an incorporation to carry on any 

business except mining and banking with limited liability*' 
I Thus 

the legal way to co-operative production had been opened upe Thirdt 

and more directly, the scheme was motivated by the 'low rate of 

interest obtained from banks on our fundt W*H. Packwood stated at 

the Eclinburgh conference that: 

'the proposition had originated from a correspondence 
with the C, C. on the low rate of interest from bankerst 
for which some proposed to invest a portion of their 
fun" in mortgage and building houses, but he now 
wished them to consider calmly the propriety of investing 
some of their capital in an industrial co-operative 
glass manufactory. (Hear hear)' 2 

The rapidly accumulated funds of the Society in the 1860s led glass 

makers to consider the establishment of co-operative production once 

again. It is notable that this time the motive of absorbing the 

unemployedg a feature of the early 18508, was lacking and it was the 

problem of the low rate of interest which motivated the Society. 

W, H, Packwood and Joseph Leicester in particular, took the initiative, 

I FoGeN. M., vol. IV, p. 990* 

2 Glasgow Sentinel,, June 15 1867-a 
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Packwood said that the was in favour of uniting capital and labour 

under co-operative arrangements, whichg if conducted with skill and 

energy, he had no doubt in'*' Alexander Campbell was oolicitOdt 

as an "old Co-operator", to give the meeting the benefit of his 

experience on Co-operative Industry. 2 The conference eventually 

resolved that 'In order to commence a capital for individual industrial 

co-operative, glass manufacture, the members of this conference agree 

to express their earnestness and sincerity by taking shares. 

The shares were Ll each. 

Soon after, in September of that yearg W. H. Packwood addressed 

the Society on oo-operation proposing that *no member take less than 

three shares. The shares can be paid for as low as three-pence per 
4 

week. Imediately the London District approved of this decision and 

Joseph Leicester, "took names for 63 shares and ready money to the 

amount of 27 sterling. 95 The other Districts did not follow the 

London District's enthusiasm however* About a year later, in Rovember 

1868, Alexander Campbell wrote in his letter to J,, C. Traill, secretary 

of the Trade Union Commission that "The Flint-glassmakers' Society of 

Great Britain and Ireland" are now also raising funds to be applied 

I 
lIbide 

2 
agow Sentinelg July 20 1867. 

I Vol. vt P* 1044* 

4, bide 

5ps G*X. Xol vol. VI9 p, 19, 
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in carx7ing on their craft on the co-operative principleg' 
I but still 

tho scheme failed to take off* 

Despite almost full preparation for the establishment of co- 

operative productiong it was not accomplished, Neither the practical 

side of this scheme nor its ideological content could muster sufficient 

supporto WbHo Packwood had stated in his address that 'The external 

principles embodied in co-operation are destined, by sober thought and 

wine managementf to raise the artisans of this country to a condition 

of prosperity, and elevate them to a nobly intelligent and well-tco- 

do position in society. * 

IWe regard it (co-operative production) as a means Of 
leading to our social and intelleotual advancementl and 
as the means of realizing that economic and commercial 
knowledge that we cannot otherwise possess, and which 
will prove the means of preventing many mistaken strikeep 
and the only true means of ascertaining a proper estimate 
for the remuneration of our labour arising out of the 
profits resulting from the combined efforts of capital 
and labour. " 3 

This appeal corresponded well enough with the aspirations of the 

Stourbridge glass makers and those of some leading members in the 

Society. But for other glass makers it might sound like a merely 

Utopian idea. They feared that the scheme was a risky w4ky of investing 

Letter from Alexander Campbellp dated November 25 1865, regarding 
the revised Industrial and Provident Societies Act of 1867; in 
R*C. on Trade Unionsp 11th and Final Reportg 1868-69, vol. II, 
(P-P* XXXI) pe 343, no. XII. 

27. GoM*N*l volo VII, po l9e 

31bido 
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the funds of the Society. They chose a more cautious road* They 

hoped that their sooial position might be elevated with the existing 

systemg but never thought of a system without the Aitrepreneuro 

In contrast, the glass cutters adopted a different stance-, There 

was a long dispute between the Executive of the Cutters' Society and 

the Wordsley branch, 'During the great strike of 1865' the branch 

proposed to start a CO-OPGrativls shop -to employ some of the men on 

strike* They appealed for permission and were authorised to borrow 

E100 and start but not. to use Union funds., Being unable to borrow 

the MOO they used 45 of the Society's monqW. el The executive 

regarded the co-operative production as so par ate and distinct from 

the Trade Society and not at all entitled to use its fundsj2 The 

Executive demanded repikyment, iso that the Wordsley branch collooted 

shares and started their scheme in 1868 in the name of the 'Stourbridge 

Provident Flint Glass Manufactory Societyo, 3 

Go Laugb: tou, Wordisley sooretary of the Cutterst Societyt wrote 

with hope in April 1868s 

tWe have at the present time upwards of 800 shaz-*s 
taken up, a great many of which are paid up* We 
haire bought and paid for nearly L200 worth of material, 
We have men employed cutting patterns, and hope in a 
short time to be able to supply the public with a 
class of work equal in every respect to the first 
houses in the trade, and on better terms than any 
house in the trades **** We have the advantage of 
procuring the best skilled labour of the tradel and can 
get it at any time, " 4 

I S, Webb, Flint Glass Cutters, MS, opecit. Pe 3559 

2 Ibide 

3Brierla Hill Advertiser, April 25 1868. The Cutters' Society 
succeeded in securing the Park Field Glass Works, near Stourbridge, 
lately carried on by G, Robinson of Wolverhampton. 

4jbiti. 
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The shares were Ll each and were padd up by instalments am low an 3do 

per week per share* Although no information about the number OMP10YOd 

in the factory is obtainableg L8009 if all shares were collectedg meant. 

that the factory was relatively small* This factory exhibited its 

prcAucts, together with those from other glass factories in the area 

at the annual festival held by the Glass Makers and Cutters SOcietieB 

on July 6 1868.1 But it was short-lived* By the end of that year 

it had been closed an a failure. 2 Flint glass makers in Stourbridge 

" its neighbourhood strongly suplx)rted the factory and proposed 

'that L200 be loaned from our Trade's Fund to the Flint Glass Cutters* 

Industrial Co-operation Association, Stourbridge, for twelve montheg 

at five per cent interest. 93 The result of voting for this proposal 

by the whole membership of the F. G. MF-*S. was 579 for and 946 against 

and consequently the proposal was witbdrawn*4 The glass makers might 

think that the glass cutters' scheme was riskyo 

I BrierlgX Hill Advertiser, July 11 1868. 

2S. Webb, Flint Glass Cutters. MW9 op*ci+. *l P. 356- 'The Society 
has E25 invested as a loan which is to be repaid in fullq also 
L25 in shares which will have to bear their share of loss (Lbid. ) 
The name of the factory immediately disappeared from the local 
directory, Kellys-Post Office Directory. 1868# as suggested in 
ILJ., Haden, oR*cit-j P* 33* 

vol. VIq p. 253* 

4Stourbridge (294) and London (50) supported the proposition, 
but Birmingham (294)l Edinburgh (60), Glasgow (78) and Rotherham 
(65), opposed it, The Nanchester District was divided, 76 for 
and 78 against (5)- (Dlds) 
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As with other policiess it would be a mistake to think that the 

glass makers had unitod or settled opinions about co-operative produCtiono 

Opinion changed over time and in accordance with specific circumstances 

even as it differed from one region to another. But the great obstacle 

was not that co-operative production was seen as too utopiang but that 

it was not seen as utopian enough. If co-operation promised nothing 

more than "Gentlemen Glassmakers"q then that end might be attained by 

lose risky and more well tried methods% through securing accumulated 

reserves and impr4)ving friendly society benefits* It was the very 

-practicality of co-operative production as conceived and presented by 

its advocates, which deprived it of the chance of being weighed upon a 

more favourable set of scales and not being found wanting. Great 

adventures are not to be expected from men with pedestrian ambitionso 
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Chapter VI The Flint___Glass NakerS and the Labour Movement 

10 Joseph Leicester and Alexander Campbell., 

This chapter is concerned with the relations between the 

and the national Labour Movement. The way in which the F. G. X*F*B, 

had points of contact with the national movement was necessarily 

regulated by many factors such as the regional distribution of 

membership#- the organisational state of each District of the Society 

and the policies of the Society, which I have exmined in the preced' 

r , haptqws. particularly the 1()C&tion of the C., C. of the Society, 

which, in principle, moved every three years, played an important 

role in linking the Society with the national movement or breaking 

its links with it. At the same time, it is a mistake to disregard 

the roles of bridge-building figures in the Society, notably Joseph 

Leicester and Alexander Campbell. The examination both of the 

structure and policies of the Society and personal activities of such 

members will make clear the extent to which the P. G. M. F*S. not only 

acted'upon the development of the national Labour Xovement, but 

responded -to its development. Therefore, after giving some account 

of Leicester and Campbell, I intend to examine the main problems of 

the Labour Movement in which the F. G*X*F. S. was involved in the 1860s. 

A reader who suffers from the fashionable impatience with the 

old, narrowly "institutional" labour history may find the following 

pages tediously familiar. However, the intention is to furnish a 

critique of the Webbss to demonstrate that in their great History 

of trade unionism they used the flint glass makers in a rather 
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unscrupulous manner, Whenever it suited their purpose Sidney and 

Beatrice exploited them to establish the reality of their "Vew 

Spirit" and "New Model". At the same time they carefully concealed 

the disconcerting fact that the glass makersIbest known leaders 

and representatives were the allies of Potter rather than of the 

Junta. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate this and - 

using what has already been established about the nature of the trade 

and the structure of the F, G*M, FoSo - to explain it* 

Joseph Leicester was born in Warrington in 1825. He suffered 

as a child from having a drunken father. I He started to work at the 

glass trade at nine years of age. 'Although his education, at an 

old-fashioned parish school, had been scanty, he was a voracious 

reader, possessed a close acquaintance with the English classics and 

works on economics, and had accumulated a considerable library* #2 

He was an attentive and appeciative listener to the addresses of 

the early temperance advocates who visited Warrington and became a 

teetotaller after hearing a lecture by Joseph Livesey. Leicester 

refused to pay a footing which had been customary in the glass trade. 

He recalleds 

'Wever shall I forget the first time I refused to pay 
a footing. The men all gathered round meq some in 

.. Rerance Biography, 'Brian Harrison, Dictionary of British TIm 
published by the Society for the Study of Labour History, 1973, 
pe 78- 

2 H. J. Powellg Glass-Making in England. OP*citep PP. 136-7- 
,. . Wmý 
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furious ragel others trying to persuade me. One 
took up a bar of iron and swore he would kill me 
if I did not pay; but I stood my ground alone and 
without a friend. After being out of work three years# 
and having tramped the country round to get a situation, 
I still found it was in vain. ' 1 

The first conference which Leicester attended was that of the old 

Society held in Manchester in 1847* John Robertal a hosier and 

draper and a secretary to the Testimonial Fund for Leicesterg recalled 

in 1870: 

'A strike had taken place in the factory where he 
(Leicester) worked and though others had turned on 
the side of the oppressor, he stood by the few against 
the oppressor. Bribes were offered, in -the shape of 
promotion, if he would sell himself; but the bribes 
could not purchase him, and so, houseless, homeleast 
and penniless, he tramped the kingdom with a character 
in his pocket. ' 2 

3 In 1850 he moved to Tutbury and ill 1853 to London. There he was 

employed in Powell's Whitefriars Glass Works, which wasl together 

with the Falcon Works, the major flint glass factory in London. 

'P, T. Winskill, The Temperance Movement and Its Workers, vol. II, 
1891, p. 2599 

:? 7. G. M. M. 9 Vol. VIj p, 924. 
am 

3 Me Winakill, op. cit. p. 260. The brief company history of 
Powell's wrote that 'The Whitefriars works have had at least 
one famous blower. This was Joseph Leicester, M*P*I (Herbert 
Furst, The Whitefriars Glass Workst Two Hundred and Fiftieth 
AnniversFZI reprinted from AU2211o Magazineg 15ovember 1930v Pe 
Leicester himself told the Royal Commission on Trade Unions in 
1868 that 'I work at Messrs. Powell's, in Whitefriarej and I 
have worked there for 20 years. ' (R. Co on Trade Unionev 10th 
Report, OP*Oit., Pe 389 Q. 18800). Therefore, there is a gap 
in the year of Leicester's coming to London between Winskill 
and himself. 
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Soon after, he became a District secretary of the F*G. M. F*S., but he 

failed to become the C. S., although he was a candidate in 1863- 1 

The relatively small membership of the London District placed 

Leicester at a disadvantage* 
2 However, because he was living in 

London, he had many chances to associate with leading trade unionists. 

By the early 1860s he became a close friend of George Potter. In 

1858 Potter, as chairman of the Progressive Society of Carpenters 

and Joiners, had revived the nine-hour movement among carpenters 

and then acted as secretary of the Building Trades Conference. He 

was achieving a national reputation as a trade union leader. In 1859 

Leicester supported Potter at a meeting of the building societies of 

London. LeiceBter asked the working men whether Potter looked like 

a demagogue; 

'It was a falsehoodt for when that document was put 
forward, thousands with one voice rose up to oppose 
it. (cheers) Why, when Cobden and Bright rose against 
the infamous corn laws, the same things were said of 
them that were now so freely applied to Mr. Potter and 
the Executive committee. ' 3 

Leicester was typical of the elite of union leaders. But, 

according to Harry Goslingq tthough a trade unionist he was a keen 

individualist. 14 He was a well-known leader of the temperance 

'Many historians have described Leicester as a General Secretary 
of the F. G, X*F*So For instance, F. E. Gillespie, Labour and 
Politics in England. 18506. -1862p Durham, N*C,, 19279 p, 258* 

2 At the 1863 electiong Leicester collected 231 votes from London 
and Manchester out of a total of 1204 votes. (F. GeX*M*j volo 1-V, 
p. 640)o 

3Reynoldele Newspaperl SOPtember 18 1859- 

4Harry Gosling, Up and Down Stream, 1927, P. 11. 
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movement and induced the F. G. M. F. 5- to abolish drink fines in 1859. 

He was active in the Band of Hope and became one of its committeel 

in Holland Street, Blackfriarsp 'They did a good mission work, and 

proved that men who worked in hot factories or at hot furnaces 

could not only do their work without any intoxicating liquors, but 

were made better by total abstinencee 12 On most Sundays in the 

1860s Leicester spoke on temperance outside the Old Vic in the New 

Cut. According to Gosling, 'He wore a frock coat, a silk hat and 

white cravatt and he carried gloves. He was quite dandyg and used 

to tell his audience that he could afford these things because he 

was a teetotaller. His proudest boast was that he had been able to 

buy a piano with the money that anotber man would have spent on drink. 

In the glass house he wore nothing but a pair of pants and slippers. 

'You stand in front of a furnace all day - what do you drink? ' he was 

asked. 'I drink water', he replied. *Doesn't it make you sick? ' 

'I have seen a man sick outside a public house, but never bv the side 

of a pump., 
4 

'Brian Harrison, Drink and the Victorians,, 1ý71,, P. 309. 

2 P. T. Winskill, oR. cit., p. 260. 

3H&rr, 
y Gosling, op. cit., p. 11. 

4. Ibid. 9 p. 12. 
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He was also a pianist. 'He was a glass-blower by trades pianist 

and temperance advocate by vocation... When he was not at work or 

preaching temperance he was at the Piano- Morningl noon, and night 

he would play if he was at home, and though he know no music he had 

an exeellent ear. tl 

In July 1870 Leicester was presented with a testimonial and a 

purse containing LIOO from the F, G, MF. S, 2 The Bee-Hive reported 

the establishment of the committee and wrotes 'We recommend him as 

being an honestq courageous, and intelligent unionist, one sho has 

done more than anv man we know for the furtherance of those views 

which are so precious to working men. Mr. Leicester is not a friend 

of yesterdays his life has been one of devotion to those prinoiples 

which will ultimatelýy conduce to the happiness of that class Of which 

he is so noble an ornament. 
3 Not only glass makers but manufacturers 

subscribed to the testimonial4,4 The ceremony held at Prince William 

Henry Hotel, Blackfriars Road, in London on Julv 27 1870 was a 

memorable one in the history of the F. G. M. F. 3*5 It was attended by 

George Potter, Daniel Guile of the Ironmoulderst Society, John Jones 

I 
Harry Gosling, op. cit., p. 12* 

2F', G*X. Xo-t Vol. VI9 p. 921. 

hee-Hive, October 23 1869. 

41bid., November 6 1869. For instance* Arthur Powell of the 
Whitefriars Glass Works, Leicester's employer, donated X1. Is. 

5The testimonial meeting was reported elaborately in the 
F, G*M, Mogvol. VI9 pp. 921-33* 
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of the Liverpool Victoria Friendly Society and many delegates from 

the Districts of the F. G. M. F. 5* Several letters came from X-Poss 

including Gladstone. The Prime Minister regreted that his position 

prevented him from subscribing, but spoke "in the highest terms of 

the sense and intellectual abilitieB of Mr. Leicester. "' 

When in 1871 the third T. U. C. established the first I'Parliamentax7 

Committee", Leicester was appointed one of the Committee members, 

together with George Howellj George Potter, Lloyd Johnes and 

Alexander MacDonald. 2 'The name of J. Leicester has a reputation 

outside the Glass Makers' 5ociety, and the long and manY good services 

he has rendered the trade, are only equalled by his consistent and 

earnest efforts in the cause of the political emancipation of his 

follow working-meng whenever he has had the opportunity to eloquently 

and fearlessly advocate their cause. 
ý At the general election in 

November 1885 he was elected Liberal M. P. for West Elams together with 

ton other "Labour" members. But at the next election in June 1886 
4 he was defeated. 

In comparison to Leicester, the life of Alexander Campbell is 

already well known*5 Hence I will record only the friction between 

1 lbid. 9 p. 924. The sums received from X. P. s was upwards of 
L20. (ibid. 

9 P. 930. ) 

2F. X* LeventhaJL9 Respectable Radical, 19719 P- 151- 

3F. G*X. M. q Vol. IX9 P. 734. 

4A. W, Humphrey, A HirstorZ of Labour Representation, 1912, p. 192-t 
Appendix III. He got 982 votes Out Of a total poll of 6072 
electors. (ibid. ) See also G. D*H. Colel British Working Class 
Politics, 11532-1914,1941, P. 999 101* 

5For instance, W. H. Marwickv Alexander Campbell. Glasgow, 1963, 
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the F. G. M. F. S. and the GlaBgow Trades Councilt which took place 

when he was accepted by the SocietY as an honorary member. 

The Glasgow Trades Council was founded on May 13 1858. Although 

many historians have followed the Webbs in regarding Campbell as 'the 

virtual founder of the Glasgow Trades Council" he was only 'a 

reporter for the Sentinel in which capacity he was given the right 

to speak but not to vote. ' 2 The flint glass makers affiliaUd and 

were entitled to send two members to the Council. 3 However, the 

peculiar pattern of working hours in flint glass making made it 

impossible to send the two every Wednesday night. Therefore, the 

Trades Council decided in June 1859 that 'on account of the special 

circumstances in which the Glass blowers are placed, they be allowed 

to appoint delegatesy though not members of their own body* provided 

they are members of a trade represented in this Council., 4 The 

P*G*X*P*So chose Alexander Campbell as a representative. He was an 

old Owenite and a journalist of Glasgow and one of an older generation 

of labour leaders who were not reconciled to capitalism. On December 

I Be & B. Webb, Histony of Trade Unionism. 1920 editiong oR. cit., 
p* 251-52# fn. 1. For instance, Johnston followed the Webbs' 
view. See Thomas Johnstont The History of the Working Classes 
in Scotland, Glasgowq 1929, 

2 W. H, Mawwickj Scottish Social Pioneers, VI - Alexander Campbell, 
in Scottish Mucational Journalg February 26 1932l p. 261. 

3GJasgow Sentinelq December 24 1859o 

4rbid. 
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1859 the F. G. M. F. S., made Campbell an honorary member of the Socie+, Y 

and issued a certificate* 

'We hereby certify that Mr. Alexander Campbell is an 
honorary member of the Flint Glass Makers* Societyl 
and that he has been duly elected to represent the 
above society at the United Tradest Council, of Glasgow- 

signed Richard Heron, President 
Benjamin Smart, District Secretary' I 

However, a sharp split between Campbell and the Glasgow Trades 

Council took place at the end of 1859 and it led to a deterioration 

in the relations between the F. G, X. F. S. and the Council. 2 At a 

meeting held on December 14 1859 CamPbell was refused permission to 

attend as a repreBentative of the F. G*M. F*S*3 A painter's delegatel 

Mr. Barlowq attacked the right of Campbell to represent the Society 

', Glasgow Sentinell December 17, and F. G. M. M., vol. IV9 p. 61. 

2This fact is suggested in WeRe Marwickt Alexander Campbell. op. 
cit-i P- 17 and W. H. Fraser, Trades Councils in England and 
Scotland, 1858-1897gkPh. D. thesis, University of Sussex, 19671, 
pp, 28-9., 

3Glasgow Sentinel, December 17 18599 As early as Xv 1859 
Campbell had been attacked in the Trades Council by a statement 
that 'he is not a member of the Council, and therefore had no 
right to speak' (Glasgow Sentinel, Xay 21 1859)- In July 
Mr. Littleg a shoemaker, withdrew from the Trades Council on 
the ground that 'so long as Mr. Campbell$ who represented no 
one, was allowed to dictate and misrepresent the proceedings of 
the Council, there would be nothing but heart-burnino and ill. 
will among them. ' 
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'under the impression that none but a practical working man could 

sit as a member of that Council. *' A mason's delegate, John MaCDAY 

supported Barlowg 'because of the double position he (Campbell) 

would hold as a member of the Council and a reporter of the press* t2 

George Newtong president of the Trades Council, tdid not think 

Xr. Campbell is a bona fide member of a trade union. j3 Soon afters 

the F. G. M. F. D. protestedt stating that 'several of the objectors 

have taken up the subject as a personal matter between you and 

Mr. Campbellg but we considered that the dispute is between you and 

our Society, and the question is whether we shall be allowed to send 

a delegate of our own choice according to your own minuter. granting 

us that privilege or not?, 
4 The F. G. N. F. S. was supported by 

5 painters, bakersl tin-plate workerB, clothlappers and slaterso 

Doubts about the integrity of Campbell were expressed by bricklayerol 

shoemakers, joiners, cotton-spinners, blacksmiths and dyers. A 

dyers' delegate remarked that 'if trades were allowed to send such 

1 Glasgow Sentinel, December 17 1859- 

2 Ibid. 

31bide 

41bido, December 24 1859- 

5For instance, the Operative House and Ship Painters' Society 
resolved at their quarterly general meeting held on December 16 
that 'this society acknowledges the right Of the glassmakers to 
appoint their own representative and we cordially approve of 
their choice of Mr* Campbellp in whose knowledge of trades 
matters, talentp and integrity we have perfect confidence. * (Ibid. ) 
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representatives as Mr. Campbells it might knock the Council to pieces. 
" 

At the next meeting of the Trades Council it was resolved that twe 

adhere to the minute that Mr- Campbelll being only an honorary but 

not a practical member of the Glassmakers' Union, nor of any trades 

union represented at this Councill cannot be accepted by us. 12 

Immediately the F. G. M. F. S. protested against the decision which had 

been made 'on what appears to us frivolous and unconstitutional 
3 

grounds'. Their letter was read at the next meeting of the Council 

hold on December 28 when a discussion took place as to whether the 

minute of the latest meeting should be confirmed or not. The result 
4 

was the confirmation of the minute so that Campbell was refused. 

In August 1860 the constitution was amended so that only actual 

working men could sit on the Council; 'the aim being to exclude 

Alexander campb. ll. o5 The split seems to have remained for several 

years. When the first social meeting was held in Glasgow on October 

18609 the F. G. M. F. S. presented Campbell with 'the very first copy 

I Ibidt 

21bid, This resolution was carried by 15 for and 8 against. 

3Glaz, 
gow sentinel, December 31 1859- 

4The 
resolution to confirm the minute was carried only with a 

majority of one, 12 for and 11 against. 

5W. H. Fraser, Trades Councils in Ingland and 500tland, 1858-1897, 
oR. cit. t Pe 28, 
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struck of their large, beautiful emblematical card of membership, 

elegantlýy set in a specimen framev in order to confirm that 'not- 

withstanding his rejection by the Trades Council# the Flint Glass 

Makers will return him as a member. 
I 

There is no obvious explanation for the split between the Trades 

Council and Campbell* 2 However, it might be seen as an anticipation 

of a pattern which had clearly emerged by the mid-1860s. Newspaper 

editors and publishers played vital roles in the formative phase of 

labour organisation. But no sooner had new organisations been brought 

to life tluui a struggle for power developed between their elected 

leaders and the journalists. This ambiguous relationship is best 

known in terms of the history of the Bee-Hive and the London Trades 

Council, It was repeated in the relationship between Towers and the 

British Miner on the one hand and Alexander MacDonald and the National 

Association of Xiners on the other. Newspapers appeared as indispensable 

for organisation. and subsequently were denounced as instruments of 

disruption in relation to the very organisations they had helped to 

create. It is understandable that Potter, Towers or Alexander Campbell 

1F. G*M. K. j vol. IV, p. 60. This presentation was welcomed with 
'Great Applause' by about seventy participants. At the conference 
of the Social Science Association held in 1860, Campbell attended 
the session as delegate from the F*G. M. F4, S. of Glasgow. See 
Eileen Yeo, Social Science and Social Change: A Social History 
of Some Aspects of Social Science and Social Investigation in 
Britain 1830-1890, Ph. D. thesis, University of Sussex, 1972, p. 266. 

211, 
raser guesses that 'part of the reason probably lies in the 

opposing of Campbell and Newton on the subject of political 
action by trade unions. Campbelll as an Owenite, believed that 
social emancipation must precede political power. ' (W. H, Fraser, 
op. oit. t P. 28. ) 
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should have felt that they were "responsible" for the formation Of 

specific unions and trades councils. Having helped to bring theM 

into existence they had a sense of personal property in them. But 

to the "responsible" leaders this "fatherly" attitude was bound to 

seem patronising, insolent and damaging. In shortl highly irresponsiblel 

Applegarthg not Potterg had to secure union funds and negotiate with 

the master builders. MacDonald, not Towersl was the properly elected 

leader of the British Miners who had to deal with the coal-ownerse 

The more powerful and well established a trade union organisation 

became the more likely it was to resent "meddling" by outsiders. Thus, 

in the Glasgow case it should be noticed that Campbell's opponents 

tended to come from the best organised, and his supporters from the 

least well organised, trades. Thus joiners tended to be better 

organised than painters; cotton-spinners to have more self-confidence 

than members of a once "honorable", but now sweated-trade, like 

bakinge 

In this perspective one begins to see something more than chance 

in the flint glass makers close relations with the Glasgow Sentinel, 

through Alexander Campbell, and the Bee-Hive, through Joseph Leicester. 

The absence of a permanent, full-time bureaucracy separated the glass- 

makers from the great Amalgamated Unions. They would have been "small 

fry" in the company of the Junta. But as a national Organisation 

with a small membershipp protected them from sharp tensions between 

the traditions of localism and "primitive democracy" on the one hand 

and the claims of efficiency and great accumulated funds on the other, 

they had a leverage with the journalist denied to mere local trade 

societies. The glass-makers close relations with the Labour "Press 
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Lords" depended on the fact that their own organisation owed nothing 

to them in its foundation while the press might be made to magnify 

their own importance beyond anything which they could have managed 

out of their own resources. 

II. The Junta, Potter and the Flint Glass Makers' Friond4 Society 

The Webbs laid stress on the leadership of a group in the London 

Trades Council in the 1860s, consisting of William Allan (the AeSeEo), 

Robert Applegarth (the A. S. C. J. ), Daniel Guilde (the Iron Founders*), 

lkwin Coulson (the Bricklayers) and George Odger (the Ladies' Shoe- 

makers') whom the Webbs nicknamed the "Junta". ' The Webbs thought 

that the trade union movement revolved around these leaders in this 

decade. On the other hand, George Potter was described by the Webbs 

S. & B. Webb, History of Trade Unionism, 1920 edition, opecit,, 
p. 233. For Allan, see J. B. Jefferys, The StorY of the-lihRineers, 
180U-1245, op. cit., passim, and J. M* Bellamy and J, Saville (ed-j 
Dictionga of Labour Bio&Eaphy, vol. 1,1972l pp. 14,18, por 
Applegarth, see A*W. Humphrey, Robert Applegarth, 1913, 
Asa Briggs, Victorian People 19549 chapter 7, and J. M. Bellamy 
and J. Saville, op. cit., vol . 11,19749 pp. 16-22. For Odger, 
see D. R. Moberg, George Odger and the English Working class 
Movements 1860-1877, Ph. D. thesiog London University, 1953 
For Guilde, see N*J. Pyrth and Henry Collins, The EL11pd 
Manchester, 1959, chapter III. 

a 
; 

orkers 
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as Ia, member of a tiny trade club of London carpenterelp Who 'at no 

time represented any genuine trade organisation. ' I The London 

Working Ments Association (herein after referred to as the L. W. M. Ae)v 

which was founded in 1866 by Potter in opposition to the Juntag was 

regarded as 'an unimportant society of non descript persons-' 
2 The 

contemptuous dismissal of Potter by the Webbs was partly derived from 

the fact that they wrote the History under Applegarth's influence* 

It is important to understand that the F. G. M*F*So supported not the 

Junta but Potter. The Webbs first pointed to the F*G. M. F*S. as a 

'New Model" union and often used articles from the F. G. M., M. in 

order to demonstrate how deeply the "New Spirit" pervaded the trade 

union world after the mid-century and then pushed it out of eight 
3 when they came to discuss the Junta v. Potter. Certainly theirs is 

not an adequate treatment. 

The relation of the F, G, M. F*S. with George Potter began with the 

Bee-Hive which first appeared on October 19 1861. In spite of 

financial difficulties it was helped by expert journalists such as 

George Troup and Robert Hartwell, and with Potterts vigorous sales. 

manship, it made a promising start. The paper was adopted as the 

I S. & B. Webbj ibid. 1 p. 255o 

Ibido 

3Compare 
chapter IV (The New Spirit and the New Model) with 

chapter V (The Junta and Their Allies) in The HistM of Trade 
Unionism, 1920 edition* 
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organ of the London Trades Council in Wovember of that year, when the 

circulation had already reached 5,000* 
1 When the great issues, like 

support for the confederacy during the American Civil Warg separated 

the Glasgow S-entinel and the Bee. -Hive from the majority in the labour 

movement, the f lint glass makers simply maintained the most perfect 

silence. 
2 At the conference of the F. G. N. F. S. held in March 1864p it 

was resolved that the Society should take 100 shares in the Bee-Hive 

and would 'recommend it to the members of our Society. 93 The London 
4 District paid E25 for 100 shares. The F. G. M. F. S. strove to sell the 

Bee. -Hive among its own members. On April 9 1864 Benjamin Smart, the 

C, S. of the Bociety, remarkeds 

'Duch a newspaper (the Bee-Hive) has long been felt a desideratum 
of the working classes, so that they can at all times promulgate 
their own views upon questions affecting their own interests, and 
not depend upon such friends as G. Reynolds, who pretends to be 
the friend of trades' societies, yet he does not employ a member 
of one. ' 5 

I Stephen Coltham, George Potter, the Junta$ and the Bee-Hivej in 
International Review of Social History, vol. IX, 1964j PP* 392-3. 
See also, Stephen Colthamg The Bee-Rive Newspapers its Origin and 
Early Struggles, in A. Briggs and J. Saville (ed. ) FsesMs in Labour 
History, 1960, pp. 174-204. 

2The American Civil War had complicated impacts on the British labour 
movement in the early 18609. Although the leaders of the "New 
Model" unioneg supported the Northq the old fashioned leaders and 
most of the working class press which was controlled by them, 
supported the South. See Royden Harrisong Before the-Socialists, 
1865, chapter 2. 

-lF. G. M. M., vol. V. p. 145. 

4jbid, 
q p. 237, The Quarterly Report of the F*G*M. F. S. ending May 28 1861 

The Bee--Hive of March 26 1864 reported that the F. G. M. F. S. and the 
operative stone masons had taken out 100 shares respectively, 

51?. G. X, X,,, Ivol. Vs pp. 205-6. 
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He continueds 

'I can further recommend it (the Bee, --Hive ') 
as a first- 

class newspaper, which besides containing all information 
on trades affairev is also a first-class paper for all 
other general news. ,... We might easily increase its 
circulation at least 500 copies. ' I 

The F. G. M. FeSe also decided at the conference hold in Xarch 1864 that 

'Joseph Leicester, of Londong represent our interest in the management 

for the present 12 and at the half-yearly meeting of the Bee-Hive 

held on K&Y 31 of that year, Leicester was elected to the Board of 

Directors. Although the actual circulation of the Bee-Hive among glass 

makers is not known, it is clear that after Leicester's attendance at 

the Board of Directors the relationship between the F, G*X, F*So and 

Potter became closer than before and an abridged quarterly report from 

the C. 5, or C. C. of the Society regularly appeared in the pages of the 

3 
paper 

When on September 28 1864 the International Working Ken's Association 

(the First International) was founded at the meeting in St. Martin"s Hall, 

the internationalism of the London workingmen reached its climax. 

Karl Marx thought the Junta represented the trade union movement in 

Ragland and co-operated with such leaders as Applegarth and Odger. 

I Ibid, l p. 206. 

2 
Ibid. 9 P. 145. 

-3The first article aboutthe F. G. M. F. S. in the Bee-Hive appeared in 
the issue of June 13 1863. 
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The F. G. M. F*S. seems to have paid no attention to the International; 

there was no reference to it in the Magazine* The glass makers' 

leading role in honouring Kossuth, the Hungarian exile to Britain, in 

1851 1 
seemed to hold out the promise that they would play a great part 

in the internationalist movements of the early 1860s. But they never 

affiliated to the First International despite the fact that an intelligent 

interest in the future of their trade might have encouraged them to do 

so. The explanation must surely be that a "progressive" stance on these 

matters would have jeopardized relations with the Bee-Hive and the Glasgow 

Sentinel. 

A growing number of industrial disputes in the years 1864 and 1865 

sharpened the conflict between the Junta and Potter. The disputes of the 

miners of Staffordshire, Ironworkers of South Yorkshire and the Builders 

in the Midlands were associated with a remarkably sharp increase in real 

wages. The Staffordshire miners on strike received credentials from 

The first meeting of deputations from various trades in Birmingham 
on October 31 1851 *originated with the flint glass makers, and the 
object was to take into consideration the best means of welcoming 
Kossuth to this town' (Birmingham Journal, November 1 1850- 
Kossuth visited Birmingham on November 10 and 12 1851 and was 
enthusiastically welcomed by citizens. From 60,000 to 70v0OO men 
formed the procession Ancluding about 50 glass blowers and cutters 
with a band. (Northern Start November 16 1850- It was not an 
exaggeration to say that 'only the great workers' procession in 1832 
on behalf of the Reform Bill could have equalled themt (Denes A, 
Janossy, Great Britain and Kossuth in Archivum Eurol2ae Centro 
Orientalist Vol. 1,1937 (Budapestý, p. 151)- For the Kossuth 
visit to Birminghamp see also "Extraordinary Kossuth Elition't of 
Birmingham Mercury, November 13 1851- 
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the Junta to obtain assistance from other unions on condition that the 

miners should avoid giving allY unnecessary provocation to the employers 

or the authorities, The Stourbridge District of the F. G. X*F*S- proposed 

that IL25 be given to the Miners of Eiwt WorceBtershire and South 

Staffordshire now on strike against a reduction of wages. ' In October 

1864 the proposal was carried by the votes of all members. The 

Longport District of the Society held a special meeting on October 7 

1864 and resolved that 'we give them E25 in addition to that proposed by 

the Stourbridge District, and that they receive it one month after 

receiving the first, if the struggle should continue until then. ' 2 

At the beginning of 1865 Potter's position was favourable. The 

Bee-Hive was still the official organ of the London Trades Council and 

in January the National Association of Mineworkers also decided to 

recognise it as their organ. 
3 The First International had also adopted 

the Bee-Hive as its mouthpiece. 
4 However, the North Staffordshire 

Iron Puddlers* strike made the conflicts between the Junta and Potter 

increasingly sharp. On one hand, Potter was a strong advocate of an 

aggressive and militant policy an opposed to the conciliatory policy of 

1F. G. M. M., vol, V9 po 336. The result of the votes was 1291 for 
and 129 against the Stourbridge proposition. 

2 Ibidel P. 337. 
. -Pý 

3Stephen Coltham, George Potter, the Junta and the Bee-Hivj, 
opecit9l P. 402. 

4This 
was decided on November 22 1864. (ibid. j Pe 396). For the 

attempt and the failure of Xarl Marx to control the Beeý-Hive, see 
ibidg, P. 397. 
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the Junta. On the other hand# the Junta attempted to subject the 

militancy of the rank and file to their control* On Decen,, ber 31 1864 

the iron masters gave a fortnight0s notice to reduce the wages of the 

puddlers 1s. per tong and the wages of the mill men 10 per cent. At 

the expiration of the notice the North Staffordshire men ceased to work 

rather than submit to the reduction, though the men in the other 

districts decided to accept the reduction. On February 16 1865 the 

iron masters held a meeting at Birmingham, where they resolved to lock- 

out the men unless they should return to their work on the employers' 

terms. On February 27 the executive of the National Iron Workers' 

Association convened a meeting at Brierley Hillq delegates being present 

from the whole of the districts, On March 2 the masters held a meet* 

at Wolverhamyton and decided to look-out all the men on March 5- 1 In 

that month a lock-out was imposed throughout South Staffordshire. 

Pr, otter occupied himself enthusiastically with the dispute against the 

advice of the Ironworkers' Executive and the London Trades Council. As 

the Iron Workers rejected the Sarl of Lichfield's offer of arbitrationg 

the Council did not give them financial aid and consequently most "New 

model" trade unions followed the Council*s decision. So Potter called 

an 'illegal' meeting independently on March 15 by notice in the Bee-Hive, 
wftý 

without consulting the London Trades Councils tfor the purpose of taking 

The proceedings of the strike are elaborately described in Bee-Hive 
March 11 1865- 
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into consideration the present look-out of the ironmasters, and to 
I 

receive deputations from the iron workers and mill men of Staffordshire*' 

The meeting was attended by about 250 delegates. 2 Joseph Leicester 

was involved in the struggle and made the following speeoh at the 

meeting* 

'The object of the masters was to wrest from the working 
men the right to combine. Xany of them would go to church 
next Sabbathday and prayl "Give us this day our daily 
bread", while they were the means of depriving of their 
broad a number of unoffending men, womeng and children. 
(Hear)' 3 

After briefly reporting what he had seen in Staffordshire, (he went 

there on glass trade business)l Leicester went on by saying; 

tThe trade with which he was connected would do all in 
its power to support their bretheren in the iron trade. * 

It is important to see that through Leicester's activitiesq the 

flint glass makers were involved in the Iron workers* strike, which was 

supported by Potter and his associates. The F. G. M. F. S. proposed to 

give MOO from the funds to assist the Iron Puddlers in weekly instalments 

of LIO per week. This proposition was carried by 1139 votes and without 

any opposition. 
5 Among the total inoome of the National Association of 

Iron Workers donated by the various trade unions and individuals 

W18 48- 5d. ), the flint glaSB makers' donation (elo)6 w" second 

only to the subscription from the Bee-Hive Office (L66.2s. 4d. ). 

'Beet. 
-Hive, March 18 1865. 

2 Ibid. 

31bid, 

41bide 

5F. G. M. M., Vol. V, P. 451. 
6The 

Birmingham District of the F, G*M. F. S. sent E10 to the locked-out 
Ironworkers by consent of the C. C. Beside that the Lqmaor% Dint6riat 
dona, ted L9jk, 

- 
the York District El and the Smethwiok District 7g. qd. 

(Ve4j. -Hive p Juw! 1865)o 
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The Iron Pressers' Society in Manchester donated L6 which was followed 

by the flint gl&ss cutters W) and the United Orders of SmithO in 

Kensington (L2.5s. ). 1 The fact that the flint glass makers became the 

principal subscriber can be understood by the following circumstancess 

firstg the dispute of the iron workers occurred in an area where the 

glass makers were highly concentrated - in Stourbridge and its neigh- 

bourhood. Becond, Bince the C. C. of the F. G. W. F. S. was then located in 

Stourbridge, the C*C. could easily propose the donation not only from 

the 5tourbridge District but from all members of the Society. Third, 

through Leicester, the Society had been deeply connected with George 

Potter, who devoted himself to the dispute. 

On March 29 1865 the London Trades Council denounced Potter's 

action at a special meetingg when Danterg a president of the A*S*E*l 

accused Potter of being 'the aider and abetter of strikers; he thought 

of nothing else; he followed no other business; strikes were his bread 

and cheese; in short, he was a strike jobber, and he made the Bee-Hive 

newspaper his instrument for pushing his nose into every unfortunate 

dispute that sprung up*' 
2 Danter moved the following resolution; 

'That the visit of Mr, George Potter to Staffordshire 
was undertaken without the knowledge or sanction of the 

'Balance-sheet of the Iron workerst dispute' published by the 
Executive Council of the National Association of Iron Workers; 
in Bee-Hivej June 28 1865- 

2 Mr. Potter and the London Trades' Council, 1865, p. 2. See also 
'The London Trades Council and Mr. George Potter'; in Bee-Hive, 
April 1 1865 and'Mr. George Potter and the Slanders'; in Bee-Ifive 
April 29 1865- In the Webbst eyes Danter was 'the outspoken 
president of the Amalgamated &gineers. 9 (S. & B. Webb, Historv of 
Trade Unionism91920 editiong op. cit., pe 255-) 
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London Trades' Council; and this meeting is of opinion 
that the only object he had in view was to promote the 
interests of the Beehive newspaper, and deem it our duty 
to make known the factl and thus disabuse the minds of 
the men locked out, and likewise the public generally. ' 

Robert Applegarth seconded the motion, which was unanimously carriede 

Immediately, on April 4t about 200 delegates of the Potter group 

assembled, where Thomas Connolly of the operative stonemasons accused 

the six members of the Trades Council 'as cowardly and disgraceful in 

2 the extremef# T. J. Dunning of the London Bookbinders also denied 

the will of the Trades Council stating that the Council 'actually 

represented in the metropolis to about say 20,000, not one-fifth of 

the trade unionists in London. 93 Potter declared that 'the Tradest 

Council only represent a small portion of the metropolitan trades, and 

therefore they had no reason to complain at a meeting of the whole of 

the trades of London being convened for the purpose of rendering prompt 

and united support for a body of men who had been so cruelly locked out 

in the iron trade. (Loud cheers). 
4 Leicester was absent from this 

meeting, but on April 9 he wrote a letter to the Bee-Hive 'on behalf 

I Mr* Potter and the London Trades' Council, op. cit., p. 2. 

2 Bee-Hive. April 8 1865. 

31bid. 

41bide 
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of the Flint GlaBs Trade's 

'I am very sorry my work prevented me from attending your 
meeting on Wednesday night last, I should have been glad 
to have entered my solemn protest against the brazen- 
faced slanders of those conspirators who call themselves 
the "London Trades' Council. " The record of this filt4y 
business is the monument of its infamy, The success of 
the BEEHIVE had, no doubtl excited the petty malice of 
these would-be leaders;; but I am extremely glad that the 
delegates of the trades of London have repelled their 
mean accusationst and will not let the same petty malice 
and wounded self-conceit injure the character of a man 
whose life and energies have been spent for the good 
of his follows.... The hole which they dug for Mr. Potter 
they have tumbled into themselves. There we must leave 
them for their friends to pull out by their uncommon long 
ears. ' I 

The look-out came to an end on April 8 1865* The F. G. M*M. 

considered that 'the struggle was ultimately compromised, owing to the 

division and jealousies of the different councils of the ments Unions40@2 

Throughout this dispute the gulf between the Junta and Potter became 

bigger than before* On September 4 1865 the London Trades Council 

resolved to cease to keep the Bee-Hive as the official organ of the 

Council* Instead the Workman's Advocate became its organg although 

not recognised by formal resolution. 
3 Immediately the Stourbridge 

District of the F&G. M. F*S. wrote to the Bee-Hives 

'Sir, - In conveying our warm expressions of appreciation 
for the invaluable services and unflinching and honourable 
conduct rendered by Mr. Potter to the recent lock out 
in the iron trade of South and Worth Staffordshire, and 
on all occasions where the just interests of the working 

I Bee-Hive, April 15 1865. 

2ý. GoM*M*, Vol- Vo P. 5949 

3Stephen Coltham, George Potter, the Junta, and the Bee-Hive, 
oj2. cit., P. 413. 
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class are concerned, we wish it to be distinctly 
understood thatl as a section of a trades' union holding 
shares in the Beehives we totally disagree with the vote 
of censure passed upon Mr. Potter by the London Trades' 
Council, and consider their conduct reprehensible in 
moving to injure the circulation of the paper which is 
really and truly the working man's friend, and which is 
working wonders in revolutionising the characters, 
thoughts, actions, and aspirations of that class it 910 
powerfully advocates. Sincerely wishing a better state 
of things will open under the auspices of the new element 
introduced into the Council. ' i 

Thus F. G. M*P. S, became one of the strong oplx)nents to the Junta. 

In this matter one clearly sees how the governing branch helped link 

the FG, M,, F. S. with Potter through the Staffordshire Iron Puddlers' 

strike. As was noted at the end of the last section, Leicester's 

activities could not be easily dismissed. But, more fundamentally, 

the conditions for the link existed in the decidedly local character of 

the society and the traditions of "primitive democracy" pervading its 

members. 

III. The Reform Movement. 

The Reform League was formally established at a public meeting 

held in St. Martine Hall on February 23 1865 2 
and continued to be the 

'Bee-Hive, September 16 1865. The letter was i3ent in the names 
of G. Nicklin, president of the Stourbridge District, and W. Ii. 
Packwood, seoretary. 

2 Bee-Hive, February 25 1865- For the detailed activities of the 
Reform League, see Stephen Coltham, George Potter and the "Bee- 
Hive" Newspaperg D. Phil. thesis, Oxford University , 1956, 
chapter V, and A. D. Bellp The Refom League from its Origins to 
1867. D. Phil. thesis. Oxford University, 1961, 
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most famous political organisation of the Workers until it disbanded 

in 1869. In early Xarch 1865 Simund Beales was chosen as president 

of the League and George Howell as secretary. The League hold its 

first important demonstration on December 12 1865 when the enrolled 

membership was already more than 4vOOO* Potter, Hartwell, Thomas 

Connolly and Joseph Leicester - all participated in its organisationg 

but in its early months Potter's associates were not welcomed and were 

excluded from the ruling circles when Possible. 
' Thus in March 1866 

Potter founded the L. W. M. A# At the start the L. W. X, A. was not intended 

to be antagonistic to the Reform League, but the fact that the League 

was dominated by the Junta made antagonism more or less inevitable. 

However, the L. W. M. A. with its 600 members was never a competitor to 

the League which in May 1866 numbered nearly 61000 members and in August 

81000. 

Gladstone's introduction of a Liberal Reform Bill in the House of 

Commons on March 15 1866 followed by Robert Lowe's anti-Reform speech 

and the formation of the "Cave of Adullamllp encouraged the Reform Move. 

ment. Beales performed a significant service to the League by convincing 

&ecutive and Council that refusal to support the Bill meant suicide 

for the League and the decision to support the Gevernment was made on 

'FoX. Leventhalt OP-cit-t P-- 159- Seventeen of the twenty-nine 
organising committee members were members of the London Trades 
Council and the International. (A. D. Bell, op. cit., p. 13. ) 

2Reform Le! ajae Notes (Howell Collection). 
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Xarch 16 and 20.1 on the other hands the L. W*M. A. convened a meeting 

at St. Martin's Hall on April 5 for the purpose of Calling uPOn the 

House of Commons to vote the reading of the Bill and 'to protest 

against the insulting and calumnious language used towards the working 

classes in Parliament by Lord Elchog MesBrs. Lowe, Horsman, Narsh, and 

other renegade Liberals. 92 Following Potter, Connolly and Dunning 

Joseph Leicester made a long speech to support the Liberal Reform Bills: 

'Lord Derby's Bill gave additional power to the land 
lordq while the present measure gave the vote to house 
and land combineds and that even in counties would be 
found to give a great increase of votes to the working 
man. *. While at present the working classes of the 
country were represented by 130,000 votest this measure 
would increase the number by 200,000. In order, therefore# 
to pass that measure, Mr. Gladstone had to throw himself 
on the support of the people England. (Hear hear).... 
Let the working ment then cordially and readily respond 
to his summons. (Loud continued cheering)' 3 

On h1ay 10 the City was shaken by the fall of Overend, Gurney & Co. 

and a comercial panic took place. On July 23 the Wde Park 'riot' 

broke down the railings of the Park and shook the Government. After 

4 the League's public meeting held in the Guildhall on August 8, a 

series of joint demonstrations by the League, Trade unions and John 

Bright took place in support of the principles of registered and 

residential manhood suffrage and the ballot* Although the other 

'A. D, Bell# op*cit., P. 75- 

2Bee-Hive, April 7 1866o 

31bidol April 7 1860. 

4, bids, August 11 1866. 
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Liberals held back from the Leaguet Bright was willing to use it as an 

instrument against the Government. The Birmingham League Council 

decided on August 8 to hold the first Birmingham demonstrations for 

Reform on August 27* 1 On that day a crowd of 20,000 gathered to hear 

Bright declaring that he had no fear of manhood suffrage. The Birmingham 

Liberal Association had appealed direct to manufacturers to declare a 

holiday. The demonstration was jointly organised by the Birmingham 

League and the Liberal Association and supported by trade unions 

including the Birmingham Trades Councill and temperance$ benefit and 

friendly societies. 
2 The L. W. K. A. had decided to send a deputation 

3 from London. The demonstration was obviously large. 'Never in the 

history of Fthgland has there taken place a demonstration equal to that 

which was witnessed in Birmingham on Monday. The voice of the Midland 

Counties has been heard upon the Reform Qtxestion and it has given forth 

no uticertain sound. v4 'From an early hour on Monday morning Birmingham 

was all activity and bustle,,.. Heavily laden trains came in from 

Wolverhamptony Coventryl West Bromwichp lCidderminsterl and Stourbridge. #5 

Ibid, The first report of a Birmingham branch of the League was 
of a meeting on Xay 29 1865 at the Odd Fellow's Hall. On October 22 
1866 the Birmingham League had actually become a department or 
district organisation. (A. D. Bellj ok. cit., p. 239,247)o 

2 A. D. Bellj 02#cit. p p. 2459 

3ROynolds's Newspaer, August 26 1866. 

4Brierle. 
y Hill Advertiser, September 1 1866. 

5rbid. 
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Stourbridge was represented bY about five hundred persons 'Of Whom 

some three hundred were glass makers. There is no political association 

at Stourbridge, and as there had been no active organisation, there 

were no bands or banners. The leaders were Messrs. Woolleyl W. PackwOOdj 

Jukes J. Blurton, G. Lichfield and J. Chance. 11 On the following day 

the L. W. M. Ae resolved that the Association 'offers its congratulation 

to the working men of Birmingham on the noble demonstration made bv 

them and the working men of the surrounding districts on Monday lastv' 
2 

and remarked that the demonstration afforded 'an example worthy of 

imitation by the trade societies of London on the next metropolitan 

demonstration. 13 

The Reform League had not penetrated into the Black country before 

the demonstration in Birminghaml but this success stimulated the spread 

of branches into the region. One was formed in Wednesbur7 only three 

days after the demonstration and by the end of September it counted 

200 members. By this time the WolverhamPton Working Mens Liberal 

Association had affiliated itself to the Birmingham League and other 

branches were formed in Walsally Great Bridge, Brierley Hill and 
4 Willenhall in the last months of 1866. By the turn of the year the 

Reform League was firmly established as the vehicle of working class 

reform agitation in the Black Country. Because neither the Reform 

'Birmingham Joumall September 1 1866, and Saturday Evening Post 
FBýirmin-g-ý&u-mTbeptember 1 18669 

alDer, September 2 1866. 

31bido 

43ric Taylor, The Working Class Movement in the Black Country, 
1863-19149 Ph. D. thesis, University of Keele, 19739 chapter 10, 
particularly pp, 361-9. For a list of provincial branches of the 
League in the Black Country see A. D. Bell, OP-cit-s ppe 245-6. 
The Stourbridge branch does not appear in B-e"l=s ist. 
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Union nor any organisation comparable in attitude and status with the 

L, W. M. A. developed into a body of any importance in the Black Country# 

there were no tensions in the early months of 1867 between the League 

amd the Reform Union or between the League and militant trade unionS Of 

the George Potter type. 
I 

It is interesting that the Stourbridge flint 

glass makers, who supported not the Junta but Potterl took the 

initiative in founding the League branch in the area. This suggests 

that their support for Potter was by no means absolute. Industrially 

Potter could appeal beyond London, politically he could not or* at 

least, did not. 

The Stourbridge branch of the League was established on September 

17 1866, On that day there was a large attendance, most of the trades 

in the neighbourhood being represented. Flint glass makers took the 

initiative in organising the branch. Joseph Woolley, whom we have often 

metj 'warmly commended the ballot as the best remedy yet propounded 

for venality and corrupt practices at elections, and contended that it 

should form an indispensable part of any Refom Bill worthy the acceptance 

of the people. ' 2 W. H. Packwood, whom we have also met beforep earnestly 

advocated a move to connect the meeting of the day with the League, 

stating that 'the glass makers' society of this district had unanimously 

'Eric TViorl ibid. 

2Briarla Hill Advertiser, 5eptember 22 1866 gand Stourbridge Observer. 
September 22 1866o 
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passed a resolution in favour of supporting the Reform Leagueq and 

promising to join in large numbers$ this branch on those conditions@' 

The resolution to establish a branch of the League in the area was 

unanimously adopted. Akroyd was elected president of the branchl 

Packwood, treasurer and Woolleys secretary. 
2 Four days later, on 

September 21, George Howell, secretary of the Reform League, sent a 

letter to Joseph Woolley, to inform him that 50 membership cards of 

the League would be sent to Stourbridge and wrote that 'If you are a 

branch of the League you keep two thirds of the subscription for local 

agitation and expenses., 
3 On September 30 the Stourbridge branch sent 

4 Ll- 13,4d. to the Reform League. The Committee of the Stourbridge 

branch held weekly meetings and enrolled from twenty to thirty members 

each night; 'among these were the names of several gentlemen occupying 

respectable positions, and tradesmen, but the bulk belonged to the elite 

of the working classais., 
5 In November of that year membership became 137- 

On October 29 the first monthly meeting of the branch was held at 

Wollaston School room, but the attendance was 'rather small'. Packwood 

1 lbid. 

2 Ibid* 

3Howell-l-s Letter Book, vol. It P. 369. (Howell Collection) 

4Reform Lemye Cash-Bookp p. 13 (Howell Collection)* After that day 
onwards until the collapBe of the League, no subscriptions from 
the 5tourbridge Branch can be found in the Reform Le! UMe Cash Book. 

533rierley Hill Advertiser, November 3 1866* 

Ibide 
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argued thats 91t was the duty of all who were anxious for Reform to 

join the League at once. The conservative reformer and the manhood 

suffrage reformer were welcomel and free to advocate their view on 

reform - each in his own peculiar manner, #' It seems likely that 

Packwood continued to be secretary of the Stourbridge branch of the 

League and one of the members of the General Committee of the Midland 

Department. 2 

The second massive demonstration was held in Manchester following 

the Birmingham one. Together with Earnest Jonesq E., O. Greening, OcIgerl 

Lucraft and W4,0,, Roberts, John Bright attended. 
3 Keetings of this 

kind multiplied after that. On October 16 1866 in Glasgow the alliance 

between Bright, the Reform Leaguet the Reform Union# and the trade 

unions resulted in the greatest political demonstration that had ever 

4 been held in Scotland. John Bright represented the national leadership 

I Ibido 

2The Reform League had seven Departments with 315 branches in 
July 1867. The Midland Department had 9074 enrolled members in 
37 branches. The Birmingham branch of the F. G. M. F. S. affiliated 
to the Birmingham Reform League. The Stourbridge branch of the 
League was initiated and run largely by the local glass makers. 
(Reform League - List of Departments and Branches, 1867- Howell 
Collection). The General Committee of the Midland Department 
conBiSted of 62 delegates; W. H. Packwood came from the Stourbridge 
Branch and T. J. Wilkinson came from the F. G. M. F. S. branch (National 
Reform League Midland DeRartment, 2nd Annual R2port, July 1 
Howell Collection). 

3F. E, Gillespie, op. cit. j p. 270o 

4The Scottish National Reform League had been formed on September 
17 1866 as practically the Scottish Section of the National Reform 
League. By Karch 1867 the Scottish League had 33 branches outside 
Glasgow with about 109000 members (A. D. Bell, 92. oit., pD. 288-91). 
For the 5cottish League, see W. H. Waser, Trade Unions, Reform and 
the Election of 1868 in Scotland, in 300ttish Historical-R-eview. 
vol. 50 1971, pp. 138-57- . -W 
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of the Reform UniontEdImmd Beales came as president of the National 

Reform League and George Potter came from the L, W, M*A. I More than 

forty thousand people took part and the march extended for six miles 

through the Glasgow streets- 4It could not have been witnessed bY 

fewer than 3009000 people; the streets, windows, and house-tops being 

crowded along the whole length of its march. ' 2 This was followed by an 

open air meetingg which adopted resolutions for manhood suffrage and 

the ballot. At night in the City Hall, Bright spoke together with 

Potter, Alexander MacDonald, George Newton and many others. The 

F. G*X. M. wrotes 

'The working men of Glasgow and other towns of the West 
of Scotland having arranged to organise a grand procession 
on the 16th October 1866, in honour of John Bright's 
visit, as the great champion of Reform and to manifest 
their zeal in favour of extending the franchise to manhood 
suffrage, supported by the ballot. ' 3 

The Glasgow Sentinel reported that 'This p4rt of the demonstration was 

undoubtedly a great success, and was exceedingly creditable to all 

concerned, whether the respectable appearance and orderly behaviour 

of the processionists be regarded, or the interest attaching to the 

clever and telling devices on the innumerable flags and banners, and 

the multitude of beautiful and ingenious models illustrative of the 

various handicrafts. v4 

I F. E. Gillespie, op. cit., pp. 272-3, and W. H. Fraser, ibid., PP* 144-5- 
For the Glasgow demonstration, see also A. D. Bells oR. cit., pp. 
287-93. 

2 Glasgow Sentinelp October 20 1866. 

-ýF. G*M. M., vol. V, p. 832. 

4Glasgow 5entinelp October 20 1866. 
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This display of being respectable men with artisan skills supported 

their claim for political rightso 124 bookbinders walked in the procession; 

'they carried some fine specimens of Binding, along with a Flag and 

several Banners with Mottos appropriate to the Occasions the Day was 

enjoyed by all who took a Part in the Proceedings. 11 The flint glass 

makers of the Glasgow District, together with the glass onttersp marched 

in the procession as well; labout 150 well-dressed, respectable meng 

carrying with them numerous articles of their handiwork, with flags and 

banners. ' 2 Benjamin Smart of Glasgow as marshal marched ahead of the 

group with a 'Coloured Glass Mace. ' Besides two main bwmers - 'The 

United Flint Glass Makers of Great Britain and Ireland' and 'The United 

Flint Glass Cutters' Friendly Bocietyl - Motto - 'May supporters of 

Trade never want' -I glass workers carried numerous smaller banners 

and flagog inscribed 'Prosperity to our Employer', and 'To John Bright 

and the Memory of Cobden., 3 The flint glass makers were proud of their 

own group in the procession. 'It may be truly said that this body of 

men were second to none for their personal appearanceg order, and 

ornaments, amongst that vast assembly of 509000 men., 
4 

On the other hand, in September 1866 the Committee of the L. W. K. A. 

decided to hold a Reform demonstrationg the principle of which was that 

'the demonstration should be considered as a Working men's and Trades# 

Demonstration and that it should be carried out to the end by working men 

I Bookbinders Union, Xinuteel Kovember 17 1866; quoted in R. G. Gray, 
Class Structure and the Cla6s Formation of Skilled Workers in 
FAinburghg C. 1850-C. 19001 Ph. D. thesis, op. cit., p. 1579 

2F. G, M,. Ms, g Vol. V, p. 832. 

3Ibide, 
pp. 832--33. 

4Ibid., p. 833. 
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only, 
" The preparatory meeting for the demonstration held on 

October 25, decided to invite the President and Executive Council Of 

the Reform League, as a deputation from that body. The invitation 

set off a bitter debate in the Executive of the League. Although Cremer 

and four others wanted to refuse to have anything whatsoever to do with 

the demonstration, the majority of the Executive expressed a strong 

desire for harmony with Potter. 2 The Executive elected three members 

Goo. Davis, B. Lucraft and W. Osborne 'to aid them in the arrangements 

of the demonstration) in the most effective maimer. #3 On the day 

from 209000 to 30jOOO workers marched in the r-wocession, in spite of 

the efforts of Applegarth, Coulson and Allan to discourage their members 

from taking part in it. Potter's influence was shown to be sufficient 

to tip the balance against the Junta*4 rpl, hey marched from St. James 

I Bee-Hive, December 8 1866. 

2 Ibid. j November 17 1866. See also, A, D. Bellt oR. cit., P. 94. 

3COuncil Minutes of the Reform League, November 21 1866 (Howell 
Collection). 

4 G. D. H. Cole pointed out that *The L. W*M, A, l rather than the London 
Trades Council or the National Reform Leaguej was the body which 
brought the London workmen out on the streets to demonstrate for 
Reform'. (G. D. H. Cole, British Working Class Politics. 1832-1914,, 
19419 P. 39), His assessment of the L-W. M. A& may be overestimated. 
F. So Gillespie also wrote that the L. W&X. A. 'was important politically, 
and even its trade-union following for a time was as large as that 
of the Junta, Its members were hardly nondescriptt. (F, E. 
Gillespie, op. cit. -I p. 258, fn. 2). 
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Park to Beaufort Grounds, a distance of five mileal being formed into 

four divisions in the procession. Once againy flint glass makers 

carried, in addition to some splendid banners, a number of beautiful 

specimens of their artq including a fragile vase containing pendant 

fuchsias and other graceful flowers, crowns of brilliant crystal, 

muskets of glass, and glittering swords of the same bright and brittle 

material. 
' At the head of the group Leicester as marshal marched in 

Isaah and regalia of the Working Men's Associationg with Glass Sword in 

Hand. ' 2 There was also 'a splendid silk flagg with the inscription# 

I"fhe Orphans and Widows are our Love"# which had been carried at the 

passing of the Reform Bill in 183203 The F*G*X*K* waxed somewhat 

lyrical s 

tThe route was through the principal streets of the west 
endl right through the most aristocratic part of London. 
Turning which way you wouldq the eye met with nothing but 
an ocean of humanity; the sight was one of the grandest 
and most imposing ever seen in the world. The dense 
masses of well-dressed people were like a solid wall 
on each side of the procession; there could not have 
been less than one million of people assembled to witness 
this demonstrationy all testifying their sympathy in 

the object in view, vis. 9 manhood suffragel protected by 
the ballot. ' 4 

'Bee-Hive, December 8 1866. 

2ý. G, M, M*j Vol. V, P. 870. 

31bido 

41bidol 
p. 869. 
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In facto glass makers fturned out to a man, each providing himself 

with a rosette, manufactured for the occasion by the theatrical 

dressers of Covent Garden Theatre in imitation of glass, typical of 

their trade. All along the route as soon as the glass makers came 

in sight, there was a perfect ovation. ' 1 

The next day the same trades held a public meeting in St. James 

Hall. Among those on the platform, besides the members of the L. W. M. A. 

were BeeBlY9 Snglander, F. Harrison, Dickson, MaBBiev Lanfley, John 

Bennett, W. Evans, Lucraft, Bubb, and W. Dell. Joseph Leicester 

made a speechs 

'There appeared to be a class of politicians who set 
themselves up as censors and umpires as to the virtues 
of the working men. He denied their power to judge the 
working men rightly. There was no possibility of pleasing 
the Tories, whether they hit them high or hit them low. 
If Lord Derby had made such a botch of glass blowing as 
he had of statesmanship he would not have been allowed 
time to go out of business, he would have been kicked 
out (Laughter). Lord Derby had not only shut the door 
in the face of the people who asked for the franchise; he 
had slammed it in their faces. (hear) 2 

His speech was followed by one from John Bright, who congratulated 

the unions on at last making a start for Reform. Bright also said a 

word in support of the Reform Union and the Reform League, but not the 

3 L*W. M. A* On December 5 the Executive Council of the League passed 
4 

a reBolutionj congratulating Potter I and L5 was sent from Howell to 

1 Ibide 

2ýee-Hive, Decomber 8 1866. 

3A. D. Bell, 02-citst P- 95. 

4Council Minutes of the Reform League, December 5 1866; quoted in 
stephen Colthamg George Potter and the "Bee. -Hive" 14ewspaper, op. cit., 
chapter'Vl p. 19. 
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Potter on account of 19000 tickets. 

The L. W. M. A. 's successful demonstration forced the Reform League 

Executive to hold their own. Immediately after the demonstration theY 

began making their arrangements* On December 19 the London Trades 

Council passed a strongly-worded resolution, moved by Allan and 

supported by Applegarth and Coulsont oalling on all trade unionists to 

laid the forthcoming demonstration under the auspices of the League. 92 

On December 31 George Howell sent nine letters to trade unionists to 

inform them that the demonstration would take place on February 11 1867 

and to require their preparation for it-3 All of these nine letters 

except one were sent to the Junta and their associates. The exception 

was a letter to Joseph Leicester, belonging to the Potter group*4 

December 31st 6 

Dear Sir, 

I am not quite certain if I am right in addressing you 
as the secretary of the glass blowers. 

Will you kindly request your society to send delegates 
to the Delegate Meeting on the 16th instant at the Cambridge Hall, 

'HowellIB Letter Book, vol. II, p. 274,317- (Howell Collection) 

2 London Trades Council Minutes, December 19 1866. 

3Howell's Letter Book, Vol. II, OR. Cit. 9 P. 353. They were sent 
to D. Guile# W. Allan, E. Coulson, R. Applegarthq Dodthan 
(Cordwainers Association)l Lawrence, W. Hammett (City Ladies 
Shoemakers' Society) the Secretary of the Painters Association 
(no name is given) and Joseph Leicester. Howell also sent a few 
letters of the same contents to the Branches of the League. The 
Commonwealth of January 5 1867 also reported on the letters 
circulated by Howell* 

4HOwel,, 
B Letter Book, vol. II, op. cit., P. 358. 
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Will you also send copies of the enclosed bill & all correspondOnCO 
in letters or parcels- 

I hope to see your trade muster in full force on the DV 
of the demonstration Febry the 11th as the HoUBe opens on the Itho 

am Sir , 
Yours truly 

Mr. J. Leicester 
Geo* Howelll Beery. 

Glass blower's Society 

This letter might suggest that Howell sought the cooperation of as 

wide a group as possible, even involving those connected with the L. W. M. Ao 

At the beginning of January 1867 the Executive Committee of the League 

found that 'Already the Trades' Council, Amalgamated Engineerst 

Amalgamated Carpenters, Operative Bricklayers, Amalgamated Cordwainerst 

Iron Founders, &c. have agreed to go in for the Demonstration. " 

Howell did not want the participants in the proposed demonstration to 

be confined to the London area. Hance he wrote to J. W. Woolley, 

secretary of the Stourbridge Branch of the League that OWith Regard 

to the Cambridge Hall meeting, it is not only expected that Metropolitan 

delegates will attend, we rather want you to be represented at the 

I Council Minutes of the Reform Lea 
Collection) - 

ime, January 2 1867. (Howell 
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demonstration if only by a few. ' I On January 16 some 500 delegates 

gathered in Cambridge Hall. 2 The court decision handed down on 

JAnuary 16 1867 in the case of Hornby v. Close served to make the 

trade unionists recognise more stronglv than ever the necessitv of 

participating in the political movement. On January 21 Howell wrote 

to Hartwell, requesting the L. W. MeA. 's cooperation with the February 

demonstration. The Association decidedg after some hesitation, to 

support the League's own demonstration. 3 It took place on February 11 

as pla=ed* The Bee-Hive reported that 25#000 marchedl but added that 

many thousands of sympathizers did not march. Some flint glass makers 

attended the procession. 
4 

The League held another demonstration on March 11 in Trafalgar 

Square after which the Executive held weekly meetings there. 5 On 

May 6 200,000 demonstrators assembled at Wde Park. 
6 

On August 15 

the Reform Act received the Royal Assent. The role of the flint glass 

Howell's Letter Bookj vol. II, p, 441. The letter is dated 
January 12 1867- Fniortunately the reply from Woolleyq if any, 
is not preserved in the Letter Book, 

20ommonwealthp January 19 1867- 

'ABoo. 
-Rival February 9 1867- 

4Bee-Hive, February 16 1867. 

5A, D, Bellt oRcit. p p. 104o 

ýFor the assessment of the occupation of the Park, see Boyden Harrison, 
Before theSocialistst op. cit. 9 chapter III. A satire in "Punch", 
showing that the Government had come by the Fýyde Park Railway to 
Reform was understood to illustrate the conflict between the 
propertied classes and revolutionary potentialities of the working 
class led by the 'Labour aristocracy'. His intention was that 
class struggle and party conflict had to be taken together in their 
inter-relatedneSS. 
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makers in the Reform movement has now been considered. Those in 

Stourbridge, Birminghm, London and Edinburgh - in all these regions 

the position of the flint glass makers was superior and stable - 

seem to have been the most active participators in the Reform 

Demonstrations. Well-dressed glass makers marched with their products 

of high quality showing as they thought9 their right to be enfranchised, 

In terms of the national Reform organisations, it would be wrong to 

think that the F. G. M. F*S. as a whole supported the Reform League or 

the L. W. M. A. Since the F. G. M*F. 5, was associated with the Potter 

groups the 5ociety supported the LoW. M*Ao in London. But the Society 5- 

in Stourbridge and Birmingham supported the League, probably because 

the L. W. M*A. was only weakly organised in the Black Country. It is 

not without significance that the most skilled flint glass makers in 

5tourbridge took the initiative in organising the local Branch of the 

League. 
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IV. MaBteiT and Servant Act 

The breaking of contract of service by a workman was* according 

to the Master and Servant Act, a criminal offence and the workman 

charged was to be punished by imprisonment or a fine. The same act 

committed by an employer constituted only a civil offence and the 

employer, if the case went against him which was quite seldomy could 

only be punished by a fine. As with other working men, flint glass 

makers occasionally suffered under the Act. Indeedl one of the worst 

cases revealed before the Select Committee on the Master and Servant 

Act in May 1866 was that of Thomas O'Brien a flint glass maker 

(Servitor) of Glasgow,, After giving hie fortnightts notice to quit, 

according to the rules of the trade, he left Glasgow and got a job in 

Manchester. Thereafter the employers 'made an application, according 

to the Act, got a warrant, sent a criminal officer from Glasgow to 

Manchester, took him away from his work in Manchester, carried him, 

without any information on the warrant, across all the counties between 

Manchester and Glasgow, and brought him to trial. " The result of 

the trial was that he was found to have committed $no offence whatever, ' 

but he was not 'allowed any damages for the loss he had been put to 

in being brought from Manchester to Glasgow. ' 2 So-the workman returned 

'Select Committee on Naster and Servant 1866, (P-P- XIII)q p. 16. 
The case was noted by Alexander Campbell on July 30 1866. 

2 Ibid. The F. G. M. M 
-a 

reported the case examined with Justice of 
Peace Court on Februarv l3l 169 20,1860 (vol. Ing PP- 597-601)e 
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to his situation at Manchester* 

Therefore it was bardlv surprising that when the movement against 

the Act began in Glasgow in February 186391 the F. G. M. F. S. supported it. 

In April of that year the Glasgow Trades Council and the trade union 
2- 

delegates agreed on three modest but essential demands. In July 

they printed two hundred copies of a manfesto3 to circulate to all 

Trades Councils and the leading trade unions throughout the country. 

The Trades Councils of London, Edinburghl Nottingham, Sheffield and 

Newcastle etc. all expressed support. This appeal stated that in 1861 

109393 cases were prosecuted at law and stressed the necessity for 

reform and for lobbying M. p. 8.4 In October 1863 at the annual conference 

'The 
movement was originated amongst the trade unionists of 

Glasgow because the workmen in Scotland suffered more from the 
Act than those in England. (D. Simon, Master and Servant9in 
J. Saville (ed. ) Democr! a2X and the Labour Movements 1954, P* 173-11 

John Strachant Glasgow lawyer, drew up "The Memorial of Information 
Intended for the Use of such Workmen as Fall under the Provisions 
of the Statute 4th Geo. IV Cap. 34 (1823 Jan. 17)" and this was 
printed and circulated by Campbell amongst the leading trade 
unionists of Glasgow (D. Simon, ibid., p. 174. ) The 'Nemorial 
of Information' is preserved in the F. G*M. M,, vol. V, pp, 115-7t 
as the Webbs pointed out. (History ;f Trade Unionismq 1920 editiont 
OP, Cit, t P, 252). 

-ýrhe 'Manifesto' issued on July 15 1863 is also preserved in the 
F*G*K&Xo, vol* V9 pp. 27-9., 

41n Staffordshire between 1858 and 1867 there were 1Oj0OO prosecutions 
under these Acts. Xany were mass P"01819clitions involving up to 50 
men. (George Barnsby, Social Conditions in the Black Country in 
the Wineteenth Centuryl Ph*D. thesis, University of Birmingham, 
1969, pe 345). The prosecutions of the Stourbridge glass workers 
under this Act were often reported in the local papers. For 
instanceq Brierley Hill Advertiser, December 1 1860v July 20 1861j 
April 19 1862, September 6 IT6-2j January 17 1863l and October 20 1866. 
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of the Social Science Association held in Blinburghg Campbell appealed 

for support in a papert which was prepared by ]Newton and endorsed by 

the Glasgow Trades Council. 91 But none of the members of the Association 

took action except Andrew Elgarl, a barrister, because the Association 

considered the Act as ta, snub to the trade union movement., 
2 Meanwhile 

the members of the Glas&%)w Trades Council was losing touch with the 

majority of Glasgow Trade unionists. 
3 In March 1864 Campbell questioned 

the Council's positiony saying 'The Trades Council was now the mere 

skeleton of what it once was. Two-thirds of the trades once represented 

had withdrawn, of these the most numerous, powerful and influentialp 

such as the flint glass makere'l ironmoulders, masons, shipwrights, 

joinersp amalgamated engineers and others., 
4 However, the flint glass 

makers were earnestly discussing the problem of the Master and Servant 

Act at their Manchester conference hold on March 17-19 5 
and resolved 

I Bego. -Hive, October 31 1863. 

2D. Simon, op. -cit-9 P. 175. 

3By the end of 1863 representation on the Glasgow Trades Council 
had fallen from 30 societies in April 1861 to 15- (W*H. Fraserp 
Trades Councils in England and Scotland, 1858-18971 P*30). But 
at the Councilts meeting of January 15 1864* the F*G*M. F. S. was 
still present. (F*G. X*Xolvol*Vl PP-115-7)o 

4GlasiLow Sentinelp March 19 1864. 

5The following address of the C, S, of the F. G. M. F. S. shown how 
earnestly the problem of the Act had been discussed at the conference, 
10, how the blood tingled in my veins with pleasure when I saw 
the spirit and animation that prevailed in the Conference when 
this subject was discussing, and how eager one an all were to make 
the resolution as effective as possiblel'If the same spirit only 
animated the half of the working man of lhgland, this most infamous 
law would have long since been swept from the statute book of 
EngLand. (F. G. M. Molvol. V, p. 206; Address of C*S. april 9 1864)o 
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tto give all the aid they possibly can to the Trades' Council of Glasgow 

in their efforts to get the present existing law of contract between 

masters and men altered, and placed upon a just and equal footingg and 

that the Executive be empowered to control the same. 
" Soon after, 

on March 25# it became possible for the first time 'to summon a really 

representative meeting Of the Glasgow unions on the master and servant 

question. 
2 This meeting Irevolutionised the situationvI3 

The Master and Workman's Act Reform Committee held weekly meetings 

and as a result attendance at the Council meetings continued to declinep4 

but owing to the activities of the Committee the movement began to 

spread throughout the country. The Committee asked the London Trades 

Council to call a conference *to give a national character to the movement. ' 

This was held at the office of the Universal League for the Welfare of 

the Working Classes in London on May 30-June 2 1864.5 Campbell and 

Newton from the Glasgow Trades Council and S. Phillips from the United 

'F, G*M*Mo, volo Vs pe 145a 

%es-Hive, March 26 1864- 

3D. Simont OR. cit., p, 1779 

4W. H. Fraser, Trades Councils in England and Scotland, 1858-1897, 
oR. cit., p. 287. 

5Report 
of Conference on the Law of Masters and Workmen under their 

Contract of Service, held in London on 30th. 31th May and lot and 
2nd June 1864, Glasg-Ow. 

- 
1864o 

The F. G. M. M. published the report in its entirety, (F. G. M. N, 
9 vol. V, pp. 212-22). Strachan's report at the conference is partly 

reproduced in G. D. H. Cole and A. W. Filson, British Working Claim 
Movementi Select Documents2 1789-1875,1951, P- 553. 
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Trades and Labourers of Northumberland and Durham represented the flint 

glass makers. Although the number of delegates was 21t they 'represented 

in the aggregate upwards of 200,000 members of trades' societies. ' 1 

Not only were the national leaders of trade unions assembled at the same 

time but also they resolved to influence the Government to amend the 

Master and Servant Act. On the final day of the conference a deputation 

consisting of MacDonald, Newton, Campbell, Williams, Odgerv Connollyg 

Dunning and Strachang met Cobbett in Westminster Hall and after that 

several members in the Tea Room of the House* The conference 'makes 

an epoch in Trade Union historyll 2 
and it was 'the real beginning of the 

Trade Union Congress. v3 

Owing to the instruction of the London Conference, at least 25 

local committees for the campaign were established by the spring of 

1865. The Select Committee was appointed in May 1865, with Cobbett 

as chairmang and thereafter examined 20 witnesses, nine supporting the 

viewpoint of the employers and eleven supporting that of the workmen* 

When the Select Committee was re-appointed in May 1866, Lord Elcho became 

its chairman. The energetic and subtle intervention of Lord Elcho 

'Bee-Iiive, June 4 1864. 

23. & B. Webb, Histoa of Trade Unionism. 1920 edition, op. cit.,, p. 252. 
'For the first time a national meeting of Trade Union delegates 
was spontaneouBly convened by a Trade Union organisation to 
discuss a purely workman's questiong in the presence of working men 
alone. I (Ibid. ) 

3G. D. H. Cole and A. W. Filson, 02-cilso P- 552. 
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persuaded the Glasgow Trades Council to confine their activities to 

interviews with friendly M-P-s and to abandon agitation out of doors. 
1 

In September 1866 the F, G. M. M. appealed again in the editorial pages 

for urgent amendmentl indicating the increasing number of sufferers 

from the Act since the campaign had begun. The appeal rans 

'In fact, the state of the law is so unjust and oppressive 
in its operations that in 1862 there were in England and 
Wales alone 7637 cases of prosecution against workmen and 
apprenticess in 1863 there were 8504; and 1864 the enormous 
number of 10,256 persons brought before the Magistrates; 
about seven thousand of whom were sent to prisong sentenced 
to hard labour and, what was stil i worse, obliged to 
become the associates of felons. ' 

The Society contributed LIO to the Master and Workman's Act Reform 

Committee by June 1867. 

In June 1867 the bill was before Parliament. Campbell welcomed it 

'after considerable correspondence with Lord Elcho., 4 Campbell 

advised the delegates to the conference of the F. G. M. F. S. 'on returning 

home to send petitions in favour of the billp if they had not done 

so alreadyv so that this last link of the feudal chain may be snapped 

asunder. 95 When the amended bill was passed by the Commonsp the 

P. G. M. M. wrote thats 'In fact, the bill when it becomes law, will 

place workmen on the same platform with their employers. 
6 

This view 

1D. Simon, op*cit., p. 186. 

FaGeMoMog Vol. V, P. 781* 

31bid. 
j P. 995. 

4F. G. M. M. 9vol. V, P- 995: Alexander Campbell's speech at the conference 
of the F. G. M. F. S. in June 1867- 

, ýF-G-M-M-, vol. V, p- 995, and Glasgow Sentinel, June 15 1867. 

6F. G. K. M., vol. V, P. 1053. 
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was too optimistic. The amended Act Of 1867 was certainly 'the first 

positive success of the Trade Unions in the legislative field. ' I 

Howeverg as G. D*H* Cole rightly pointed outp the Act still left the 

master and workman unequal partieel by retaining the criminal taint 

attached to breach of contract by a "servant". 2 In fact, after 1867 

the number of prison sentences fell by two-thirds, but the total number 

of proceedings and convictions hardly declined at all - by little more 

3 than a tenth. The F. G. M. F. S. had lost interest in further agitation 

against the Act of 1867, in spite of the faot that some flint glass 

makers still suffered from it*4 Even when one of the most shocking 

cases, that of William Cutler took place in Sheffield and a Committee 

was formed consisting of delegates from the A. S. E. 1 and a variety of 

other trades together with Hugheol Mundella, Beesly, F. Harrisont 

H. Crompton, Lloyd Jones and so ong the F. G. M. F. S. did not send a 
5 delegate. It was not until 1875 that the Employers and Workmen Act 

enabled workmen to be placed 'on the same platform as their employers. * 

5. & B. Webb, History of Trade Unioniaml 1920 edition, op. cit., 
p. 253. 

2G. D. H. Cole and A. W. Filsont OP-citss PP- 552-3. 

3D. bimont op. cit., p. 186. 

4For instance# James Martin, an apprentic, 
of Gatesheadl was charged with absenting 
ment in 1875. The Gateshead magistrates 
by instalments of 2s. 6d* per week to be 
(Gateshead Clbserverl October 2 1875)9 

Uni 
t 186 

e in the Teams Glass Works 
himself from his employ. 
claimed L2 8s. to be paid 
kept off his wages'. 

ant Appeal Case to t 

. 
TA leaflet) (Howe7l 

lection. 
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It is now clear that# aPart from the fact that flint glaigs makers 

had suffered in general from the Master and Servant Actp two activists 

helped to connect the F. G#M. F*, $. with the national movement against 

the law. Benjamin Smart of Glasgow Berved the C. S* of the Society 

between 1863 and 1866. Consequently the headquarters of the Society 

was placed in Glasgow, from where the movement against the law had 

sprang. Alexander Campbeill although an honorary member of the 

societyg participated in many relevant meetings as a representative 

from the Society. Chance played its part in the flint glass makers' 

involvement in the struggle against the Master and Servant Act and 

chance explains why that involvement was so Bhort--lived. The law 

was most oppressive in Scotland and while the F. G. M. F. S. had its head- 

quarters in Glasgow the Society threw its weight into the balance. 

When that circumstance changedg the concern diminished., Thus, in this 

matter of the law of master and servant one sees most clearly how the 

contingencies of the governing branch affected participation in national 

movements. 
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V. The Legal Crisis of Trade Unionism 

1866-67 were critical years for the trade unions. The Sheffield 

outrages and the decision in the case of Hornby v. Close threatened 

their existence. When in October 1866 the house of a non-unionist 

in Sheffield was blown up by gunpower, the London Trades Council and 

the executive of the A. S. E. claimed that the 'outrages had no link 

with their union' and sent a joint deputation to Sheffield (and 

Nottingham) to investigate the case. 
1 The Junta, the L. W. M. A. and 

the United Kingdom Alliance of Organized Trades were unanimous in 

condemning the Outrages. 
2 'In the state of public irritation against 

Trade Unionism, which had been growing during the past few years of 

lock-outs and strikes, the neWS served to precipitate events. 13 

The case of Hornby v. Close, in which the Bradford Branch of the 

Boilermakers' Society sued their treasurer for embezzlement of the sum 

of L24, was another element in the crisis. The Magistrates' judgement 

on January 16 1867 meant that trade unions were not able to claim 

legal protection for their accumulated funds and that the very existence 

'Robert Danter of the A. S. E. and George Odger of the London Trades 
Council were appointed as a deputation on October 20 1866. (London 
Trades' Council to the Trades Societies Generally, 18669 Howell 
Collection). For the Sheffield outragesp see Sidney Pollard, 
The Ethics of the Sheffield Outrages, in Transactions of the 
Hunter Archaeological Society, vol. VII, 1957, PP- 118-39v and 
Introduction by Sidney Pollardl in The Sheffield Outrages, 1971. 

2S. Pollard, The Ethics of the Sheffield Outrages, ibid., p. 118. 

3S. & B. Webb, History- of Trade Unionism, 1920 edition, op. cit. 
p. 259- 
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of the trade unions as legal entities was deniede 

In February 1867 a Royal Commission of Enquiry was established to 

investigate not only the outrages but also the whole of the workings 

of the trade union movement. The Commission had only two members 

favourable to trade unions - Frederic Harrison and Thomas Hughes - 

out of a total of eleven commissioners, The C*C, of the F, G, M. F. 3, 

remarked in March 1867 that the Commission 'are showing a strong bias 

against trades' unions, so that 'no good will result to trades unions 

from their report. tI Particularly, J*A* Roebuck, the most virulently 

anti-unionist on the Commission, was a target for trade union criticism. 

The F. G. M. M. called him 'the Sheffield Blade, whose questions display 

a feeling of bitter hostility to unions which is scarcely in keeping 

with the judicial Position he occupies. ' 2 The standpoint of the 

9!., G. M. F. So was clear; 'Whatever may be the finding of the Commission - 

we do not attach much importance to any conclusion it may come to - 

it is clear that combination will never be given up until it is replaced 

by cooperation., 
3 The Qaeen's Bench decision in the Hornby v. Close 

case made the L. W. M. A* decide to hold a national trade union conference 

for March 5- 4 The Government decision to appoint the Royal Commission 

'F*G*M*Mop Vol. Vt P. 979- 

21bid. 
p P. 973. 

3Ibide 

4Bee-Rive, February 2 1867- 
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on Trade Unions only served to strengthen the need for such a national 

conference. 

Despite the Junta's opposition, the conference held in Bt. Martin's 

Hall, in London on March 5-8 was successful and constituted 'a Parliament 

of Labour#. I tUpwards of 160 delegates assembled, representing 11 

general Trades Councils, and 107 Trade Societiesp whose members numbered 

over 200,000 directly connected with theml. 2 The P. G. M. F, S. sent 

Joseph Leicester as a representative of the Society. 3 He contended 

at the conference that 'several members of the commission had a 

foregone conclusion that trades' unions were an evil, having been 

4 inoculated with the fallacies of the Timese When a committee was 

set up by the Conference tolwatch over the interests of the trades' 

unions during the sitting of the royal commissionj5 Leicester was 

'Bee-Hive, March 9 1867- 

ReDort of the Trades Conference held at St. Martin's Hall, March 
51 6v 79 & 8j 1867,1867 (Howell Collection). It is almost 
impossible to maintain with the Webbs that 'Many of their (the 
Juntals) provincial allies came up without any suspicion of the 
sectional character of the conference. $ (3, & B. Webb, History 
of Trade Unionismt1920 editiong og. cit., p. 272. 

3F. G. M. Mo, volo Vp P. 979. The C*C. of the F. G. M. F. S. 'are 

pleased to sV that he (Leicester) complied with our request, and 
that he performed his duties to our entire satisfaction. ' (F. G. M. M,, 
vol. V, P- 979) 

, RUerl March 10 1867- 4ROynolds I g_lLews 

5Reynolds_'s_N2]gRUerg March 17 1867. 
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appointed one of its nine memberel the other major ones being George 

Potter, Alexander MacDonald (Miners' Xational Association), John Kans 

(Iron Workers),, and W, H, Wood (Nanchester and Salford Trades Council). 

The Junta had established the 'Conference of Amalgamated Trades' in 

Januax7 1867. Thus two rival bodies came to being, - the St. Martin's 

Hall Conference Committee and the Conference of Amalgamated Tradesq 

Each body was competing to represent the trade unions in relation to 

the Royal Commission. 

On March 18 Applegarth gave evidence before the Royal Commission 

and on the following day Potter did likewise. Thomas Connol: Ly was 

allowed to be present on behalf of 'the Conference Committee at the 

examination of witnesses. 
I But on June 26 Connolly criticised 

J. A. Roebuck at a public meeting called by the L*W*M*Ao and soon after 

on a pretext he was expelled from further sittings of the Commission, 

The Committee seemed, at first sight, to be a very strong organisation. 

But soon the difficulty of finding a suitable time when all the members 

could be in London together led to it fading out*3 

On June 20 1867 it was eventually discovered that William Broadhead, 

a secretary of the Saw Grinders' Union and a treasurer of the United 

Xingdom Alliance of Organised Trades, was the ringleader of the Sheffield 

outrages. 
4 On June 26 the general council of the L, W. N*A. hold a 

'Manchester Guardiang June 5 1868; Potter's statement at the first T. U. C. 

2 An Address - "To the Operative Class of the United Kingdom"q issued 
by the Conference Committee was published in the F. G. M. Mo, vol. V, 
pp. 932-40o 

30nly Potterl Connolly and Leicester on the Committee were London 
based representatives. 

4Re. 
ynolde's Newspapert June 23 1867- 
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special meeting to express an opinion on 'the late revolting disclosures. * 

The disclosure exposed the Alliance to great hostility from the preset 

employers, and 'even from the moderate unions. 
" At this meeting 

Leicester noted the use to which anti-trade unionists were already 

putting the affair: 

'Do we protest against a statement made in a leading 
article of the Times of Tuesday last, that the executive 
of the United Xinfgdom Alliance of Organized Tradesq an 
association numbering 60looo memberst spread over the whole 
kingdom, were concerned in promoting these outrages; ooo 
this statement of the Times is a gross libel on a res- 
pectable body of workmen -a moral assassination of 
character little, if anyl less infamous than the worst of 
the crimes committed by Broadhead, showing to what 
reckless and unscrupulous lengths the enemies of trades' 
unions are prepared to go to excite a prejudice against 
them in the public mind. ' 2 

The Stourbridge District of the F. G. N. F. S. held a meeting on July 6 

1867 and J. Smart, a president of the District, remarked that 'If 

he thought the principles of trade unions could not be maintained 

without resorting to such crimes as had recently been divulged, he 

would at once cease to be a member of one. (Cheers), 3 W. H. Packwood 

proposeds 

'That this meeting consider it their duty, as trade 
unionists, to express their sincere regret and abhorrence 
at the cruel and revolting outrages perpetrated at 
Sheffield by such men as Broadhead and his pitiable 

1 Ibid* 

2RUnoldolis Newspaper, June 30 1867. 

3Brierl2Z Hill Advertiser, July 13 1867* 
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accomplices in crime, and altogether ignore and denounce 
such conduett or violence of any kind being used to defend 
the principles, and objectB of trade unions. ' 1 

The resolution in the 5tourbridge District was echoed by the statement 

of the C. C. of the Society on July 20 1867- 

'No language can be too strong in condemning their 
proceedings and any trade society that would even en- 
courage or tolerate the mildest system of rattening which 
has been adopted by some of the Sheffield tradeel deserves 
the severest condemnation of every right minded man. ' 2 

To maintain "respectability" for the trade unionists meant a con- 

demnation of the Sheffield outrages* 

Although Potter's contribution towards the founding of the T. U. C. 

3 
should not be overestimated I it was wrong of the Webbe to dismiss 

Potter too contemptuously. Certainly he and his associates played an 

important role. The first Congress was convened by the L*W. M*A* and 

was held at the Mechanics' Institute, Manchester on June 2-6 1868.4 

The 34 delegates present represented a constituency of 118j267 trade 

unionists. The London Trades Council and the big unions of the 

I Ibid* 

2F. G. M. 14. l Vol. Vt P. 1056. 

3See B. C. Roberts's The Trades Union Congress, 1868-1921,19589 
which was criticised by Stephen Colthaml George Potter, the 
Junta, and the Bee-Rive, OP-cit-v P. 391. See also, Royden Harrison, 
'Practical, Capable Men', in Vew Reasoner, no. 6,1958, PP- 105-19. 

4For the process up to the holding the T. U. C., see A-E* Musson, 
The Congress of 1868,1955v pp. 27-369 
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Conference of Amalgamated Trades ignored the Congress as they regarded 

it as 'a rival to their own authority. ' Naturally, the F. G. M. F. S. 

decided to send two representativesl 'believing that the sending of a 

deputation would be beneficial to us as a body. ' 
1 So the F. G. M. F. S. 

was one of the more important trade unions at that first Congress* 

So far as the Royal Commission was concerned, once the final task 

of drafting recommendations for the Government was taken up at the end 

of 1868, the struggle for the final report between the two parties 

among the Commissioners became sharper. 
2 Harrison and Hughesj 

occasionally supported by Merivale, Elcho and Litchfield, were 

attempting to gain acceptance for the demands of the unions. In 

Xarch 1869 the Report of the Commission was laid upon the table of the 

House of Commons, and the leading article of the F. G. M. M. in that month 

was still expressing entire dissatisfaction with the partiality of the 

COMMiSBion. 

'Not much good of any kind must be expected from the 
Report itself: but should Parliament decide upon carrying 
out the recommendations of the majority of the Commissioners, 
a great amount of evil must inevitably follow. ' 3 

'F. G. M*M., Vol. VI9 P. 397. The F*G. M*Mo published discussions at 
the T. U. C. in detail, depending for its information on the articles 
in the Bee-Rive, although these were slightly modified. Two copies 
of the relevant issues of the Bee-Rive were sent to each District 
secretary of the F. G. M. F. S. (ibid. ) 

2For the struggle in the Royal Commission, see H*W. McCready, 
British Labour and the Royal Commission on Trade Unions, 1867-9, 

in University of-Toronto Quarterlyl Vol. XXIV, 19551 Pp- 390-409, 
particularly p. 401. 

3F. G. m. m.,, vol. VI, P. 505. 
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At this stage no trade unions thought that the Commission would 

publish a final report favourable to trade unions. The Xinority 
it 

Report was unexpected. provided the principles upon which all future 

legislation would proceedy and along with other trade unions, the 

F. G. M. F. S. welcomed it. I 

The Second T, U, C, was held in Birmingham on August 23-28 1869* 

The Congress attracted more representatives than the first one in 

Xanchester but it was still a provincial affair. The F. G. M. F. So 

again sent two delegates to the Congress. There was a total of 47 

delegates, representing 40 societiesp including 36 trade unions and 

Trades Councils. 2 The F. G. M. F. S. was still one of the more important 

national unions, together with those of the Ironworkersq Miners, Stone- 

masons and Tailors. The most significant occurrence for the flint glass 

makers was the election as Congress President of T. J. Wilkinson. 3 

Ibid., p, 669., 
The principles were, as Harrison himself remarked, 1) removing 
statutory restriction on combination 2) protecting union funds 
under the Friendly Societies Act 3) abolishing special offences 
in trade disputes. (see, H. W. McCreadyy OP*cit., P. 404 v and 
W. R. Fraser, Trade Unions and Socie&j 19749 P* 19C). 

2R. S* Kirk, The Second Annual Congress of Trade Unions. held on 
62&st 23.24,25.26.27 and 28.1869, Birmingham, 1869, 
(Birmingham Reference Library) reported discussions of the second 
T. U, Co for the Birmingham Daily Post, August 25-28,1869. 
The printed report of the above is preserved in the Howell Collection. 
A lengthy Report is also found in the Bee-Hive, August 28 1869. 
Seventy pages in the F*G. K&M* of September 1869 were taken up in 
reporting the proceedings with comments by the Society. (vol. VI, 
ppe 655-724)- 

3Bimingham D_ailv Post, August 24 1869* 
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The F. G. M. M. was proud to writes 'The highest honour the Congress could 

confer was accorded to our 5ociety, by electing one of your representatives 

to perform the responsible duties of President. 11 In his opening 

address Wilkinson denied the 'violent remedies' on both sides of employers 

and workers. According to R. S. Kirki a special reporter for the 

Congress, '. In his (Wilkinson's) judgement, while harsh measures compelled 

men to resort to strikes, there were also circumstances in which 

employers were compelled to resort to lock-outs. (Hear, Hear)' Although 

himself a trades unionist of thirty years standing# and an enthusiastj 

he admitted that men committed errors and blunders as well as employers, 

and if the Congress could devise means by which the necessity of 

resorting to such violent remedies on either side might be obviated a 

grand gain would be affected. 
2 

The Congress approved of the Minority Report of the Royal Commission 

and called for the trade unions to support the Wational FAWcation 

League 3 
and also for the reduction of hours of work to eight a dayo 

The Congress also resolved to recommend that all unions should become 

members of the International. The F. G. M. M. wrote: 

'The Congress just closed produced no '! Broadhead" 
advocateel no preachers of revolutionary doctorine, 

lF. G. M. M., V01- VI, p. 655- 

2R. K. Kirkj op. cit.. 

hhe National Biucation League was established on February 2 1869 
and by September of that year it had 'already made such rapid 
progress that it consisted of 1400 members. ' (Beeý-Hiveq September 
18 1869), The League was made up of the intelligentsial the 
Dissenters, large-scale employers in the industrial towns, the 
leaders of organised skilled workers and radical politicians. 
(See A. F. Taylor, Birmingham and the Movement for National 
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no enthusiastics in favour of reducing all to a common 
level. Each one was satisfied that "Order is heaven's 
first law; and this confessedg some are, and must be, 
greater than the rest. "' 1 

The second T. U*C. was successfulq but the Birmingham Trades Council, 

the organiser of the Congress, was left with a debt. 'It was not 

until September 1870 that the amount of rent (f ive pounds) of the 

Congress meeting room was paid. ' 2 T. J. Wilkinson was given the 

highest honourl as Congress President, but the F. G. M. F. So of Birmingham 

Education 1867-77 - An Account of the Work and Influence of the 
National Education League, Ph. D. thesisl University of Leicester, 
1960, P- 73). The F-G. M. F. S. were proud of being 'the first 
trade society who took active steps and Pined the movement. " (F. G. M*M*5, vol, VI, p. 827). The Birmingham District of the Society 
jcined the League and contributed L5- (Ibid. 9 P- 778). The 
Stourbridge District followed it. Indeeýdjthe F. G. X*F. S, did not 
support the Manchester Educa#9 Union. The leading article of 
the F. G. M. M. stated in DecZMNhat 'Two districtelplans are 
submitted - that of the Manchester Education Uniong whicheimply 
proposes an extention of the present system; and that of the National 
Education Leagueg whose object is to secure a fullg unsectarian, 
and if necessary compulsory education in England and Wales. ' (Ibid. 
P- 773). However, both the pretensions and the concern were much 
more evident in the agitation which led to the Education Act of 
1870 than its aftermath. 

1 F. G. M, M,, vol. VI, P. 723. 

2A Historical Sketch of the Birmingham Trades Council 
Birminghaml 1927, PP- 7-8. 
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did not affiliate to the Trades Council until September 1870,1 

The affiliation of the wealthy Societ. Y was welcomed; 'It is always 

darkest before the dawn and soon the dawn could be seen approaching* 

It was at this period that the Flint Glass Makers' Bociety became 

affiliated. ' 2 

The main concern of trade unionists from 1869 onwards was to 

secure implementation of the Minority Report of the Royal Commission. 

After the withdrawal of a bill drafted by Harrison himself in July 

3 1869 1 the trade unionists awaited the introduction of the Bill promised 

by the Government. But no Bill appeared in 1870* As a result, the 

next T. U. C. adjourned. For the same reason the general conference of 

'Birmingham Trades Council Minutes Book, vol. 1,1869--731 September 
2 1870- Seven glass makers were allowed to be representatives 
among thirty-four in the Trades Councils including T. J. Wilkinson, 
T. C. Barnes (later the commissioner of the Birmingham School 
Board) and A. Haddleton (secretary of the Birmingham Trades 
Councils from February 1885 to June 1895)- Mainly because of 
their peculiar working hours, as we saw earlier in the case of the 
Glasgow Trades Councils the attendances of the glass makers' 
representatives were few. For instance, in 1871-72, out of 13 
opportunities, Haddleton attended 12 times, but theother five glass 
makers did not attend at all. (The Sixth Annual Report of the 
Birmingham Trades Council for the Year ending e 30 1872). It 
can be generalised that the affiliation of the F., G. M. F*S. to the 
local Trades Council was quite difficult unless honorary members of 
the Society like Oampbell in Glasgow or somilrofessional men like 
Haddleton were appointed* 

2A Historical Sketch of 
PE. Ocitol PO 8* 

1 

'F. G. M. N. 9 Vol. VI, p. 651- Harrison's Bill is reprinted in the 
Bee-Hive, April 17 1869g and the F. G. M. M., vol. VII PP-592-4., 
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'the F. G. M. F. S. also adjourned. In October 1870 the F. G. M. F. S. 

received a request from the London Committee of Arrangement for the 

third T. U. C. and began to make preparation to send two delegates to 

the Congress, which would take place 'in the early part of 1871' 21 

but this was again postponed, 'until the First Monday after the Bill 

is before Parliament. ,3 In February 1871 the Government Bill was 

at last introduced in the House of Commons. It would grant full 

legal recognition to trade unions and would secure protection for their 

funds by registration under the Friendly Societies Act. But the 

problem was the criminal clause. 
4 The trade union world was indignant. 

The Conference of Amalgamated Trades sprang to life again and convened 

T. J. Wilkinson remarked in December 1869 that 'One of the principal 
reasons given by those who desire my re-election is that it would 
be unwise to hold a conference until after the Trade Union Bill 
is passed into Law. ' (F. G. M. M., vql. VI, pp. 824-5)- 

2 Ibid., p. 1002. 

3The Congress of 1868, P. 46. Circular dated October 2 1870; 
quoted by A. B. Musson. I- . 

4The Webbs wrote of the criminal clause that 'Its comprehensive 
prohibition of violence, threats, intimidation, molestations, and 
obstruction did not more than sum up and codify the various 
judicial decisions of past years under which the Trade Unionists 
had suffered. t (S. & B. Webb, History_--of Trade Unionism, 1920 
edition, op. cit., p. 278. ) For ýhe 1871 legislation, see R. Y. Hedges 
and A. Winterbottom, The begal History of Trade Unionism, 1930, 
pp. 65-112, and H. W. NeCready, British Labour's Lobby 1867-75, in 
Canadian Journal of Economics and Political Science, vol. XXII, 
no. 2t MV 195,61 pp. 141-60* 
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a mass meeting of London trades on March 1 1871. To coincide with 

the second reading of the Bill, the third T. U. C. was held in London 

on March 6. This Congress was the first really national one, being 

attended by delegates from 49 societiest representing nearly 290,000 

members. For the first time, the London Trades Council sent delegates- 
1 

The delegates spent most of their time in denouncing the criminal 

clauses. The "Parliamentary Committee" was set up to watch over the 

progress of the Bill and to secure the rejection of the criminal clause. 

Joseph Leicester was appointed a member of the five-man Committee, 

together with Alexander MacDonald, Lloyd Jones, George Potter and 

George Howell. 2 Pressure on the Government by the Committee persuaded 

Bruce, the Home Secretary, to separate the third clause from the 

rest. 
3 The separation into the "Trade Union Bill" and the "Criminal 

Law, Amendment Bill" obviously enabled working people to show their 

enthusiasm for the former and their opposition to the latter. Howeverl 

I See H. W. MacCready, British Labour's Lobby, op. cit. 1 po 146. 

2 A. W. Humphrey, A Histoa of Labour Representation, op. cit., pp. 
73, -4t F. M. Leventhal, Respectable Radicalt op. cit., p. 151- 

3This 
act of the Committee 'gave dissatisfaction to some members 

of the Conference of Amalgamated Trades. ' (W*J. Davis, The British 
Trad_es Union Congress - History and Recollections, 1910, p. 24). 
Then, George Howell, secretary of the Committee, arranged for a 
joint meeting to be held on March 17 and again on March 28 and 
an agreement to protest against the criminal clause was finally 

signed by Potter, Howell, William Allan and Applegarth. 

pp. 20-1)* 
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the latter was made worse in the House of Lords. Picketing which had 

been legalised, by the act of 18599 was condemned along with "molestation" 

and "intimidation"* I The trade union leaders were therefore very 

disappointed at the action of the Liberal Government, when the Lords' 

Amendment was carried in the House of Commons on June 19 2* Thus two 

Bills passed into Law*3 'In the eyes of the Trade Unions this result 

amounted to a defeat and the conduct of the Government caused the 

bitterest resentment., 
4 At the conference of the F. G. M. F. S. held 

shortly after the passing of the Law, it was agreed thats 

'Respecting the Government Trades Union Bill, which is 
mainly an unjust law made to punish our class, and how 
can We expect otherwise when we recollect that the law 
was made by employeral and as such they were actuated 
by their feeling and from their own view of the question; 
and as workmen, looking at it from our own standpointl 
we condom it, which we had a right to do. We contend 
that laws should be for all alike and unexceptional. 

... This conference is of opinion that the Trade Union iill 
is of such a one-sided and unjust a character, that 

we cannot entertain it, and totally condemn it-' 5 

'Bruce 
stated of the Lords' amendment that 'any man standing by a 

factory door might be convicted by it. ' (A. W. Mnphrey, op*cit., 
P. 74) 

2The Lords' amendment was carried by 147 as against 97. Of those 
whowted for it 101 were Liberals. ) Expected allies such 
as the Bass Brothers, Thomas Brassey, Joseph Cowen and George Dixon, 
were, as the "Parliamentary Committee" pointed out, 'conspicuous by 
their absence'. (W. H. Fraser, Trade Unions and Societyq op. cit., 
p. 160) 

3Both Acts are reprinted in G, D. Ho Cole and A, 4o Filson (ed. ). 
British Worting- Class Movement: Select Documents, 1789-18759 
op. citov pp. 570-73. 

4S. & Be Webb, History of Trade Unionism, 1920 edition, ". cit., 
p. 282. 

5F, 
_G, 

M-M*, vOl- VIt PPO 1149-50, The conference of the F. G. M. F. S. 
was held from JuV 31 to Au&ast 5 1871- 
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The trade unions had moved ahead a few steps but the Criminal Law 

Amendment Act was far from realising the programme of reform set forth 

in the Minority Report. The decision of the conference was reported 

to the delegates of the fourth T. U. C* held in Nottingham in January 

1872. W. H. Packwood in seconding the proposal against the Acty 

'denounced the Act as being more worthy of the times of 
the dark ages, when men were held in vassalagey when it 
was considered a crime for the sons of labour to attempt 
to ameliorate their condition by their own unaided 
efforts.... At the National Flint Glass Makers' Trade 
Conference, held in Manchester 1871, the Bill was 
unanimously condemned, and (it was) decided to have 
nothing whatever to do with the bill until the criminal 
clauses were entirely abolished. ' 1 

The Nottingham congress instructed the Parliamentary Committee to 

take all steps feasible for the repeal of the Act. It had the support 

of a substantial number of middle-class radicals both in and out of 

Parliament. A number of mass protest meetings were heldt including those 

at Leeds, Leicester, Nottingham and Edinburgh. The protest reached 

its peak in June 1873 when a great demonstration of metropolitan and 

provincial unionists was held in Hyde Park. In 1875 the Act was finally 

i shed 9 

ý5ome important national movements with which the F. G. M, F, S. had 

any connections have been examined mainly in terms of the conflict 

lF. G. M. M., V01- VIIv P- 114-5- 
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between the Junta and Potter. In the eyes of the Webbs the fact that 

a "New Model" union supported not the Junta but Potter seems to have 

been an aberration. In the preceding chapters it was pointed out that, 

although the F. G. M. F. So was a "New Model" Union in many important 

respects - organisationallyp actuarially, and "spiritually" -f it 

differed from the Union of the engineers or carpenters in one respect - 

a relatively small membership* The Society was not an amalgamated 

union. An attempt to amalgamate with the glass cutters or glass bottle 

makers was made, but nothing came of it. The superiority of flint glass 

makers in skill, working conditions and wages, and in terms of 

organisation was absolutely clearl compared with other types of glass 

workers. This inhibited flint glass makers from eBtablishing an amal- 

gamated society. They could stand up to their employers sufficiently 

without the need of an amalgamated society by controlling the supply 

of labour. These factors also meant that a sharp break with "primitive 

democracy" was unnecessary. Flint Glass Makers in general disliked 

the power centralised in the hands of a few officers as in the A. S. E. 

or the A#S. C. J. This may explain how through such a bridge-building 

figure as Joseph Leicester they could help to reconcile the differences 

between the traditions of localism and the requirements of the new 

national unions which took the form of the Junta v. Potter struggle. 

The Junta's political activities tended to be rooted mainly in London 

and did not always reach the provincial areas. The West Midlands or 

Scotland was far from London. The Webbs themselves appear to have 

failed to recognise the extent to which the Flint Glass Makers constituted 

a disturbing hybrid so far as their typology was concerned: - 'the 

"New Model" with the bureaucracy left out. " It is of great significance 

to recognise that there existed a Union in the third quarter of the 

nineteenth century which could not be understood within the established 

framework of the Junta v. Potter modelo 
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CHAPTXR VII conolusion 

This final chapter attempts to relate the main findings of this 

thesis to the arguments about the Labour aristocracy and "Now Model" 

unionism. On the one hand there are historians like Polling# Musson 

and Allan who deny the reality or usefulness of one or both of these 

concepts. On the other hand, historians such as Hobsbamm, Elarrisong 

Gray and Crossick have successively tried to enrich and elaborate 

them. To Robsbawm we owe what might be termed an "economic anatomy" 

of Labour aristocracys to Harrison a rehabilitation of the notion of 

the "Now Model" and a complex account of the aristocracy's political 

behaviour whioh takes us away from the notion that it was always and 

everywhere a retarding forces to Gray and Crossick a fresh sense of 

its sociological dimension in which it is related not merely to the 

experience of par ticular trades but to par ticular communities* 

The pioneering study was Eric HObsbammts 'The Labour Aristocracy 

in Nineteenth-century Britain'. He established six criteria 1) the 

level and regularity of a worker's earnings 2) prospects of social 

security, 3) conditions of work, 4) relations with the social strata 

above and belowt 5) general condition of living 6) prospects of future 

advance for themselves and their children* He regarded the f irst 

criterion as the most importsuate Imediately he turned his attention 

away from the definitional problem to the size of the Labour aristocracy, 

which could be measured by 1) wages rates and 2) membership of the 

trade unions. The result of his calculation from wage rates wass 

about 11% out of 7-8 million working-class ment women and children 

belonged to the Labour aristocracy in the 1860s, 1 Next, using the 

11tric Hobabawm, The Labour Aristocracy in Nineteenth-century 
Britaing op. cit. 9 p. 273t 279- 
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Webbs' Trade Union membership figures indicating that 20% of the working 

class was organised in trade unions in 1892 relying on 'more or loaf' 

plausible guesses' 9 Hobsbamm halved this to allow for organised nOn 

aristocratic elements and came to the conclusion that 10% of the 

working-class constituted the Labour aristocracy in its classic periodt 

1840-1890o 

Royden Harrison developed Hobsbawm's argumentby exploring 

political behaviour, But he began by paying attention to Karl Marx's 

Inaugural Address to the First International which remarked that "the 

misery of the working masses has not diminished from 1808 to 1864' 

but I& minority of the working classes got their real wages somewhat 

advanced. ' Harrison accepted - indeedl insisted - that there was a 

social reality corresponding to the minority to which Xarx referred* 

He agreed that it secured disproportionate benefit from the growth 

of wealth and incomeg but he questioned whether it could have secured 

exclusively for itself the whole of the one third increase in real 

wages which occurred in the third quarter of the nineteenth century. 

He saw the Labour aristocracy securing the lion's share of the increase 

in the per Capita consumption of coffee# tea, cocoa, beerg sugar and 

tobaccog but had the rest of the working class received nothing then 

labour aristocr&tic hegemony might have been more difficult to secure, 

Wheroas Hobsbamm concentrated hill attention mainly upon the 

economic dimensiong Harrison turned to complicated differences 

'Ibid. 
9 p. 2799 
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between Its economic, social and Ix)liti(; al dimensions* What Harrison 

emphasined was the $profound gulf between the "aristocracy" and the 

"plebeians", between the organiBOd and the unorganinedl" although 

this did not prevent Ithe spokesmen of the former stratum from presuming 

to speak on behalf of all the working classes* Soci&lly and industrial-11 

the labour aristocracy took care to separate itself from the vast 

labouring majorityl but in politics it sometimes found it convenient 

to pose as the authentic spokesman of the working classes as a wholes" 

In this context Harrison contended that the Labour aristocracy had 

its "golden age" in 'the third quarter of the nineteenth century rather 

thm in the longer period identified by uobsba-wm. It is to be 

regreted that a debate which raises fundamental questions of historical 

methodology should not even have arrived at Weement concerning the 

elementary matter of chronology, Howevers such over-sights are always 

like3j. to occur once the ideological temperature risen and gauntlets 

are thrown down, 

According to Polling, the concept of the Labour aristocracy 

'does more ham than good to historical truth*" 2 He contended that 

I Royden Harrison, Before the Socialists, OP-cit-, P. 32., 
Ny emphasis* 

2H*nry pellingg the Concept of the Labour Aristocracyl in 
L01DUlar Politics and Society in Late Victorian Britain, 1968, 
P* 61 
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'the term "Labour aristocracy" really derives its Bignific&0019 from 

its use by IfiLrxist writers in their efforts to reconcile the observable 

Phenomena of Viotorian and Jkwardian life with the Marxist theory of 

economic develoluent,, l I At the samo timej however, ho insisted that 

'the Marxist historians have completely got the wrong end of the sticks 

Militancy was such more likely to be found among the better-off than 

among the poorer workers. 12 psllingtg logic is perplexing* As 

Hobsbawm and Harrison pointed Out, 
3 he insists that the concept of 

the Labour aristocracy is meaningless$ and then adds that it was more 

radical than the rest of the working clasel There in no cake and 

then he eats its As Harrison pointed outl 'the concept Of & Labour 

aristocracy is not an invention or discovery of Xarx and Engels, bul. 

almost a commonplace of mid-Victorian socio-economic literature*94 

Any denial of the concept of a Labour aristocracy an a point of mid- 

Victorian social awareness must present an alternative picturo, 

I_Ibidot 
P, 37* 

Ibid. 9-p. 61. 

3See Robsbamm's review of Polling's Bookq in Bulletin, of 
the Society for the Study of Labour HistcrZ, no. %9-Spring, 1969, 
P- 52, and Harrison's review of Pollingto book, in Victorian 
Studies, vol. XIII, XiLrch 19709 P* 364* 

4Royden Harrisong Before the Socialists. op. cit 9 P- 5e 
. =Aa=i: L= 
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which aCcommcdates the contemporary "Commonpl&ca" within 9, more adequa'tO 

account of the working classes. yet polling jum not presented an 

alternative picture* The world of labour in the age of the Bee-Hive 

was very different from what it had been in the age of the Northern 

Star. This change must be explainedo If it is not explained by the 

rise of the Labour aristocracy then an alternative byPOthOsis MuOt 'bO 

furnished, 

Howeverg a criticism of Polling's argument must not be confined 

to pointing out the logical inconsiBtency in his essayq but must also 

respond to the points which he raised by presenting historical evidence. 

Valuable contributions to the debate have been made by R. Q* Gray, 

Geoffrey Crossick and - less centrally by Eric Hopkins and G. Ste"an 

Jones. 1 
All these researches were locally focused and consequently 

sharpened up the issues identified in the national surveys attempted 

by Hobsbawm and Harrison. Certainly Hobsbawm's six oriteria might 

have been expanded into a multi-Aimensional approach. Gray and 

Crossick have begun to explore different levels in the analysis of 

Geoffrey Grossick, Social Structure and Working-Class Behaviours 
Kentish Londong 1840-1880, PheD. thesiag London University, 
1976; R. Q* Gray, Class Structure and the Class Formation of 
Skilled Workers in Idinburghp C*1850-C. 190011 Ph*D. thesis 
op. cito; Eric Hopkins, The Working Classes of Stourbridge and 
Districtl 1815-19141 Ph. D, thesis, op. cit.; G. Stedman Jonest 
Outcast of Londont 1971e 
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the Labour aristocracy* Gray'S work on the skilled workers Of Biinburgh 

in the second half of the nineteenth centurY led him to formulate 

three distinct levelas 1) the structural differentiation within the 

working class, 2) the cultural differentiation 3) class institutions 

and patterns of collective action. According to Gray, on the first 

level it could be shown that "variation in class situation - inoome8i 

economic security, work situation - constituted a set of systematict 

inter-related structured inequalities within the manual working class*' 

On the second level of analysis attention should be directed to 'style 

of life, patterns of social mixing and segregation within the urban 

community$ and aspirations, in an attempt to show that the upper 

stratum projected a distinct and exclusive social identity. ' On the 

third level, what requires examination and explanation is 'the 

articulation of organised class interest, and to establish to what 

extent it reflects patterns of structural and cultural differentiation. ' 1 

Grayto formulation was more sophisticated than that of Hobsbamm and 

laid stress on the life style of workers - socio-spatial segregation# 

marriage pattern, leisure activities and so on. On the other hand, 

Crossick, focusing on the history of workers in 'Kentish London' 

between 1840 and 1880# analysed the ideology and behaviour of working 

men. Axamining Friendly Societies, co-operative and building societies, 

he made it clear that the ideology of the Labour aristocracy should 

I R. Q. Gray, opcit., pp. 29-30. 
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not be identified with that of the middle Cl&BsOs* 
I Both Gray and 

Crossick recognised that the stratification among workers at the economic 

level afforded a necessary but not sufficient condition for the formation 

of Labour aristocracy, What they concentrated upon was their analysis 

of the social or cultural aspects in the context of the local community* 

'The use of the term "aristocrats", they insistq implies a social 

and cultural demarcation. 2 Crossick wrote that $it is only through 

such local studies that the meanings of particular working-class 

Values can begin to be reinterpreted. l 

Ny research is not a local studybut an occupational one in 

tone in which special attention has been paid to Stourbridge. Local 

studies and occupational studies are not mutually exclusive but 

complementary* Local studies clarify the relative position of groups 

of workers in a specified region. They need then to be compared with 

workers of the same occupation in other regions. W research paralleled 

Hopkins's analysis of the Stourbridge working class. He made it 

See G. Crossick, op. cit. g passim. See also G. Crossick, The 
Labour Aristocracy and its Valuess a Study of Mid-Victorian 
Kentish London# in Victorian Studies, vol. XIX, no. 39 March 1976, 
pp. 301-28* 

2R*Q* Grow, oPscit-v Pe 31o 

3G. Crossick, The Labour Aristocracy and Its Values, opocit,, 
pe 3039 
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clear that in Stourbridge there were two different, groups of working 

class people in terms of work situation (factory v. domestic workshop)9 

wage levels, life stylet and segregated residence, which were represented 

by glass makers and nailers. My research compared the glass makers 

in Stourbridge with those in other areas, The West Midland manufact- 

ureral Particularly the Stourbridge glass ouLnufactureral expanded by 

Producing glass ware of high quality and consequently required 

highly skilled work men, but matters were very different in Newcastle$ 

Manchester and some small towns in Yorkshire, The production of pressed 

glass in Newcastle threatened both flint glass makers and their 

manufacturers in the West Midlands. This research has shown that not 

Only quantitative but qualitative concentration was most marked in 

Stourbridge, In many respects such as the degree of organisation, 

apprentice restriction and promotion control, the Stourbridge glass 

makers were the vanguard in the Society as a whole. Thus -the character 

of -the Stourbridge glass makers was more clearly understood. At the 

same time, it became clear that Hopkins overestimated the wages of 

glass makers in the course of demonstrating the contrast between glass 

makers and nailers, Hopkins, wage figures were those of the best paid 

glass maker among the Workmen; he had no material on the wages of 

Servitors, Footmakers or Takers-in. Thuss this thesis is a plea - 

however imperfect - for a new genres for studies in which the character 

of a Labour aristocracy will be understood in relation to both the 

structure of the trade and the make up of a community. We must 

beware of easy assertions that "glass makers were labour aristocrats" 
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irrespective of their position in the proces" Of PrOliuctiOn ( Gaffer 

or Footmaker) or of where they lived (Stourbridge or Rotherhm)e 

Perhaps one should cultivate analysis in term of the rings of 

concentric ciroless the work groupp the faCtOrYt the industryg the 

local communityt and class and society, In so far an the Labour 

aristocracy must be understood in relative termst the peoPle to Whom 

a superior group of workers was related varied according to the 

different circles. 

The reputed conservatism of labour aristocrats in relation to 

technical innovation and changes in the organisation of production 

certainly applied to the first concentric circle (the work group) of 

glass makers. They energetically opposed any proposed change in the 

traditional method of production. They opposed the introduction of 

mechanical innovations into the trade. They agitated against any 

change in the hours of work (six-hour shift) and method of payment 

(eleven moves plus extra)* They thought that such changes might open 

the door to less skilled workers. For their Union loaders the limitation 

of working hours was "not a trade union question at all. t 

As Chapter II suggestedo the skills required were clearly dis- 

tin&%ished among the different groups in the chair and the power of 

the Workman was absolute in many respects. The stratifica+. iou of 

flint glass makers in the chair was the first and vital process 

involved in the formation of a Labour aristocracy. Particularly 

important were wage differentials in the chairs. Robsbawmis economic 

criteria was sufficiently ambiguous to allow Pelling to criticise. 
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Polling remarked$ 

IIt soon becomes evident that even with the help of 
the wage figuress it is by no means eaxy for Dr. Hobsbaw 
to distinguish the labour aristocrats, except by making 
a series of additional assumptions., Even for the 
"classical period" of 1840-90, he is able to operate 
only on the basis of "more or less plausible guesses"'* 

On the other hand, Crossick contended that lIf the existence of a 

labour aristocracy has to be proved by a precise quantitative assess- 

mentg such as that demanded by Pelling, then the task is not possible. 12 

Hobsbamm's quantitative ambiguity does not mean that the Labour 

aristocracy did not exist. However, Crossicks resolve to abandon 

its cpukntitative measurement is unacceptable. A weak point in his 

thesis seems to be the unsatisfactory analysis of economic aspects 

partly due to the lack of data on earnings in his areas 
3 

and partly 

due to his heavy emphasis upon the social aspects of the Labour 

aristocrac. Y- It is necessary to analvas wage figures in each trade 

in each region more precisely* Chapter III -I in this thesis was 

IN. pellingt opei-t, t P. 40o 

2C 
,. Crossick, Social Structure and the Working-Class Behaviourl 
op. cit. 219, 

3, Crossick himsalf recognised that 'in the absence of satisfactory 
earnings data and social surveys, it is impossible to indicate 
what proportion of workers in each trade formed part of this 
aristocracy of labour*1 (R. 11-i P4,205)* 
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an attempt to do this. Indeedq Hobsbamms suggestion that many skilled 

men in Glass received 40s. or above in the 1860s is, as he himself 

recognised, *too crude a guide. 
" Although Hobsbaum not up a model 

which showed a gulf between the Labo-ur aristocracy and the "Pelbeians"q 

Chapter II-I shows that such a sharp gulf did not exist in the flint 

glass trade; what really existed were numerous grades from Takers-in 

to Workmen, My wage data calls into question Polling's contention 

that 'the working class became more homcgeneousjj2 an the centwry went 

on due to the fact of technical chmge eroding the old crafts. In 

flint glass makingg although there was a substantial rise of wages 

after around 1850v there was no sign of a narrowing of wage differ- 

entials, although, of course, neither was there any technical changes 

which undermined the craftsmen's position. 

the POint of view of wage differentials changes in wages 

during a worker's life time were more important than differences 

between the four groups in the chair* The different wages which flin't 

glass makers received from the beginning of work in the glass trade 

until retirement was also traced in Chapter III-I in the context of 

many other relevant factors ouch as family sizeq marital statual 

position of households and life expectancy. The changes of wages over 

time were closely connected with the chances of promotion from inferior 

I See E. Hobsbawmg The Labour Aristocracy in Nineteentbcentury 
Britain op*cit., p. 2809 Table Il and Hdbobaumfe Review of 
Felling's book, op, cit. 9 P* 52. 

2 He P*11"99 *R*""- r P* 52o Polling hinmelf realised that 84=0 
branches of the glass trade escaped fr<m that general tendency,, 
(ibidL) 
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to superior status in the chairs. As Chapter V-I showedt the Uniou'B 

policy made the chance of promotion smaller and smaller the higher the 

status reached. Stourbridge as a distriot. maintained thO strictest 

promotion restrictions and this suggests that t1-10 workers there may 

have had a greater attachment to workplace differentials than in some 

other places* Ny finding that sons of glass makers received preferential 

treatment in promotion and that glass makers of higher status were 

mainly reoruited from the families of glass makers is important in 

this respect. The Labour aristocracy was not simply the high wage 

earners although they were this, but there was a high degree of ocoup- 

ational continuity over generations. They were not simply skilled 

workers but an aristocracy of Labour who inherited their father's 

skill in a literal sense and could enjoy sharply rising wages in their 

life time. This made a contrast to the "plebeians" who not only in 

childhood and in early middle life when they had a family of dependent 

children, but in old age, did not experience a sharp rise of wages. 

W point is that it is in the life time experience, especially changes 

of wagesl that distinguished the Labour aristocraoy from the others. 

An examination of changes in wages both over time and during the 

life time together with other relevant factors clear3, v shows that most 

of the Workmen and Servitors belonged to the Labour aristocracyl but 

Footmakers and Takers-in did not, 

The celebrated "superior" and often exploitative attitude of the 

labour aristocrat was also prevalent in this occupation. The despotic 

attitudes of glass makers of superior status towards Takers-in was 

described in Chapter II* The work of Takers-in was confined to 
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&=iliary tasks; 'Boys who are not apprenticesip are strictly forbidden 

using Irons, or in any way meddling with the Metal in the kPotst and 0 

after this date, if found doing so$ will be liable to a Fine or 

Dismissal. tl So far as boys' work was concerned, glass makers took 

up the same position as the manufacturers, The most notable examPlO 

took place when the raising of the age limit to thirteen was attempted 

in 1875., Glass makersp along with manufacturersp strongly OPPOBsd 

ity because the proposed Bill would give 'a serious injury to the 

trade, as much as it creates very great inconvenience to the men*' 

In this subject there were common interests between the glass makers 

and manufacturers, So the FoG. X,. X* wrote of the evidence given by the 

manufacturers before the Factory and Workshops Acts Commission that 

'our thanks are due to the Nanufacturers, who so earnestly and con- 

sistently interested themselves in arresting a revolution of our tradet 

which if it had succeededs would in our opiniong have proved most 

disastrous in its consequenceoo, 
3 

, 
(leaflet) issued by the Beatson and Clark F tor. Notice. to Boys ac v 

of Rotherham on June 8 1875 (Archive of the Beatson and Clark 
Factoryl Rotherham)o 

2R*Co 
on Factory and-Workshops Acts, 1876, vol. II, op. cit., ; 7* 4559 Q, 920le 

-3F-G-M-X-, 
vol- VIII* PP* 33334* When it became clear in 1877 

the Factory and Workshops Bill prohibited the emplo. t at ymen 
night of young persons under fourteen years of age in glass- 
making, a joint deputation consisting of three each from the 
glass makers and manufacturers tried to persuade the Rome 
Secretary to stop the Bill. (See CALital and LaboUrt vol. IX, 
nos 172, June 6 1877)A 
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It was the f irst circle (the work group) of its Labour aristocratic 

presence that oppression and control by the superior group of the 

lower was most s)uLrp and strong. It is not surprising that in this 

circle the superior group was conservative so far as the production 

process and meclumisa: tion were concerned, In this circle they did not 

want any drastic change and conoeqment4 there was a strong continuitY 

between the second and the third quarters of the nineteenth century* 

The second concentric circle was life and work at the factory 

itself. In the factory flint glass makers distinguished themselves 

from other workers such as glass cutters, bottle makers, teaner'59 

learmen, founders# moulders, withs, stopperers, clayment yardmen 

and warehouse men. And their awareness as Labour aristocrats was 

strengthened. Between 1867 and 1882 in the Beatoon and Clark Factory 

of Rotherhamq for example, Teasers and Learmen were paid approximately 

148. to 20s. but occasionally over 20s. Founders were paid between 

16s. and 24s. Mouldmakers, Smithev Stopperers and Clayman were paid 

between 148- and 279. Yardmen and warehousemen were paid almost always 

less than 20s. ' We can also find in the Wages Book that there was 

lFlint Glass Nakers in Rotherhm received 398.10d. in the 1860s 
and 378.10d. in the 18708. For the details of the wages of 
other types of glass workers in Rotherham# see Appendix Table 
2: 2. 
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little or no tendency for the wages of these workers to inCrOa818 

during the 186os and 18708- On the whole,, flint glass makers in the 

chairs enjoyed markedly higher wages than these workers* 

Their relations with glass cutters and bottle makers were 

particularly important in the circle of the factoryo As Chapter 111"011 

showed, industrially the production process of glass making qnd cutting 

were inter-related and both processes required high skill, although 

glans making required much more skill. But there were differences in 

the work cyclel hours of work, wages and working conditions. Both 

employers and workpoople thought that glass cutting was 'less healtby 

than the glass house work' and funfriendly feeling' prevailed between 

glass makers and cutters, In spite of working in the same factory 

in most cases, they did not have much contact with each other and it 

was relatively rare for a glass maker to be recruited from the families 

of glass cutters., Organisationally they had different Unions so that 

particularly in time of strikes animosity between them was sharpenedg 

exa erbated by the clesely related production processes. All these 

factors made it difficult to amalgamate the Unions, although amalgamation 

was proposed in the early 1870s., 

An examination of the relations of flint bottle glass makers with 

ordinary bottle makers also shows a similar exclusiveness on the part 

of the flint glass makers and their Union* This exclusiveness vias 

particularly underlined when the P. G*X*F*S* authorised its members to 

act as tblack-legs' during the Yorkshire Bottle Glass Society strike 

of 1877, In the second circle of the factorys the notion of superior 

glass makers as Labour aristocrats was strengthened by comparing 

themselves with less skilled workers in the f actory. The Flint (; lass 
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Makers' attitudes towards them were exclusive and apparently based on 

narrow self-interest* 

The third concentric circle related to the industry, In the case 

of +. he flint glass makers the relations with other workers in the 

glass industry such as plate glass makers and sheet glass makers 

must be considered in this circle* Again, the flint glass makers 

clearly set themselves apart from other types of glass workers who 

wereq in flint glass makers' words, tall confined to one article each 

and all of them are the same thing over againt there is not variety* 

The flint glass makers looked down upon these glass workers and felt that 

only they themselves had 'the honour of contributing daily to the 

luxuries of the tables of the nobility of the land, including Her 

Majesty the Queen', It was only flint glass makers who I'labour at a 

beautiful art*$ Such awareness led the flint glass makers to think 

of themselves as a monolithic group and tended to conceal the strat- 

ification between the groups in the chairs, That such stratification 

existed however is illustrated by the Children's Employment Commission 

of 1865, which vividly described the worst working conditions, ill. 

treatnent and the lack of education among Takers-in in flint glass 

factories. But the ftagazine tried to cover up its contents, Instead, 

it reported elaborately on the poor educational attainments of other 

typen of glass workers. The C. C. of the Society remarked in 18653 

'Our attention has been directed to the report of the 
Commissioner on the employment of children connected 
with the glass trade. We are sorry the report does 
not go more fully into our own particular branch-, 
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but from the published report of the bottle branch 
and sheet and crown branches deplorable an our condition 
as regards educationg we have no hesitation in saying 
the boys at our trade would in general have shown a 
more respectable appearance than those examined in the 

above branches. ' I 

Thus, even their boys in the flint glass trade were described as a 

'respectable' group distinguishable from those in other branches 

in the glass tradee 

The fourth circle related to life in the local community. Here 

not only wer* differences between workers in the chairs obscured but 

those between glass makers, cutters and other types of glass workers 

were not fully but partly concealedg and all of them appeared as 

"glass workers". Since I did not set up a specific chapter on glass 

makers' activities in the local community, it is helpful to give 

some account of the marriage patterns, social activities and housing 

conditions of glass makers in Stourbridge, although I have no evidence 

relating to the activities of glass makers in Friendly Societies, 

churches, Building Societies or Leisure organisations which were 

elaborately examined bv Gray and Crossick. 

'F*G. 
*M. M*, vol. Vj P- 591. The educational attainments of 

Takers-in in the flint glass trade were so low that J*B, Jefferys 
quoted a case of Joseph Hones, a Birmingham Taker-in aged 
13 as an example of the lack of education of Mid-Victorian boys. 
The boy *can read the letters of "Dublin" but cannot sound it, 
,. * Cannot spell "sea" from sound. Wrote little letters on a 
slate. "9" is "Y'; is "6"' (J. B. Jefferys (ed*) Labourts 
Fomative Years 1849-18799 1948P P- 157)* 
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In an attempt, to estimate social distance within the working 

claseq marriage records have been used by several social historians* 

Foster used marriage certificates in Northampton, Oldham and Shields 

in 1846-56 and made it clear that the frequency of marriage between 

labourer and craft families was 70%-80% of the expected number of 

marriages between these groups in these three townel although there 

were slight regional differences*' Crossick's analysis of marriage 

in Xentish London examined the occupational relations of the father 

of the AToom and the father of the bride in the two periodz 1851-53 

and 187-'-: ý-75v and established that skilled workers had little intex%- 

marriage with the unskilled. 
2 Whereas Poster's figures did not reveal 

a trend, Crossick examined changes in the period of the third quarter 

of the century and came to the conclusion that there was a decline in 

intermarriage but the decline was still on a limited scale. On the 

other handq no drastic change took place in skilled workers inter. 

marriage, although some skilled showed signs of increased inter. 
3 

marriage with the unskilled. Gray examined the occupational relations 

lJohn Foster, Class Sta"le and t 
19749 pp. 126-27y and pp. 2 

2 In the years 1851-53 shipbuilding workers, watermen and lightermen, 
engineering and metal crafts9 and tailors had the least inter- 
marriage with the unskilled, all with well under 20% marrying 
into unskilled grades and these were followed by bui1ding craftel 
small metal workers and shoemakerx. G. Crossickq Social Structure 
and Working-Class Behaviour, o_p. cit., p. 206. On the other 
hand, over 60% of labourers married daughters of unskilled 
workers. (Ibid., p. 211)9 

da"IMM. N. M- 
31bid. 206. 
I 
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between the Groom and the father of the bride in Winburgh in both 

1865-69 and 1895-97* During 1865-69 'in all the skilled trades but 

one (the iron moulders) a third or more married the daughters of other 

skilled workers; similarly, the daughters of semi. and unskilled 

workers account for the largest single category of the brides of 

building labourers and carters, * I 

I attempted to discover the occupational relationship both between 

the groom and the father of the bride and between the father of the 

groom and the father of the bride. The data relating 'to glass makers 

and cutters in Stourbridge, was obtained from the marriage certificates 

from 1850 to 1885. The results shown in Appendix F suggest that almost 

the same marriage pattern as that described by Gray and Crossick 

existed among glass makers and cutters in Stourbridge. Glass makers 

marrying into unskilled families formed only about 14%* On the other 

hand, 20.3% of glass makers married glass makers' daughters.. If 

we include other skilled workers, then at leasts 43% of glass makers 

married with daughters of the skilled, The same tendency can be also 

found in the occupational relations between fathers of the groom and 

'R,. Q, Gray, The Labour Aristoor2a in Victorian Edlinburch, 1976, 
p. 111. But he established that during the years 1895-97 many 
of the differences visible in the 1860s had diminished and *a 
greater degree of social homogeneity appeared. I pe 1100 
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the bride. When the groom wax a glans maker the father of the bride 

was more likely to also be a glass maker than when a glass maker's 

son married the daughter of a glass maker, But the difference was 

relatively small* It in important to understand that occupational 

relations in marriage were much looser than occupationally hereditary 

relations between fathers and sons. AB Table 305 showedt 61.0% 

of glass makers in the marriage registers came from glAss makers' 

families and 65.2% of glass makerst sons became glass makers. There 

was also a strong barrier in labour-force recruitment between glass 

makers and cutters. But so far as marital relations were concernedl 

the barrier seems to have been smalls 6.5% of glass makers married 

daughters of glass cutters and 140% of glass cutters married daughters 

of glass makers. If we use social distance from labourers in marriage 

as a measure of the relative positions of glass makers and cutters 

in the local communityl then we find that the glass makers and the 

cutters on a similar plans. 

Similarly# there does not seem to have been any large differences 

in housing conditions between glass makers and cutters* Glass makeref 

houses in Stourbridge 'generally have a bit of garden attached to 

them, which can be made to produce a good share of vagetables that 

will materially assist in the substenance of a family. I Certainly 

'F#G*M*X., 
g vol. IYLv p-28- A letter from a member of the Society. 
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they lived in better quality working-class houses in Amblecote in 

great numbers and did not live in the slum properties in the oldtw 

parts of the town of Stourbridge or in the outlying townships of Lye 

and Wallescote, where the nail makers were concentrated* Howeverv 

only & few glass makers had their own housess in Amblecote out of 

40 glass makers identified only 2 owned their own houses and out of 

45 glass cutters only 3 did so* 
I Others rented houses., 2 The size 

of glass makers' houses can be compared with that of glass cutters' 

houses by combining use of the Rates Book with the Census Enumerators' 

Returns, About 55% of glass makers in Amblecote in 1861 lived in 

houses rated between U and L6. Any large differences in "rateable 

valu*" in the property rented between glass makers,, cutters and all 

other inhabitants can not be found. 3 An examination of the marriage 

pattern and housing conditions suggests that social& there was little 

or no difference between glass makers and cutters, although both of 

them were demarcated from the unskilled workers in the local community. 

IR 

,. atog Book of Amblecoto in 186le (Stafford County Record 
Office). 

2The 
rents of working men's dwellings in Stourbridge were 4s. in 

1877- (F. G. M. M. 9 vol. IXI p. 28. ) 

3See Appendix G, 9 Tab 1e Cr s I* 
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Both glass makers and glass cutters emerged as superior groups in the 

10cal cOmoUnit. Yj and the difference between them at the point Of 

Production seemed to have vanished. This situation was well illuSAX'ated 

when Public festivities were hold in Stourbridge, 

.Ca F'stivities and public gatherings were activities which became 

frequent among trade Unionists after the mid-nineteenth century- 

They provided an opportunity to demonstrate the relative positions 

of workers in the local community. Processions Of 910AS m&kOrB Of 

course bad taken place in earlier years. On September 12 1823, for 

ex, amples the Newcastle glass makers from the six glass factories in 

that town, Gateshead and Standerland marohed in the town. The 

Newcastle_Chronicle, reporteds 

'The inhabitants of this town were gratified with a 
novel and interesting spectaclet in a procession through 
the principal streets, of the workman employed in 
several of the glass houses in this and neighbouring 
towns, each bearing in his hand a specimen of the art# 
remarkable either for its curious construction or 
its beauty and elegance. II 

The procession attracted many people from the vicinity. 'Numbers of 

persons were to be seen flocking into town frcm all directionst and 

the several steam vessels had very lucrative freightol being crowded 

with passengers from 5hields and other places anxious to got a eight 

of the brilliant spectacls-' 
2 It is important to understand that 

this procession took place when the Newcastle glass trade was enjoying 

Chronicle, September 20 1823. 

ljyne Morcuryl September 16 1823o 
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its "golden ago"@ Corresponding with the removal of the centre of 

glass making from Newcastle to Stourbridge, festivities of this sort 

also moved too* After 18609 annual gatherings were hold under the 

auspices of the P. G. MF*S, They normally attracted between 89000 and 

10,000 people and after 1865, 'During the dAW special trains ran from 

Wolverhampton and other stations and deposited their freights of 

passengers at Haley Station*0 By that time the Pic-nic rame to 'De 

fixed among the inbabitants in the area as a great event* The 

BrierleLy Hill Advertiser wrote that 'For some time Past thiR Pic- 

nio was looked forward top as being the great pic-nic of the season* 

A Xonday was chosen as usual'. 
2 Schools had to be closed. At the 

Wordsley School on July 13 1863 'A very low attendance in consequence 

of a Pio-nic in Preetwood, Park - Hold by the Mass makers for the 

benefit of the funds of the Society. The boys had holidays in the 

afternoon*13 On the same day St. Thomas Boys School in Stourbridge 

also "gave the boys half a holiday in consequence of the glass makers" 

I Stourbridge Observerg August 5 1865 and advertisement for 
the Picnic appeared in Brier1S Hill Advertiserg July 29 1865* 

2BrierlpZ--Hill Advertiser, August 5 1865* 

3Log Book of Wordally School, vol. It July 13 18639 MS3 (Stafford 
County Record Office. ) 
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Pic nic. #' It in important to see that glass makers and cutters 

cc-operated together during these celebrations. For instance, at 

the festival held in 1865 glass makers and cutters, numbering about 
Od% 
600, formed a procession, each carrying some specimen of the trade 

as usual. There were also a large number of flags and banners with 

the following mottos, - 'Prosperity to our emplojers, and succese 

to the glass trade"g "United we stand# divided we fall*" "John Bright 

and free trade", "To the memory of Cobden, Gladstone and the franchise*" 2 

These mottos are useful illustrations of the glass makers' political 

standpoint - Liberalism - and their attitudes towards the employers - 

co-operation. In the park quoitaq archeryq cricket and dancing were 

popular entertainments and 'hundreds of specimens of the most artistic 

workmanship in glass' carried during the procession were exhibited 

there. Glass manufactures also exhibited products to demonstrate the 

high quality of their own factories* This festival helped conceal 

'unfriendly feelings' between glass makers and cutters and even between 

glass makers and ma; nufacturers* The common interest which all had in 

the prosperity of the glass industry was emphasised, 

I Log Book of St. Thomas BgZs School, Stourbridgeg vol. I. 
July 13 1863* MBS (Worcester County Record Office). On July 
17 1863 it was recorded that 'The attendance has not been so 

,. v good this week owing to the Glassmakers I pic Nic on I(onday 

2 Stourbridize Observer, August 5 18659 and Rrierley Hill_Advertiser, 
August 5 1865* 
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In the meet extended circle - class and society - working men 

in a specific occupation were related to the "working class" as a 

whole through their organisationel notably the trade unions. In the 

mid-century the Labour aristocracy afforded a condition for the 

existence of the "Now Model" unions* 

Part two of the thesis in an attempt to show how the flint glass 

makers, through their institutions, linked up with the labour movement 

as a whol e. 

The Webbs characterised the British trade union movement in the 

third quarter of the nineteenth century as possessed by "the Now 

Spirit and the Now Model"l under which $Trade Unionism obtained a 

financial strongthl a trained staff of salaried officerst and a 

permanence of membership hitherto unknown. fl They thought that this 

period clearly differed from the "Revolutionary Period" between 1829 

and 1842* The A. S, E* organised in 1851 provided them with the leading 

example of the "New Xodel" union. They interpreted the conflicts 

between Potter and the Junta in the 1860s in terms of a struggle between 

the old and the now in trade unionism and thought the trade union 

movement revolved around the Junta in this decade. The Webbst view 

that the years around mid-century saw a turning point in the structure 

amd policies of trade unions strongly influenced later historians of 

1 S. & B. Webbl Hist2a of Trade Unionism, 1920 editiong oj2. cjt., 
P* 181 0 
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opposite political persuasions like Rothstein and ]Perlman* 1 

G, D, H, s Cole was the first to revise the Webbs' view. He denied 

that ithe Amalgamated Bocieties can be regarded as representative of 

the entire Trade Union movement, or even most of it, during this 

period, and that even the Amalgamated Societies were nearly so 

"capitalist-minded" as historians of the Trade Union movement 

commonly suggelst*12 They 'covered only a fraction of the total Trade 

Lbion membershiplp and 'the leadership of the "Junta", so far from 

being complete, was in fact challenged by a larger number of important 

Unions, and did not amount to an ascendancy at any rate until after 

1871 - if even then., 3 Consequent4t Cole reinstated Potter, the 

Royden Harrisonj opocit. 9 p. 6. Rothstein stereotyped the 
Webbs' view, and maintained that BAglish Labour leaders such an 
Applegarth in the second half of the nineteenth century 'diverted 
the Labour movement from revolutionary to opportunist, from 
proletarian to middle clasog from political to trade union lines. ' 
(Th. Rotheteing From Chartism to Labourism, 19299 pp, 194-5)o 
On the other hand,, Selig Perlman wrote that the "Junta period". 
in which the labor leaders of Britain so inspired the public with 
confidence in the essential soundness and moderation of their 
movement, weathered all sorts of storms, and turned the very 
attacks by enemies into promising opportunities, (this) is 
perhaps the most notable chapter in world labor history. ' 
(Selig Perlmanj A Theory of the Labour Movementl New York, 
19289 p. 129). 

2 G*D, H* Coleg 'Some Notes on British Trade Unionism in the Third 
Quarter of the Nineteenth Centuryl in International Review of 
Social Historn Vol. 11 (1937), reprinted in E. M. Carus-Wilson 
(ed. )-Essacys in Economic HistOr. Yj vol. IV (1962)t po 2029 

3 aid. p. 203* 
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editor of the Bee-Hive which was 'the most important Labour and 

Trade Union journal of the day' and also gave him credit for his role 

in the origin of the T*U. C* Thus besides building, engineering and 

shipbuilding, there were other industries in which trade unions Oxistedt 

includings miningg cotton and other textiles, printing and boobia, 

binding, cabinet makingg coach-buildingl iron and Steel manufacturOt 

glaseq and glass-bottle making# pottery, tailoringg and boot and shoo 

manufacture, 
I Cole showed that among these unions other than buildingg 

engineering and shipbuilding, little or no attempt was made to follow 

the "Now Xodel". Wen the builders were not conquerod 'nearly so 

completely' as were the engineers. An examination of the mining, the 

iron and steelf and the textile trades lead him to the conclusion that 

'in none of them did the "New Model## influence show itself of much 

account. 
2 Cole understood the difference between the "Now Xodel" 

unions and the others in terms of the existence of 'a clear division 

among the workers themselves. In engineeringl building and ship. 

buildingg the skilled craftsmen who finished apprenticeships were 

always trying to keep the division rigid an the only means of ensuring 

the maintenance of their higher standards, ' Meanwhile, in miningg 

I Ibid.,, p. 205o 

2 lhid. 
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metal manufactureq and the textile trades, 'no similar class cleavage 

generally existso or has existed. 
" 

In other wordst Cole explained 

the preconditions for the existence of the "New Model" Unions in terms 

ofthe stratification between the workers in the industry concerned 

and saw 'the OIOW Model" unions as the skilled workers or upper order 

of workers' institution. However, Colo neglected many unional 

unions in which skilled workers with apprenticeship controls were not 

influenced by the Juntao 

Later labour historians like Allen, Nueson and Clegg 'seized 

on Cole's arguments and pushed them further than he was prepared to 

do' in the early 1960s, 2 Colets argument that tThe novelty of the 

"New Model" of 1850, as Mr. and Mrs. Webb have pointed out, was not 

really a novelty at all*' was fully developedby later historians as 

a denial of the Webbst methodology* Cole remarked that st&bility in 

membership, highly centralised financep and central control of policy, 

wore continuous from the Journeymen Stleam -Engine- Makers to.. the A. S. T. 

Allen denounced the 'great distortion by the Webbeg"rheNew Spirit 

and the Now Model"ýwhich ranked, for himg as 'a piece of historical 9 

fiction, *3 He denied the significance of the formation of the A*S. E. 

in 1851 and instead empkasised the holding of the Great Exhibition 

'which epitomised the cult of progress in Victorian lhgland". He 

also stated that 'the constitutions of unionag the A4, ILB* included, 

I 
4Ibid. t Po 206- 

2Royden Harrisong Before the Socialists. ol)-cit., p. 12s 
. M. ý - 

3V. L. Allen, Valuations and Historical Interpretation, in 
British Journal of Sociol2&, vol. 14,1963, P- 549 
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were shaped by ecollomic and social forces. 91 Nusson shared *thiB viewt 

contending that fthe booms and slumps of the trade cycle had much 

more effect on trade-union development in the nineteenth century than 

the ideological fluctuatiOns propounded by the Webbs. 92 According 

to him, twhat occurred then in the 'fifties and 'sixties was not the 

creation of a "New Model", but a strengthening of the old modelts 

Clegg wrote together with his co-authors A. Fox and A. B. Thompson 

that -. 

'During the third quarter of the century many local or 
regional societies were amalgamated into "new model 
unions" aiming at national coverage; but the novelty 
of this achievement can be exaggerated. Even before 
the foundation in 1851 of the original "new mod*l"# 
the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, its main constit. - 
uents the Journeymen Steam Engine and Machine Makers' 
Friendly Societyp had achieved more than local organis- 
ation. So had the Iron founders and the Boilermakers. 1 

Thus a critique of the Webbs' methodology became fashionable, although 

it was only repeating the essence of Brentano's article in 18709 which 

had elaborately described the continuity between the A. SoE. and its 

preceding organisations. 

I Ibid* 

2 
A. B. *ussonq The Webbs and their phasing of trade-union develop. 
ment between the 1830s and the 1860st in Bulletin. the Society 
for the Study of Labour Histoal no- 49 Spring 19629 P- 7- 
Goo 

3H. Clegg and others, A History of British Trade Unions since 
1882,1964v P. 7e 

4L. J., Brentanol The Growth of a Trades-Unionj in North British 
leviewl no- 53t October 1870# PP- 59-114* 
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Harrison attempted to reinstate the Webbst interpretation# 

althoughl in partj he accepted the criticisms of historians like 

Allen, Musson and Clegg, I He agreed that the Webbs "Paid too little 

attention to Trade Unionism at the level of local workshop practices. * 

and 'devoted too much attention to collective bargaining and too 

little to the "Unilateral imposition" of craft rules* 12 But he still 

stressed the significance of the formation of the A. S-E& which was 

Odeliberately copied, not only by Jhglish carpenters and bricklVereg 

but by German and American Unionistsgt; 3 

An attempt at a structural understanding of the conflicts between 

the Junta and Potter was also abandoned by Clements and others. The 

conflict came to be described as merely a question of Icl&shing 

personal ambitionsIg especially between Potter and Applegarth, 4 

Harrison criticised Clementsts view, once again replacing it by a 

return to the Tiabbs, whos 

'treated Potter as the spokesman Of the old-fashioned 
trade clubs of the mindless militancy of the pot. 
house. An examination of the rules and regulations of 
Patter's Progressive Society of Carpenters and Joiners 

'Musson 
remarked in 1972 that Harrison's view was one of 'the 

great labour legends that will long be kept alive. ' 'Harrison 
admits the force of all this historical evidence and reinter. - 
pretationj but he is nevertheless determined to maintain the 
Webbs' myth of the great mid-oentury discontinuity, centred on 
the "Jabour aristocracy" and the Now Kodello (A*E. Musson, 
British Trade Unions, 1800-18759 1972, P- 55)- 

2 Royden Harrison, Before the Sooialists, op. cit., P. 13. 

31bid., 

4R. V. Clements, British Trade Unions and Popular political 
SconOMY 1850-1875# OP-cit-, P. 99. 
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brings fresh support to the Webbs' conclusions. The 
subscription was only 4d. a week and there was no 
thought of expanding beyond London. The constitution 
enshrined the principles of primitive democracyot i 

I cannot accept Clement's view that the conflicts between the 

Junta and Potter ought to be ascribed to personalities, because though 

personal factors were importantg to abandon the pursuit of structural 

interpretation can not help to clarify the nature of the conflicts 

and, more generallyp the aims of the trade unionists* On the other 

handt Harrison's structural method and his reinstatement of the Webbe 

are not entirely satisfactory for the study of the F. G*X., F. S., because 

although the subscription of the Society was as high as Is. it did 

not support the Juntal but Potterl Not only in terms of its sub- 

scription rate but in many other important respects the F. G*M. F. S. was 

a Mew Nodel" union. As already noted in Part twol it resembled the 

A. S. E. or the AoS*C*J* organisationally in that it was a national 

union with a Central Committee and Central Secretary; actuarially in 

that it stood for high contributions and high benefits - unemployment 

allowancet superannuated allowance, sick benefits, and death fundog all 

of which were secured by the mighty accumulated funds of the Society. 

In the 1860s those funds per capita in the Society occasionally became 

twice that of the A. S*E* It was this firmly established benefits 

I Royden Harrisong Before the Socialists, ov. cit., pp. 10-11. 
See also, W. H. Warburtong The History of Trade Lbion Organisat 
in the North Staffordshire Potteries, 1931., P. 171* 
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system which completed the trmsformation from old traupsociety to 

"Rew Model union. Strategicallyo the Society insisted upon "Defence 

not Defiance" and stressed their policies respecting the restriction 

of apprenticeship; of promotion control; regulation of labour; 

mobili+.. v between areas of slack and full employment; the limitation of 

production; the encouragement of emigration, - all of which aimed to 

create a permanent scarcity of skilled labour in order to secure a rise 

in wages. This was a decisive transition "from custom to calculation". 

Therefore, the Webbs used the F. G*M,, F*S* as an example of the "New 

Spirit and bew Model". But the wW in which the Wobbs dealt with the 

F*G*X. F. S,. was a bit unscrupulous, becauseg as I pointed out earliert - 

when they came to deal with the Junta versus Potter struggle, they 

pushed the F. G. M. F. S. out of sight. From the Webbs' point of viewp 

the P. G. X*FaS. ought to have supported the Junta* Chapter VI showed 

how deeply the F. G. X. F. S* was connected with Potter's group. If 

Clements"s understanding is accepted, this riddle should be solved 

in terms of a study of the personal relations between Potter and 

Joseph Leicester. The important role of Leicester's activities in 

linking the F. G., X. F*S. with the national movement has been described, 

but his activities must not be overestimated. It is important to 

try to explaing in terms of the nature and structure of the F. G. M. F. S. 

itself, why Joseph Leicester was able to be so effective in support 

of Potter. The F. G. M. F. Se had relatively few members compared with 

the engineers or the carpenters* Glass makers could persuade themselves 

that they had no need of full-time officials like Allan or Applegarth, 

Its constitution tenshrined the principles Of "Primitive democracyti, 
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In this sense it was a disturbing bybrid placed between the traditions 

of localism and the requirements of the new national unions. The Webbs 

themselves appear to have failed to recognise this hybrid so far as 

their typology was concerned. Nor could historians who denied the 

emergence of the "Now Model" unions, have understood the complicated 

character of the F*G*MoF. Se, but would have regarded it as a mystery 

- probably of negligible importance* Thus it is clear that although 

politically the flint glass makers play progressive roles in the 1860s 

as OXWOOBOd in the movement against the Master and Servant Act, the 

Reform movement and their activity during the legal crisis of trade 

unionism, the way in which they were linked with the national movement 

was basically regulated by the structure of the F. G. M. F. S. The fact 

that the F. G. M., F. S. supported not the Junta but Potter prevented the 

,, glass makers from having any contacts with the First International* 

The question whether the Labour aristocracy was "progressive" 

or "conservative" and whether there was a continuity in the world of 

labour between the second and third quarters of the nineteenth century 

cannot be solved by concentration on one group of workers. Probably 

which side of the medal appeared much stronger depended on complex 

factors such an the trade situation# regional variety, the period and 

the subject with which they were involved. My contention is that as 

the concentric circle was expanding from the work group to the factory, 

to the industryl to the local community, and then to class and 

societyq the Labour aristocracy tended to move from "conservative" to 

"progressive". At the point of production9more preciselyq in +, he work 

groupl th*y were the most conservative towards any change of the 
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existing custom and production process. They were the most discriminatory 

towards other lose skilled workers in the workplacep because this was 

the economic basis on which the Labour aristocracy could stand* 

Graduallyl but not uninterruptedlyp as the circle was being expanded 

their attitudes began to change and at the widest circle - class and 

8OCie+, Y - in certain circumstances they might play a progressive role. 

In other words, the process of expanding circles suggests that 

the essentially conservative nature of the Labour aristooracy could 

express itself an a progressive force. Naturallyq the small space 

the circle encompassedg the lose discontinuity could be found between 

the second and the third quarters of the century, The wider space 

the circle encompassedl discontinuity appeared more sharply. Basing 

themselves on continuity at circles I and 2 some historians like 

Xusson criticised other historians who were really looking at circles 

39 4 or 5- When starting an argument about the problem of the Labour 

aristocracy and the "New Model" unionismg one should identify which 

circle is being considered. Not all but some differences may dissolve 

once different points of reference have been identified* 
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ZA-ppendix 
. 
47 unemployment Statistics 

Unemployment statistics are calculate& from a iii3t of the receivers 

of unemployment allowancel in the third Qiarterly Report (June-August) 

of the F. G*X*F*So each year; in F. G. M. Mll, vol. I. M. 

1) A glass maker who received unemployment allowance from the Society 

at any time during these three months between June and August is 

counted as unemployed in the yjart irrespective of the duration of his 

receipt of the allowance. 

2) The rate of unemployment in the year (%) is given ass(ho. of un- 

-eOloyed in the Society (or the District))I, no* of members in the 

Society (or the District) x 100, 

The result thus obtained is shown in Table AsI. 

These figures shown in Table AsI might be objected to because if 

for instance, some members took a week's holiday between June and August, 

this could inflate the figures enormously. Therefore, it is important 

to compare the rate of unemployment in each month in order to arrive at 

a more accurate estimate, 

Table As2 shows the monthly rate of unemployment in Stourbridge 

and Newcastle between 1872 and 1880. The source is the same Quarterly 

Report of the F. G,, M*F*S. A glaiss maker who received unemployment 

allowance from the SocietY for more than one week is regarded here as 

unemployed in the month. The rate of unemployment is oalculated from 

the number of unemployed divided by the number of members at the 

Particular POiwý ill lir" ill each District. 
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The Table shows that there were no large seasonal fluctuations of 

unemployment in the flint glass industx7 in Stourbridge, and Newcastle. 

There is no reason to believe that outside these two regions seasonal 

fluctuations of unemployment was marked. The Table also suggests when 

and how depression hit the trade in each District. 

Another objeotion might be that Table A: 1 measures the number 

unemployedg but neglects the duration of unemployment. It is almost 

impossible to use the unemployment allowance material for that purposet 

because the rate of the allowance differed according to the groups in the 

chairs and there is no continuous reports which show the number of the 

allow4-nce receivers according to each group. 

Table A: 3 shows the expenditure for the -unemployed. The expenditure 

from 1852 to 1874 is calculated from the reports of each District in the 

third qaarter of each year (June-August). After 1875 the Quarterly 

Abstract of Income and Expenditure of the Society as a whole gives the 

figures., The proportion of 'Unemployment allowance out of the total 

expenditure of the Society varied from time to timeq f(A)/(B) in Table A: 3 7 
and the years with high percentages correspond to those with a high rate 

of unemployment (the years 1852,1855-58t 1861-629 1867-709 1877-81). 
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TABLE ASI The Rate of Unemployment in theFive Districtel 1853-1881 

The F. G. K. F. S. Stourbridge 

Year Nember- No*of Rate of Nember No. of Rate of 
ship unemployed unemploy. ship unemployed unemployed 

ment 

1853 939 54 5-8 133 7 5.3 
1854 1020 68 6-7 200 17 8-5 
1855 912 191 20,9 153 21 13-7 
1856 1057 152 14.4 221 15 6.8 
1857 1174 71 6, o 259 4 1-5 
1858 1270 161 12.7 273 12 4*4 
1859 1318 123 9o3 286 10 3-5 
1860 1300 84 6o5 287 12 4.2 
1861 1369 193 14ol 276 - - 
1862 1364 187 13-7 175 29 10-5 
1863 1452 120 8.3 281 11 3.9 
1864 1545 114 7.3 284 39 13-7 
1865 1612 115 7-1 279 13 4.7 
1866 1640 90 5-5 280 6 2.1 
1867 1719 164 9-5 288 14 4.9 
1868 1668 174 10.4 286 15 5,2 
1869 1721 204 11.9 295 13 4.4 
1870 1762 183 10.4 298 17 5*7 
1871 1799 147 8.2 323 14 4.3 
1872 1840 118 6.4 325 7 2.2 
1873 1875 139 7.4 329 7 2.1 
1874 1933 192 9.9 332 3 0.9 
1875 1994 126 6.3 353 6 1.7 
1876 2030 124 6.1 371 9 2.4 
1877 2088 255 12.2 380 41 10.8 
1878 2043 491 24.0 388 55 14.2 
1879 2026 534 26.4 403 70 17.4 
1880 1977 450 22.8 399 54 13-5 

1881 1937 258 13.3 389 31 8. o 
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TABLE W 

Birmingham Newcastle Manchester 

Year Member- Nooof Rate of Member- Wo. of Rate of Member. No. of Rate of 
ship unem- 

ployed 
unempl- 
oyed(%) 

ship unem- 
ployed 

unempl- 
oyed(%) 

ship unevio- 
ployed 

unempl- 
oyed(%) 

1853 194 7 3, g6 85 12 14*1 71 6 8-5 

1854 193 14 7.3 72 3 4.2 87 4 4.6 

1855 181 43 23*8 62 17 27*4 76 13 17-1 
1856 210 38 18.1 81 15 18-5 70 7 10.0 
1857 259 19 7.3 84 13 15-5 102 6 5-9 
1858 274 23 8.4 93 38 400 120 18 1590 
1859 256 24 9.4 100 10 10.0 157 26 16.6 
1860 256 15 5-9 108 10 9*3 147 10 6.8 
1861 261 102 163 
1862 265 53 20.0 113 31 2794 171 19 11.1 
1863 279 21 74P5 103 19 18-4 202 15 7.4 
1864 291 11 3-7 83 11 13.3 251 14 5.6 
1865 297 17 5.7 70 10 14.3 268 25 9.3 
1866 293 27 9*2 80 8 10.0 276 13 4-7 
1867 299 - 65 4 4.9 310 
1868 304 21 6.9 82 20 24.4 308 31 10.1 
1869 318 40 12.6 68 24 35.3 312 29 9.3 
1870 334 30 9,0 82 15 18.3 320 40 12-5 
1871 340 40 11.8 76 13 17.1 325 31 9-5 
1872 321 29 9.0 74 11 14.9 333 27 8.1 
1873 340 13 398 100 11 11.0 317 42 13*2 
1874 354 33 9.3 113 28 24.8 315 73 23.2 
1875 362 19 5.2 100 17 17.0 341 38 11.1 
1876 346 20 5-8 97 24 24-7 360 28 7.8 
1877 343 34 9.9 105 25 23.8 379 66 17.4 

1878 351 29 8*3 104 34 32.7 355 125 35.2 
1879 346 44 12.7 104 34 32-7 350 124 35.4 
1880 345 47 13.6 99 39 3994 344 92 26-7 
1881 351 25 7.1 98 28 28.6 305 45 14.8 
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TABLE As l 

Rotherhm 

Year Xember- No, of Rate of 
ship unemployed unemployed 

W 

1853 23 0 0.0 
1854 29 0 0.0 
1855 33 0 0.0 
1856 47 0 0.0 
1857 38 0 0.0 
1858 50 3 6.0 
1859 50 1 2.0 
1860 50 4 8. o 
1861 77 8 10-4 
1862 58 9 15*5 
1863 71 1 1.4 
1864 69 5 7.2 
1865 56 2 3.6 
1866 62 1 1.6 
1867 66 2 3.0 
1868 62 4 6-5 

1869 67 0 010 
1870 68 11 1-5 

1871 70 0 0.0 

1872 60 0 0.0 

1873 63 1 1.6 

1874 65 1 1-5 

1875 58 0 0.0 

1876 54 0 0.0 

1877 54 0 0.0 

1878 55 21 38.2 

1879 48 8 16-7 

1880 46 16 34.8 

1881 44 11 25-0 
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TABLE As3 Expenditure for Unemployed of -the F,, G. M*F,, S, t 1852-1881 

Year Expenditure Expenditure 
for the unemployed 

(A) (B) 

(A)/(B) 
x 100 

Average Payment 
per unemployed 
person in eaoh year 

a d d L s d 

1852 432 9 1 438 9 6 98.6 2 8 10 
1853 88 3 3 141 5 3 624 1 12 8 
1854 122 17 0 175 10 9 69*7 1 16 1 
1855 688 11 8 749 15 11 914,8 3 12 1 
1856 369 1 2 450 7 4 81.9 2 8 6 
1857 147 17 8 208 7 6 71*0 2 1 8 

1858 435 2 11 628 7 5 69.2 2 14 0 
1859 352 16 10 1185 18 11 29-7 2 17 4 
1860 200 8 8 1349 14 7 14.8 2 7 8 
1861 788 13 6 1024 10 2 77.0 2 1 9 
1862 653 16 0 764 8 2 85-5 3 9 11 
1863 361 9 7 506 18 6 71.3 3 0 3 
1864 209 13 10 411 11 2 50-9 1 16 8 
1865 315 9 0 534 8 8 59-0 2 14 10 
1,866 265 17 0 662 1 11 40.2 2 19 1 
1867 59, 3 9 1474 16 11 40.1 3 12 1 
IW 664 5 2 1051 9 4 63.2 3 16 5 
1869 740 4 0 1212 11 10 70*4 3 12 7 
1870 639 13 8 1120 10 10 57.1 3 9 11 
1871 459 2 8 IM 8 10 39.2 3 2 6 
1872 315 1 10 1005 14 6 31.3 2 13 5 
1873 396 0 4 1087 9 4 27.2 2 17 0 
1874 616 2 10 1739 11 6 35.4 3 4 2 
1875 395 17 3 1077 8 6 36-7 3 2 10 
1876 399 7 3 1203 19 4 33.2 3 4 5 
1877 1087 1 8 1751 18 4 62.0 4 5 3 
1878 2565 15 8 3267 6 0 78*5 5 4 6 
1879 1992 12 0 2702 8 6 73-7 3 14 7 
1880 1265 14 4 1890 5 10 67.0 2 16 3 
1881 625 9 4 1090 9 8 574 2 8 6 
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LA-ppendix IB 

.7 
Nembership of the P. G. X, F, S, (1852-1881) 

The following Table is compiled from the Qg&rterlv Report of the 

F. G. M. F. S. in F. G. M. M. vol. I-XI. Members are those of the third 

quarter (June-August) in every yeare 
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5APpendix 27 Census Naumerators' Books of 1861. Stourbrid&e 

"Stourbridge" is encompassed by three different areas. Stourbridge 

as 'District or Uniont (no* 383 in the Census Enumerators' Books of 

1809 R. Ge 9) contained three Sub-districtos 1) Halesowen, 2) Stourbridge 

and 3) Kingswinford. Stourbridge as Sub-district has six Parishes 

or Townships% 1) Stourbridge Townp 2) Love, 3) Wollastons 4) Wollescote, 

5) Upper Swinford, and 6) Amblecote. The data which was shown in the 

text an obtained from the "Census Enumerators' Books of 18619 Stourbridge" 

includes Stourbridge Towng Woliestoul Upper Swinfordq Amblecote (no-383S 

- 2065p 20669 2068), Wordsley and Brierley Hill (no- 383s 2069-2074)o 

From Stourbridge (Sub-distriot) I omitted Wollescote and Lyal where 

almost no glass workers can be found. Instead, I included Wordsley and 

Brierley Hill from Kingswinford, because these two areas had a large 

number of glass workers, The number of glass workers thus obtained is 

shown in Table Cil. ('Glass blower$ in the Enumerators' Books is here 

included under the heading of glass maker)* Out of 1032 people in the 

glass trades 366 lived in Wordsley (35-5%) and 271 in Amblecote (26.3%). 

Both adjoining areas constituted 61.8% of the total number* Stourbridge 

Town and Upper -%winford had only 11., 7% and 40% respectivelyq probably 

because most of the glass factories were located outside the town. 

It can be assumed that my six-area investigation covers almost all 

glass workers engaged in the so-called Stourbridge glass industry. Eric 

Hopkins's datal showing that there were 409 glass workers in Stourbridge 

3. n 1851, does not include those in Wordsley and Brierley Hill, but ig 

confined to the sub-district of Stourbridge. (Eric Hopkins, Working 
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TABLE CSI The Number of Glass Workers and Manufacturers in Stourbridge 
in 1861* 

Stour- Wollaston Upper Amble,... Wordeley Brierley Totals 
bridge Swinford cote Hill 
town 

Glass 

maker 47 31 23 107 135 46 389 
(58) (98)* 

Glass 
ou: tter 54 74 12 98 166 28 432 
Glass (58) (90)* 
engraver 4106 12 4 27 

Other workers 
6) 

in the glass 
trade 9 11 9 55 47 33 164 

(53) (34)* 
Glass 
manufacturer 1 0 7 561 20 

( 5) ( 9)* 
Tota, ls 115 117 51 271 366 112 1032 (180)(247)* 

Houses 1800 418 570 51 5 
2) ( 568) (40 

Population 8783 2041 2749 2613 
(2053)(2771)* 

No* of 1.31 5.73 1.86 10@37 
glass workers (8-78)(8.91)* 
& mfct$rs per 
100 of the 
population 

The number in brackets is that in 1851 in Amblecote and the 
number in brackets with * is that in 1871 in the area. 

Conditions in Victorian Stourbridge, in International Review of Social 

History vol, XIXP 1974# P* 403)9 Hence his figures are comparable 

with those in Stourbridge Townp Wollaston, Upper Swinfcrd and Amblecote 

in my figures, totalling 541 glass workers in 1861. We can therefore 

assume that the number of glass workers in Stourbridge (Sub-district) 

increased from 409 in 1851 to 541 in 1861. 

The results obtained from the Census Enumerators* Books of 1861 

in Stourbridge are set up in the following Tables, on which my analysis 
in the text is basede 
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Although the Census Enumerators' Books distinguish "glass makers" 

from other glass workersq they do not indicate the glass makers' 

position in the chairs. The membership list of the Stourbridge District 

of the F, G. X, F*So for 1857 (in P. G. X. X, vol. IV, pp. 238-43) is here 

used to identify their position on the assumption that promotions which 

took place between 1859 and 1861 were negligible. By tracing each name 

in the list of 249 members in the F. G. M. F. S. in the areal 169 glass 

makers (77 Workmenp 62 Servitors and 30 Footmakers) can be identified 

and linked up with those in the Enumerators' Bookag which list 297 

glass makers over the age of 209 The position of non. -Society glass 

makers cannot be identified, but those who are not identified are not 

necessarily the non-Society men. The results obtained in this way are 

shown in the following Tables, 
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TABLE Cs2 Age Distribution of Glass X&ers and Glass CuttOrg in 
Stourbridge in 1861. 

Age Glass Xaker Glass Cutter 

(N) % Accumulated % Accumulated 

10-14 47 12*1 12,1 29 6.7 6o7 
15-19 45 11.6 23.7 60 13.9 20.6 
20-24 57 14.7 38.4 64 14.8 35.4 
25-29 57 14.7 53*1 79 18.3 53.7 
30-34 53 13.6 66.7 47 10.9 64.6 
35-39 44 11*3 78.0 46 io. 6 75.2 
40-44 25 694 84.4 35 8.1 83,3 
45-49 24 6,2 go. 6 28 6.5 89-P8 
50-54 18 4.6 95,2 22 5ol 94.9 
55-59 8 2.0 97.2 9 2.1 97*0 
60-64 4 1.0 98,12 10 2.3 99.3 
65-69 2 0*5 98-7. 1 0.2 99*5 
70-74 5 1.3 100.0 2 0.5 10010 

Totale 389 100.0 432 100.0 

Average 30.23 30-99 
age 

TABLE CO Household Position of Glass Makers and Glass Cutters in 1861* 

Position Glass Maker Glass Cutter 

00 % (N) % 

Head 217 55*8 259 6o, o 
Son 125 32,1 128 29.6 
Lodger 44 11#3 40 9*3 
Others 3 0.8 5 1,2 

Totals 389 100.10 432 100*0 
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TABLE CO Xarital Status of Glass Xakers and Glass Cutter'3 in 1861 

Xarital Status Glass Maker Glass Cutter 

% (N) % 

Single 165 42*4 177 41sO 
Xarried 224 5706 255 59-0 
Totals 389 100*0 432 100,0 

TABLE Cs5 Num'berm of Children in the Families of Glass Makers and 
Glass Cutters in 1861 * 

N 0. of Glass Maker Glass Cutter 
children 

No. of Accumulated No, of % Accumulated 
families %% families %% 

0 43 19*2 19*2 47 18*4 18*4 
1 48 21.4 40.6 35 1397 32.1 
2 41 18o3 58-9 48 1818 50.9 
3 28 12-5 71*4 52 20*4 71.3 
4 30 13.4 84-8 27 10.6 81.9 
5 15 6*7 91-5 25 9.8 91.7 
6 12 5.4 96.9 9 3o5 95.2 
7 4 1.8 98--7 8 3.2 98o4 
8 2 0.9 99.6 2 o., 8 99o2 
9 1 0-4 10000 2 0,8 100.0 

Total No., of 
families 224 255 

ToW no. of 
children 534 644 

Average noe 
of children 
per family 2*38 2,60 
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TABUC Cs6 Numbers of Children Working In the Families of Glass NakerO 

and Glass Cutters in 1861. 

No. of 
children 

Glass Maker Glass CuttOr 

No, of Accumulated No* of Accumulated 
families % % families % % 

0 171 76.3 76., 3 198 77*6 77*6 

1 31 13.8 9011 36 1491 91.7 

2 14 6.3 96.4 12 4.7 96.4 

3 6 2.7 99-1 4 1,6 9800 

4 2 0,9 100.0 4 1,6 99.6 

5 0 010 100*0 1 0*4 10010 

Total no* 224 255 
of families 

Total noo 85 93 
of children 
working 

Average no. 0*38 0*36 
of children 
working per 
family 
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C37 Household Position of Glass Makers in 1861 

Position All Glass Makers Workman Servitor Footmaker 

(N) (N) (N) (N) 

Read 217 55-8 76 98*7 52 83*8 22 73*4 
Son 125 32,1 0 010 5 8-1 4 l3o3 
Lodger 44 11*3 1 1.3 5 8,1 4 13o3 
Others 3 o. 8 0 0*0 0 0.0 0 010 

Totals 389 10010 77 100*0 62 100.0 30 10000 

C38 Marital Status of Glass Makers in 1861 

Marital status All Glass Makers Workman Servitor Footmakor 

(19) % (N) % (N) % (19) % 

Married 224 57*6 77 100-0 55 88*7 22 73-3 
Single 165 42.4 0 0.0 7 11-3 8 26-7 

Totals 389 100-0 77 100-0 62 100.0 30 100.0 
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C39 Numbers of Children in the Families of Glass Makers in 1861* 

All Glass Kakers Workmen Servitor Footmaker 

No. of N0.0 of No. of No. of No* of 
children families % families % families % families % 

0 43 19., 2 14 18*2 11 20*4 8 364 
1 48 21-4 10 13-0 11 2094 5 22.7 
2 41 18*3 13 16.9 13 24.1 6 2793 
3 28 12o5 12 15*6 9 16*7 1 4o5 
4 30 13*4 11 Uo3 5 9*3 0 0.0 
5 15 6-7 7 9.1 1 1,9 1 4*5 
6 12 54 5 6*5 3 5,6 1 4*5 
7 4 1*8 3 3--9 0 010 0 000 
8 2 0.9 1 1-3 1 1.9 0 0110 
9 1 Oo4 I Io3 0 010 0 010 

Total no* 224 100.0 77 10000 54 100-PO 22 100.0 
of families 

Total no* 534 219 115 31 
of 
children 

Average 2.38 2.84 2.13 1*41 
no. of 
children 
per family 
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C310 Numberg of Children Working in the Families of Glass Xakers in 1861., 

All Glass Makers Workman Servitor Footmaker 

No. of 
Children 

No. of 
families % 

No* of 
families % 

No. of 
families % 

No. of 
families % 

0 171 76*3 53 66.2 44 81.5 20 90.9 
1 M 1398 il 14.3 7 13.0 2 9.1 
2 14 693 7 gel 3 5.5 0 0.0 
3 6 2.7 4 5.2 0 0410 0 010 
4 2 0.9 2 2., 6 0 010 0 0.0 

Total no* 224 77 54 22 
of families 

Total no* 85 45ý30sons(25*) 13ý12 sons(g*) 2ý 2 sons (1*) 
of children 15 daughters I daughter 0 daughters 
working 

Average 0938 0*58 Oo24 0009 
no. of 
children 
working 
per family 

* in the number who worked in the glass industry. 
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fA'ppendix D17 

Wages Book of Stevens and Williams, Stourbridgeo, 

Stevens and Williams is the only Stourbridge firm for which anv Wa, 900 

Book of the mid-nineteenth century have survived. The Wages Book of 

Stuart and Son of Stourbridge relates to the years after 1885, The 

Book of Stevens and Williams covers the period from November 1838 to 

April 1862. In the Book each group of four workers making up a Chair . W- 
in separately doscribed,, so that, although the status in the chair in 

not shown, it can be discovered easily* In my caloulatioup the wages 

in the first week of January and July each year are chosen, but when one 

(or both sets) is estimated to have been obtained by working lose than 

11 moves a week,, then these figures are excluded in the average calculations 

These are not nominal wages (11 moves) but weekly wages actually paid* 

The result in shown in Table DsI. 

"The wages of Workman" in the Table means the average wages of Workman 

in M1.1 chairs in that year* The wages of Servitors, Footmakers and 

Takers-in are obtained in the same way. "The wages of the Workman in 

the best paid chair" are calculated frOm amu&l wagest given by Eric 

Hopkins. (Eric Hopkinst Small Town Aristocrats, op. cit., p. 242t 

Appendix IIq The number of chairs are those in the first week 

of January each year. (* shows that in the first week of 1859 three 

chairs were working,, because of the strike and lock-out. But in July 

1859 9 chairs were working. The wages in 1859 are 'those for July of 

that year. ) 
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TABLE DO Wages of Flint Glass Makers in the Stevens and Williams 
Factoryq Stourbridge 1838-1862. 

(weekly wages) 

Year 140. of Workman Servitor Footmaker Taker-in Workman in 
chairs the best paid 

chair 
13. do so do so do so do a. do 

1838 8 33 2 24 2 12 5 4 10 32 10 
1839 8 29 7 21 6 11 5 4 7 27 1 
1840 8 25 8 18 q 9 10 3 9 28 2 
1841 9 29 1 19 11 10 0 3 10 39 6 
1842 9 25 5 18 2 9 10 3 4 35 8 
1843 10 21 10 16 3 9 0 3 4 32 3 
184 7 23 6 17 3 6 11 2 5 32 2 
1845 8 25 5 16 1 9 7 3 2 19 9 
1846 8 26 8 18 6 11 3 3 4 35 7 
1847 8 34 8 19 6 9 6 3 6 23 8 
1848 8 26 4 18 10 9 6 3 5 22 11 
1849 7 31 10 20 8 11 0 3 11 31 7 
1850 8 32 2 21 2 10 9 4 1 41 5 
1851 7 37 10 14 5 11 11 4 5 45 10 
1852 8 35 5 24 2 9 0 4 4 46 10 
1853 9 31 8 20 io 8 1 3 10 51 11 
1854 8 38 10 23 9 8 11 4 7 50 9 
1855 10 30 10 20 6 8 2 3 3 39 8 
1856 10 32 10 21 9 8 5 3 3 42 6 
1857 8 46 9 29 6 14 5 4 10 50 6 
1858 9 42 6 27 5 12 6 4 3 49 6 
1859 3*(9) 46 10 31 2 13 1 4 10 69 8 
1860 9 45 1 29 11 14 10 4 7 58 8 
1861 10 37 7 25 6 12 12 4 1 50 3 
1862 10 42 9 30 10 14 1 4 4 57 4 
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ZA-ppondix f 

Wages Book of Beatson and Clark, Rotherham. 

This Wages Book covers a longer period than that of Stevens and 

William. It begins with the year 1840.1 concentrate on the 

period from 1856 to 1882, although the books for the years 

1875-78 are missing, Before 1856 the wages of each group of workers 

in the chair are not identifiable. 

Moreoverg this source describes not only the wages of flint glass make" 

but those of flint bottle makers (after 1863). A major disadvantage 

of the Book for comparative purposes however, is that, although the 

chair in flint glass making consists of four workers, there were no 

Footmakers in the factory. A chair consisted of a Workman, two 

Servitors (both of them are Journeymen or one is a Journeyman and the 

other in an Apprentice) and a Taker-in. Another disadvantage of the 

Book is that the wages of the Takers-in are included in the Workman's 

wages and not separately listed. 

The method of calculation is the same as was used for-the Wages Book of 

Stevens and Williams. However after 1862 the wages of Workman and 

Journeymen Servitors tended to be standardised,, So that of the wages 

after 1862, *those are weekly standard wages which were received by a 

majority of the rank. The number of the rank is shown in column (a) 

in the Table and the number of workers who received "Standard wages" 

is shown in column (b)* 
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TABLE EsI Wages of Flint Glass Makers in the Beatson and Clark FactorYt 
Rotherham 1856-1882, 

Year No. of 
chairs 

Workman 
(a) (b) 

Journey- 
man 
Servitor 

(a) (b) 
Apprentice Workman 
Servitor (a) in the 

best paid 
chair. 

S. do so do 9, do s. do 

1856 12 49 2 12 29 4 23 17 40 3 58 1 

1857 11 53 6 11 28 1 17 15 2 5 51 4 

1858 13 45 3 13 30 3 20 14 1 6 55 6 

1859 13 52 1 13 34 1 22 14 10 4 61 10 

1860 15 36 7 15 23 9 26 13 4 7 44 0 

1861 15 34 5 15 20 6 24 9 5 6 44 4 

1862 15 42 8* 15 9 28 100 24 14 12 5 6 50 2 

1863 15 42 8* 15 10 28 10* 24 17 12 8 6 50 2 

1864 18 42 8* 18 10 28 10* 27 16 12 9 9 50 2 

1865 18 43 2* 18 14 31 10* 26 20 13 9 10 54 5 

1866 18 43 2* 18 9 31 10* 27 14 16 6 9 14 5 

1867 18 52 0* 18 14 39 0* 29 23 17 1 7 61 6 
1868 18 52 0* 18 11 39 0* 27 20 17 5 9 61 6 
1869 20 46 2* 20 12 34 0* 30 20 14 4 10 54 5 
1870 20 40 4* 20 13 30 8* 29 19 12 0 11 47 4 
1871 21 46 2* 21 19 34 10* 32 29 12 10 10 54 5 
1872 22 52 0* 22 16 39 0* 33 27 15 5 11 61 6 
1873 22 56 3* 22 19 43 3* 33 29 16 2 11 66 6 

1874 21 50 9* 21 17 38 5* 31 27 14 9 11 59 7 

1879 15 59 6* 15 10 45 6* 20 11 16 5 10 69 9 
1880 16 48 10* 16 11 16 6* 23 15 14 8 9 51 4 
1881 13 35 1* 13 11 26 1* 19 14 10 4 7 51 4 
1882 14 40 8* 14 12 30 0* 19 15 12 7 9 51 4 
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Table W shows the average wages of Flint glass makers and other 

workers. Those in brackets are the highest wagese "Flint, glass 

maker" includes Workman and Servitor but does not include Taker-in* 

"Bottlemaker" includes all those from lot class to 5th class* 

This kind of data is obtainable only after 1867. 
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fAppendix E7 Marriage Registers in Stourbridget 1850-85- 

Marriage Registers used are as follows: 

L) Old Swinford, Stourbridge, 1850-75- 
2) St. Mary's Churchp Kingswinford, 1851-85, 

3) St. James' Churchq Wollaston, 1860-85- 

4) Trinity Churchq Amblecoteg 1850-85- 

In the calculation of the average age at marriage of glass makers 

(Table F: 1), remarriages of widowers were excluded. (The figures in 

brackets refer to the number of these remarriages). 'Glass blowers' 

are included but glass cutters and other glas-ý workers are excluded. 

The number of marriages in each Register relating to glass makers is 

respectivelY 579 299 11 and 12. In the calculation of the marriage 

age of children of glass makers (Table F: 2)9 the same procedure is used. 

The number of marriages in each Register is: in case of son 54,279 10 

and 11 respectively and in case of daughter 65,309 16 and 23. 

In the calcu; ation of occupational relations in marriage (Table 

F: 31 F. -4 and F: 5) I consulted Ph. D. theses of R. Q. Gray and G. Crossickýand 

John Fosterg op. cit.., Appendix 2. For the classification of occupations 

into the skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled I consulted Dadley Baxter 

The National Incomeg 18689 Appendix IV9 E. A. Wrigley (ed. )q Nineteenth- 

century Societyq 1972, chapter 6 and G. Stedman Jones, Op. cit.. 19 Appendix I. 
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Beside the major occupations shown in Table F: 3y F: 49 and F: 5 

the skilled workers include Bookbinderg Buiýderq Boilermakerg Cabinet- 

makerg Compositor, Sawyerg 31,. Aer, Printerý Watchmakerq Wheelwright and 

so on. The less-skilled workers include Button maker, Crate maker, 

Currierg Gas stokerg Pattern maker, Millerg Waterman and so on. The 

unskilled workers include Gamokeeperg Gardenerg Stone Cutterg Lockkeppert 

Waggonerý Tile cutter, Packer and so on. 
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TABLE Fil Marriage Age of Glass Makers in Stourbridgel 1850-1885, 

Age Vo. of marriages % accumulated 

18 1 110 1.0 

19 3 2.9 3*9 
20 9 8.8 12.7 
21 15 1497 27-4 
22 17 16-7 44ol 

23 8 7-8 51-9 
24 11 10,8 62-7 
25 16 15*7 78.4 
26 5 4.9 83--3 
27 3 2.9 86.2 
28 8 7.9 95-0 
29 1 (+ 1) 1.0 96. o 
30-39 5 (, + 2) 4.9 100.0 
40-49 0 (+ 3. ) 0.0 100.0 
50-59 0 (+ 1) 04,10 100.0 

Totals 102 (+ 7) 100.0 10010 

The average of marriage age is 23-78. 
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TABLE F12 Marriage Age of Children of Glass Makers in Stourbridge, 
1850-85* 

Son of Glass Maker Daughter of Glass Maker 

Age No. of % Accumulated No. of % Accumulated 
Marriages % Marriages % 

18 0 0.0 0.0 5 4*0 4.0 
19 5 5.3 5*3 18 14-5 18-5 
20 8 8-5 13.8 17 13.7 32.2 
21 16 17,0 30.8 20 16.2 48.4 
22 13 13.8 44,6 12 9*7 58*1 
23 10 lo. 6 55.2 14 11.3 69.4 
24 6 6.4 61.6. 10 8,1 77.5 
25 18 19.2 80., 8 4 3.2 80.7 
26 4 4.3 85*1 5 4.0 84.7 
27 2 2.1 87,2 1 0.8 85#5 
28 7 7.4 94.6 5 4*0 89.5 
29 1 (+ 1) I'l 95.7 4 3.2 92.7 
30-39 4 (+ 4) 4.3 100.0 9 (+ 6) 7*3 100.0 
40- 0 (+ 3) 0.0 100.0 0 (+ 4) 0.0 100.0 

Totals 94 (+ 81 124 (+ 10) 

The average of marriage ages son 21,64 daughter 22-77 
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TABLE Fs3 Occupational Relations in Marriages in Stourbridge, 
1850-1885 (A) 

(percentages) 

Groom 
Pather of Bride Glass Xaker Glass Cutter 

Class Worker 20.3 23.0 
Glass maker 12.2 

Glass cutter 6-5 

Other glass worker 1.6 

Skilled worker 24.4 27.0 

695 (Iron worker) 
3*3 (Shoemaker) 

3.3 (Chandler) 

3.3 (Engineer) 

1.6 (Bricklayer), 

Semi-skilled worker 30.1 23*0 
6-5 (Xiner) 

4-1 (Boatman) 

3.3 (Nailer) 

3.3 (Blacksmith) 

1.6 (Potter) 

Unskilled worker 13*8 13.2 
10.6 (Labourer) 

Retailer 2-4 695 

Non. -manual worker o. 8 2.0 

Manufacturer 1.6 1.3 

Farmer 4.1 3.3 

No occupation o. 8 0.0 
Unknown 1-7 0-7 

14o5 
8.5 
0.0 

5-9 (Iron worker) 
3e3 (Carpenter 

& Joiner) 
2.6 (Brioklaqer) 

2.0 (Engineer) 

2.0 (Shoemaker) 

5.3 (Niner) 

2.6 (Railer) 

1.3 (Chainmaker) 

1.3 (Boatman) 

1.3 (Furnace man) 

7-9 (Labourer) 

Total case's (IN ) 123 152 
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TABLE Fs4 occupational Relations in Xarriage in Stourbridge 1850, --1885 (B) 

(percentages) 

Father of Groom 

Father of Bride 

Glass worker 13-9 

Glass maker 
Glass cutter 
Other glass worker 

Skilled worker 28-7 

Semi-skilled worker 
16,0 

k 

Unskilled worker 20.9 

Retailer 5.2 

]Non-manual 
worker 0,9 

Xanufacturer 1.8 

Farmer 2.6 

No occupation 0.0 

Unknown 0.0 

12,2 (Iron worker) 
3*5 (Plasterer) 

3*5 (Engineer) 

3*5 (Shoemaker) 

Glass maker Glass cutter 

18.9 
8-7 8,9 
1-7 1000 
395 010 

25.6 

27,, 7 
7-8 (Xiner ) 

3.5 (Blacksmith) 
2*6 (Boatmaker) 

2.6 (Iron worker 
semi-skilled) 

2#6 (Nailer) 

7.8 (Iron worker) 
4*4 (Carpenter & Joiner) 
2.2 (Shoemaker) 

1.1 (Brick layer) 

5.6 (Nailer) 

4#4 (Miner) 

2.2 (Chainmaker) 

2.2 (Furnaceman) 

2.2 (Blacksmith) 

13*3 
7.0 (Labourer) 8,9 (Labourer) 

6.7 

0.0 
1.1 

5.6 
0110 
1.1 

Total cases (N) 115 go 
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TABLE F'5 Occupational Relations in Xarriage in Stourbridge 
1850-1885 (C) 

(percentages) 

Father of Bride 

Father of Groom Glass maker Glass cutter 

Glass worker 12-5 

Glass maker 6.6 2.3 

Glass cutter 4.6 8.0 

Other glass worker 0-7 2*3 

Skilled worker 31*1 26.1 
5*3 (Shoemaker) 

4.6 (Carpenter & 
Joiner) 

4.6 (Iron worker) 

2.6 (&, now) 
Semi-skilled worker 31 -1 

9.9 (Xiner) 

4.0 (Railer) 

4.0 (Boatman) 

2.6 (Furnaceman) 

Unskilled worker 14,6 

9.3 (Labourer) 

Retailer 4 .0 
Non-manual worker 4-0 

Manufacturer 0-7 
Farmer 1.3 

No occupation 0.0 

Unknown 1.3 

5-7 (Builder) 

3-4 (Shoemaker) 

2.3 (Carpenter 
Joiner) 

2.3 (&gineer) 

31.8 
9#1 (Blacksmith) 

8.0 (Niner) 

3-4 (Tailor) 

2e3 (Boatman) 

17.0 
(Labourer) 

6.8 
0.0 
1.3 
4-5 
0.0 
0.0 

Total cases 88 
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ZA: p-pendix G7 Rate Book in Amblecote, 1861. 

The following Table is obtained from the Rate Book of 1861, Amblecote 

in Stourbridge. Since the Rate Book does not indicate occupations, the 

Census Enumerators' Books of 1861 in the area were used to identify 

glass makers and cutters in the Rate Book. For Aorkmen a membership 

list of the F. G. M. F. S. is also used in identification. 

TABLE G: l Housing of glass workers in Amblecote, Stourbridge in 1861 
(percentages) 

Rateable value Glass maker (workman) Glass cutter All households 

X2- 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 

X3- 7-5 0.0 4.4 9.7 
X4- 27.5 13.4 20.0 24.6 

F-5- 27-5 50-0 28.9 24.4 

Z6- 17.5 21-4 15.6 13.9 
Z-7- 15-0 7.1 4.4 4.8 
Z8- 2-5 0.0 8.9 5.2 

, z9- 0.0 0.0 2.2 1.8 

Z10- 2-5 7.1 15.6 13.6 

Totals 40 14 45 505 identified (N) 

Fact; -)ries and other estates except dwellings are excluded from the 

above Table. 
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L /Dý PPPDIX Fýr 

Donations for the Great Strike and Lock-out of the Flint GlasB Makers 
in 1858-59- 

Total Income from All Sources 

Received by the C. 3, E427 12 10 

Received by Districts L575 45 

Total collected by 
Glass Makers L1002 17 3 

Total collected by 
Glass Cutters L 848 13 

Grand Total x1851 10 41 

Received by the C. S. of the F. G, M. F, S, 

Glass makers, America L75 14 0 Bottle Makerst Society, 

Amalgamated Engineers, Bristol 5 4 6 

London 30 0 0 Proceeds of concert 5 3 0 
Bottle Makers' Society Cork Cutters' Society 
St. Helens 25 6 0 York 5 0 0 
Compositorst Society, Hatterst Society, London 5 0 0 
London 25 0 0 Tin Plate Workers, "Black 
Block Coopers, London 25 0 0 Jack", London 5 0 0 

Trades' Committee of Carpenters' and Joiners. 
Newcastle 20 0 0 Society, Bristol. 5 0 0 

Lace Makers' Society* Coopers Society, Burton 5 0 0 
Nottingham 16 5 0 Bottle makers' Society 
Iron Moulders Societyl Brierley Hill 4 4 0 
London 15 0 0 Cotton Spinners, Bolton 4 0 0 
Mr. W. Burnsv Bell Inn Xr. W. Graham, Dublin 3 0 0 Committee 15 0 0 

Mr. Thomas Pugh, Dublin 11 19 2 Tin Plate Workers, 
Bristol 3 0 0 

Mr. W. Cormack, Rotherham 11 19 10 Xr. MuirheadjLiverpool 2 15 0 
Coopers' Society, Bristol 10 5 0 Cork Cutters' Society, 
Mr. R. HeronGlasgow 10 0 4 York (subscriptions) 2 11 0 

Mr. W. Grahams Worsbrodale 10 0 0 Friends, Saltney 2 8 0 

Block CooperB, London (Loan)10. 0 0 Carpenters' Society, 
Liverpool 2 2 6 

Sheet Glass Makersl 
Westbromwich 8 0 0 Mr. G. Miller, South 

Shields 2 0 0 
Others under E2 

Totals L427 12 10 
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(2) 

Received by Districts of the F. G. M. F. S. 

Manchester E286 2 4-,. 'F 

Stourbridge 81 12 5 

Warrington 50 12 7-k 

Birmingham 35 5 3-1 

London (crib men) 27 19 3 

St. Helens 27 0 0 

Eiinburgh 24 12 9 

Bolton 19 4 111 

Dudley 16 14 9 

Totals L575 45 

Stourbridge District for glass makers and cutters. 
Tin Plate Workers' Society L30 0 0 

Weighbouring Works 42 11 gi 

Various Subscriptions 16 4 2i 

The Stourbridge Shopkeepers 10 19 8 

Horse Wail Makers' Society 10 0 0 

Messrs. Foster's Iron Works 10 0 0 

Society Men at Messrs. Keep and 
Watkin 7 2 6 

London (by Mr. Kelly) 6 0 0 
Society Men at Wollaston Spade Mill 5 10 10 
Mr. John Higgs, Alma Inn, Brierley 

Hill 5 2 9 
Mrs. Pardoe, Donations Audnam 4 0 6 

Messrs. Shut &d, Iron Works 2 13 6 
Others under E2 

Totals E161 2 10 

(paid to the F. G. M*F*S* (L81 12 

Sources Compiled from F*G. X, M., vol. III, PP- 542-5- 

1) Only donations and loans over L2 are shown in the Table. 
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4CAppendix Glossary 

Anneal# To prevent or remove objectionable stresses in 
glass by controlled heating at and o9oling from 
a suitable temperature. 

Batch# A mixture of raw materials ready for melting* 

Battledore, or 
Pallette, An implement used for shaping the foot of a 

wine glass* 

Blowing iron, or 
Blowpipeq The iron pipe used by a glass maker for gathering 

and blowing by moutho 

Casher-box, A small triangular iron trough, lined with wood, 
to hold a finished glass, before its removal to the 
leer* 

Caveman, A general labourer, usually working under a glass 
furnace. 

Chair, 1) A special long-armed chair in which the 
craftsman site when shaping glass. 
2) A team or gang of workers. 

Closed poty A pot made with a roof to protect the contents 
from flames and combustion gases in the furnace 
and with a mouth for charging raw materials and 
gathering molten glasse In flint glass making 
this type of pot was used* 

Cullets Broken glass which may be added to the batch for 
remelting., 

Cutting# Producing glass decorated by brinding figures or 
patterns on its surface over an abrasive wheel, 
followed by polishingo 

Decoratingg Applying designs to formed glass ware by mems of 
etohing, cuttingt engraving or similar methodBo 

Diamond-point 
Design scratched by hand on the surface of a glass etching$ 
with the point of a diamond. 

Engravingg Desigli out on the surface of a finished glass by 
pressing it against the edge of a very small, 
revolving copper wheel, 
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*of Hottest part of furnace* 

Fills A charge of batch to a pot or furnace. 

Fire finishedg Glass which has been surface polished by heating, 
for example in a flamee In pressed flint glass 
making this method was used- 

Footmaker, Second assistant, who, in a wine-glass shop, 
psepares the feet, 

The found Time during which the furnace in driven to its 
greatest heat in order to malt the glass* 

Gadget, or Spring A spring-clipg attached to a punty,, to hold foot 
puntyt of wine glass whilst the bowl is being finished, 

in order to prevent puntee-mark. 

Gatherer, A worker who collects molten glass on the end of 
a blowing iron or punty preparatory to blowingg 
pressing or drawing* 

Glass blowerg 1ý A worker who blows glass by blowing iron. 
2 Sometimes means a glass maker in general to 
distinVish him from a glass cutter. 

Glory hole, An opening exposing the hot interior of a furnace. 

Intaglio# A form of decoration in which the depth of cutting 
is intermediate between deep cutting and engraving* 

Lehrl (Leerg Lier, Lear) An oveng usually long and tunnel-shaped, 
for annealing glaseq preferably by continuous 
Passage through the oven. 

Narvert A slab or iron on which the molten glass is rolled 
after being gathered. 

metalt Molten glass. 

Nixer, A worker who weighs and mixes both materials in a 
mechanical mixer or by hand* 

Moulderl A worker who reheats and mounds rough lumps of 
optical glass into slabs. 

Movet A piecework term; an agreed number of glasses to 
be made for an agreed price by a chair. 

Open pot# A pot open 80 that the glass is exposed to direct 
heating and chemical influences of the flame. 
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Pot arch, A furnace for heating pots before they are placed 
in a pot furnace., 

Pot-settingo The removal of an old or faulty pot from the 
furnace and the setting in of a new one. 

Presser, A worker who shapes glass by pressing in a 
mould by hand or by maohine. 

Punty, or Pontil# Iron rod used to hold a glassp bv means of a glass 
sealq while it is being worked* 

Patty# Dry power used in polishing in cutting process. 
It is made of oxide of lead (three quarters) and 
tin (one quarter), 

Servitor, Chief assistant, 

Siegel Bed of furnace on which the pots rest. 

Bitter-upp Second teaser, or a Teaser's mate. 

Taker-in, Boy who carries finished glass from gaffer to 
leer or annealing kiln. 

Teaser, (Teazer) 
or Founder, An operator who maintains the correct furnace 

temperature for feeding the batch into the furnace 
or pot., 

The tool, A toolq resembling shears, for shaping the blown 
glass* 

Turn, The periodp usually six hours, during which a 
chair works; there are two turns for each chair 
in twenty-four hours. 

Workman, or Gaffer# Master glass maker or the head of chair* 
or Finisher, or 
Chairman, 

This glossary has been compiled from 1) GlossF a us ., Z of mTI arm 
_9d 

in the 
Glass Indus=, (British Standard 3447). 19629 2TH., J* Powellj Glass, - Xaking in Ehicledg Cambridge 1923, op-cit, PP* 41-46, and 3) 1?. G. X. X*j 
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A. PRIMARY SOURCES 

I* Zhe- Flint Glass Makerst M! gýasine and Rules and RevAl&+, ions of the P,, G*X,, F., So 

1. MLaxine 

Dompletg 89t of the Maggzine from 1851 to 1897, bound in 21 

volumes, in hold by Jb. JoRe Prices 4 Prospect Hill, Stourbridgeq 

Worcestershire, This set was micro-filmed and is in the possession 

of the Library of the University of Warwick, The volumes which are 

concerned with uW research are an followes 

Volume Years 

Vol., It 1851-53 

vole 111 1853-57 

Vol. 111, 1857-60 

Vol* IV# 1860-63 

Vol* Vt 1863-67 

Vol. VII 1867-71 

Vol* VIII 1871-74 (new series, Vol. 

Vol* VIIII 1874-77 (now series, Vol* 2) 

volo IILI 1877-79 (now series, vol. 3) 

Vol* Xt 1879-80 (now series, Vol* 4) 

vole AILI 0 1880-81 (now series, Vol- 5) 

The Stourbridgo Reference Librazy P088088613 V01- I and vole Il 

(1851-57)9 Vol* VIII (November 1876 only) and vol. IX (NOY 1877 on4o) 

The Howell Collection in the Bishopsgate Institute# Londonp holds 

vol. VI (September 1869 - Special issue for the second T*U*C, ow 

onlY) SDd Vol* VII (August and October 1874 onky)e The Webb Trade Union 

Collection at the British Library of Political and Economic Science, 

London School Of Ebonomicsp London, holds vol, IX (AUgUSt 1879 On17). 

six issues between t 1887 and February 1893t and continuous ton 

issues from January 1895 to APril 1897. The Archive of the Beatson 
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and Claric Glass Company of Rotherham holds vol* IX (MY 1878 Only)* 

&lea and RIgHlations 

Artiol L&vs. and Rules of the Glass-Xakers' Friendly. Society# 'A. G. lB -- :A 

hold wt the House of Nr* Willigg Wilsone 18000 ]Newcastle--upon-ý** 

(British Library) 

Rules mad RemUgtious of the Flint Glass Nakers' Wiendly Society 

gf Great Britain an& Ireland. revised at the Conference. hold in 

June 15th. 16th. 11th. 18th. and 12th. 1858 (Brierley Hill 

Public Library)* 

Rules and Regulations of the Flint Glass Makers' Friendly Society 

of Great Britain and Ireland, revised and corrected &ril. 1852- 

(Birminghm Reference Library. ) 

Rules AM Regulations of the Wational Flint Glass Makers' Sick 

and Friendly- Society of Great Britain and Ireland. revised and corrected 

June 1867-. in R*C* on Trade Unions, 11th and Final Report 1868-69, & 
(P,, Po XXXI)t vol. 119 Appendix* ppe 259-620 

Rules and Rpalatione of the National Flint Glass Kakers # Sick 

and Mriendly Society of Great Britain and Ireland. revised and corrected 

at. Trades Conference. hold at Manshester, : Lw& 16th. 17th, 18th, and 

20th. 1§74, third editioup 1879* (Webb Coll. Section C. vol, 42, Xv 

at the British Library of Political and Economic Sciencop London School 

of Eoonomicsj 
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Rules of-tho London Glaas Blowers' Trade Societyg 1875e (Webb COlle 

S*ct-iOr' C, Vol. 42, IV) 

of the United Flint Glass Cutters' Xutual Assistance and 

Protective Societv. 1887 (Webb Coll. Section C, vol. 429 VIII)* 

Ruill and Regulations of the Pressed Glass Kakoral FriOndl-v 

Society of-the North-of England. February 17.1872. revised in April 

1814* (Webb Coll, Section Cq vol. 42, XVIj WII) 

n. Namsoript Sources 

1, Notebooks in the Webb Trade Union Collection at the British Librga 

of Political gad Bognomic Science, London School of Boonomicso 

(Section A, vol, XLIV) 

a. Flint Glass Xakers 

b* Glass Blowers 

c. Mass Bottle Makers 

d, Plate Glass Bovellers 

Flint Glass Cutters 

PP* 1-256* 

257-260, o 
261-332, 

333-350. 

351-397* 

Widow Glass Workers: Pressed 398-4W. 

Glass Makeres Glass Founderes 

Glass Painters, etc* 
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2.1"es Books (See Appendix D and Z) 

a. Stevwis and Williams of Stourbridge in the Archive of the 

BrierleW Hill Cx7stal Company, Brierls7 Hill* 

bo Beatson and Clark of Rotherham, in the Archive of Beatsong 

Cl&rk and Ccapany Ltd. 9 Rotherham* 

c* Vood Bros, of Barnsleyj in Sheffield Central Library* 

Is Census Records at the Public Record Office (see Appendix C) 

Consus Enumerators' books of 1861, Stourbridge 

Census Shumemtors' Books of 18519 and 18719 Stourbridge (Amblecote) 

MWXL3. gjLe Registers (See Appendix F) 

a, Parish Rpj; jsters and Records of Old Swinford. StourbrigjLeg 

Worcestershiret in Worcester County Record Office (microfilm, 

vol,, 31-46. ) 

be Register of Xarriages. St. IgZ's- Church in the Parish of 

gWorde S+ Xings taffordshire, in Dudley Reference Library 

volse) 

c. Register of MarrigiLess Sto James' Church in the Parish of 

Wollaston, Worcestershire, in St, James, Church (I vol. ) 

d. Master of Xarriages. Trinity Church in the Parish of Amblecote. 

Staffordshire, in Trinity Church (3 volse) 
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gLhor Keuscrigt Sources 

a. Airmingham Reformwe Library 

Birmingham Trades Council Minutes Book# vole 1 (1869-73)o 

Dealey, R9X*j Reminincenceng nod* 

Letters, Accountsp Documenter etas rel&ting to the Mien Glass 

Works, Dartmouth Street, Birmingbaml 1817-1882* 

Kirk, R*So, The Second Annual Congress of Trade Unions hold 

on August 23,24t 259 26# 27 and 289 1869o 

be Biobgpsgate Institutol Howell Collootion 

Council Xinutes of the Refom Lowe* 

Howell's Letter Book, vol. I and vol. II. 

Reform League Cashp-Booko 

co Brier1gy Hill Public Library 

Letters in the Trade Union File; in the Special Collection on 

Glasso 

do Sheffield Central Librarv 

I Rl Wood' wcords. 

eo Stafford Cgp. U-R*cord Office 

Rates Book of Amblecote in 1861. 

Log Book of Wordsley Schoolt vol. 1. (1863-73) and vol. IT (1873-97). 

f. Worcester CMMU Record Office 

Log Book of St. Thcmas Boys Schoolq Stourbridge, vol. 1. 
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III* Offici&l Reports 

Childrenog lbyloyment Comistsiong 2nd ROlx)rtt 1843 fb-0 ý7 XIII; 
APPI8111iix to 2nd Report, Part 1.1843 f4'3j7XIV9- Appendix to 

2nd Reports Part 11,1843 a312 XV* 

ChildrenOu Amplosiment Comissiong 4th Reports 1865 fB418 Xle 

Select Comitteel Contracts for Service of Nasterp Servants and Workmeng 

1866 /449/ 11119 

Royal Comission on Trade Unions, 10th Reportt 1867-68 f39&)-VII MIIU: Xo 

11 th and Final Report t 1868-69 ffl2j7 =* 

Royal Commission on Factory and WOrkShops ActsFol, 1, Report and 

APPendix, 1876 CC-144,17 XXU; Vol* Vp Minutes of Bvidencel 1876 

fC'o 1443-f Me 

Factory Inspectors' Reports,, 1880 fC 24827 XIV; 1881 fC, 28257 XIIII9 

Labour Statistics - Return of Rates of W&gg, 30 1887 CC9517! 7 LMMIX* 
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IV* Weimpaperts and PericAicals 

Alliance News 

Boo-Rive 

lirmingkam and General Advortiser 

BIMI&Lham Daily Post 

Birmingham Journal 

BirmLnULha Xa2ury 

Brierlqj Hill Advertiser 

Brierlay Hill 
-and 

S+, ourbri! IjLe Gazette 

Cgpital and Labour 

Commonwealth 

Gateshead Observer 

. &O62W Sentinel Q 

globe 

ILIpohester Guardian 

XidlW Advertiser and BirmingNS Times 

XorniRg Chronicle 

Newcastle Chronicle (September 20 1823; British Library) 

Newcastle Daily Chronicle 

Iggoastle-DailZ Journ&l. 

Northam Star 

fterative (1851-52; British Library), 

Pottga LgHtte 

Rwnoldn's-lewspaDer 

Sa-Au-rAM Evening Post (Bimingham) 

Soctsman 

Stourbridge Observer 

Tyne Mercury (Sept, 16 1823-l British Library) 
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Other Sources 

An Account of the Receilds and Exp 
-m--diturO 

Of thl (; I", m k Mi '901 

pr iendly SOciaty,, From Dmc . ember W 1835 to Ju ly 28 18ý7 (Brierley 

Hill Public Library) 

A Circular from the Brierley Hill Glass Works to Glass Nanufacturlmrst 

October 26 1858 (Archiv* of the Brierley Bill CrvetAL1 COMPanY) 

The Glass Washers I Lookout, An #neal to the Servant Girls of the 

United Kjadem on BWI&IL of the Flint Glass Washers t Friendly Society 

Egllow Working Girls. Sturbrig fs'ic7t January 13 1859* (Brierley 

Hill Public Library and Birmingham Reference Library) 

A Leaflet, with no title,, requesting glass manufacturers to attend 

the Xesting of Xarch 20 1878 (Brierley Hill Public Library) 

London Trades' Council to the Trades' Societies Generaly, 1866 

(Howell collection) 

The Nasta and Servant Act 18679 Important #j2Real Cans to the Trade 

Unions of the United Kinimlom, 1873 (Howell Collection) 

Xr. Potter and the London Trades' Council, 1865 (Howell Collection), 

National Reform Legpe Nidland Department, 2nd Annual Report, July 1867 

(Howell Collection) 
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Notice to Bo-vaq issued by the Beatson and Clark F&ctoryg Rotherhano 

June 8 1875 (Archive of the Beatson and Clark Glass Company of 

Rotherhas) 

RefgM hIMe - List of Degartments and Branches g 1867 (Howell COllectiOn) 

Reform LegiMe Notes (Howell Collection), 

L*Rgrt of Conference on the Lame of Nasteris and Workmen wader their 

C2ntraots of Service. hold i1a Loadork on Vth. 31 at Xay old 1 st and 

aid juno 180A., Glasgow, 1864 (Webb Coll* Soction Be vol- 11,3)4, 

Repgrt of Neetigg of Naster Cutters in 1845o (Stourbridge Reference 

Library) 

Report of the Trades Conference hold at St. Martin's Hallg JGL rch 

T& 8, I§aIq 1867 (Howell Collection) 

The Sixth gunual-Roport of the Birmingham Trades Council for, the Year 

endlM June 30 1872 (Birmingham Reference Library), 

To the GlAss Masters of tho Stourbridgre and Wordeley District. Xarch_aO 

=8 2. (Brierley Hill Library) 
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